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Abstract

The 1923 Treaty of Lausanne was the final peace treaty which concluded the First
World War. In recognising the borders of the new Turkish nation state amid the
collapse of the Ottoman Empire, this treaty also determined that only two islands from
among the hundreds which populated the Aegean would henceforth belong to Turkey.
Located near the entrance to the Dardanelles, these two islands – Imbros and Tenedos
– became Turkish territory under special conditions. The conditions stipulated by the
Lausanne Treaty ensured that the native Rum (Anatolian Greek) communities – the
main ethnic groups inhabiting both islands – would henceforth be acknowledged as an
ethnic minority of Turkey, duly protected with administrative autonomy. In the
meantime, a widespread and compulsory population exchange between Turkey and
Greece began. This exchange was designated by the same treaty, but it exempted
Imbros, Tenedos and Istanbul. It caused the displacement of approximately 1.5 million
Rums, and with it, the creation of a seismic historical condition: one that continues to
reverberate today.
Until the 1960s Imbros’ Rums led their life on the island as a quiet minority
within the Republic of Turkey, but conversely, as the majority group living upon it – a
situation unprecedented among the other settlements within Turkey that maintained a
Rum population after the 1923 exchange. However, during the 1960s and 1970s the
Turkish state embarked upon an ambitious restructuring process on Imbros. This
involved the construction of various public institutions and new settlements on
expropriated Rum lands, vigorously displacing the Imbros Rums from their island in
the process.
Reshaped by such a multi-layered process, Imbros has become a highly
illustrative case revealing how the phenomenon of displacement is entangled with the
concepts of emplacement, diaspora and return. This thesis examines the spatial history
of Imbros as a means to unpack the nature of this entanglement in detail, using the
three different names for the island – İmroz, Gökçeada, Imbros – as a spatial and
temporal framework for examining the phenomenon of displacement. Each name for
the island is today employed by a different interest group involved in the history of
displacement and emplacement on Imbros, meaning that each also presents us with a
spatio-temporal layer associated with certain architectural and historical practices, and
a tool for conducting research.
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Impact Statement

In this PhD thesis, I have sought to capture a broader understanding of the
phenomenon of displacement, by examining the island of Imbros in relation to the
island’s native Rum1 community. In doing so, my research has confirmed the
hypothesis with which I tentatively began the project: namely, that displacement is not
only a political issue concerning the movement of peoples, but also constitutes a
distinctly spatial phenomenon – one which can be analysed via the context of the built
environment. In an effort to find new ways to unpack the evident complexity of
displacement in terms of being a spatial phenomenon, the research has generated a set
of insights into the active role which spaces and places play in its production. As a
result, I argue that the findings of my research can be beneficially employed by those
working in the scholarly fields of architectural history and theory, urban and migration
studies.
Each year millions of people across the world are forcibly displaced by political
and armed conflicts, natural and human-made disasters, economic distress and
development projects. Since the end of WW1, forced population movements in
particular have been acknowledged as a problem to be addressed through the
establishment of international institutions, such as the United Nations. Yet, the issue
of forced displacement, especially the current refugee crisis impacting Europe (and
which involves Turkey as a transit hub), continues to dominate the contemporary
political discourse and generate an enormous impact on the quality of people’s lives
and their culture overall. By focusing on the island of Imbros in relation to the spatial
history of displacement, which appears at first glance to be a case study only relevant to
the relationship between Turkey and Greece, I argue that the findings of my research
outlined above have the potential to be more broadly applied – for example, by
informing institutions operating outside the context of academia, such as regional and
international regulatory and legislative bodies engaged in the conservation of cultural
heritage and urban planning.

1

The term ‘Rum’ refers to Greek populations of Anatolia/Asia Minor.
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Abbreviations

Institutions of the Republic of Turkey

CC-B

Bursa Regional Council for the Conservation of Cultural Property (Taşınmaz Kültür
Varlıklarını Koruma Bursa Bölge Müdürlüğü)

CC-C

Çanakkale Regional Council for the Conservation of Cultural Property (Taşınmaz Kültür
Varlıklarını Koruma Çanakkale Bölge Müdürlüğü)

CC-E

Edirne Regional Council for the Conservation of Cultural Property (Taşınmaz Kültür
Varlıklarını Koruma Edirne Bölge Müdürlüğü)

CC-S

Superior Council for the Conservation of Cultural Heritage (Taşınmaz Kültür Varlıklarını
Koruma Yüksek Kurulu)

GDCHM

General Directorate for Cultural Heritage and Museums (Taşınmaz Kültür Varlıkları ve
Müzeler Genel Müdürlüğü)

MCT

Ministry of Culture and Tourism (Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı)

MEUP

Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning (Çevre ve Şehircilik Bakanlığı)

MEUPC

Çanakkale Provincial Directorate of The Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning
(Çanakkale Çevre ve Şehircilik Bakanlığı Il Müdürlüğü)

NSC

The National Security Council (Milli Güvenlik Kurulu)
Bibliography

Archives
A-GDCHM

Archives of the General Directorate for Cultural Heritage and Museums (Ankara, Turkey)

A-GM

Archives of Gökçeada Municipality (Gökçeada, Turkey)

A-MEUP

Archives of the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning (Ankara, Turkey)

A-MEUPC

Archives of Çanakkale Provincial Directorate of The Ministry of Environment and Urban
Planning (Çanakkale, Turkey)

AR

Archives of the Republic of Turkey (Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Başbakanlık Cumhuriyet Arşivi)
(Ankara, Turkey)

CAMS

Centre for Asia Minor Studies (Το Κέντρο Μικρασιατικών Σπουδών) (Athens, Greece)
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EMIT

Imbros and Tenedos Studies Associations (Εταιρία Μελέτης Ίμβρου και Τενέδου)
(Thessaloniki, Greece)

NCFM

National Centre for Maps and Cartographic Heritage (Thessaloniki, Greece)

NA

National Archives (London, UK)

Definitions
Kanun

Law. Laws have numbers and dates, and sometimes names. They are published in Resmi
Gazete (e.g. Law no. 5713, 5th February 1921, Resmi Gazete, no. 7732, 12th February 1951,
or “Bozcaada ve İmroz Kazalarının Mahalli İdareleri Hakkında Kanun” [“The Law
Concerning Imbros and Tenedos Regional Administration”], law no. 1151, 25th June 1927,
Resmi Gazete, 20th July 1927, no. 638).

KHK

(Kanun Hükmünde Kararname) Statutory Decree. Statutory decrees act as effective as laws
in Turkish judicial system. They are also published in Resmi Gazete (e.g. Statutory decree
no. 648, 8th August 2011, Resmi Gazete, no. 28028, 17th August 2011).

Resmi Gazete

Official Bulletin of the Republic of Turkey. Laws and statutory decrees go in effect on the
date that Official Bulletin of the Republic of Turkey publishes them
(http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr or https://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/).
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Prologue: Spatial Research into the Phenomenon of Displacement

If we look to examine the phenomenon of displacement within the context of an island
community, at least three questions can initially be posed. In the first instance, we ask: who are
the subjects most affected by this process? This question is then followed by two more: how
and why did such a displacement take place, and what are the impacts of it – both for those
who left (the displaced), and for those who arrived to take their place (the emplaced). However,
despite the seeming simplicity of these questions, answers to them appear far from obvious.
In terms of subjects, this is a study focused on the island of Imbros and its displaced
native population – Rums (Greek community of Anatolia).2 Displacement practices affecting
the Imbros Rums first began towards the end of the First World War (WW1), but it was during
the 1960s and the 1970s when the majority of the Rum population were largely displaced from
the island. Since then, quite a bit has been written about the displacement of these islanders –
especially since the 2000s – mostly conducted in the form of oral testimonies. Yet little has been
said about the spatiality of displacement as it occurred on the island of Imbros, and about the
spatial aspects of this phenomenon as it was experienced by the Rums and those who came to
replace them. Thus, in order to create a comprehensive spatial account of the phenomenon of
displacement on Imbros that would take into account the questions posed above, I began my
research by looking into the ways in which this phenomenon was enacted, experienced and
challenged on the island, the results of which are discussed herein.
However, over the course of my research I came to realise that the phenomenon of
displacement as it unfolds through the Imbros case was intertwined with other concepts, such
as emplacement, diaspora and return. This meant that the displacement of the Imbros Rums
did not occur as an isolated process, but rather, as a phenomenon that incorporates these
elements as factors of inclusion. By ‘phenomenon’ I am referring to the condition of
displacement as it was experienced primarily by the Imbros Rums, while recognising that this
condition involved many other parties, agents and processes from the Turkish mainland and
elsewhere. As these all played witness to, contributed towards, or otherwise benefitted from the
displacement practices enacted on this island, so they form part of the story of the Imbros
Rums.

2

I shall explain more about the term Rum in section ‘1.2. The Place’.
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This kind of analytical linkage between displacement and emplacement, or between
displacement, diaspora and return, has been increasingly deployed in studies on displacement
and migration in order to better understand the issues at stake within a wider social context.3
Within such studies, displacement and emplacement are often defined as historical products
and ever-unfinished processes, and are commonly addressed within a wider temporal frame.4
Likewise, for the island of Imbros, the temporality of displacement is not restricted during the
period in which the primary act of Rum displacement took place. In fact, the temporality of
displacement has endured through the emergence of the Imbrian diaspora and through several
movements of return.
Hence, the subjects of displacement in this study includes not only those Rum
islanders who were displaced, but also those who were deliberately emplaced from the Turkish
mainland, alongside those who otherwise emplaced or re-emplaced themselves on the island
as part of or as a result of the displacement practices.
In the same manner, examining the interrelation between displacement and
emplacement also underscores precisely how the displacement of Rums took place on Imbros,
and what the consequences of this have been. Considered within the context of displacement
so described, the concept of emplacement comprises spatial and socio-political practices that
are related to how space on the island is governed and presented. As such, the nature of those
practices is frequently hegemonic and top-down. The main process of displacement on Imbros
was actualised over the course of just twenty-seven years: between 1963 and 2000. Since then
new sites of emplacement have continued to transform the situation, including new
emplacement practices which continue to appear on the island. These deliberate acts consist of
transplanting new people, spaces and things: new populations – mostly victims of disasters and
population resettlements whom the Turkish relocates from various parts of Turkey and abroad.
They also include physical sites, such as settlements, buildings and infrastructure projects (like
the island reservoir and the island airport), alongside things that are purely symbolic or

3

Liisa H. Malkki, “Refugees and Exile: From “Refugee Studies” to the National Order of Things,” Annual Review
of Anthropology, no. 24 (1995): 506-511, www.annualreviews.org; Pamela Ballinger, “Borders and the Rhythms
of Displacement, Emplacement and Mobility,” in A Companion to Border Studies, ed. Thomas M. Wilson and
Hastings Donnan (West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 389-404, https://onlinelibrary-wileycom.libproxy.ucl.ac.uk/doi/book/10.1002/9781118255223.
4
Malkki, “Refugees and Exile,” 516; Liisa H. Malkki, “National Geographic: The Rooting of People and the
Territorialisation of National Identity among Scholars and Refugees,” Cultural Anthropology 7, no. 1 (Feb.,
1992): 24-44, https://www.jstor.org/stable/656519.
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material, such as the implementation of new curriculum, which obliged a Turkish-based
education in Rum schools, statues and nationalist slogans written on Imbros’ mountains.
The Turkish state-led emplacement practices were done on the pretext of
infrastructural development and of supplying housing for those who needed it the most, yet
this not only caused the wholesale expropriation of Rum lands but also restructured the island
demographically, socially and spatially. At the same time, these emplacements were public
investment projects which generated employment and attracted immigrant populations to
Imbros, who – by so emplacing themselves – began to enjoy a sense of belonging to the island
by virtue of occupying abandoned Rum properties. Those immigrant groups thus have played
a key role in the spatial and socio-political transformation of some of the Rum villages of
Imbros. The question(s) of what impacts such forms of displacement and emplacement
resulted in must be addressed through a close examination of the historical dynamics of the
island and of the social identification of its community. This is one of the tasks of this thesis.
In geographical terms, Imbros is a Northern Aegean island, located approximately 16
km off the Gallipoli Peninsula – a region on the north-western edge of Turkey. The island has
remained the subject of various disputes between Turkey and Greece since the close of WW1
due to the sensitive geopolitics which emerged during that era. First, Imbros became an army
base for the entente states during the Gallipoli campaign between 1915 and 1916 – a situation
which drew the island into ‘Greco-Turkish antagonism’. Then, during the Lausanne Peace
Negotiations, disputes over the sovereignty of Imbros and Tenedos between Turkey and Greece
continued and eventually resulted in favour of the Turkish delegates. The Treaty of Lausanne
– the peace treaty signed in 1923 at the end of the Lausanne Peace Negotiations – determined
only two Aegean islands, Imbros and Tenedos, from among the hundreds which populated the
Aegean as belonging to Turkey.
Alongside these early twentieth century developments, the regions of both Anatolia
and the Balkans saw the beginning of a nation-building process by which native communities
and their settlements which were previously created under the multi-ethnic empires, such as
the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Ottoman Empire, were irreparably damaged. The
language of nationalism and ethnic/religious separatism became central to the discourses of
those newly founded nation-states which emerged during this period. The nationalist
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discourses in particular were often accompanied with forced movements of those native
communities, many of whom were often minoritized and targeted.
During the formation of the Turkish state, the displacements of non-Muslim
communities – such as the forced removal of the Armenians and Anatolian Greeks – occurred
in the form of vast population movements. This process created a set of exiles both during and
after WW1, and helped to shape the societal and spatial character of the Turkish state which
remains in evidence today. On the other hand, the Imbros’ Rum community received a
protected status provided by the 1923 Lausanne Treaty – a condition which exempted only the
islands of Imbros and Tenedos plus Istanbul from the 1923 compulsory population exchange
which occurred between Turkey and Greece. However, unlike the other two locations, Imbros’
population comprised only Rums, and so the island was also given the right of an
administrative autonomy. As a result, Imbros became a singular and somewhat unprecedented
example: one in which not only was an ethnic minority of Turkey found to be the dominant
population, but one who also had their administrative autonomy remain in place until the
displacements of the 1960s and the 1970s.
Displacement of this magnitude causes untold disruptions and shifts in socio-cultural,
economic and physical aspects of the people it affects. However, the impact of the displacement
of Imbros Rums was not confined to the experience of those who were displaced from the island
itself, but had noticeable implications for the broader social and political context of Turkey as
well. In short, with the displacement of Imbros Rums, the Rum community of Anatolia almost
completely disappeared from Turkey, with the exception for a few thousand who remained
living in Istanbul. This last phase of a long-established displacement policy targeting Rums also
demonstrated something else: the ways in which the topic of space matters to the practices and
trajectories of contentious politics. This reveals that displacement is a condition as much as a
phenomenon to be observed: ‘it generates a discursive chain of actions and counteractions
motivated by improvisation, intuition, risk, and creative leaps’, as stated in a study on
architectural patterns of displacement.5 Similarly, the displacement of Imbros Rums instigated
a counteraction within the Imbrian diaspora, who continue their struggle to reclaim their rights
in the both the international and the national arena.

5

Hilde Heynen and André Loeckx, “Scenes of Ambivalence: Concluding Remarks on Architectural Patterns of
Displacement,” Journal of Architectural Education 52, no. 2 (Nov., 1998): 100-108,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1425425.
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1

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION: The Island

1.1. The Overview
The 1923 Lausanne Treaty was the final peace treaty concluding WW1. Alongside recognising
the borders of the Republic of Turkey, it also determined only two islands from among the
hundreds which populated the Aegean as belonging to Turkey.6 Located near the entrance to
the Dardanelles, these two islands – Imbros and Tenedos – then became Turkish territory
under special conditions.7 These ensured that the Rum8 communities, the ‘native non-Moslem
populations’ inhabiting both islands, would henceforth be acknowledged as an ethnic minority
of Turkey, duly protected with an administrative autonomy. In the meantime, a compulsory
population exchange between Turkey and Greece (the 1923 Convention) began.9 This was
designated by the same treaty, but it exempted Imbros, Tenedos and Istanbul. This exchange
either caused or sealed the displacement of 1.5 million Rums (referred to as ‘Turkish nationals
of the Greek Orthodox religion’ in the 1923 Convention).10
Until 1963, Imbros’ Rums led their life on the island as a minority within the Republic
of Turkey, but as the majority on their own island – a situation that was unprecedented among
the other settlements in Turkey which maintained a Rum population after the 1923 exchange.
However, during the 1960s and 1970s the Turkish state embarked upon a restructuring process
on Imbros. This involved the construction of various public institutions and new settlements
on expropriated Rum lands, displacing the Imbros Rums from their island, and which are
defined as emplacement practices in this thesis.

6

“Treaty Series No. 16: Treaty of peace with Turkey, and other instruments signed at Lausanne on July 24, 1923,
together with agreements between Greece and Turkey signed in January 30, 1923, and subsidiary documents
forming part of the Turkish peace settlement,” Parliament Papers, accessed 21st June 2016,
http://parlipapers.chadwyck.co.uk/fullrec/fullrec.do?id=1923-026125&DurUrl=Yes.
7
Article 14 of the Lausanne Treaty. “Treaty Series No. 16.”
8
This term is discussed in detail in the following sections. For a brief definition: Rum refers to Orthodox
Christian and Greek-speaking populations of the Ottoman Empire and of Turkey who have lived in the territory
of Anatolia/Asia Minor.
9
“Convention Concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations,” The American Journal of
International Law 18, no. 2 (April 1924): 84-90, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2212847.
10
Ibid., 84-90.
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This thesis conjures up a spatial history of displacement and emplacement which is
based on a series of events and experiences as well as narratives, images, archival documents
and fieldwork encounters in order to develop a conceptual, spatial and empirical account of
the phenomenon of displacement. The thesis begins with an examination of various
emplacement practices on Imbros (Chapter 2 and 3), which were carried out both by the
Turkish state and by individual settlers. It then examines the Imbrian (meaning ‘from Imbros’)
community within their diaspora, which was essentially generated through the establishment
of Imbrian associations worldwide (Chapter 4), and the Imbrian community on their island
(Chapter 5). What happened on Imbros from 1963 onwards is thus intertwined with the
concepts of displacement and emplacement, practices of which have had unique applications
on Imbros (particularly when compared to Istanbul, Turkey’s other settlement which had also
minority populations), and have had particular spatial, social and economic consequences for
the Imbros Rums and for those who settled on the island during this process.
[These small] islands, often not nations in their own right but rather small
outposts of other kingdoms, countries and nations, have frequently been
relegated to mere footnotes in history and heritage studies as interesting case
studies (at best) and as unimportant curiosities (at worst).11
Moreover, similar to Gillian Carr and Keir Reeves’ considerations of small islands in
history and heritage studies, Imbros was overlooked and often omitted from the historiography
of twentieth-century Turkey and Greece, except for a few articles published about the island.12
Yet this began to change in the early 2000s with the emergence of a couple of anthropological
studies.13 In the meantime, from the 1990s onwards, the circumstances that had caused Rums’

11

Gillian Carr and Keir Reeves, eds., Heritage and Memory of War: Responses from small islands (Routledge:
New York, 2015), 1.
12
The first article was a short site survey and was published just before the displacement of Rums. Sami Üngör,
“İmroz Adasında Tipik Bir Yerleşme Şekli Hakkında [On a Typical Settlement on the Island of Imbros],” Türk
Coğrafya Dergisi XVI, no. 20 (1960): 71-82, https://dergipark.org.tr/en/download/article-file/198946. Published
in 1980, Alexis Alexandris’ article was the first article studying the island in relation to the displacement of the
island’s native community. Alexis Alexandris, “Imbros and Tenedos: A Study of Turkish Attitudes Toward Two
Ethnic Greek Island Communities Since 1923,” Journal of Hellenic Diaspora 7, no. 1 (1980): 5-31. Before
Alexandris’ article, three articles, written by Turkish authors, were published between 1960 and 1974.
13
Giorgos Tsimouris, “Reconstructing “Home” among the “Enemy”: The Greeks of Gökçeada (Imvros) after
Lausanne,” Balkanologie: Revue d'et́ udes pluridisciplinaires 5, no. 1-2 (2001): 1-15,
http://journals.openedition.org/balkanologie/727; Elif Babül, “Belonging to Imbros: Citizenship and Sovereignty
in the Turkish Republic” (Master diss., Boğaziçi University, 2003).
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displacement in the 1960s and 1970s began to ease off while the Imbrian associations abroad
were growing into a diasporic Imbrian community (Chapter 4).
These developments gradually instigated a return movement, which was slow but
progressing, of Rums to the island. Hence, in the 2010s once again Imbros has been
accommodating events organised by Rums and gathering thousands on the island, although
only for a limited period each year (Chapter 5). Considering these diverse phases which can be
documented and discussed through Imbros, Imbros poses an illustrative case study through
which the phenomenon of displacement can be investigated in its totality.
Following a context-specific approach, this study treats displacement as a multifacetted phenomenon which unveils through various positionings. Each positioning entails
certain actors, agents and concepts that are involved in the phenomenon of displacement. As
such, three positionings are identified and conceptualised in this thesis: ‘the emplaced’ – the
first positioning (Part I, chapters 2 and 3) – focuses on ideologies, things and peoples that were
being emplaced or emplaced themselves on Imbros between 1963 and 2000, while the second
positioning (Part II, chapters 4 and 5) narrates experiences of ‘the displaced’, examining Imbros
Rums’ within their diaspora and on Imbros, and the last positioning (Part III, chapters 6 and
7) discusses the phenomenon of displacement through the lens of ‘the place’, writing Imbros’
spatial histories that unveils within different time frames – durations. And to address these
positionings/perspectives, the study uses the different names for the island – Gökçeada,
Imbros, İmroz – as spatial and temporal frameworks for each part of the thesis, respectively.
In the first part (Name I) ‘Gökçeada: The Emplaced’, I investigate the concept of
emplacement within the terms of displacement, emplacement and replacement to address
certain aspects and parties of the phenomenon of displacement as experienced in Imbros. To
do so, the part pinpoints two distinct appropriations of the concept of emplacement. This
concept is split by a central tension: it either refers to those top-down processes of emplacing
certain things on certain locations, or it bears upon an act of emplacing the self, which, in the
case of Imbros, is associated with the immigrant groups. These two forms of emplacing in turn
unfold through two chapters. Whilst ‘Chapter 2: Emplacement Practices’ focuses on the
emplacement practices deployed by a hegemonic agency that has demarcated lands on Imbros,
‘Chapter 3: Emplacement through Occupation’ narrates the informal occupations on the island
through which the occupier/immigrant has had the opportunity to gain ‘the right of
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possession’. In either case, the positioning/lens through which the phenomenon of
displacement is scrutinised is that of the emplaced.
Secondly, ‘Imbros: The Displaced’ (the second part of the thesis; Name II) focuses on
the displaced – the Rum community of Imbros, or as they call themselves ‘The Imbrian
[meaning ‘from Imbros’] diaspora’. This part unveils the positioning of the displaced, who
became a diasporic community after their displacement from the island between 1963 and
1980, by following the displaced in the diasporic locales and in the island. The first chapter of
this part ‘Chapter 4: In the Diaspora’ dwells on my fieldwork at the main Imbrian association,
which is called the Imbrian syllogos [society]. I argue that the Imbrian syllogos has been
functioning as a discursive and socio-spatial force that not only enabled the emergence of the
Imbrian diaspora but also instigated a movement of return to the island. Thus, the second
chapter of this part ‘Chapter 5: In the Island’ in turn discusses the conditions through which
this return movement became possible. More specifically, chapter five is an investigation of the
temporary and permanent spaces of a festival. The Imbrian diaspora began to revitalise this
traditional festival in the late 1990s, which, since then, has empowered the return of the
Imbrian diaspora to the island.
Lastly, the third part (Name III) ‘İmroz: The Place’ is about the story of the place – the
island – as the third positioning of the phenomenon of displacement. This part explores the
architectural consequences of the displacement of Rums by collecting unofficial and official
spatial histories of Imbros. Inspired by the idea of plural time, as conceptualised through
different durations by Fernand Braudel, this part of the thesis uses a Braudelian threefold
analytical schema – long history, social history, individual history. The first chapter of this part,
‘Chapter 6: Unofficial Spatial Histories’, is conceptualised as unofficial due to the nature of the
sources used to gather the long and social histories of Imbros, and which show the implications
of the phenomenon of displacement for the island. In other words, the chapter uses the Rums’
oral and published testimonies and the fieldwork data collected from my site visits with the
Rum informants. The second chapter of this part, ‘Chapter 7: Official Spatial Histories’,
examines the phase in which the place (Imbros) has been transformed into a heritage site
through a relatively shorter duration (individual history). The chapter is conceptualised as
‘official histories: the making of heritage’ and narrates this heritage-making process as being
recorded in the archives of those public institutions which are involved in regulations and
applications of heritage-making in Turkey and in Imbros. As the cultural and natural property
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designated as heritage on Imbros is directly related to the Rum community and to their
historical, social and spatial productions on the island, the concept of heritage has been
entangled and contested with the issues of the phenomenon of displacement.
To conclude, through these three positionings – the emplaced, the displaced and the
place – this study analyses and synthesises the multiple temporal and spatial aspects of the
phenomenon of displacement to offer context-specific, empirical and conceptual insights into
this phenomenon.

1.2. The Place
Figure 1: Imbros in
the INT Nautical
Chart of the Aegean
Sea (http://www.
highsea.cz/map/
GM06.JPG).
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Imbros/ İmroz/ Gökçeada (hereafter Imbros) is an island of the Aegean Archipelago.
As seen in Fig. 1, the island is on the north-eastern edge of the Aegean Sea, close to the mainland
of Turkey. The area is also known as the Thracian Sporades together with the islands of
Tenedos (the smaller island on the south of Imbros), Thasos (on the north-west), Lemnos
(slightly bigger one on the south-west) and Samothrace (on the north).14 Imbros has been under
the control of the Republic of Turkey since the Treaty of Lausanne, which was first signed by
Greece and Turkey on 30th January, then signed by several other parties of WW1 on 24th July
1923.15
At the time of the Treaty of Lausanne, Imbros had five villages (Glyky, Kastro, Agioi
Theodoroi and Schoinoudi) and a county centre (Panagia) that were overwhelmingly inhabited
by an islander community who are named in several different ways. For example, Vassilis
Colonas uses the term ‘the Greek-speaking, Orthodox [Christian] communities of Asia Minor’
to refer to a larger group that also includes these islanders, Alexandris identifies those people
of Imbros as ‘a Greek Imbriot community’, and Baskin Oran, one of the most influential and
renowned figures of minority studies of Turkey, prefers to use the term Rums, which, according
to Oran, ‘denotes almost-exclusively Orthodox population of Byzantine descent of the
Ottoman Empire and Turkey’, for referring to these islanders and several other communities.16
These slightly different approaches to the identity of the islanders can be clarified by Oran’s
description of Rums:
The Rums were usually bilingual, but their mother tongue was Greek. Since
1820s, ‘Rum’ has been used in Turkish for any Hellene living outside Greece and
who is not a citizen of that country. Not only is this term more accurate, but,
coming from Romios (pl. Romioi), meaning ‘from [eastern] Rome’, it also
reflects the Rums’ own view of themselves.17
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Alexandris, “Imbros and Tenedos,” 5; For the Turkish translation of Alexandris’ article with an additional part
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As both Oran and Alexandris claim, Rums believe that they had a Romano-Byzantine
lineage. This was in fact acknowledged by both the Ottoman Empire and Turkey as while the
Ottomans addressed these Greek Orthodox communities as Rum Milleti (meaning Rum
nation/society in Turkish), Rum continued to be used as an ethno-religious identification in
the Republic of Turkey.18 Hence, if I may go back to Imbros, as a population census taken by
the Ecumenical Patriarch in 1912 shows, Imbros had a population of 9,207 people, all of whom
had been Rums.19
However, albeit maintaining the same ethno-religious identities, Rums of the
Ottoman Empire (Rum Milleti) and Rums of Turkey (Rum Minority) have differed according
to how these sovereign powers perceived and treated them. Indeed, the reason they have
differed lies behind the transformation of Rums from ‘millet’ to minority. How and why did
this transformation happen? More specifically, what did this transition mean for Imbros Rums?
Historically, as Zeynep Kezer explains in her seminal book Building Modern Turkey,
the Ottoman Empire ‘comprised an inherently pluralistic society, though with in-built
asymmetries in its social structures, that historically had favoured its Muslim populations’.20
This pluralistic society which constituted of millets (ethno-religious/ethno-religious
communities) ‘accommodated differences in linguistic, ethnic, and religious affiliation and
even a range of legal statuses for residency and citizenship’ for more than six hundred years.21
Yet this Ottoman ethnic segmentation was ‘polarized in the nineteenth century by new
structural and cultural contexts’ and led to ‘disparate political outcomes’.22
This gradual disintegration was intensified following the defeat of the Ottoman
Empire in WW1 when the main battles of the Turkish national resistance movement (the
Turkish War of Independence 1919-22) were fought against the Greek army ‘which, notably,
was pursuing its own nationalist vision of unifying the Aegean under a Hellenic flag’.23
Meanwhile, from 1912, the beginning of the Balkan Wars, to 1922, the islands of Imbros and
Tenedos entered into Greek administration, except for when the British military used Imbros
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as a strategic army base from 1916 to 1920.24 After the final victory of the Turkish national
resistance movement in 1922, the local Greek Orthodox populations of Anatolia/Asia Minor
(Rums) became the target of violent attacks.25 Similarly, the islands of Imbros and Tenedos,
which had been already ‘drawn into Greco-Turkish antagonism’ after being captured by the
Greek fleet in 1912 during the Balkan Wars, became one of the disputed issues between Turkey,
Greece and the entente states during the Lausanne Peace Negotiations.26
Against the backdrop of this political turmoil, Turkey and Greece signed the first
phase of the Peace Treaty in Lausanne. This Treaty comprised ‘Convention Concerning the
Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations’ (hereafter the 1923 Convention).27 Article 1 of
this convention affirmed ‘a compulsory population exchange of Turkish nationals of the Greek
Orthodox religion established in Turkish territory, and of Greek nationals of the Moslem
religion established in Greek territory’ which was set to take place from 1st May 1923.28
As for Article 2 of the same convention, it excluded ‘(a) The Greek inhabitants of
Constantinople and (b) The Moslem inhabitants of Western Trace’ from the compulsory
exchange affirmed in Article 1.29 Then, Article 3 stated that ‘those Greeks and Moslems who
have already, and since 18th October 1912, left the territories of the Greek and Turkish
inhabitants of which are to be respectively exchanged, shall be considered as included in the
exchange’. Statistically, the 1923 Convention caused the exchange of around 400,000 Muslims
while approximately 250,000 Greeks were brought from Turkey to Greece.30 However, about
1,250,000 Greeks had already been exiled from Anatolia before the compulsory population
exchange.31
Article 3 of the 1923 Convention thus implies that the flow of people before, during
and after WW1 cannot be simply explained by the existence of the population exchange. First,
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there is the fact that, by the time the Convention was signed at Lausanne in 1923, millions of
people, including over a million Greeks, had already been driven from Turkey between 1912
and 1922.32 Yet this tends to be overlooked due to the overwhelming presence of a compulsory
exchange. In this regard, it is crucial to clarify that, as Stephen Ladas notes in The Exchange of

Minorities: Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey, the 1923 Convention declared that Turkey would
refuse to allow the repatriation of over a million Greeks who had already left, and thus served
chiefly to register and confirm an accomplished fact, whereas it also permitted Greece to
compel its Muslim population to emigrate to Turkey.33 The 1923 Convention therefore served
as a legal framework for people who had already emigrated while the population exchange
became an historical model for a solution to ethnic conflicts or ‘the culmination of “unmixing
peoples”’ from this moment onwards.34
However, the Lausanne Negotiations continued, and on 24th July 1923 the second
phase of the Treaty of Lausanne was signed between Turkey and other countries.35 This part of
the Treaty ordained Turkey as the sovereign power over the islands of Imbros and Tenedos,
whilst it excluded the populations of these islands from the population exchange affirmed by
the 1923 Convention signed earlier that year.36 According to Alexandris, this decision was taken
due to the close location of the islands to the Turkish mainland, the Turkish committee’s
intense demand for the sovereignty of islands, and the execution of six leaders of the proroyalist government in Greece by Greece’s Revolutionary Committee during the peace
negotiations in Lausanne.37 Article 14 of this treaty signed on 24th July, which defines the
conditions of Imbros and Tenedos, is as follows:
The islands of Imbros and Tenedos, remaining under Turkish sovereignty, shall
enjoy a special administrative organization composed of local elements and
furnishing every guarantee for the native non-Moslem population in so far as
concerns local administration and the protection of person and property. The
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maintenance of order will be assured therein by a police force recruited from
amongst the local population by the local administration above provided for and
placed under its orders. The agreements which have been, or may be, concluded
between Greece and Turkey relating to the exchange of the Greek and Turkish
populations will not be applied to the inhabitants of the islands of Tenedos and
Imbros.38
So, with Article 14, it was decided that the islands of Imbros and Tenedos were to be
returned to Turkish administration under certain conditions, and which prescribed an
administrative autonomy for the islands without specifying how this special administration
would be implemented.39 The same treaty recognised the borders of Turkey, defining ‘the
international status of the Aegean as a "common sea between Turkey and Greece"’.40 Thus, ‘the
Aegean, of which Turkey and Greece are both "coastal states," is regarded as a space subject to
international regulation, which requires the mutual consent of the two littoral states, which
have legitimate rights and interests in the Aegean Sea.41 However, since this date, the Aegean
Sea has been referred as ‘the outstanding Aegean issues’ by the Turkish state and has become
part of numerous conflicts between Turkey and Greece.42

1.3. The Displaced
‘Behind every forced population movement in these regions [The Balkans and the Middle East],
it is possible to discern a different phase in the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and its
replacement by nation-states’, notes İhan Tekeli – a professor of urban and regional planning
– in his essay ‘Involuntary Displacement and the Problem of Resettlement in Turkey’.43
Examining these involuntary displacements throughout the last five centuries, Tekeli suggests
that the whole process which he studies across six time periods could be understood within this
broader history.44 From the six periods he identifies, the displacement of Rums begins in the
second period, the nineteenth century, during which several nation-states, including Greece,
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were established and caused forced movements of people.45 The Rums’ displacement in fact
intensified during the third period which Tekeli identifies as between 1912 and 1922, and which
he defines as ‘large-scale displacement and population exchange in the ten-year period of wars
and crises’.46 The main issues of this third period are pointed out in the previous section.
Hence, historically speaking the forced displacement of Rums, which is discussed in
my thesis through Imbros, is part of a broader history of displacement of non-Muslim
communities in this region, and which began in the nineteenth century. Acknowledging this
broad historical background, this section however aims to summarise key theoretical
underpinnings of several concepts specific to the period during which the Imbros Rum’s
displacement took place under the Republic of Turkey. To do so, the concepts of minority and
ethnicity, which inform the understanding of the displaced – Imbros Rums – in this study, are
recognised as the main elements of the Rum community due to Rum’s identification as an
ethnic minority.

1.3.1. The Concept of Minority

Following Hannah Arendt’s comments in The Origins of Totalitarianism, WW1 exploded the
comity of nations beyond repair in a way that no other war had previously ever done.47 Thus
the end of the war, or more generally the onset of the twentieth century, was marked by the
formation of nation states, yet it also witnessed forces of extreme nationalism, errant state
building, massive population transfers and more importantly ethnic separatism.48 In the case
of Turkey, during the years following the population exchange, the newly established republic
took its model from the other emerging nation-states, and as a result minority politics and
conflicts followed a new path.
This era is, to a great extent, shaped by the Lausanne Treaty as the decision for the
exchange of populations was a defining moment in the histories of Turkey and Greece. It
caused a major transformation in their population and townscape.49 For Turkey, this early
period of the republic resulted in a troubling erasure of native communities (mainly non-
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Muslims, such as Armenians, Greeks, Jews and Syriacs), of modes of production associated
with them, and the reconstruction of Turkey’s societal and social fabric as well as its urban and
rural built environment.50 Albeit entailing a condition of autonomy for the ‘native non-Moslem
populations’ of Imbros and Tenedos, the Lausanne Treaty also became part of the process of
minoritisation of the islanders.
Despite the well-acknowledged association between minority policies and
displacement, the conflicts over territorial sovereignty put the island in a paradoxical situation.
From one point of view, the fluidity of sea and the isolation of island created challenges to the
hegemonic forms of political and administrative power in a way that, whilst Imbros suffered
from measures of anti-minority policies, national security and control, also became a ground
for counter-hegemonic practices. As Babül suggests in her study on Imbros, Imbros Rums’
existence and experience have been ‘marginalised’, due to ‘the condition of “remaining at the
margins”’.51
Nonetheless, like the Rums of Istanbul, Imbros Rums underwent a process of
minoritisation, which eventually resulted in their displacement. How did this process unfold?
If the notions of equality and justice between diverse cultures and ethnicities are not wellestablished, it is often true that it is just a matter of time before an economic and/or a political
crisis can change attitudes towards ethnic and cultural differences. As Slavoj Zizek says, ‘the
proposed remedy of the liberal multiculturalism is tolerance (rather than emancipation)’, and
the liberal multiculturalist’s basic ideological operation is ‘the culturalisation of politics where
political differences, differences conditioned by political inequality, economic exploitation,
etc., are naturalized/neutralized into “cultural” differences, different “ways of life,” which are
not overcome, but merely tolerated’.52 In short, ‘the cultural logic of the multinational
capitalism’53 shows tolerance to differences during times of relative prosperity, but in the case
of a crisis these tolerated groups will be the first to be exploited or got rid of.
Like Zizek’s criticisms of a liberal multiculturalism that has a preference for tolerance
over equality and justice, the new interpretation of minority that was born into nation states
was built on the ‘guarantee’ provided by the international organisations (such as the United
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Nations) and legislations (such as the Lausanne Treaty). Consequently, the exploitation of the
‘different’ (the minority), who is marginalised in relation to the dominant ethnic group or
nation, has easily turned to extremes in the form of displacements, violent conflicts and other
oppressive measures. As again put by Arendt, minorities began to be considered as excesses in
the spatial and discursive matrices of nation-states.54
In line with these arguments, being contingent to socio-economic and political
circumstance, the spaces of ethnic minorities, including those of Imbros Rums, have been
subjected to abject transformation during the twentieth century. The spatial strategies that
enabled the carrying out of the displacement of minorities are partly inherited and partly due
to characteristics of specific periods: in the context of Turkey, this meant the 1920s’ expulsions
and the 1923 Convention on population exchange, the 1955 Pogrom, the 1964 Exiles and other
anti-minority campaigns.

1.3.2. The Concept of Ethnicity

The other concept to be discussed here is ethnicity as the Rums of Turkey are primarily united
as a community through an ethnic kinship. There are two ideas I will address to negotiate the
ways in which the relevance and appropriations of ethnicity have been reinvented continuously
throughout many centuries and through successive political systems, and which provide
insights for the Rums’ case.
Firstly, Jan Nederveen Pieterse defines ethnicity in his 1997 article ‘Deconstructing/
Reconstructing Ethnicity’, in which he keenly identifies multiple perspectives, meanings and
applications of ethnicity, as a ‘continuum, which varies widely in terms of salience, intensity
and meaning, and along which several types of ethnicity can be distinguished’.55 He argues that
the meanings of ethnicity have changed over time, as have perspectives on ethnicity.56 Thus, he
contests the primordialist explanations of ethnicity as being ‘archaic solidarities along with
speculations on “primitive human nature”’ which is combined with ‘a sense of the irrelevance
of beliefs in progress and universalism,’ and also interprets contemporary ethnic politics (late
1990s) as ‘a continuation of the dialectics of empire and emancipation in a finer print of history,
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moving on from the national to the group level, and as such part of an overall global dialectics
of domination and emancipation’.57
Indeed, what Pieterse emphasises is that ethnicity is not static; that is, it is a matter of
ever-changing relational positioning, which refers us to the dynamics of ethnicity, shifting from
one mode to another.58 A further dimension is the politics of ethnicity, which is here taken up
in terms of emancipation and domination.59 Drawing on an array of theories and insights from
the ancient Greeks till the present, the article shows that ethnicity has been utilised in diverse
ways.
Secondly, before Pietersen, in his 1969 edited volume Ethnic Groups and Boundaries
Fredrik Barth, who contributed substantially to studies on ethnicity in terms of ethnicity’s
implications in social sciences, also places an emphasis on the relational aspects of ethnicity.60
Drawing on an anthropological fieldwork which was completely different to Pieterse’s own
methodology, Barth conceptualises the dynamism of ethnicity in relation to its boundaries after
exhaustively examining Pathans, who are, according to him, ‘a large, highly self-aware ethnic
group inhabiting adjoining areas of Afghanistan and West Pakistan’.61 For Barth, the key
concept for understanding ethnicity is boundaries,62 and he describes this as:
[T]he boundaries persist despite a flow of personnel across them; in other words,
categorical ethnic distinctions do not depend on an absence of mobility, contact
and information, but do entail social processes of exclusion and incorporation
whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing participation and
membership in the discourse of individual life histories.63
Thus, his notion of ethnicity and its boundaries suggests that social interaction does
not lead to the liquidation of ethnic distinctions through change and acculturation; differences
can persist despite inter-ethnic contact and interdependence.64 Indeed, for Barth, ‘it is contact,
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not isolation, that leads to ethnicity, and it is whatever is socially effective, not actual cultural
difference, that contributes to the importance of ethnicity’.65 In this regard, both Pietersen’s
and Barth’ notions of ethnicity dispute the primordialist notions of ethnicity, supporting
instead the versatility and validity of the concept of ethnicity for communities and societies.

1.4. Selected Literature Review
The last three decades have seen a resurgence of interest in the issues of the ethnic minorities
of Turkey and their immigrations, accompanied by a surge of books published on related
topics. This section looks particularly at the literature of Rums.
Whilst a number of different topics could be investigated, three in particular are
considered significant and are discussed in order to situate Imbros within the minority studies.
-

First, the 1923 population exchange between Greece and Turkey as a defining
moment for the future of the two states (Greece and Turkey) and their
minorities.

-

Second, the Rum minority after 1923 with the dispersal of minorities under the
Turkish state.

-

Third, a critical literature review of the island of Imbros as an exceptional case
for the Rum minority of Turkey.

1.4.1. The 1923 Population Exchange

The decision at Lausanne for the exchange of populations is a defining moment in the history
of Turkey and Greece as it caused a major transformation in their populations and
townscapes.66 Therefore, the general viewpoint expressed in the literature on minorities is that
the 1923 population exchange was a phenomenal event that of great importance. For issues
ranging from political and social history to contemporary international and national politics,
and from brutal urbanisation processes to the protection of historic heritage sites identified
with specific minority groups.67
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Ladas’ The Exchange of Minorities Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey, as the earliest
research published on this subject matter, describes and appraises the exchange of minority
populations which took place between 1920 and 1930 in Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey.68 In his
political and social history of the population exchanges, Ladas elucidated his work in three
parts: the exchange of minorities between Greece and Bulgaria; the compulsory exchange of
Greek and Turkish populations; and, the settlement of the emigrants and refugees.69 In his
study, Ladas enquires into how political and social conflicts are acknowledged and ‘solved’ by
the political decision-makers and the public through international negotiations, conventions
and legal frameworks.70 Obviously, for Ladas, the discussion of population exchanges is more
a matter of social and political history, as they are a straightforward reflection of international
meetings, treaties and conventions. He states that the legal dimension adds new knowledge to
the question of property relations but, from an anthropological and spatial point of view, the
issue of population exchanges is oversimplified into official documents and agreements in his
book. One aspect of the book which stands out is the third chapter on emigrant and refugee
settlements, as previously there had been little research dealing with these settlements on such
a broad scale. However, the materials on which this chapter is based are chiefly contained in
the Official Journal of the League of Nations.71 As such, Ladas’ study provides a detailed but
unilateral view about the population exchanges.
Following Ladas, in 1962, Dimitri Pentzopoulos published The Balkan Exchange of

Minorities and Its Impact on Greece, and which narrates the ways in which the 1923 population
exchange and the following refugee crisis were tackled in Greece. The book covers a period
from the 1920s to 1950 and depicts the demographic, socio-economic and political effects of
the refugee settlement in the context of Greece.
Moreover, as one of the seminal edited volumes on the 1923 population exchange,

Crossing the Aegean: An Appraisal of the 1923 Compulsory Population Exchange between
Greece and Turkey72 brings together the different perspectives and different dimensions of the
population exchange and minority politics representing a critical stance in contemporary
literature. One of the common arguments of the contributors, such as Alexis Alexandris, is that
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the Convention failed to safeguard the rights of the minorities.73 The 1923 Population
Exchange, which has been called history’s greatest trek, was reported by the Constantinople
correspondent of the Manchester Guardian in 1926 as ‘having been carried out with
comparatively little friction, under the supervision of the Mixed Commissioned of the League
of Nations’.74 Furthermore, despite the inadequacy of the Convention discussed throughout the
book, it is worth mentioning that the existence of a convention in the case of the 1923 Exchange
is often considered a better solution compared with the Armenian deportations of the same
period, especially from the comparative perspective in minority and displacement studies.
In the political ethnography of the 1923 population exchange, Crossing the Aegean
gave a fresh and vivid account of this event. Specifically, two comparative statements about the
impact of the Exchange are significant. First, in Anatolia a population deficit resulted in
economic instability and a complete loss of several forms of artisanship, including traditional
building construction techniques, trading skills and so on. At the same time, Greece faced a
tremendous population pressure causing housing shortages and high rates of unemployment.
Second, the effects of the population exchange on Greek culture were immense, in particular
the birth of rembetika culture which had a profound influence on music and literature. Whilst
the cultural effects on Turkey have been considered somehow ‘insignificant’ (compared to
Greece), the possibility of the peaceful living of people with ethnic and religious differences
within the borders of Turkey was irreversibly damaged, giving rise to further ethnic conflicts
which still affect the cultural and political arena of Turkey.75
Moreover, in the context of Turkey, the expulsion of Rums took place in parallel with
other forced migrations, especially with the deportation of Armenians. Hence, Çağlar Keyder
discusses the 1923 Convention and its consequences within a broader scope including the
Armenian deportations during the First World War.76 The two population expulsions of
Armenians and Greeks together had a significant impact on the formation of the Turkish
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nation-state and of the Turkish entity.77 However, the homogeneity of society that was aspired
to during this period was not only due to the formation of the nation-state.
In addition to those discussed above, which have a key influence on the literature of
the 1923 Exchange, there are several other books and articles initiating theoretical discourses
and discursive practices on the same subject. For instance, Bruce Clarks’ Twice a Stranger: the

Mass Expulsions that Forged Modern Greece and Turkey, published in 2009, provides archival
materials and interviews with some of the surviving refugees of the population exchange, and
the study also initiated a ‘cross media project about the greatest forced migrations of the
twentieth century, when millions of people were uprooted and moved to new homelands’.78
Published in 2014, Greeks and Turks Meet: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Relationship

since 1923, edited by Vally Lytra, is also significant in gathering the essays of fourteen scholars,
both Turkish and Greek, from different disciplines.79 The manner in which the book has been
put together also gives voice to the stories of minorities and refugees after 1923. In this sense,
unlike Crossing the Aegean and The Exchange of Minorities, the book is not solely dedicated
to the 1923 population exchange.
Furthermore, as one of the recent and significant articles on the Greek-Turkish
population exchange, Biray Kolluoğlu’s article ‘Excesses of Nationalism: Greco-Turkish
Population Exchange’ published in 2013 demonstrates that, in the late 1920s, in a decidedly
top-down manner, Turkey aimed at changing the ways that people within its territories dressed
and furnished their houses, the alphabet and the vocabulary they used, the music they listened
to, the history they learned, along with the political regime they lived under in order to
complete the project of nation building.80 In an effort to engage with the critical interpretation
how minority policies emerged as part of an explicit ideological strategy of the nation-state,
Kolluoğlu challenges the modalities of Turkish nationalism and the project of nation formation
in general.
The Greek-Turkish population exchange has become a recurring theme in and out of
academia, especially since the 1990s. In addition to the literature on political and social history
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of the Exchange, which has already been discussed above, there are also studies from a cultural
perspective studying the effects on cultural and artistic outputs such as literature, music and
the cinema.
One important contribution of the exchange of population is the emergence of
rembetika culture created by the marginalised Rums who migrated to Greece between 1912
and 1924, reflecting the difficulties of refugee life at that time. Rembetika culture was
intrinsically associated with Asia Minor (Anatolia) refugees who fled to Greece between 1912
and 1924, including the 1923 population exchange and other massive movements of people
before and after the Exchange. Georgia Kalamida’s doctoral thesis ‘Music, Politics and Identity
in Greece and the Greek-American Diaspora’ reveals that the representation of Rembetika
culture in music is exceptionally strong; in fact, the rembetika songs with their recognisable
lyrics and themes are one of the main sources that establish the origins of the Rembetika culture
as being connected with the refugee life and a story of migration.81 Rembetika music is a genre
which is closely intertwined with migration, and has multilingual and multicultural origins,
encompassing Ottoman-Greek, Ottoman-Turkish, Greek, Arabic, Slavic and Balkan elements,
dating back to the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries.82
Finally, it is worth mentioning studies that focus on the internal dynamics of Asia
Minor Greeks in the nineteenth century in order to understand the origins of this community.
Gerasimos Augustinos’ book The Greeks of Asia Minor: Confession, Community, and

Ethnicity in the Nineteenth Century, mainly focusing on the second half of the nineteenth
century, provides a comprehensive study of the inner dynamics of the Rum community under
the control of the Ottoman Empire.83 Augustinos is here concerned with the cultural and social
institutions of the Rums and the importance of religion for constituting the communal
identities under the multi-ethnic empires. His book has the potential to enlighten identity
politics which eventually ended with the expulsion of virtually all the Rums from the Anatolian
region.
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1.4.2. The Rum Minority after 1923

Ninety-six years after the foundation of the Republic of Turkey, Turkey is still plagued by the
issues of ethnic and regional conflicts and by nationalist violence. Therefore, the expulsions of
Rums, one of the most ancient communities of Anatolia, during and after the nation building
process, still maintain a contemporary importance, and primarily for two reasons: first, the
ways in which Rums’ existence has been disrupted represent the spatial strategies of modern
Turkey, as reflected in urban and rural environments; second, a specific conceptual frame can
be drawn for the case of Rums that shows how space has become both the object and the
instrument of politics.
The 300,000 Greeks in Constantinople and an equal number of Muslims in western
Thrace were exempted from the 1923 Exchange by the terms of the 1923 Convention, thus
leaving minorities in both countries, although confined to prescribed limits and not free to
move to other parts of the country.84
The main historians and researchers who have become significant figures supporting
minority rights have been also stigmatised in and out of academia, just as with the minorities
with whom they have been engaged. In other words, since the marginalisation of the minorities
during Turkey’s nation building process and onwards, scholars involved in such topics have
also faced similar exclusions. For example, one of the important historians working on such
topics, Baskın Oran, has gradually become one of the most influential and renowned figures of
minority/ethnic studies of Turkey, providing keen insights which have enhanced the critical
approach to these highly disputed topics. However, this attitude has also caused him to face
prosecutions and several other attacks especially during the 2000s. Oran has distinguished
himself by not only working with a particular minority group but doing research extensively
on different minority groups, either defined within the term minority by international law,
such as the Greek and Armenian populations of Turkey, or other existing ethnic groups such
as Kurds whose protection by international law is prone to obstacles due to contemporary
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identity politics.85 His article ‘The Story of Those Who Stayed’86 particularly focuses on the
Lausanne exemptions, people who were exempt from the population exchange who have been
considered as ‘minority’ by the Republic of Turkey since then.
As well as making his contribution to the literature of the 1923 population exchange
between Turkey and Greece, Alexandris also published The Greek Minority of Istanbul and

Greek-Turkish Relations in 1983.87 The book, which was originally his doctoral thesis, ‘traces
the changing fortunes of the Constantinopolitan Greek community’, and covers the history of
Istanbul’s Rum community from 1918 to 1974.88
For a comparative approach, Herkül Millas, who is also a member of the Rum
minority himself, provides insight into meanings and significations of minority identity in the
context both of Turkey and of Greece, through their literatures. Two of his books Türk Yunan

Romanlarında ‘Öteki’ ve Kimlik89 and Imagined ‘Other’ as National Identity: Greeks & Turks
look into the ways in which the notion of other has been deployed in Turkish and Greek
literatures, as a way to refer to each other, and in their identity-making processes.90
In short, the literature of the social and political history of the Rum minority after
1923 embraces a substantial range of different policies, periods and topics in general. For
instance, the anti-minority policies and movements, such as Varlık Vergisi [Capital Levy]91 and
the Istanbul pogrom (1955),92 need to be analysed within their own specific literature, while the
1964 Exile of Rums has also gained recognition as a distinct subject through new studies that
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emerged over the last decade, such as Rıdvan Akar and Hülya Demir’s İstanbul’un Son

Sürgünleri [The Last Exiles of Istanbul: The Expatriation of Rums in 1964] and the edited
volume Rum Olmak Rum Kalmak [Being Rum Remaining Rum].93

1.4.3. Literature Review of Imbros

The final episode of Greek and Turkish conflict started in 1963 and resulted in Turkish invasion
of Cyprus in 1974.94 This period, which was marked by the conflicts over Cyprus, also saw a
series of expatriations and exiles, known as the 1964 Exiles, targeting the Rum community of
Istanbul. In addition, between 1963 and 1980, many Imbros Rums were forced to leave their
island and immigrated abroad.
Published in 1980, Alexandris’ article ‘Imbros and Tenedos: A Study of Turkish
Attitudes Toward Two Ethnic Greek Island Communities Since 1923’ was the first
international publication which discussed the displacement of Imbros Rums.95 The article
offers a careful and intensive historic narrative – corroborated by archival documents,
newspaper articles and plenty of other studies – of leading socio-political events that happened
from 1912 to 1980 and, directly or indirectly, determined the conditions of the islands, mainly
in the context of Turkey but in Greece as well.96 Alexandris, as a diplomat and a researcher, not
only succeeded in analysing and drawing upon diplomatic letters and reports of ambassadors
– which are valuable for gaining information directly from the primary sources – but he also
managed to link those documents with the period’s main social and political events.
Alexandris provides a careful account of the minority policies with their political
context, and also talks about the reactions towards these policies – especially the reactions of
Greek government. Ultimately, he visualises how the Rum populations of the islands, especially
of Imbros, were forced to abandon their homeland. In other words, as Alexandris states, how
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‘the almost complete disappearance of Greek element in Turkey’, was achieved in parallel with
‘Turkification’ policies.97 In fact, the Turkish minority policies initiated a multifaceted process
aiming at eradicating not only the physical existence of people in a particular place but also of
any physical and cultural remnants of them.
In the article, the socio-cultural and political history of Imbros begins with the early
1910s, a period dominated by regional conflicts (i.e. the Balkan Wars) and eventually WW1.
The history of Imbros depicted in Alexandris’s study covers a period between 1912 and 1980
(there is an extra part covering the period between 1980 and 2012 in his article’s Turkish edition
in İmroz Rumları: Gökçeada Üzerine).98
The Foreign Office Archives of the National Archives in London hold a collection of
archival documents relating to the history of the island of Imbros.99 These documents consist
of letters, reports and notifications mostly dated between 1923 and 1944: some of which were
written by the officers or the ambassador of British Consulate in Turkey, and some written by
Imbrian people sent to the British Embassy of Turkey.100 In Alexandris’ research, these letters
are the main sources, particularly for the political history of the period between 1923 and 1930.
Alexandris’ main argument about the situation of the islands from 1923 to 1930 is that, despite
the relevant article in the Treaty of Lausanne specifying an administrative autonomy for the
islands as being compulsory, the Turkish Government in fact did not take any step to fulfil this
obligation, and instead pursued a policy of altering Imbros’ demographic structure.101
Arguably being a study based on mainly archival documents – diplomatic reports and
letters/correspondences, official publications of treaties and international peace negotiations,
official committee reports of international conventions and so on – and other political history
studies of similar type, Alexandris’s study of Imbros lacks any kinds of information collected
directly from or about ‘ordinary’ people, those who were, or are still, living in the island and/or
experienced, or maybe just witnessed, these events. Therefore, we cannot see any insights into
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what the minority, or as he defines ‘the Greek element’, is. Moreover, the political events of the
history Alexandris is trying to describe, those which have effectively determined international
power relations and internal dynamics of nation-states, are reported in a very literal, yet
convincing, way in his study, which, in a sense, displays his background in diplomatic affairs.
That is, although Alexandris’s research takes a political stance, his criticality is limited with the
context of political history.
The 2000s were a milestone for Imbros studies, presenting an ethnographical and
anthropological turn with a series of oral history-based studies. Twenty-three years later than
the first international publication on Imbros by Alexandris,102 Babül’s master thesis, ‘Belonging
to Imbros: Citizenship and Sovereignty in the Turkish Republic’ was published.103 As an
academic anthropologist, by addressing the situation of Imbros within the discourse of
diaspora, Babül helps legitimate their existence as a community as a diasporic one, and put in
a claim for their belonging to a particular place, their homeland – Imbros – with regards to the
concepts of citizenship and identity.104
Moreover, Babül claims ‘the Rums of Imbros are making a great effort to distinguish
themselves from other Greek Diaspora people by putting stress on being from Imbros and not
from Greece, claiming an identity based on a specific locality’, and she adds that the condition
of ‘marginality’ on Imbros, implied in both the Greek and Turkish discourses, prevails both in
the geographical and the imaginary configurations of the island.105 In these statements the
concept of diaspora, Imbrian diaspora, identity and citizenship are reassessed from a critical
perspective within a wider theoretical framework than has ever been adopted by other studies
on Imbros. Furthermore, her article ‘Home and Away? On the Connotations of Homeland
Imaginaries in Imbros, which was published in Diaspora and Memory: Figures of

Displacement in Contemporary Literature, Arts and Politics, initiates a dialogue between
Imbros and other diaspora studies as well as other diasporic societies.106
One of the major studies of Imbros from an anthropological perspective, Güliz Beşe
Erginsoy’s book Adalılar: Imroz’dan Gökçeada’ya [Islanders: From Imbros to Gökçeada] has
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provided extensive oral history documentation, which the author conducted during her
research in the late 1990s on Imbros, offering further understanding of the internal dynamics
of the community of Imbros.107 Erginsoy, a sociology professor, was deeply touched by what
she encountered – ‘abandoned, dilapidated buildings, some of which haven’t got any roof on
top, their tiles were taken, furniture inside were destroyed but still existed where their owners
left’.108 Even today, it is still possible to see some personal objects – shoes, clothes, chests etc. –
left in the remains of abandoned houses.
In general, Erginsoy summarises her interpretation of the islanders as ‘[the people] of
Gökçeada are not immigrants; they, as a result of Turkification policies, have migrated and
become homeless and rootless’.109 Nevertheless, she further adds that: ‘Countries can restrict
minorities and their lives in plenty of different ways in order to sustain the existence and
solidarity of nation-states, as in the example of Turkey. […] Every nation has similar politics
and policies. However, what is important for the international politics is the elegancy of
implementations of these policies’.110 In short, although she admits that Turkification policies
had negative effects on minorities, she believes that the measures had to be taken in advance in
order to prevent more inconvenient incidents from happening in the future. As far as the
historical account of her study is concerned, her research rather seems not as critical and
elaborated as Babül’s. However, Erginsoy’s research became a thought-provoking, informative
discourse in terms of her personal archive of oral history documentation and ethnographic
materials.
Another scholar, who wrote both about Imbros and Asia Minor Greek refugees in
Greece, is Giorgos Tsimouris, a lecturer in the Department of Social Anthropology at Panteion
University in Athens. Tsimouris’ book Ίμβριοι: Φυγάδες απ’ τον Τόπο μας Όμηροι στην

Πατρίδα [Imvrioi: Fugitives from our Place, Hostages to our Homeland] touches on the
traumatic side of the discourse of displacement, relatively more than do the other studies
mentioned above, while it also provides a sociological survey using interviews, long
observations and ethnographic materials.111 His earlier study also deals with Anatolian Greek
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refugees in Greece: his doctoral thesis entitled ‘Anatolian Embodiments in a Hellenic Context:
The Case of Reisderiani Mikrasiates Refugees,’ was completed in 1997 at the Department of
Philosophy at the University of Sussex.112 Tsimouris’s advantage over Erginsoy is obviously his
speaking the same language as the islanders, thus paving the way for receiving further oral
information, and which in turn generates broader and more productive oral history
documentation, which was largely conducted in diasporic locales (especially in Athens).
Nevertheless, despite these studies, the island has been slow to catch the attention of
other Greek and Turkish scholars. As Penelope Papailias recounts in her review of Tsimouris’
study on Imbros, Imvriots, the ‘history of Imbros is often treated as a footnote in the study of
Greek-Turkish political relations’.113 Nonetheless, with several publications in the 2000s, most
of which use oral history methodology, the history of Imbros has slowly come to be known
within the academic sphere and gradually in the public. This recognition, however, came at a
time when the majority of the population had already left the island.114
Over the course of my PhD research (2015-2019), three new scholarly studies have
emerged. Two of these studies draw on oral testimonies of Rums: Huw Halstead’s Greeks

without Greece: Homelands, Belonging, and Memory Amongst the Expatriated Greeks of
Turkey and Yasar Ozan Say’s doctoral thesis ‘Celebrating the Saints in Imbros: The Politics of
Ritual and Belonging in Turkey’.115 Halstead’s Greeks without Greece, which is based on his
doctoral thesis, investigates how the Greeks of Istanbul and Imbros ‘appeal to and rework the
past in the present as they attempt to establish belonging in their new place of residence, make
sense of their historical experiences and communicate these understandings to others’.116
Hence, similar to Tsimouris, using interviews conducted in the diasporic locales in Greece,
Halstead’s study provides valuable information on Imbros Rums’ diasporic experience, while
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Say’s ethnographic study on a local festival on Imbros shows the ways in which this festival
creates a sense of belonging and an amicable coexistence on the island despite the troubled
history of Imbros.117
The third study conducted during the period of my PhD research is Ayşe Ceren
Güler’s PhD thesis ‘Determination of Cultural Landscape Values of Gökçeada and Principles
for the Conservation’.118 Güler’s study unpacks the notion of ‘cultural landscape values’ – itself
a concept of heritage conservation. This idea is stated as being geared towards ‘conserving areas
formed by the joint contributions of mankind and nature, and a sustainable approach for
managing their improvement and change’.119 In Güler’s study, the cultural landscape values of
Imbros are classified under several categories, such as continuity of lifestyle and land use,
traditional settlements and building types, special geological formations etc.120 These categories
are defined within the context of Imbros, with the aim of creating a discourse based on the
concept of cultural landscape – a task which is designed to inform the development of heritage
protection practices in Turkey.121 As such, the study suggests:
[W]ith the addition of cultural landscapes definition to the conservation law in
Turkey, the authority confusion about the protection of cultural and natural
assets separated from each other with precise lines after recent changes, can be
solved and evolved to a contemporary holistic approach in accordance with the
world.122
Güler’s study constitutes a useful conservation strategy both for Imbros and other
places with similar characteristics. While there is some overlap with my research regarding the
spatial location (Imbros) and the community therein, the explicit focus on developing a
forward-facing conservation strategy renders it distinct from my own research concerns.
In addition, since the 1990s the rising touristic value of the island has been a driving
force for publications directed at sustainable tourism and sustainable towns.123 However,
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studies from other tourism destination areas show that once large-scale economic interests
enter the scene, the local population will inevitably lose out in the long run. Nevertheless, a few
recent studies began to discuss those tourism-related developments on Imbros from a more
critical perspective. As one of those studies, Hasan Münüsoğlu, a social anthropologist,
investigates the notions of authenticity and tourism as a way of white washing the past
misdeeds which caused the displacement of Imbros Rums.124 Similarly, Helin Burkay, in her
article ‘Labelling History: Localizing Olives and Negotiating the Greek Past in Turkey’,
discusses ‘how olives are localized is an ongoing political process sustained by historical
narratives of belonging, not only of olives but also of peoples’.125 Burkay suggests that ‘the olive
has been culturally appropriated and reinvented as a symbol’ through the branding of olives as
local and organic in the contemporary era.126
‘Resisting oppression means envisioning new habits of being, different ways to live in
the world’, states bell hooks in her book Yearning: Race, Gender and Cultural Politics.127
Likewise, the Rums of Imbros have maintained their communal bonds with the help of their
diasporas and associations that also collect, conduct and publish research on Imbros and
Tenedos. Thus, the last group of literature reviewed here is the discussion of publications which
were produced and published within the Imbrian Associations.128 Through the establishment
of the Imbros and Tenedos Studies Association (EMIT), Imbros Rums has not only published
their researches and memories of Imbros, but they have also had the opportunity to reprint
some of key historical sources on Imbros. Aiming to collect and generate researches on the
islands of Imbros and Tenedos, EMIT states that they are not just another Imbrian association
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but also an organization which brings people and scholars, who are interested in its objectives,
together, no matter whether they are Imbrian/Tenedian or not.
Five of EMIT’s publications have become fundamental for my thesis. Firstly, Imbros:

Photographic Album, which was written by Spyros Meletzis – an Imbros Rum – and Eleni
Ematidou-Argyriou in 1997, presents the history of Imbros alongside photographs of Imbros
and Imbros’ clergymen at that time.129 Imbros: Photographic Album is particularly important
to document the island in the 1990s when Imbros had the lowest Rum population, which is
thought to be about a couple of hundreds. Secondly, Οι Οικισμοί τους Ίμβρου: Πρακτικά

Συμποσίου [The Proceedings of the Imbros Settlements Symposium], presents memories of
Imbros Rums on various places and settlements of Imbros.130 Alongside Οι Οικισμοί τους

Ίμβρου, Τοπωνυμικος Χάρτης της ΄Ιμβρου [Toponymic Map of Imbros] – a database of 2,428
place names, shown on satellite maps, alongside brief descriptions which are based on
information provided by Imbros Rums – served as a starting point for the choice and
organisation of my site visits with Rums.131 Lastly, there are two important reprints which
EMIT published in 2005 and in 2010: the monthly magazine ‘Imbros’, which had been
published in Greek on the island between 1955 and 1974, and A Historical Memorandum

Concerning the Island of Imbros/Ιστορικό υπόμνημα για την Ίμβρο/İmroz Tarihi Üzerine Bir
İnceleme.132 The two-volume reprint of the magazine ‘Imbros’ depicts the island life between
1955 and 1874 through short articles written by Imbros Rums and through adverts of local
shops and events on the island, while A Historical Memorandum Concerning the Island of

Imbros has made the ancient history of Imbros available in different contexts due to its being
written in three languages and distributed in Turkey and Greece.
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1.5. Finding the Island of Imbros
1.5.1. The Phenomenon of Displacement

Displacement as a complex phenomenon was subject to several categorisations and
theorisations during the twentieth century due to the widespread mass population movements
during and after the world wars. During this period, several institutions such as the United
Nations and related legislation appeared, first following WW1, and then developed further in
the aftermath of WW2. Today, displacement is still an on-going issue to an extent that ‘an
average of one person was displaced every two seconds in 2017, with developing countries most
affected’ according to UNHCR’s annual Global Trends report.133
Furthermore, although the phenomenon of displacement has been a subject of
extensive scholarly study due to its continuing omnipresence, the multiplicity of its causes,
meanings, experiences and consequences dictates that each example of displacement should be
evaluated and theorised in its individual context. What is more, for many studies on
displacement, the phenomenon of displacement denotes something more than the physical
experience of the displaced at the time of his/her displacement.
Interviewed by the editor of the journal Hérodote, Michel Foucault defined the term
displacement alongside several other geographical expressions as follows:

Territory is no doubt a geographical notion, but it is first of all a juridicopolitical one: the area controlled by a certain kind of power. Field is an
economico-juridical notion. Displacement: what displaces itself is an army, a
squadron, a population. Domain is a juridico-political notion. Region is a fiscal,
administrative, military notion. Horizon is a pictorial, but also a strategic
notion.134
By this statement, Foucault emphasised that these terms are spatial and geographical
metaphors rather than being ‘truly geographical’.135 For Foucault, thinking through these
metaphors, such as of displacement and territory, enabled him to grasp ‘the relations that are
possible between power and knowledge’ as seen in his institutional critiques (such as prisons,
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hospitals etc.) and theoretical discussions (such as on governmentality, territory, etc.).136 In
addition, as each case of displacement is endowed with both embodied (material) and symbolic
(metaphorical) aspects, the realisation of this metaphorical nature of displacement may also
alter displacement studies. Hence, as a way of addressing these multiple aspects, this study
treats displacement as a phenomenon, that is as research into experiences and the contexts of
the experiences. This study therefore reconstructs a conceptual framework on the phenomenon
of displacement based on the notion of positionings that indicate various experiences and the
contexts of these experiences.
Whilst each positioning is conceptualised within an empirically grounded and
context-specific approach, each implies a way in which the phenomenon of displacement
shows itself through certain experiences within certain spatial and temporal frames. As such,
there are three positionings determined in this study to address the phenomenon of
displacement pertain to Imbros. These positionings, at the same time, present the various
points of departures that are associated with the lenses of various actors and agents through
which the phenomenon of displacement is practiced, experienced and contested. Through
these three positionings, which are conceptualised with the three names for the island –
Gökçeada, Imbros, Imroz – this study analyses and synthesizes different subjects, concepts and
processes related to the phenomenon of displacement.
In line with the above argument, this study responds to the following research
question:
• How can the phenomenon of displacement be understood within the context of the
island of Imbros? As a result of addressing this question within the context of the research, the
following sub-questions are also raised:
• What are the specific spatial and temporal aspects of displacement when considered
in relation to the Rum community on Imbros?
• How can this particular example of Rum displacement be discussed through the use
of spatial histories, especially when the perspectives of Imbros’ emplaced population and the
Imbrian diaspora are both taken into account?
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• How can such a site- and context-specific piece of spatial research further our
understanding of the phenomenon of displacement (considered as an entanglement of
displacement, emplacement and return)?

1.5.2. Sources, Methods and Methodology

The methodology used within this thesis is based upon a praxis of fieldwork. This process is
informed by two main forms of research: archival research and field research, both of which
were conducted in Greece (Athens and Thessaloniki), Turkey (Imbros, Çanakkale, Ankara)
and United Kingdom (London) between 2015 and 2018.
In carrying out archival research, my aim has been to collect evidence in the form of
official documents, photos, videos, oral testimonies, maps, planning permissions/decisions,
architectural projects etc., which highlight the twentieth-century history of Imbros. These
archives are either collecting institutions, such as a museum/library, or organisations which
hold their own archives, such as a government body, a public institution, an association etc.
For my archival research conducted in Turkey, I relied upon A-GM in Imbros, A-GDCHM in
Ankara, the archives of C-CC in Çanakkale, A-MEUP in Ankara, A-MEUPC in Çanakkale and
AR in Ankara. In Greece, I conducted my archival research at EMIT in Thessaloniki, at CAMS
in Athens and at NCFM in Thessaloniki.137 I also refer to the archival records on Imbros in the
National Archives in London, some of which Alexandris mentions.138
My field research involves a range of methods, such as direct observation, collective
site visits with Imbrian informants, my own site surveys which include photographic
documentation (plus ground and aerial photogrammetry), and semi-structured (partially/fully
recorded) or unstructured and informal (on-site and unrecorded) interviews. In Greece, the
field research takes place mainly at the Imbrian Syllogos – the main Imbrian association in
Athens – and at EMIT in Thessaloniki. This process comprises interviews, participation in the
life of the Imbrians within their diaspora, analysis of their personal objects (mostly
photographs) and an analysis of their built environment. A small selection of my interviews are
semi-structured and recorded via either note-taking or digital recorder, although the majority
take the form of informal conversations and collective discussions. The reasons behind this
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decision are threefold and become entangled with issues regarding the existing literature on
Imbros, my own positionality as a researcher, and the specific nature of my research.
Firstly, Imbrians have already participated in in-depth oral history projects since the
2000s. These have been conducted either by researchers such as Tsimouris and Halstead (their
interviews largely took place in Athens), or by institutions such as CAMS, while several
Imbrians were also interviewed on the island as part of a number of other anthropological
studies, carried out by Babül, Erginsoy and Say.139 Through this process, the narrative of
displacement as recounted by the displaced themselves has become ossified to such an extent
that very little space is provided for new reflections and readings of this particular displacement
experience. Secondly, my own position as a Turkish scholar undertaking this particular body
of work – one which is financially sponsored by Turkish authorities, namely the Ministry of
National Education – ran the risk of causing considerable and understandable tension in any
signed and recorded forms of testimony, despite the level of trust which I was careful to
maintain with the participants. Thirdly, as a research project with a specified focus on the
spatiality and experientiality of displacement (and emplacement), my field research revealed
itself to benefit more from on-site, unstructured and informal dialogues.
Due to such existing studies, the methods of which centre primarily on fully- or semistructured oral testimonies, coupled with certain aspects of my own research praxis, I neither
opted for embarking on a fully recorded oral history project, nor did I rely exclusively on oral
testimony as my sole method of research. Instead, I examined Imbrians’ diasporic practices
through observation and participation across a number of activities organised within the
Imbrian diaspora, as well as through collecting oral testimonies of Imbrians in informal and
unstructured settings. This involved my attendance at various events organised in the syllogos,
including in the Nea Smyrni district of Athens and in EMIT. During this time, I also analysed
the material and spatial aspects of Imbrians’ built environment and archives of their
organisations. Therefore, in these diasporic locales, my field research and archival research
often merged.
My first period of field research into the Imbrian diaspora occurred in May 2016 and
took about two months. My last visit was in September 2018 and took about one month. In
between these dates, I visited the Imbrian Syllogos and EMIT on four other occasions. In
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addition to the field research conducted in the Imbrian diasporic locales in Greece, my field
research also continued on Imbros itself. Although I have visited Imbros regularly since 2013,
my systematic fieldwork on the island started in August 2016, during which I recognised a
seasonal pattern in the Imbrians’ return to the island. As a result of this realisation, I returned
to instigate further field research on Imbros during August 2017 and again in August 2018 for
a period of one month each, in order to investigate this seasonal return. My visits to Imbros
between May 2016 and August 2018 focused on developing three methods of data collection:
site visits, site surveys and interviews, all of which I will briefly outline below.
Site visits refer to the collective trips to prominent historical, natural or religious sites
on Imbros organised by the Imbrian informants of my research. In August 2016 and again in
2017, I attended many collective site visits as part of the annual festival in August. These festival
activities either a form of religious/traditional ritual, or an exploration of a site which has a
degree of importance to the organisers of the particular event. Such explorative visits lasted
approximately one day each, and often involved walking to the remoter parts of the island. Site
surveys, on the other hand, denote two things: my follow-up visits to the specific sites of interest
that I discovered during the collective visits, and my spatial surveys of the state-built villages
and several public institutions on Imbros, such as the open prison. The main mechanisms of
data collection within these surveys are photographic documentation, observation and
interviews. Both site visits and site surveys include on-site, unrecorded and informal interviews
with Imbrian informants along with other islanders.
In addition to my field research on Imbros in August each year, I arranged other field
trips to the island whose aim is twofold. Firstly, it meant that I could explore and document the
island when seasonal residents were not yet there. Secondly, I could carry out my archival
research in the public institutions of the island more effectively, as these institutions, like the
rest of the island, are very busy during the summer months – especially during August due to
the Imbrians annual return and the influx of summer tourists. Each of these research trips took
a week to ten days.
In terms of describing the methodology as a praxis of fieldwork, this thesis utilises the
combination of various primary sources coupled with methods of data collection. The benefits
of this process are twofold. Firstly, archival records – such as project files, authorisations and
land registry records – found in the archives of public institutions responsible for planning and
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administration of Imbros are often scarce, missing or, in some cases, confidential.140 To
overcome this situation, this study combines different archival records, fieldwork data,
personal testimonies and other scholarly researches in order to create a comprehensive account
of what happened on Imbros. By weaving together different forms of evidence collected via
different sources and through various methods, my methodology also enabled the construction
of a critical perspective that I could use – one that is conceptualised through the notion of
positioning within the thesis, and which builds upon a cohesive understanding of the
phenomenon of displacement.
As discussed in the previous sub-section, the notion of positioning that I deploy in my
thesis refers to a way of looking into different aspects of the issues at stake via different lenses,
over and above an awareness of the position of the researcher in relation to the research
subjects.141 In this regard, the thesis unfolds through the parallel narratives of the phenomenon
of displacement, which are then unpacked within three separate parts of the thesis. Each part
is represented by one of the names for the island, each of which is chosen according to the part’s
theme and the concepts discussed within. Selected sites of Imbros are then documented,
analysed and discussed in turn within each these of these three parts – as shown in Fig. 2.
In summary, the first part, ‘Gökçeada: The Emplaced’, relies mainly on official records
found in public institutions in Turkey, and on my field research concerning the emplacement
sites on Imbros itself. The second part, ‘Imbros: The Displaced’, draws upon my interviews
with Imbrians in the diaspora and on the island, my photographic documentation of the
Imbrian associations and the festival on Imbros, and my archival research in EMIT and in
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CAMS. The third and the last part, ‘Imroz: The Place’, explores the manifestations of past and
present within a defined geographical area. It follows the continuous transformation of the
built environment through inquiries which move from material deformations of historic
buildings, such as dami buildings, through to the regional context of the Aegean Archipelago,
both of which represent diverse types of evidence. Thus, in this final part, photographic
documentation and on-site interviews are combined with archival records of Councils for the
Conservation of Cultural Heritage and MEUP.

1.5.3. Positionality: Reflecting on my Research Stance

In this sub-section on the concept of positionality, I present an overview of three core issues
which both reflect my stance as a researcher and influence my methodological choices within
the thesis. These issues are my choice of Imbros as the subject of my PhD research, my
disciplinary background and my academic position in the field. In addition, I briefly link these
issues with my approach to the selection and use of different kinds of evidence.
This body of research on the island of Imbros emerged from my academic interest
concerning sites of displacement, where space and spatiality appear to play key roles during
various stages of any displacement experience. Thus, as an architect and scholar of architectural
history and theory, my approach to the understanding of the phenomenon of displacement has
used this spatial focus, along with the goal of finding a theoretical and conceptual framework
to generate a broader understanding of this multifarious phenomenon. This particular
framework is context specific, meaning that each site of displacement comes with a unique set
of conditions and allows (reveals itself through) certain kinds of evidence. For this study of
Imbros, my position in the field was thus shaped through the particular example of
displacement as experienced on the island. As a result, alongside the architectural and visual
documentation techniques which I have deployed, my research also gained an ethnographic
character. This is due to a more interactive and collaborative approach taken during some parts
of my fieldwork, especially those concerned with the collective site visits, oral testimonies and
in-person interviews conducted by myself.
The rationale for my choice of Imbros as a case study can be summarised as follows.
Prior to the start of my PhD research, my academic interest on the interplay between (the
politics of) space and displacement had already channelled my focus towards minority
settlements. For example, in my earlier graduate work, I conducted research on the Tarlabaşı
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district – one of the prominent minority districts of Istanbul – where successive residents have
faced different means of displacement throughout the twentieth century. As a continuation of
these research interests, Imbros proved not only to be an illustrative and important case study
among minority settlements, but was also broadly under-researched within the discipline of
architecture and architectural history. Added to this is the fact that Imbros stands as one of
only two Aegean islands belonging to the Republic of Turkey today. The relevance of this for
my research is that the phenomenon of displacement which occurred on the island took quite
a different trajectory to that which occurred on the mainland.
The complexity of Imbros as an example, combined with the unevenness of
information available concerning certain spatial and historical aspects of the island, resulted in
my utilising various methods of enquiry as part of methodological approach towards my
research. To that end, I grouped and employed different kinds of evidence according to the
nature of the discussion within each part of my thesis. For instance, while the sixth chapter
concerning the dami buildings has a more architectural focus, the discussions in the third
chapter regarding the emplacement practices adopted by Imbros’ immigrant population centre
more upon judicial aspects of this topic.
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Figure 2: The displacement and emplacement sites on Imbros as discussed in this thesis.
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PART I / NAME I
Gökçeada: The Emplaced
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On the Name: Gökçeada

Gökçeada, formerly İmroz Adası, historically Imbros, island in the Aegean Sea,
north-western Turkey. Commanding the entrance to the Dardanelles, the island
is strategically situated 10 miles (16 km) off the southern end of the Gallipoli
Peninsula.142
This entry from Encyclopaedia Britannica gives the impression of a successive
historical development for the names of the island. Although ‘Imbros-İmroz-Gökçeada’ shows
a chronological order in the emergence of these names, they are not entirely successive as each
name continues to be deployed in different contexts. The story of the name Gökçeada is
entangled with the turbulent political history which goes back to the early twentieth century.
Although a cabinet decree in 1970 gave the island the name Gökçeada,143 this process of
Turkifying place names is neither special to the island nor confined to the 1970s. It is in fact a
long-running socio-political process which had been initiated by the Committee of Union and
Progress (İttihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti in Ottoman Turkish), which was later transformed into
the Party of Union and Progress (İttihat ve Terakki Fırkası; hereafter the Unionists), during the
Balkan Wars (1912-1913).144
As part of a far-reaching settlement policy adopted by the Unionists, which had caused
forced migrations of non-Muslim populations in the early twentieth century, the ruling class
of the Ottoman, controlled by the Unionists, had emplaced Muslim populations in these
evicted non-Muslim settlements, especially in the Balkan region in 1913.145 Following WW1,
the newly founded Republic of Turkey applied a similar settlement policy throughout Anatolia.
As part of these successive settlement policies, both the Unionists and the Republic substituted
the place names of these evicted/abandoned non-Muslim settlements (including the names of
villages, towns, neighbourhoods and geographical forms such as mountains, rivers etc.) with
Turkish names.146 Hence, the 1970 naming of the island as Gökçeada is a later example of this
historical and political process which affected the entire territory of Turkey from 1913 to the
1970s.
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Grammatically, the name Gökçeada is a compound proper noun and comprises gökçe,
meaning sky blue or the colour of the sky, and ada, meaning island.147 Like other examples of
renaming, it has a neutral and generic resonance that does not correspond to anything
belonging to the place’s sociocultural character or historical background. Moreover, replacing
the island’s name was the precursor to a broader renaming process through which generic
Turkish names such as Karasu [Blackwater River], Yıldız Mahallesi [Star Neighbourhood],

Tepeköy (Hilly Village) replaced the Greek/Rum toponymy and place names on the physical
and political maps of the island during the 1990s. Renaming the island therefore symbolises
emplacement practices which have caused, complemented, or followed the displacement of
Imbros Rums.
Hence, in this study, the name Gökçeada is conceptualised as a part/condition of the
phenomenon of displacement that is intertwined with the concept of emplacement and thus
presents the positioning of the emplaced. The emplaced can be both a physical entity such as
an emplaced population, institution or a settlement, and a discourse such as the discriminatory
policies that banned the mother-tongue based education.
Furthermore, the period in question begins in 1963. Between 1963 and 2000, Turkey
started emplacing public institutions, such as the highly controversial open prison and new
villages for Turkish citizens, brought from various parts of Turkey and abroad, into the
expropriated lands of Imbros Rums. In addition, during the construction of the public
institutions and infrastructure projects, the island attracted immigrant populations. These
immigrants, coming from the rural areas of south-eastern Anatolia, began to occupy some of
the Rum villages in the 1970s. As a result, the public, social and economic life on the island
changed dramatically with both the top-down emplacement practices and the selfemplacement of the immigrant/occupier groups. Thus, this part named Gökçeada examines
spatial histories of emplacement from 1963 till the present.
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Displacement, Emplacement, Replacement

Perhaps the immobility of the things that surround us is forced upon them by
our conviction that they are themselves, and not anything else, and by the
immobility of our conceptions of them.
Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time148
The temporality of experience – or life – and the subjectivity of this temporality – or
time – are two integral elements of Proust’s notion of time in Search of Lost Time. For him,
not only are memories constructed but time is also absolutely subjective. This is because ‘time
has no other contents than what is interpreted through our memory’; meaning that memory
and time are interdependent, as the function of the memory is to give meaning to a duration of
time.149 In the meantime, while our memories create our convictions about time and
temporality of events, they also influence our conceptions of spaces and things surrounding us
in terms of our relation to them.
However, the perception of time and space in relation to a traumatic experience causes
a distortion of time – a sense of untimeliness in which traumatic events come out of time by
their continuation through the present and the future correspondences.150 In a sense, the
temporality of the events collapses, and the narrative is undermined by an overwhelming
presence of the traumatic experience. A similar kind of distortion of time is sometimes seen in
studies tackling certain traumatic aspects of life. Displacement, for example, is undoubtedly a
violent phenomenon either mentally and/or physically, causing various forms of trauma and
distress for the people who have experienced it. Thus, the displaced often reconfigure the
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temporality and spatiality of the displacement as of the formation of their collective and
individual identity.151
However, despite the variety of responses of the displaced, the forced movements of
people and the proceeding loss and disruption of home, homeland or communities tend to be
analysed within the frameworks of strong presumptions entailing modes of generalisation of
the experience of displacement.152 This is especially prevalent in the attitudes of the agencies.
The agencies look for legislative frameworks that can categorise the displaced – whether one is
a refugee, immigrant, ethnic or religious minority, or something else – to set off a
systematisation of this specific experience according to the classification of the displaced.153
Thereupon, not only does the displaced come down to an entity to be labelled, the phenomenon
of displacement becomes a single kind of experience which can be applied to all cases.
There are, however, different approaches in displacement studies that have been
challenging single, exclusionary narratives of displacement, being minority, refugee, or
immigrant. Grappling with the issues of displacement (or forced movements) of people they
challenge the norms of the existing conceptual frameworks by focusing on multiple phases of
displacement to offer a more all-encompassing understanding of this phenomenon. As one of
the earliest and seminal study to use the dialectics of displacement and emplacement to
understand the phenomenon of displacement, Liisa Malkki in her 1995 article ‘Refugees and
Exiles: From “Refugee Studies” to the National Order of Things’ examines these common
assumptions in displacement studies which links the loss of homeland to a presumed loss of
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cultural identity.154 Evolved out of the vision of interpreting identity and culture as entities
‘rooted in place’, this assumption mentioned above suggests that being rooted in the territorial
homeland is the only way to feel well and whole, and thus reinforces the idea that ‘state
sovereignty’ is part of a natural or necessary order of things.155
In addition to her criticisms of these notions of belonging, identity and nation, which
have been challenged by many studies conceptually and politically, and especially since the
1990s,156 Mallki offers a way of elaborating the understanding of forced movements of people
by urging scholars to broaden their points of view. While the common approach in migration
studies narrows the focus into the displaced populations and the meanings and implications of
their ‘up-rootedness’ from their home or homeland, Malkki rejects these norms and suggests:
Involuntarily or forced movements of people are always one aspect of much
larger constellations of socio-political and cultural processes and practices.
Nationalism and racism, xenophobia and immigration policies, state practices
of violence and war, censorship and silencing, human rights and challenges to
state sovereignty, “development” discourse and humanitarian interventions,
citizenship and cultural or religious identities, travel and diaspora, and memory
and historicity are just some of the issues and practices that generate the
inescapably relevant context of human displacement today. 157
Malkki does not only stimulate a reassessment of the concepts of forced movements
of people, home and ‘rootedness’ involved in the formation of the phenomenon of
displacement but also identifies new research directions in displacement and refugee studies.
As such, she recommends that researchers consider the concept of emplacement as ‘the flipside
of the displacement’.158
Following Malkki’s conceptualisations, this part addresses the issue of forced
movements as a threefold process of displacement, emplacement and replacement. It draws on
the idea that neither social beings nor spaces and places are static entities, and that spaces,
places, and social relations continue to transform and reproduce each other even after
disruptive displacement processes. Thus, from a broader perspective, displacement studies, as
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part of the broader field of migration studies, tackle processes of transformation and
reproduction which people and the places went through due to the practices and process of
displacement, emplacement and replacement.
Yet, there are several ways to adopt this threefold approach into displacement studies.
One example is found in the chapters of Stef Jansen and Staffan Löfving’s edited volume

Struggles for Home.159 With the aim of avoiding narrow focused agendas and normative
assumptions of what displacement is, and what its implications and consequences are, Jansen
and Löfving’s book investigates ‘the relationship between violence, displacement and
emplacement by conceiving of them as practices that (re)constitute conceptions, embodiments
and inhabitations of space’.160 Acknowledging the diverse ways of using the concept of
emplacement, Jansen and Löfving interpret this phenomenon as ‘the point where subjects’
capacities to put themselves and others into place articulate with the power relations that
unequally distribute this capacity’.161 Here, the focus is the location of power to emplace oneself,
which can be seen in the processes of ‘home making’.162
Moreover, appropriations of emplacement practices and processes are often various
and context specific. On the one hand, some scholars implement the notion of emplacement
as a way of reinventing or emplacing home in different geographical and imaginary media.
Hence, such an approach links the concept of emplacement with the issues of migrant
geographies, diasporas, mobility and homemaking. On the other hand, the concept of
emplacement may denote the act of emplacing new populations into specific locations, which,
in some case, are the places and spaces left behind by the displaced. In fact, in both of these
implementations of emplacement, the emplaced, or the act of emplacing, has the potential to
be used as or to happen to be the replacer of the displaced. Therefore, displacement,
emplacement and replacement are intertwined concepts as all of them are temporal and spatial
occurring simultaneously, sequentially, or alternately.
Furthermore, Pamela Ballinger defines these approaches in recent scholarship on the
interrelated processes of displacement and emplacement as ‘multiple processes of
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“replacement”’ brought with forcible migration that includes ‘the ways in which new
populations come to inhabit spaces previously occupied by those who have left, how both those
who leave and those who remain in specific territories reconceptualize place and home (replacement), and how and the degree to which individuals who engage in return migration
become re-placed or re-emplaced in their putative home(lands)’.163 The phenomenon of
displacement that is created in the context of territorial nation states differs in its processes
according to the ‘the national order of things’, which makes the contextualisation of a study
not just useful but necessary.164
Drawing on the interrelations of displacement and emplacement, as suggested by
Malkki, Ballinger, Jansen and Löfving, and several others (albeit employing this relationship in
different ways according to their contexts), this part of the thesis – ‘Name 1 Gökçeada:
Emplacement and Replacement’ – suggests a critical, context-specific reassessment of
emplacement practices and processes related to the phenomenon of displacement. In this sense,
the forced movements of people should be analysed within the trialectical relationship between
displacement, emplacement and replacement.
More specifically, while displacement implies forced or involuntary movements of
human beings, it also brings with it a series of emplacement practices that consist of either
involuntary or voluntary movements of people and thus may cause replacement of the
displaced. In many examples of the displacement of populations, the multiple processes and
practices of emplacement, which happen along with or succeed the processes of displacement
either in an organised or spontaneous manner, relate to, if not contribute to, the act of
displacing people. Similarly, in Imbros, a series of emplacement practices that have occurred
since 1963 have had key roles in the displacement of the Rums. Therefore, ‘Name 1 Gökçeada:
Emplacement and Replacement’, which is titled after the island’s Turkish name of ‘Gökçeada’
centres upon these practices of emplacement.
To sum up, resting on the idea of an analytical linkage between displacement,
emplacement and replacement (and which can also mean return), my approach to the
phenomenon of displacement ‘takes account of emplacement together with displacement’,165
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as Malkki suggests, and aims to integrate the discussions on displacement, replacement and
emplacement related to Imbros. By doing so, neither the displaced nor the em/replaced will be
interpreted as isolated entities. Instead, their interrelated experiences will inform each other.
Therefore, the analysis of the emplacement practices, and which are entangled with the forms
of social and spatial control and institutional power, crystallises the power relations within
space that are also in operation within displacement processes.
Here, I want to return to Malkki’s article. Malkki concludes her article by outlining a
question which several other researchers (myself included) have also recognised, especially
during fieldwork practices: ‘What does it mean to be, or to remain, emplaced?’166 Thus, this
part of the thesis has evolved out of this very same question regarding those things and people
who have been emplaced or have emplaced themselves on Imbros, and who have witnessed or
contributed to the displacements.

Structure

This part of thesis consists of two chapters that correspond to the argument outlined above
about the intersection of displacement, emplacement and replacement. As explained earlier, in
the context of Imbros the phenomenon of displacement is intertwined with the practices of
emplacement and replacement that have restructured the island spatially, socio-economically,
and demographically. Thus, two chapters focus on these practices relate to the phenomenon of
displacement, recounting spatial histories by drawing on archival data, fieldwork analysis,
secondary sources and interviews. The aim here is to show the divergent ways in which the
Turkish state and the island’s inhabitants have practiced or experienced the concepts of
emplacement, replacement, and occupation on the island. The part unfolds through two
chapters, each addressing one of two distinct processes seen on the island: emplacement by the
state/sovereign, and emplacement through occupation. The former focuses on the
emplacement practices that developed a particular spatiality on the island, and which have been
dominating the socio-spatial perception and experience of the island since 1963. The latter
narrates a subtler transformation of Imbros associated with migrant groups who have been
emplacing themselves into the island through occupational movements.
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Chapter 2 ‘Emplacement Practices’ (the first chapter of this part) treats the concept of
emplacement as an act of emplacing by an external force with or without the will of the
emplaced, and thus scrutinises the state-led, hegemonic emplacement practices that have been
taking place on the island since the early 1960s. The chapter starts with the elucidation of the
concept of emplacement. As a starting point, Foucault’s spatial analysis of emplacement and
power-space relations supply the analytical and conceptual tools by which to analyse archival
data, empirical data and secondary sources within a relevant theoretical framework. In other
words, Foucault’s ways of looking at several institutions, such as the prison and psychiatric
asylum and his discussions on space and emplacement, provide insights into the complex
mechanisms of power relations on Imbros.
The spatiality of the emplacement practices to be discussed within this chapter
includes the establishment of public institutions, one of which was an open prison, the
emergence of the new settlements, such as the state-built villages, and major infrastructural
projects, such as the reservoir and the airport. In addition, cultural and ideological
emplacement practices such as the Turkish-language based education enforced in the Greek
Schools of Imbros (instead of the mother tongue-based education) will be mentioned where
relevant.
Chapter 3 ‘Emplacement through Occupation’ (the second chapter of this part)
approaches the concept of emplacement as an act of emplacing ‘home’ or ‘self’ in the form of
the occupation of the abandoned Rum houses. The chapter, thus, investigates the occupation
of the Rum villages by the migrant groups between the 1970s and the 1980s. To do this, the
chapter draws on research into the legal framework and the island’s economic circumstances,
which enabled occupation and possession, as well as on personal testimonies of the islanders
who were willing to share their experiences on this controversial topic. However, the order of
the concepts of occupation, possession and replacement through which the chapter’s argument
is constructed should not be perceived as a straightforward representation of the sequence of
events that took place on Imbros. Instead, given that the issues of occupation and possession
are highly contested, the experiences of the migrants on Imbros show non-linear and
individually developed processes.
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2

CHAPTER

EMPLACEMENT PRACTICES
This chapter is based on my fieldwork on Imbros and at the archives of several public
institutions of Turkey. Through my fieldwork that took place between 2016 and 2018, I
documented emplacement practices through which new populations, settlements, institutions
and new regulations have appeared on the island since the 1960s. In addition, I searched for
records of these practices, such as relevant laws, regulations, project files of these public
institutions, state-built villages, infrastructural projects of the island, in the Archives of the
Republic of Turkey (Ankara) and in the following public institutions: the Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning (Ankara), Çanakkale Provincial Directorate of Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning (Çanakkale), Gökçeada Municipality (Gökçeada) and
Gökçeada Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre (Gökçeada).167
The emplacement practices to be discussed in this chapter were hegemonic and topdown, meaning that they were implemented by an external force (the Turkish state), and which
were often carried out without free will of the emplaced (Turkish settlers and public
employees). The emplacement practices on Imbros, which destroyed so much of agricultural
fields and archaeological remains, were as much about economic and demographic
restructuring of the island as it was an exercise in spatial control and surveillance for the
Turkish state.

2.1. Introduction
This section unfolds through two subsections: ‘Emplacement as a Spatial Practice’ and
‘Foucault on Emplacement’. By doing so, the section lays the theoretical framework of the
concept of emplacement that informs the empirical analyses in the following sections.
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2.1.1. Emplacement as a Spatial Practice

The concept of ‘emplacement as a spatial practice’ in this part of the thesis is primarily informed
by Lefebvre’s socio-spatial dialectics that examine space as a social production.168 In Lefebvre’s
approach, spatial and social relations are interdependent, such that ‘social relations of
production are both space-forming and space-contingent’.169 Despite Lefebvre’s focus on the
social and spatial and his relative lack of attention to matters of time, temporality is not
separated out in this enquiry, especially because the discussion on emplacement within this
study unfolds through an essentially historical argument. In this context, drawing on the idea
of the inseparability of space, time and social being in analysing human geographies,170 this
chapter examines the spatiality and temporality of emplacement practices that are socially and
spatially produced.
Moreover, the spatiality of emplacement practices is linked with not only notions of
space but also with the positioning of people and things within it at a given and specific time.
This idea of ‘positioning’ people and things within space draws on Foucault’s argument that
individuals live in a conceptual environment that governs and limits their actions in ways of
which they are not aware.171 In Discipline and Punish, Foucault shows various ways of
organising space that are historically developed in order to contribute to new forms of social
control.172 Similarly, the emplacement practices on Imbros, especially the open prison, were
designed not only to determine and restrict the people accommodated in these emplacement
sites but also to control and govern wider island life according to the aspirations of the Turkish
authorities.
The emplacement processes on Imbros gradually developed at different scales and
forms, varying from the emplacement of Turkish citizens and public institutions to the
replacement of the mother tongue-based education within Rum schools with Turkish-language
based education. This meant that not only did the instruction language become Turkish, but
also Rum schools lost their (relative) flexibility which they had previously had in their
curriculum and contents of their courses. The concept of emplacement to be discussed here is,
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therefore, based on the acts of emplacing somebody or something and being emplaced – a
process of bringing an individual or a group to reside on designated locations, often with a
particular aim or purpose. As to emplace denotes a sense of placing within a certain location,173
it should be classified by its subjects and with and against neighbouring elements.174 In this
sense, the emplacement location, its neighbouring elements and the subject who is emplaced
are all essential to our understanding of the action itself.
Furthermore, being emplaced and emplacing someone cannot entirely be separated
from the existential and phenomenological interpretations of emplacement. Edward Soja
considers this kind of emplacement as being associated with ‘the existential phenomenologists’
(Sartre, Heidegger and Husserl) and as ‘being a place, positioning within the “lifeword”
(Husserl’s Lebenswelt)’.175 Although this is not directly connected with the argument of this
chapter, an existential and phenomenological approach to emplacement is also found in
Babül’s anthropological study of Imbros. Babül uses emplacement as ‘a unique act of meaning
attribution and of being informed by “place”’.176 Concordant with Babül’s approach, Jansen
and Löfving also utilise the concept of emplacement as a form of place-making by emplacing
meanings.177
From this, it is clear that there are multiple ways of interpreting emplacement and
using it as a theoretical and conceptual tool to assess various experiences that can be defined
under the phenomenon of emplacement. However, emplacement as studied here revolves
around the ideas of emplacing (peoples and things) and being emplaced. This is therefore
different from a notion of emplacement in the sense of emplacing ‘home’ or meanings and
which is typically seen among diasporas and immigrant populations, for this kind of
emplacement is not the main determining factor of the emplacement experience on Imbros,
where, instead, the mechanisms of emplacement processes are controlled by the state. More
specifically, the concept of emplacement related to Imbros includes spatial and socio-political
practices that are related to how space is governed and presented. As such, the nature of these
spatial and socio-political practices is often top-down and directed by the Turkish authorities.
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Therefore, an investigation into the emplacement of that kind starts with the exploration of the
relationship between power and space through the sites of emplacement that are contested –
appropriated by the state in order to emplace institutions and citizens and so to change the
power dynamics of the island.
Although the emplacement sites continued to transform and new emplacement
practices have appeared on the island, the main emplacement practices on Imbros actualised
over the course of thirty-seven years (1963-2000). In fact, from 1963 to 1980, these
emplacement practices, except two state-built villages (Şirinköy and Eşelek), were either built
or planned to be built while the Rums left the island to a great extent. These emplacements
practices therefore consist of people, spaces and things which all contribute to the emplacement
of ideologies of the Turkish state: new populations, whom the Turkish state brought over from
various parts of Turkey and abroad; spaces, such as settlements, buildings and infrastructure
projects (like the reservoir and the airport); and things – symbolic or material – (such as the
implementation of a new curriculum, which obliged a Turkish-based education in Rum
schools, statues and nationalist slogans written on mountains). Therefore, the subjects of focus
are not limited solely to material aspects of these actual territorial emplacements, but also
include the official discourses and political agendas which accompanied these emplacement
practices and which are manifested by the press and official documents of the government
bodies or, in some cases, which made an impression on the subjects or witnesses of these
emplacements.
To sum up, drawing on Foucault’s theories on social control, governmentality and
space, the following sections investigate the phenomenon of emplacement through stateorganised emplacement practices, and question not only whether their aim was to replace the
Rums and their built environment with new inhabitants and new constructions, but also how
these emplacement practices have changed the island spatially and socio-culturally. To do so,
the spaces, places, processes, mechanisms and subjects of emplacements will be scrutinised via
the ensemble of relations (spatial, cultural, and political) created by the act of emplacing people
and things into particular locations. It should be noted, however, that the official records of
these emplacements, i.e. the project files, authorizations, rulings, and approvals, located in the
archives of the municipality and the other authorised bodies, were often scarce, missing or, in
some cases, confidential. Thus, methodologically, this research necessarily combines various
archival records, fieldwork data, personal testimonies and other scholarly researches in order
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to recount these spatial histories of the emplacements as experienced and materialised on
Imbros.

2.1.2. Foucault on Emplacement

The word ‘emplacement’ is utilised in two ways in the two English translations of Foucault’s
seminal lecture about heterotopia, utopia and space, titled ‘Of Other Spaces’ in its first
translation in 1986178 and ‘Different Spaces’ in the latter translation in 1998.179 In the 1986
translation as ‘Of Other Spaces’, emplacement was not an essential concept in the overall
argument. Instead, it is part of Foucault’s narrative on the historical transformation of ordering
space, in which his definition of the hierarchical ensemble of spaces and places in the Middle
Ages is translated as ‘the space of emplacement’.180
However, in the latter translation of 1998 as ‘Different Spaces’, medieval space is
defined as ‘a space of localization’ which, in the seventeenth century, was supplanted by
‘extension’, and which was in turn substituted by ‘emplacement’ in the modern era.181 In this
regard, the definition of ‘the space of emplacement’ of the Middle Ages, as deployed in the 1986
‘Of Other Spaces’ translation, does not correspond to the ways in which the concept has been
used within this study. However, the notion of emplacement, which will be referred in the
following sections, is excerpted from the latter 1998 ‘Different Spaces’ translation that defines
‘emplacement’ by ‘the relations of proximity between points and elements’.182
In this latter translation, Foucault explains the significance of emplacement as ‘we are
in an age when space is presented to us in the form of relations of emplacement’.183
Furthermore, this (human) emplacement is the problem of proximity relations, storage types,
circulation, identification, and, classification of the human elements to achieve and maintain
certain results.184 In this regard, in order to define space or the production of space, one needs
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to define both the ensemble of relations which emplacement embodies and also the relations
between these emplacements.185
Foucault’s discussion of emplacement continues with certain types of emplacements
that are connected to all the other emplacements by suspending, neutralising, or reversing the
set of relations creating the emplacements.186 In turn, Foucault conceptualises these
emplacement types as ‘utopia’ and ‘heterotopia’.
Utopias are emplacements having no real place. They are emplacements that
maintain a general relation of direct or inverse analogy with the real space of
society. They are society perfected or the reverse of the society, but in any case
these utopias are spaces that are fundamentally and essentially unreal.187
As opposed to utopias, heterotopias are real places that are localisable and are
‘designed into the very institution of the society’. In other words, heterotopias are ‘sorts of
realised utopias in which […] all the other real emplacements that can be found within the
culture are […] represented, contested and reversed’.188
To describe heterotopias, Foucault specifies their six principles. Before explaining the
first principle, Foucault notes that every society sets up heterotopias that can take diverse forms
and none of these heterotopias can be absolutely universal. Then, he suggests, according to his
first principle, that heterotopias can be classified into two major categories as ‘crisis
heterotopias’ and ‘heterotopias of deviation’.189 Here, the categorisation represents a historical
shift, which is similar to Foucault’s former analysis of the transformation of Middle Age’s ‘space
of localization’ into modern emplacement. As such, like medieval space, crisis heterotopias
disappeared in our society, and to be replaced by heterotopias of deviation.190 Crisis
heterotopias are ‘privileged or sacred or forbidden places reserved for individuals who are in a
state of crisis with respect to society and the human milieu in which they live’, and Foucault
exemplifies these individuals as adolescents, menstruating women, women in labour, and the
elderly.191 However, as Foucault notes, this idea of crisis is substituted by the idea of deviation
in our society, meaning that heterotopias in our society are for individuals whose behaviour is
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deviant with respect to required norms. In this context, these heterotopias of our era are
prisons, psychiatric hospitals, and rest homes.192 Old people’s homes are a special category
which can be both crisis heterotopia and heterotopias of deviation, for while being old used to
be a state of crisis, in our society where ‘leisure activity is the rule’ the idleness of old people, in
old people’ homes, also forms a type of deviation.
To explain the second principle of heterotopias, Foucault takes the cemetery as an
example. The cemetery is ‘connected to all other emplacement of the city or the society’ since
every individual must have some relatives in the cemetery.193 So, on the one hand, the cemetery
has existed in each era including ours, but the perception of the cemetery, on the other hand,
has changed throughout history. In this regard, the second principle of defining heterotopias
is that ‘each heterotopia has a precise and specific operation’ in each era, and thus while a
heterotopia continues to operate, its way of operating is often modified over the course of its
history.194
The third principle of describing heterotopias is their ability to ‘juxtapose in a single
real place several emplacements that are incompatible in themselves’.195 Here, Foucault uses the
example of the theatre. The theatre, as he explains, ‘brings onto the rectangle of the stage a
whole succession of places that are unrelated to one another’.196
The fourth principle, which is to be ‘connected with temporal discontinuities’, is also
explained through the cemetery where one can find both the loss of life that pertains to an
individual and the eternity in which the same individual perpetually dissolves and fades away.197
In other words, cemeteries, as well as museums and libraries or forms of festival, create ‘a kind
of absolute break with their traditional time’ either by accumulating time in a place that will
not move (as in the case of museums and libraries) or by abolishing time (as seen in the festival
spaces and fairs).198
Foucault describes the fifth principle as being where ‘heterotopias always presuppose
a system of opening and closing that isolates them and makes them penetrable at the same
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time’.199 Here, he refers to rituals and conditions required to gain access to heterotopias. This
may also mean that some heterotopias are accessible only to certain people who are able to fulfil
these conditions or perform these rituals. Prisons and barracks, as he further discusses, pose
constraints in terms of accessibility, letting one enter only with a certain permission or after
certain gestures.200
The last principle Foucault mentions is the function of heterotopias since, according
to him, heterotopias ‘have a function in relation to the remaining space’.201 In parallel, his
example of the regulated colonies of Jesuits in South America are heterotopias in which ‘human
perfection was effectively achieved’ and ‘existence was regulated in every particular’.202 He
describes these colony villages as:
The village was laid out according to a strict arrangement around a rectangular
plaza with a church at the far end; on one side the secondary school, on the other
the cemetery, and then, opposite the church, there began an avenue that a
second avenue intersected at a right angle. The families each had their little hut
along these two axes, and this way the sign of Christ was exactly reproduced.
Christianity thus marked the space and the geography of the American world
with its fundamental sign.203
Although Foucault’s account of the concept of heterotopia can be occasionally
unspecific and confusing, his notion of heterotopia nonetheless provokes analytical
applications and interpretations within this discussion on the concept of emplacement.
Foucault’s heterotopias can assume different spatial and institutional forms such as
prisons, psychiatric hospitals, cemeteries and so on. Yet, what he examines in these
heterotopias as the act of emplacement materialised is the spatial, institutional and sociopolitical relations that constitute them. In other words, as he comments:
I study things like a psychiatric asylum, the forms of constraint, exclusion,
elimination, disqualification, of which reason is always precisely incarnate, in
the body of the doctor, in the medical knowledge, medical institutions, etc.,
exercised over madness, illness, unreason, etc. What I study, is an architecture,
a spatial organisation; disciplinary techniques, modalities of dressage, forms of
surveillance; actually what I study is what I have called governmentality […]:
what are the practices which are put to work to govern men, that is to enable a
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certain manner of conducting them, government as the conduct of conduct,
how to conduct the conduct of men.204
Both emplacement and heterotopia are originally medical terms referring to
dislocated tissues or tissues that develop at a place other than is usual.205 In this sense, the act
of emplacing suggests the existence of an agency. Foucault’s approach to space as an ensemble
of emplacements in the contexts in which elevated levels of ordering, control and surveillance
are in operation is central to analysing the emplacement practices to be discussed in the
following sections.
In addition to the notion of heterotopia, Foucault’s investigation into the interrelation
of power and space draws on discussions around a series of themes such as security, discipline,
sovereignty and territory, unfolding through the institutional analysis of certain sites, such as
psychiatric asylums and prisons,206 or through more a conceptual analysis of human
settlements, such as the town and the capital city.207 These sites are also the ultimate
materialisation of the practices governing human beings.
Conduct is the activity of conducting, or conduction if you like, but it is equally
the way in which one conducts oneself, lets oneself be conducted, and finally, in
which one behaves under the influence of a conduct as the action of conducting
or of conduction.208
In addition to Foucault’s accounts of emplacement related to heterotopia, he discusses
the issues of governance and control as a way of investigating the dynamics of the society. In
his lectures published as Security, Territory, Population, Foucault explains this as the analysis
of power relations that would initiate an overall analysis of a society, such that mechanisms of
power may be connected with the history of economic transformation.209 Foucault’s theories
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related to power and space, as articulated in Security, Territory, Population, illustrate his aim
of undertaking a logical, coherent and valid investigation of the mechanisms of power and of
identifying what is specific about these mechanisms at a given time and space.210 Here, I suggest
these analyses of the power mechanisms initiate a further understanding of not only society but
also of social spaces in which emplacement is in operation. To sum up, considering the spatial
and institutional formation of emplacement practices on Imbros, such as the open prison, the
military base and the state-built villages, Foucault’s notion of examining the role of space in
governing, disciplining and controlling provides us with the conceptual and analytical tools by
which to assess the complex mechanisms of power in these sites of emplacement.

2.2. Imbros and Emplacement
On 6th September 2014, T24, an online leftist newspaper, published an article about a classified
National Security Council (hereafter NSC; in Turkish Milli Güvenlik Kurulu or MGK) decision
report, dated 1964, showing the NSC policies that aimed to change the demographics of
Imbros.211 The report, which Erhan Pekçe,212 a lawyer working on the protection of minority
rights in Turkey, had found in the archives and published through different media, including
his academia page and several newspapers, mentions a series of measures and projects that were
adopted or planned to be adopted to ‘Turkify the island’ and provide the (Turkish) immigrants
with the necessary economic, social and moral support for their settlement on the island in
1964.213 As such, this NSC document reports in detail the expropriations of the lands of the
Rums and the public enterprises that were planned to be built on these lands.214 Although the
1964-NSC report discovered by Pekçe was published at a time when these policies had long
realised and been discussed in a few scholarly articles, it disclosed further information showing
the scale of these emplacements and reached a wider audience via news media. In addition, the
emergence of the 1964-NSC report led to the formal requests by the Rums to reclaim their
former properties that had been unlawfully expropriated.
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Although the period that is the subject of the 1964-NSC report undoubtedly stands
out in terms of the scale and intensity of the emplacement practices, the Rums of Imbros had
in fact begun to experience emplacements as early as the First World War. Conceptually, any
intervention or any intrusion from the ‘mainland’ – either Turkish, Greek, or elsewhere – into
the island is intrinsically an implication of a forceful placing or emplacing, which may consist
of things, persons, ideologies, economies, regulations and so on. However, as stated, before
1963 emplacements had not been practiced as systematically as they did in the period between
1963 and 1980. These earlier emplacement practices, like the proceeding ones, also caused some
Rums to leave the island, and their imprints contributed to the spatial and socio-cultural
transformation of the island.
The first explicit emplacement came about as the result of WW1. During the Balkan
Wars, in 1913 Imbros, which had been under the sovereignty of the successive Byzantine
Empire and Ottoman empires, became a territory of the Kingdom of Greece.215 Then in WW1
Imbros was used as a military base by the British Empire.216 Following WW1, the [Turkish]
War of Independence also resulted in widespread hostility against non-Muslim groups
especially against the Rum populations within the Aegean region, a situation which triggered
mass migratory movements of the Rums.217 When the War of Independence concluded with
the Lausanne peace negotiations and the Lausanne Treaty of Peace (1923), this Treaty provided
Imbros, Tenedos and Istanbul with a new societal category.218 That is, the Rums of these two
islands and Istanbul were protected as an ethno-religious minority as defined under the newlyfounded Republic of Turkey.219 The same treaty (the first phase, the 1923 Convention) stated
that the non-Muslim communities of Istanbul as minorities of the Turkish nation-state were
limited to Rums (Greeks), Armenians and Jewish populations, while the non-Muslim
populations living in other parts of Turkey faced compulsory emigration.220
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The new Republic was based on the ideals of nation-states, such that ethnic diversity
was regarded as an obstacle by republican leaders.221 Thus, the 1923 Lausanne Treaty, which
was a prominent political and judicial event determining the situation of Imbros, can be
considered as the first major example of emplacement practices on the island. These practices
were threefold. First, the treaty attributed a minority identity – Greek-speaking Orthodox
Christian – to the Rums. Kezer’s Building Modern Turkey discusses how the realisation of the
concept of minority took place in Turkey as follows:
The reconstitution of Turkey’s non-Muslims as minority citizens entailed
mutual adjustments both between the state and its citizens and among the
citizens themselves. Despite signing the Treaty of Lausanne, the republican
leadership resented the protections as a compromise over national sovereignty
and engaged in various manoeuvres to suspend or undercut them and, at
various times, pressured non-Muslim communities to renounce them. NonMuslims continued to be broadly regarded as local extensions of foreign
interests and their loyalty to the nation was widely seen to be suspect. That they
received protections to guarantee their civil rights further reinforced this
perception both among officials and the general public. The transition and its
fluctuations affected the different non-Muslim constituencies in unequal ways,
generating realignments among them as well.222
To some extent, minoritizing these communities suited the agenda of the nationstate’s political elite, who then embarked on a mission to promote nationalism over any form
of communal affiliations.223 Yet the minoritization of the Imbros Rums was not a
straightforward task for the Turkish nation-state. Nor could the Rums clearly foresee what their
new minority status would mean for their enclosed island life. Providing that the vast majority
of the island’s inhabitants were at this time of Rum origin, the Rums could not be, in this sense,
a minority on their own island. Nonetheless, soon after the minority identity was attributed to
the islanders, this brought about several acts of emplacements on the island.
The other emplacement of the Lausanne Treaty was the borderland status that Imbros
gained after the designation of the border between Turkey and Greece. The Treaty effectively
turned the Aegean Sea into an extended borderland between the two newly-established nationstates – Turkey and Greece – which had been at war prior to this treaty.224 That all the islands
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of the Aegean Sea stayed under the sovereignty of Greece except for Imbros and Tenedos
further complicated the borderland status of Imbros. The new national borders resulted in the
total isolation of Imbros and Tenedos from their neighbouring islands, such as Samothrace and
Limnos. The islands were also excluded from the main transportation links between the Aegean
islands due to the lack of any customs bureau on Imbros and Tenedos – a situation that has
been inhibiting direct access to Tenedos and Imbros from any foreign country ever since
1923.225
Third, the Lausanne Treaty also defined governance on the island. Acknowledging
that the island’s population consisted entirely of Rums, delegates from countries including
Turkey, Greece and United Kingdom decided on an autonomous administrative system for the
island with the aim of providing international protection for these Rums – as defined in the
Treaty as ‘the native non-Moslem population’. Hence, although autonomy as such has never
realised in its true sense on Imbros, there have been attempts to practice a partially autonomous
administrative structure on the island.
As such, between 1930 and 1963 the autonomous administrative structure that Article
14 of the Lausanne Treaty of Peace designated for Imbros and Tenedos226 was partially met by
an administrative restructuring which enabled Imbros’ elected mayors to be of Rum origin.227
However, this was a condition which did not just happen on the island but was ‘emplaced’ after
a series of events. As Alexandris notes, when the Turkish state recovered full control over the
Bosporus and the Dardanelles straits with the Montreux Convention, signed on 20th July 1936,
and occupied the straits and the islands of Imbros and Tenedos without any opposition from
Greece,228 to return this favour Turkey permitted the Imbros Rums to assume administrative
roles on the island, as the mayor, members of the village elders committee and local
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employees.229 Thus, as Alexandris’ analysis suggests, even this simple practise of democracy
(the right of ‘ethnic-minority’ groups to be elected to administrative roles) on the island came
to fruition through a wider conglomeration of political and international relations.
Furthermore, although the material emplacements started as early as 1945 on Imbros,
they did not yet have any substantial effect on the island life and spaces due to their relatively
small scale. In his article, Aziz Aysel mentions forty-five families whom the Turkish authorities
brought to the island in 1945 as the first mass migration to the island.230 However, by 1973, at
the time of Aysel’s research, only five of those families, and who resided in Imbros’ town centre,
were still living on the island.231 In 2001, Babül conducted an interview with the only family
among these forty-five families who was still living on Imbros and summarised this interview
as follows:
The first group of people who were brought to the island were selected from
among those who had applied in response to the state's promise of improvement
in welfare for those who took the chance of emigration. They were given a house,
a certain amount of land for cultivation, and animals to earn their living. But the
main economic activity the state had planned for them was fishing. They were
all fishermen, additionally they used to plant hazelnuts back in their homelands.
When they came to the island, they knew nothing else. As a result, most of them
sold their animals and rented their lands to the native Rums from whom the
state had expropriated the land to grant the settlers.232
Thus, this first attempt to emplace citizens did not have any substantial impact on the
island’s demographics or societal structure. Correspondingly, another researcher Sami Üngör,
who visited the island in 1959, described this Rum island as sophisticated and civilised,
emphasising a feeling of ‘absolute security’, and mentions neither ethnic conflicts between the
Rums and the Turkish authorities nor any forms of emplacement activities of the Turkish
state.233 Alexandris also defines the developments between 1930 and 1963 as offering
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‘favourable conditions’ for the Imbros Rums, but which abruptly ended with the conflict over
Cyprus that began in 1963.234
Moreover, this relative stability from the 1930s to the early 1960s partially resulted
from the foreign policy adopted by the Turkish governments during this period. On 18th July
1932 Turkey became a member of the League of Nations, which was the forerunner of the
United Nations,235 and then a founding member of the United Nations in 1945.236 With these
memberships, Turkey was obliged to cooperate with these international organisations in the
protection of its minority populations.237 Subsequently, in 1952 both Turkey and Greece
became members of NATO as part of the first enlargement of this organisation.238
Nevertheless, these developments in the international arena did not hinder the 1955
Pogrom, or the September Events, against the non-Muslim populations of Istanbul, and
especially Rums.239 These events, which are described by many scholars as a governmentinstigated series of riots aiming to relegate the Rums of Istanbul, caused many Istanbul Rums
into exile.240 However, even though the riots caused trauma, insecurity and fear among the
Rums of Imbros, they did not have any immediate consequences for the displacement of the
Imbros Rums nor for the emplacement processes that started a decade after the 1955 Pogrom.
While Imbros was in a state of political stability during the 1950s, Turkey was
experiencing a transformation from the early republican years of one-party administration to
a multi-party system which offered radical changes in socio-political, economic and also
religious issues.241 One of these radical changes, the rise of populist Islam linked with Turkish
nationalism, as İpek Akpınar notes, caused a greater polarisation of society, accompanied by
further discriminatory measures against non-Muslim minorities and other ethnic groups such
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as Kurds.242 Furthermore, during the same period, in 1955, the Istanbul Pogrom triggered a
mass deportation of non-Muslim populations from Istanbul.243 Yet, Imbros, as mentioned
earlier, seemed to survive the atrocities of the Istanbul Pogrom relatively unharmed.
During the early 1960s, Turkey’s political climate and state affairs was unsettled by
another critical event: the 1960 Coup after which the prime minister at the time, Adnan
Menderes, was put to death after a brief trial in a military court in 1961.244 The coup replaced
the conservative government, under whom the 1955 Pogrom and other anti-minority events
and policies had occurred, with a more oppressive military government.245 The new political
climate in turn became more conservative in tone and less tolerant to different ethnic and
political groups.
Spyros Meletzis and Eleni Aimatidou-Argyriou’s Imbros repeats a similar narrative of
a short peaceful period (until 1963), inspired by notions of ‘tolerance’ while also inspiring hope
for the possibility of co-existence, albeit without any fundamental changes in the nation-state’s
policies towards the issue of the minority.246 In effect, this meant that, as Meletzis and
Aimatidou-Argyriou indicate, despite relative tranquillity on Imbros the Turkish state had not
abandoned their overall goal of suppressing elements of the Rum/Greek identity of Imbros
which contradicted the identity formation of the nation-state, and which ultimately aimed to
create a homogenised Turkish and Sunni Muslim population.247 In fact, the right wing
government, elected in 1957, and the following military government, had been promoting
radical right ideals to an extent that polarised the society and triggered violent and sometimes
armed conflicts, and which would eventually pave the way for another, more violent coup in
1980. However, due to its self-sufficient, isolated condition, Imbros was as yet slow to feel the
impact of these political conflicts affecting the mainland.
Following these relatively serene decades, the Turkish state’s emplacement practices
on Imbros intensified during a period which was marked by the Cyprus Conflict (1963-1974)
and the 1964 Exile that targeted the Rum minority. Although directly comparing the Cyprus
Conflict and other minority debates with conflict on Imbros risks overlooking the inherent
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character of Imbros’ spatial and socio-political histories, it is important to reassess these
emplacements within the context of wider socio-political and economic environments. In
particular, contextualising the emplacements within the general socio-political and economic
issues of Turkey and Greece crystallises the linkage between the wider political aspirations of
these states, especially of Turkey, and the local emplacement implementations of these
aspirations.
As mentioned earlier, the period between 1963 and 2000 stands out due to the scale
and intensity of emplacement practices that determined and controlled the social production
of the island. Often named as ‘the project of Turkification’,248 new construction projects realised
a series of emplacement and replacement practices on the island. Aiming to use space as a
medium through which the political goals could be achieved, these projects conveyed certain
ideologies to be implanted on the emplacement sites. These emplacement sites embodying the
complex power mechanisms of ordering have thus transformed the island spaces and played a
key role in the displacement of the Rums from the island. Yet, just as the economic and political
goals have changed since the first examples of emplacement were erected on Imbros, so have
these emplacement sites. Therefore, the following sections of this chapter will discuss in detail
these emplacement processes, practices, and sites, each of which has displayed distinct sociopolitical, spatial, and institutional formation and transformation. These emplacements to be
discussed unfold through three sections: emplacing the state power, emplacing citizens and
emplacing infrastructure.

2.3. Emplacing the State Power
This section on emplacing state power consists of two subsections, ‘Emplacing through
Education’ and ‘The Open Prison, the Army Base and the State Farm’. Each subsection
investigates one or more emplacement sites through available archival evidence and fieldwork
practices.
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2.3.1. Emplacing through Education

The power to punish is not essentially different from that of curing or
educating.249
Foucault criticizes the essential institutions of the state in many of his works, especially
in Discipline and Punish, for normalising society through the mechanisms of discipline. Thus,
it is not surprising to see him comparing prisons and schools not only in terms of their spatial
formations but also through their mechanisms to control and determine society. As one of
these disciplinary mechanisms, the topic of education will be discussed in this sub-section as
part of a broader discussion on emplacing state power on Imbros.
As mentioned in the section ‘Imbros and Emplacement’, the period between 1930 and
1963 was noted for a few promising improvements in terms of Imbros’ educational institutions
and administrative life. More specifically, the issue of mother tongue-based education, which
has been contingent upon the positive or negative attitudes of Turkey towards its minorities,
also arrived at a solution in 1951 – albeit a solution that was soon proven to be temporary.
On 21st July 1951, the president of the republic, Celal Bayar, and his cabinet officers
approved the construction of a new primary school, whose medium of language would be
Greek, to be built by the Imbros’ Rum Orthodox community in the county centre of Imbros.250
This decision came after education in the mother tongue in Rum (minority) schools
nationwide restarted with the law no. 5713 dated 5th February 1951.251 The new school in the
county centre, Panagia/Çınarlı, opened on 19th November 1952 after the approval of President
Bayar, who had visited the island in 1951.252
Judicially, mother tongue education for minorities in Turkey has been taught only in
private schools which are the property of minority foundations. The Private Educational
Institutions Law [Özel Öğretim Kurumları Kanunu] concerning all private schools in Turkey
puts these minority schools, which in fact belong to the citizens of Turkey and their
foundations, under the category of foreign schools, and which also includes those private
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schools set up by foreigners (i.e. American College, Italian High School).253 Moreover, this law
on private educational institutions relies on article 40 and 41 of law no. 340, issued on 23rd
August 1923, for issues related to the minority schools.254 Similar to state schools, the Ministry
of the National Education was entitled to regulate any educational activity in these minority
schools including their curriculum. Unless they were temporarily revoked (although
revocation periods can last several decades), the laws and regulations concerning these
minority schools have not changed fundamentally since their first initiation in 1923.255
Thirteen years after the minority schools were reopened in 1951, the relations between
Turkey and Greece took a new turn with the conflict over Cyprus. As an immediate reaction to
this conflict, education in the mother tongue in Imbros’ schools was banned by reinstating a
former law forbidding mother tongue-based education in minority schools (no. 1151 dated 25th
June 1927), which entered into force on 23rd July 1964 with law no. 502.256 In addition to this
ban on Greek language education in minority schools, as Alexandris notes, the newly built Rum
community schools and a number of other buildings were seized by the Turkish State on
Imbros.257 From the statistics of the Archbishopric of Imbros and Tenedos, as provided by
Alexandris, the Rum Schools in the villages, which had 546 students and 14 teachers before the
application of law no. 502, became disused in the same year, while two other Rums schools, the
Central School of Imbros (Κεντρική Σχολή Ίμβρου) and the Greek College (Ήμιγυμνάσιου
Ίμβρου), were transformed into mixed schools and lost their Rum students, whose numbers
were around 300 in 1964.258
Similarly, six years after Üngör’s 1960 article, which had celebrated the island’s Rum
population and their island life, when Talip Yücel published his article on Imbros in 1966 (three
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years after the Cyprus Conflict began), he interpreted the island’s Rums occupation and
identity differently to Üngör, now expressing a strong disapproval for the islanders’ lack of
interest in speaking Turkish and in fulfilling their compulsory military service.259 We also learn
from Yücel that the teacher’s training school had now been established, and that the mother
tongue-based education ban was continuing.260
The emplacement applied through education on Imbros was a twofold process. The
first part of this process was the revocation of the right of mother tongue-based education for
the minorities, imposing Turkish language upon the Rums, the majority of who did not speak
Turkish at this time.261 Hence, even though this new language policy of the Turkish state may
be considered an immaterial emplacement, it had a deep impact upon the spatiality of the
Imbros social life as it led to the closure of Imbros’ Rum schools, and which were appropriated
by the Turkish state.262 Those Rums who had the economic means to provide their children
with education outside of Imbros sent their children either to the Rums Schools of Istanbul,
some of which remained working despite the 1964 law, or to Greece.263 This damaged the
island’s self-sufficiency and created a migrant generation of children who were working as
domestic servants in the houses of the Istanbul Rums while also studying in the Rums schools
of that city. Those Rums without economic means, had to send their children to Turkish
schools on the island. As the additional report of 1964-NSC decision states the Rum students
of these schools were especially ‘encouraged’ to participate in the Turkish national holidays as
part of a wider assimilation process.264
Aware of the normative power of education, the Turkish nation-state used the
educational curriculum and facilities to emplace its political aspirations, which was either to
assimilate or erase the Rums and their culture from the island in order to achieve a homogenous
Turkish-Sunni Muslim society.265 Furthermore, the ban of mother tongue education has had
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complex socio-political dimensions going beyond the state mechanisms of power. For example,
civil campaigns such as ‘Citizen, Speak Turkish!’ contributed to the implementation of this
Turkification process, targeting other spoken languages in Turkey.266
The Rum primary schools in the villages were first expropriated by the Turkish state
and some of them were turned into Turkish based education schools, and which caused them
to close due to the lack of students.267 These schools, the ownership of which the minority
foundations regained in the 2000s, remained closed for about 50 years until 2013 when the
Rum primary school in Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy reopened again with four students (Fig.
3). Following this, the Rum Secondary School and High School in Agridia/Tepeköy has been
refurbished by public donations and started to operate again in 2016 (Fig. 4 and 5).268

Figure 3: The Rum primary school in Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2015.
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Figure 4: The Rum
secondary and high
school in
Agridia/Tepeköy,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2015.

Figure 5: The
brochure showing
the opening of the
Rum school in
Agridia/Tepeköy,
2017 (The Imbrian
Syllogos).
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Figure 6 (Left): The church and the statue of Atatürk next to the primary school in Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy, 2015.
Figure 7 (Right): The statue of Atatürk in the Rum secondary and high school in Agridia/Tepeköy, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2015.

Significantly, in order to underline the dominant Turkish authority, all the reopened
Rum Schools have the statues of Ataturk with his quote ‘Ne mutlu Türküm diyene [How happy
is the one who says I am a Turk]’ carved on the pedestal, as seen in Fig. 6 and 7.
Secondly, the other part of the emplacement process through education embodied the
establishment of a boarding school on the island: Gökçeada Atatürk Teachers Training School
[Gökçeada Atatürk İlköğretmen Okulu, then became Gökçeada Atatürk Anadolu Öğretmen
Lisesi in 1990].269 Given that its capacity was 1,000 students, this school had an immediate effect
on the demographics of Imbros. In its first academic year, 1968-69, the school had 650
students.270 Eventually, Atatürk Teachers Training School has substantially contributed to the
increase in Turkish citizens living on the island. For example, the island’s current mayor Ünal
Çetin, who was the candidate of Nationalist Movement Party [Milliyetci Hareket Partisi], also
known as ‘Grey Wolves’, is a graduate of this boarding school.271
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Figure 8: Gökçeada Atatürk Teachers Training School [Gökçeada Atatürk Anadolu Öğretmen Lisesi], 2012 (IHA).

Located in the county centre of the island, Gökçeada Atatürk Teachers Training
School was the subject of news after the earthquakes in 2011 and 2013 both of which damaged
the school buildings (Fig. 8).272 Despite the reports showing the damage, the school has been
continuing to operate in the island. In 2014 this school became a high school after teachers
training schools were closed in Turkey.273 In 2019 the school had only 106 students.274

2.3.2. The Open Prison, the Army Base and the State Farm

The dispossessions of the Rums from their agricultural lands by the expropriations enabled
emplacement practices to be implemented on Imbros. From 1963 onwards, the Turkish state
continued expropriating the lands of the Rums on which several public institutions – a state
farm for agriculture and livestock,275 an open prison, an army base, a boarding school – along
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with infrastructural projects – a reservoir and an airport – and state-built villages were built
between 1963 and 2000.
The additional report of the 1964-NSC decision describes these land expropriations
as being 2,000 hectares for the construction of the open prison, 700 hectares of agricultural land
and 500 hectares of forage for the state farm.276 Similarly, Aziz notes that the state farm was
allocated 814 hectares from the central plain of Imbros, and 530 hectares from the Kefalos
region where the salt lake is located. Considering that the island is 28,950 hectares in total,277
and only about 7,200 hectares of these lands were cultivable, then over half of this cultivable
land, plus a significant percentage at the total island, was expropriated for public institutions
by the end of the 1970s (Fig. 9).
After the land expropriations, an open prison with a farm was established on the
agricultural lands of Schoinoudi/Dereköy.278 We know from the 1964-NSC report that 2,000
hectares of agricultural land was allocated for the open prison, whose capacity was 1,000
inmates.279 Aziz also stated in her 1973 article that 2,255 hectares of agricultural land had been
expropriated from the Schoinoudi villagers for the open prison and that around 400 hectares
of this land were later given to the migrants,280 who resettled at a state-built village (Şahinkaya).
Aziz adds that 1,148 hectares were expropriated for the state farm and 169 hectares for the army
base.281 A more recent study by Deniz Kavukçuoğlu supplies more detail about these figures:
1,862 hectares for the open prison farm; 24 hectares for the army base; and 1,211 hectares for
the state farm.282
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Figure 9: Aziz’s map of the areas of the expropriations, 1973.283

Although the prison was closed in 1992 when the island’s military status was
abolished, the buildings still exist today (Fig. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16).284 The single-storey
concrete buildings of the prison complex resemble a manufacturing site rather than a prison.
With its eight workshops (T-shape buildings), seven sleeping quarters (Fig. 13 and 14), dining
hall (the square building in Fig. 11 and 12), kitchen, bathhouse, cinema, mosque and
laundrette, the fenceless prison complex created a communal life for its 1,000 prisoners who
were not confined to the perimeters of this complex (Fig. 10, 13 and 14). Instead, they lived and
worked on the island without any major restrictions.285
Aziz’s detailed account of the open prison shows that the prison’s lands included
18,000 olive trees and some 5,000 fruit trees that used to belong to the Rums.286 In this way, the
prison took over local production activities such as olive cultivation, vegetable and fruit
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gardening, wheat and barley farming and so on. In addition, with its 7,000 sheep and 250 cattle
the prison functioned as a dairy farm, even selling their meat and dairy products outside of the
island.287 Meletzis and Aimatidou-Argyriou indicate that the expropriations confiscated forty
percent of Schoinoudi’s surrounding farmland and ninety-eight percent of the arable lands of
the whole island.288 In this regard, the Imbros Rums lost much of their economic viability on
the island while the traditional production and natural resources, in the form of lands and
livestock, were rapidly nationalised (Fig. 9).
In addition to the prison farm, a state farm was founded in April 1966 on land of
around 1,300 hectares, as shown in Fig. 9 with a darker shading.289 This emplacement of the
prison farm and the state farm seized the economic activities of the Rums to a great extent.
More specifically, the state farm appropriated the most fertile valley of the island which
constitutes the agricultural lands of Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy, Glyky/Bademli villages and
Panagia – the county centre today. In addition, the Kefalos bay and a salt lake also became part
of the state farm, causing the Rums to lose yet another means of living – salt production (Fig.
9). The establishment of the open prison farm, in turn, disposed the agricultural lands of
Schoinoudi and forced the villagers to leave the island.

Figure 10: The open prison, one of the workshop buildings, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.
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Figure 11: The open prison, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

Figure 12: The open prison, Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017. T-shape buildings are the workshops, the
square one is the dining hall.

Thus, this first group of institutions, the
open prison and the state farm, which
were completed at a great pace, aimed
to relieve the Rums of their agricultural
lands, and thus severely reducing their
economic viability on the island.
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Figure 13: The open
prison, one of the
seven sleeping
quarter,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 14:The open
prison, sleeping
quarters,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.
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Figure 15: The open
prison,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 16: The
kitchen and dining
hall of the open
prison,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.
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Furthermore, not only did the Turkish authorities seize the agricultural lands of the
Rums, but the establishment of the open prison on the island caused insecurities among the
Rums. Meletzis and Aimatidou-Argyriou assert that:
The (Turkish) authorities filled the new prison work farms with violent
criminals brought from Anatolia. […] Daily incidents of violence and disorder
multiplied. Assaulted and intimidated continuously by the convicts, the Greeks
lost their dignity and freedom of movement, rape became a common danger.
[…] After 1964, fear ruled their [the Rums’] lives.290
Similarly, Alexandris also conveys:
Yet the single most significant factor which finally persuaded the great majority
of Imbriots to emigrate was probably the creation of an open prison camp for
Turkish mainland criminal convicts. […] The inevitable sporadic acts of
misbehaviour on the part of the prisoners forced the terrified Greek inhabitants
of Imbros to move to Greece and Istanbul, while a substantial proportion of
Imbriots emigrated to Australia, the United States, and Germany.291
The Rums’ memories of the open prison are laden with distress and outrage caused by
the fact that ‘penal criminals’ were a law unto themselves on the island, hence leaving the
islanders with little choice but to leave the island.292 In this sense, what was emplaced was not
only the open prison and the inmates but new forms of ‘control’ that replaced the ownership
of the Rums with public ownership, and which redefined the power relations on the island. The
minority, the Rums, whom the Turkish state had long been marginalising, now clashed with
another marginalised group – the prison inmates – who were not held captive within the
immediate confines of the prison, but, somewhat bizarrely, became a representative of state
power. In this regard, the impact of these institutions was twofold.
First, the emergence of institutions – the state farm, the open prison, and the army
base – created an abrupt transformation of power on Imbros in less than a decade. This
transformation was similar to the historical transformation of power which Foucault
conceptualised in his works. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault explains how more efficient
ways of organising spaces, such as of hospitals and prisons, and changes in the methods of
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teaching children contribute to the formation of a radically new system of social control.293 The
modern state of Turkey showed its hand swiftly by using its institutions and its technological
power through its public institutions and public employees. The state has employed increasing
number of public employees brought from the Turkish mainland on the island since 1963. The
constant theme of these public projects has been to modernise and enhance mechanisms of
local production on the island alongside infrastructure projects and new occupants. Life on
Imbros had been an idiosyncratic form of rural living which was identified as out-dated and
inefficient by the state, as a way to legitimise the new policies disposing this rural life. Although
most of these projects, except for the prison, were perhaps seemingly innocuous institutions,
the ways in which the Turkish state used these projects controlled and restricted the Rums’ lives
on the island, disposing of their old ways of living.
Second, due to the emergence of the open prison, whose ‘fences’ were in fact the
island’s physical boundaries, the whole island served as a controlled medium similar to
Foucault’s concept of ‘Panopticism’ – ‘an ensemble of mechanisms brought into play in all the
clusters of procedures used by power’.294 In Panopticism, Foucault asserts that the system was
‘not so much confiscated by the state apparatuses’, but rather these apparatuses ‘rested on the
basis of small-scale, regional, dispersed Panopticisms’.295 By these regional and disperse microsystems, he characterises the exercises of power as being intersected, interacted and supported
by the parallel systems of domination and the circuits of exploitation.296
After the open prison was set up on the island next to the most populated village,
Schoinoudi, physical and social control was applied not just on the inmates but also on the
Rums. What is more, the minority identity superimposed on Rums by Turkey was causing
hostile feelings and sometimes violent actions against Rum communities during that time,
1964-1974, when the relations between Turkey and Greece became especially antagonistic due
to the conflicts over Cyprus. The state thus built the open prison at a time when Rums were
already marginalised more than any other social group on the island, including the prison
inmates. The stories of Rums from this period show that they felt much more confined than
the inmates as public employees, soldiers and even inmates parted with each other,
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representing the sovereign on the island. This aroused a feeling of being continuously under
surveillance among the Rum community.297
Secret NSC reports about public investments on Imbros, which were prepared every
two years, also disclose a degree of the surveillance being applied on the Rum community
during the 1960s and the 1970s.298 As reports dated after 1980 show, NSC continued to their
surveillance on the island even after the displacement of the Rums. One of these reports, dated
1992, states that the open agricultural prison, which had a critical role for the Rums’
displacement, in fact remained idle at the time, thus showing that these projects were never
meant to serve any public need and thus laid unused once the Rums had left the island.299
Furthermore, in 2004, with the permission of General Directorate of the Cultural Heritage and
Museums, two of the buildings within the open prison were assigned to a private company for
agricultural purposes, again suggesting that the original penal function was at best temporary
and perhaps, more likely, a method to displace Rums.300 According to the public employees of
Gökçeada Municipality, the municipality does not have the plan of the open prison as no
permission was ever issued for the prison buildings, meaning that the open prison is technically
an unlicensed construction. The fact that these buildings are unlicensed yet have never been in
danger of demolition further shows the top-down and hegemonic nature of these emplacement
practices.
To conclude, as early as 1973, Aziz’s article on Imbros emphasises the importance of
the public institutions on the island, describing them as the constitutive force which
considerably affected the formation of the Imbros society.301 Although from 1973 onwards
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many of those influential public institutions have been substituted by others, the power and
dominance of the state sovereignty that began to restructure the Imbros’ society in the 1960s
has remained constant.302 In other words, the prison farm (the open prison), Ataturk Teacher’s
Training College, Constabulary Training Facility (as part of the army base) and Gökçeada
Orphanage303 transformed Imbros demographically, socioeconomically and spatially between
the 1960s and the 1990s. After the 1990s, while the army base and the teacher’s training school
have continued functioning, other public institutions have also appeared in the county centre
– Gökçeada municipality, Gökçeada district governorship, several primary schools –,
reconfiguring the island’s sociocultural and spatial fabric.

2.4. Emplacing Citizens
In this second section of Chapter 2, the concept of emplacement is related to the settlement of
new populations on the island. Between 1973 and 2000, the Turkish state built five new villages
for people brought over from various parts of Turkey and abroad as part of Turkey’s national
settlement policies.304
By investigating the spatial and socio-political relationships created by emplacing
people and settlements on these sites, and writing the spatial histories of these villages, which
have been omitted from the Imbros’ histories and official records, the aim here is to reassess
the dynamics between emplacement, replacement and displacement by posing a series of
questions: What are the spatial and temporal features of these emplacements? What does
‘emplacing people’ stand for? What kind of frictions and allegiances have occurred between
these state-brought groups, who were also displaced in a different manner, and the Rums? And
how are these frictions materialised in spaces and places of the emplacements?
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2.4.1. The concept of İskan Köyleri [State-Built Villages]

Five villages embody emplacement practices in the form of new settlements on Imbros. The
town of Gökçeada, which includes most of the public buildings, the lodgings of public
employees appointed to Gökçeada and summerhouse districts for tourists, could perhaps also
be considered as an additional example. However, this town is shaped more by unplanned
urbanisation than by top-down emplacement practices.
Malkki suggests that the system of territorial nation states invents its own national
order of things, and which shapes the processes and practices of emplacement.305 As such, as a
product of the national order of things in the context of Turkish nation state, the concept of

İskan Köyleri [State-Built Villages], which was based on the regulations described in the 1934
Settlement Law, has become a common spatial form since the very beginning of the Republic.
One of the controversies about the 1934 Settlement Law of Turkey, no. 2510, and that is still a
main part of the settlement legislation of Turkey, was its stated purpose to dissipate and support
Turkish culture throughout the whole territory of Turkey.306 Similarly, the law indicates that
any immigrants who do not have a sense of belonging to Turkish culture, or who are ‘either an
anarchist, spy, or nomadic gypsy’, or whose citizenship was revoked in the past, would not be
allowed to settle in Turkey.307
In short, through its intention of populating the Turkish territory with people having
a close affinity to ‘Turkishness’, the law has been regulating the transnational and intrastate
mass movements of people according to this clear purpose. Judicially, the subjects of
emplacement practices taking place on Imbros are migrants whose immigration processes the
Turkish state officially helped and determined. As such, there were two main types of
immigrant groups. The first group were people who Turkey evacuated from their villages due
to local floods, earthquakes, or infrastructural projects. Thus, given that their migration to the
island took place under imperative conditions, these state-brought residents of Imbros were
neither from a privileged background nor had a stable income at the time of their immigration.
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The other group consists of muhajirs/muhajir – the term used for people who had
immigrated from the Balkan regions, mostly from Bulgaria and Macedonia, to Turkey.308 The
resettlement process of the muhajir Bulgarians on Imbros was completed in 2000 as part of the
last mass migratory movement from Bulgaria to Turkey in 1989-1992 and formed a smaller
part of the Imbros’ population.309 In the settlement law of the Republic of Turkey, dated 21st
June 1934, Muhajir is a category to define people who immigrated to Turkey under special
conditions such as individuals who have Turkish ancestry but are living abroad, or any
nomadic or tribal groups who show loyalty to Turkish culture.310
Among the existing literature on Imbros, only Babül’s study investigates these
emplaced populations in detail as being part of the Imbros’ history and social fabric. For Babül,
these ‘settlers’ show ‘an implicit approval of the anti-Rum state policy’ through ‘a silent act of
"understanding" and being a part of it [the anti-Rum policy]’, and this, according her, ‘forms
an essential part of the settler's imaginary relationship between themselves and the state’.311
However, I argue that the relationship between the emplaced (Turkish settlers) and the state
was not predetermined but rather produced spatially and symbolically through the production
of the built environment. Thus, the next sub-sections present my research into the planning
and construction processes and spatiality of these villages.
As the agency of the emplacement, the Ministry of Environment and Urbanisation –
previously the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement – has been the sole authorised body
for the construction of these villages. Each village was a government investment.
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2.4.2. The Formation of State-Built Villages

2.4.2.1. Şahinkaya
Figure 17: Şahinkaya, 2019 (googlemaps).

The first notable emplacement of
Turkish inhabitants to the island
occurred in 1973 with the
establishment

of

Şahinkaya

village. This state-built village
consisted of 312 people (61
families) brought from a village
near the city of Trabzon in the
Black Sea Region.312 This new village was also named after their former village in Trabzon. The
Ministry of Settlement and the Ministry of Village Affairs supplied the Şahinkaya villagers, who
had migrated due to the frequent floods and landfalls in their former village, with four hectares
of agricultural land.313 Şahinkaya, like the open prison, is located in close vicinity to
Schoinoudi/Dereköy village, which was the largest settlement of the island before the
displacement of the Rums. In this sense, the fertile lands of Schoinoudi were seized by
Şahinkaya and on the east and by the prison farm on the south-west.
Administratively, Şahinkaya has been a part of Schoinoudi, but the inhabitants of
Schoinoudi and Şahinkaya have had neither any shared public facility nor any form of social
interaction with each other.314 Visually and geographically, Schoinoudi and Şahinkaya are
separated by a hill and a few kilometres of distance. Since 1973, the inhabitants of Şahinkaya
have gradually started to use their village houses as summer residents, migrating to larger
nearby settlements, such as Çanakkale and Edirne, for work.315 Today, Şahinkaya does not have
any social or commercial facilities except for a mosque, even though it is located 15 km away
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from the town centre. This lack of social and commercial facilities gives the impression of a
small-scale housing development which does not involve any of the societal features usually
expected of a village.
The first and the most detailed survey on Şahinkaya was carried out by the first-year
urban and regional planning students of Mimar Sinan Fine Art University during 2013-14.316
According to the results of their survey, in 2014, 6 out of 69 houses of the village were in disuse
while the most of the inhabitants only used their houses during the summer months.317 The
survey also indicates that the village does not accommodate any commercial facility, including
any shops and restaurants, and that the mosque is the only public building of the village.
The registers of birth found in the archive of the Tenedos and Imbros Studies
Association in Thessaloniki shows a significant decline in birth rates among the Rums from
1973 onwards, and a steady increase in birth rates among the inhabitants of Şahinkaya in the
1970s.318 Similarly, Aziz’s reports that nearby Schoinoudi’s population declined from 1,494 to
672 between 1965 and 1973,319 and this population decrease is also shown by data provided by
the Turkish Statistical Institute. Consequently, although Şahinkaya itself had a steady
population increase during the first two decades after its construction, its current situation
proves that it has not had the facilities to support young generations either socially or
economically, which gradually resulted in the restricted use of the village only during the
summers.
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2.4.2.2. Yeni Bademli and Uğurlu

Figure 18: Yeni Bademli, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2018.

In the 1980s, the Turkish state built two more villages on the island: Yeni Bademli
[New Bademli] in 1984 for about 150 families from the city of Isparta; and Uğurlu in 1985 for
40 families from the city of Burdur and 60 families from the city of Muğla.320 The village of Yeni
Bademli was built on the fertile valley between the two Rum villages of Kastro/Kaleköy and
Glyky/Bademli, and its construction took up the agricultural land of Glyky and Kastro. The
ownership of agricultural land around the village, which had belonged to the Rums of these
villages, was distributed among the villagers of Yeni Bademli. Similarly, Uğurlu was built on
the coastal lands of Schoinoudi village. The new villagers were provided with agricultural lands
as part of their emplacement process to the island, as in the cases of Yeni Bademli and
Şahinkaya.
When first built, Yeni Bademli consisted of about 150 houses and a mosque. Except
for a few additions, the number of houses has remained the same until today due to the heritage
protection regulations affecting the village. Yeni Bademli’s close proximity to the ancient port
and village of Kastro and the coast has helped the villagers to develop a tourism-based
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economy, while the village has also received further residents who either settled permanently
or started using the village as a summer destination. Uğurlu’s development followed a similar
path to Yeni Bademli, and the village experienced economic mobility due to the tourism policy
adopted on the island from the 2000s onwards. Evidently, providing agricultural lands to these
villagers was not enough to turn these newcomers into farmers due to the specific climatic and
agricultural qualities of the island.
These new villagers have continued to own their lands. Although there have been new
laws enabling Rums to reclaim their former properties, this has only been possible after long
and economically exhaustive judicial processes which do not guarantee a positive outcome.321

2.4.2.3. Eşelek and Şirinköy

Figure 19: Şirinköy, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.
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Erhan Pekçe, the lawyer of several Imbros Rums, has provided information on these judicial processes; As
one of the most comprehensive studies on the legal framework of the minority rights in Turkey: Baskın Oran,
Türkiye’de Azınlıklar: Kavramlar, Teori, Lozan, İç Mevzuat, İçtihat, Uygulama (Istanbul: Tesev Yayınları, 2004)
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As the last stage of emplacing citizens on the island, the Turkish state completed the
construction of two more villages on Imbros in 2000: Eşelek (Fig 20, 22 and 23) for 55 families
brought from the city of Çanakkale; and Şirinköy (Fig. 19 and 21) for 124 families from
Bulgaria, 16 from the city of Erzurum, five from the city of Hatay and one from the city of
Malatya.322 A 1992 National Security Council Report shows that the Ministry of Agricultural
and Rural Affairs took the decision to bring the Bulgarian families to the island in 1991.323 After
a series of negotiations between the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Agricultural and
Rural Affairs, Şirinköy was established on the former lands of the open prison which had
become idle in 1991.324 Eşelek’s construction projects were approved on 17th December 1996,
following decision no. 3099, dated 9th May 1996, of the Edirne Regional Council for the
Conservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage.325 Şirinköy is built on 80 hectares while Eşelek
is built on 40 hectares by the General Provincial Directorate of Rural Services – a public
institution which was established in 1985 and then abolished with law no. 5286 dated 13th
January 2005.326
Among the five state-built villages of Imbros, these two examples resemble small scale
housing estates without any of the facilities typical of a full village or larger social housing estate.
In addition, the homogenous character of these two villages allowed for little if any flexibility
and individuality for their residents. Moreover, as the residents generally complained, cheaply
produced infrastructure also created many problems.327
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Eşelek and Şirinköy were planned and built by the Çanakkale Provincial Directorate of Rural Services
(Çanakkale Köy Hizmetleri İl Müdürlüğü). “1/1000 Eşelek Köyü Yerleşim Alanı Mevzi İmar Planı [1/1000
Eşelek Village Local Zoning Plan],” 10th October 1995, A-GM; “1/1000 Şirinköy Köyü Yerleşim Alanı Mevzi
İmar Planı [1/1000 Şirinköy Village Local Zoning Plan],” circa 1995, A-GM. An NSC report states that Şirinköy
was built for 150 families that immigrated from Bulgaria to Çanakkale. The report was found as an appendix of a
NSC document: no. 0740-6-92, 20th March 1992, A-GDCHM.
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NSC report, no. 0740-6-92, 20th March 1992, A-GDCHM.
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NSC report, no. 0740-6-92, 20th March 1992, A-GDCHM.
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Eşelek’s construction projects, 1996, A-MEUP; CC-E decision no. 3099, 9th May 1996, A-GDCHM.
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“Planlar ve Tarihleri [Plans and Their Dates],” A-GM.
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My fieldwork in Eşelek village took place in June 2016. During my fieldwork, I found out that there were a
few permeant residents in Eşelek. Many people moved to the county centre or Çanakkale. In 2016, six houses
(out of 55) were used as hostels and only working in summers. There were also two markets/corner shops,
catering mostly for tourists during summers. Three residents, which were interviewed during my fieldwork,
stated that their houses did not have a central heating system and insulation like most houses in the village.
Similarly, during my fieldwork in August 2017 Şirinköy residents told that they preferred to use their houses as
summer residences (or sublet them during summers) and live in the county centre or nearby cities. None of
these informants were engaged in agriculture.
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Figure 20: 1/1000 Eşelek village Local Zoning Plan (Mevzi İmar Planı) which was approved on 10th October 1995.

The rushed, top-down construction process of these state-built villages generated a
settlement model in which projects reduced the spaces of human condition to a shelter (a
typical house) and a mosque (Fig. 20 and 21). This, as a result, estranged the residents. This is
due to several reasons, varying from the locations of the villages to the architectural features of
these village houses, such that the new villages did not supply decent cultural, social and living
spaces for their residents. In one sense, the villages of Eşelek and Şirinköy are ever reminiscent
of Foucault’s example of the regulated colonies of Jesuits in South America in which ‘human
perfection was effectively achieved’ and ‘existence was regulated in every particular’.328 In this
context, in these villages the aims of the emplacer (the Turkish state) and the anticipations of
the emplaced, who consisted of various groups brought from distinct parts of Turkey or
Bulgaria, have proved to be incompatible as time progresses. Thus, the aim of generating
populations within these villages has failed as many of the residents have migrated over the last
two decades and have begun to use their houses only as summer residences.

328
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Foucault, “Different Spaces,” 184.

Figure 21: 1/1000 Şirinköy Village Local Zoning Plan (Mevzi İmar Planı) which was approved in circa 1995.
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Figure 22: Eşelek
houses,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016. Each building
plot comprises a
two-storey concrete
house and a single
storey extension.
Both villages have
survived today
without any further
additions, consisting
of one or two-storey
concrete houses and
a mosque in each
village. Like Yeni
Bademli and
Uğurlu, the
residents of these
villages adopted a
tourism-based
economy.

Figure 23: Eşelek,
houses and the
mosque,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016. There are
hostels (six) and
rental houses (four
or five) in Eşelek as
the village is close to
Aydincik beach, and
which is a renowned
destination for
surfing. However, as
the main
accommodation for
surfers is caravan
parks and camps
around the beach,
the village has not
become a tourist
hub.
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2.5. Emplacing Infrastructure
The official Turkish discourse often describes the emplacements on Imbros as investments. For
example, the NSC reports which instructed the construction of new settlements and public
service buildings on the island, at the cost of damaging Imbros’ cultural and natural assets, used
the rhetoric of public investments to justify the expropriation of Rum lands. The projects to be
discussed here either provided infrastructure for public services – such as drinking water and
transportation – or had the potential for generating certain economies – such as tourism – on
the island. Therefore, this section unfolds through two sub-sections: the reservoir and the
airport, and emplacement of a tourism economy.

2.5.1. The Reservoir and The Airport

Drawing on the islanders’ testimonies and Aziz’s account of the airport project, the initial land
expropriations for both the reservoir and the airport took place between 1970 and 1974.329
Subsequently, while the construction of the reservoir was completed by 1974 (Fig. 24),330 an
airline company (Dardanel) operated scheduled flights for the first time in 1998 between the
island and Ankara and Istanbul for about a year, using small commercial airplanes (for about
20 people) and the airfield that had been built by the British army during WW1.331 Later on,
the construction of a larger airport (apron dimensions 228 x 120 meters) named ‘Gökçeada
İnsani Yardım Amaçlı Havaalanı [Imbros Airport for Humanitarian Support]’ began in 1998
and was completed in 2010 (Fig. 25).332
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Neither the Gökçeada Municipality nor the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning has any records of
these projects in their archives. For the expropriations’ map: Aziz, "Gökçeada Üzerine Toplumsal Bir İnceleme,”
97.
330
Interview with a former worker of the reservoir, who retired from TIGEM (the state farm), 14th August 2018.
The Gökçeada municipality also confirmed these dates.
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The dates are provided by the Gökçeada municipality and the islanders in 2018; Tolga Ozbek, “Aradan 15 Yil
Gecti Ama,” Kokpit, 5th January, 2013, http://www.kokpit.aero/gokceada-sefer-dardanel?writer=8; “Gökçeada
Havaalanı açılıyor,” Birgün, 7th June 2010, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/gokceada-havaalani-aciliyor53249.html.
332
The information about the airport found on the official website of the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, formerly the Ministry of Transportation and Communication. “Havalimanı Tarihçesi [History of
the Airport],” Republic of Turkey Ministry of Transportation and Communication, accessed 1st February 2019,
https://gokceada.dhmi.gov.tr/Sayfalar/icerik-detay.aspx?oid=3072; Ayhan Öncü, “Ne Umutlarla Açılmıştı, 4
Yıldır Uçak Yüzü Görmüyor!” CanakkaleTravel, last modified 8th June 2016,
https://www.canakkaletravel.com/haber/ne-umutlarla-acilmisti-4-yildir-ucak-yuzu-gormuyor.html.
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Figure 24: The
reservoir, the former
agricultural valley of
Imbros,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2015.

Figure 25: The
airport surrounded
by agricultural
valley,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2018.
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A year after its grand opening, inaugurated by the minister of transport and
communication, Binali Yildirim, on 15th August 2010, the airport started scheduled flights on
14th July 2011. In his inauguration speech, which happened to be on the same day as the annual

Panagia celebrations of the Imbros Rums,333 Yildirim recalled his first visit to the island back in
1980 and praised the (Turkish) islanders for their self-devotion and efforts to keep the island
‘alive’.334 The rest of Yildirim’s speech was blended with nationalist and religious discourses,
addressing the issues of martyrdom in the Dardanelles, and emphasising the importance of
tourism for the island’s economy.
The period during which the island was a military zone (1960-1992) made the island
life more isolated and difficult than ever, although the 1970s public investments in
infrastructural projects – like the reservoir and the regulation of the ferry transport on a more
frequent basis – admittedly improved the islanders’ life to some extent. As a 1990 report of the
State Planning Organisation [Devlet Planlama Teşkilatı] shows, the reservoir supplied drinking
water for the islanders and new ferries began to run twice a week as part of investment policies
on Imbros.335 Nonetheless, each investment caused not only the expropriation of the Rums’
lands, but the rushed nature of these investment projects has also shown them to be ineffective,
if not actually damaging for the island in the long term.
For example, the reservoir, which was built on the most fertile agricultural lands of the
Rums, not only undermined agricultural production but has also began to cause water
shortages during the last five years (Fig. 25).336 As such, the reservoir has taken up the
agricultural lands while also operating as a boundary between the remaining agricultural lands
and the Rum villages. This resulted in the redundancy of the fertile lands around the
reservoir.337 Similarly, the construction of the new airport – and which has not been able to
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The second part ‘Name 2: Imbros” discusses in detail these local traditions and rituals.
“Gökçeada’yi 80lı yıllarda bilirim. Bu adada yaşayan insanların ne büyük fedakârlıkla buralara sahip çıktığını,
nasıl bu adayı yaşatmak için bu adayı canlı tutmak için gayret gösterdiklerine bizzat şahit olmuştum. O günlerde
bu fedakârlığı yapan insanlarımıza borcumuz olduğunu kendi kendime sormuştum.” From the footage of the
newscast: Öncü, “Ne Umutlarla Açılmıştı, 4 Yıldır Uçak Yüzü Görmüyor!”
335
“1990 Çanakkale İli Raporu [1990-Report of the City of Çanakkale],” A-GM.
336
Gökçeada local authorities and islanders have reflected on the problem of the water shortage in the island
several time during my fieldwork. For instance, during July and August 2017, Agridia village had frequent water
cuts lasting days, sometimes weeks due to its locational disadvantages and lower water levels in the reservoir.
This situation continued in 2018. Interviews with the islanders, 2016-2018.
337
The several expert views claim that the reservoir as such causes water shortage and aridness on the island. The
information was provided by the Gökçeada municipality employees. However, further research is needed to
analyse environmental impacts of the reservoir.
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function for more than a few months at a time – caused discontent through the expropriation
of agricultural lands in Imbros’ main fertile valley among the Rums and other islanders alike.338

2.5.2. Emplacement of a Tourism Economy

During the 1980s when the island was still a military zone, several state-guided projects started
construction, aiming to generate an economy for people brought to live in the state-built
villages. As one of these projects, the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Turkey built, for its
staff, a large guesthouse with social facilities on Pyrgos Port, which used to be the damia district
of Schoinoudi.339 On 6th November 1984, the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement
contracted out the training facility project to a private firm which completed the project on 13th
June 1985.340 The firm thus completed the project at a great pace, and the facility started
catering for the ministry’s senior employees during the summer months,341 while it also
generated employment for some of the Turkish islanders.
Concordantly, as shown in the first master plan [1/25000 nazim imar planı] of the
island completed in 1984, Imbros’ several coastal regions were allocated for the ministries of
Turkey for building their own social facilities (Fig. 26). Similarly, the official correspondences
between the NSC and the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning in 1985 show that the
NSC urged the enhancement of domestic tourism on the island in order to support the
emplaced populations’ economic viability.342 Emphasising the importance of this issue, a NSC
document quotes directly from the report of the secretariat general of the Turkish presidency
that shows the decisions taken during the president’s visit to Imbros. According to this NSC
document, the report states that ‘the completion of the Ministry of Justice’s training and social
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Agioi Theodoroi villagers lost more lands than other Rums due to the construction of the airport. Moreover,
people who had been brought to the island in 1945 also lost their agricultural lands given by the state due to the
expropriation for the airport construction. Interviews with Agioi Theodoroi villagers, 13th- 30th August 2017;
Babül also narrates stories of the emplaced populations whose lands were expropriated and then given to other
emplaced populations. Babül describes this situation as ‘the deception of the settlers [the emplaced] by the state’.
Similarly, some residents of Yeni Bademli village said that some part of their agricultural lands were
expropriated from the former (Turkish) populations of the island that had come to the island in 1945. Babül,
“Belonging to Imbros,” 117-119.
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Dami is the name of summer houses of Imbros Rums. For more information on these damia (pl. dami)
districts, see chapter 6 ‘Unofficial Spatial Histories: The Rural, Dami and Ruins’.
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From the project file (including bid documents) of the guesthouse of the Ministry of Justice: “Gökçeada
Adalet Bakanlığı Egitim Tesisleri [The Guesthouse and Social Facilities of the Ministry of Justice in Gökçeada],”
1985, A-MEUPC.
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Interviews with the two employees of the guesthouse of the Ministry of Justice, 20th August 2017.
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NSC doc. no. 0740-33-85, 3rd May 1985, A-MEUP; NSC doc. no. 0740-42-85, 16th September 1985, A-MEUP.
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facility has a particular importance to support the agriculture-based settlement projects’, which
are the state-built villages mentioned earlier, ‘with a tourism economy on the island’.343
In the 2000s, the Turkish inhabitants of Imbros, who struggled with widespread
unemployment, and the local authorities had similar goals in aiming to increase tourism-based
income. Simultaneously, a few academic studies on organic farming appeared, de-historicizing
and depoliticizing the island’s recent history related to the displacement of the Rums.344 In
2001, during her fieldwork, Babül, who was surprised by the local tourist attraction activities
of the municipality in the form of concerts, film festivals and so on, commented that ‘these
events, I believe, indicate a remarkable transformation in the state policy from which it is
possible to track the state project of Imbros changing from a restricted zone to a tourist
attraction’.345
However, these first attempts to introduce a domestic tourism-driven economy to
Imbros failed to deliver the desired impact, and in the 2010s the discourse of tourism adopted
by the Turkish authorities changed its direction to incorporate Rum culture. As a result, the
presence of the local officials, including the Gökçeada mayor and district governor, in the
Rums’ festivals on the island now became a common situation.346 Nonetheless, this new attitude
brought along new contestations. Unlike the former attitudes based on the overlooking or
denial of the Rums’ presence on Imbros and their displacement, this new discourse of tourism
was desperate to find the least damaging ways by which to acknowledge the Greek past of the
island. Burkay in her study titled ‘Labelling History: Localizing Olives and Negotiating the
Greek Past in Turkey’ describes this situation as ‘the ongoing negotiations of incorporating the
Greek past in an orderly manner into current local agriculture efforts’ in order to revitalise
tourism and local production on the island through the discourses of the organic and the
traditional.347 Burkay interprets the new projects born from this new attitude towards the Greek
elements of the island as having ‘relied on an imaginary of the rural that was completely
different from that of the previous period in which nation building was the primary concern’.348
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Furthermore, the realisation of the concept of heritage in the 1990s, which is discussed
in the last part (chapter 7) of this study, is also implemented in this new discourse of tourism
adopted on the island in the 2010s. Correspondingly, the definition of ‘Rum, stone house’ has
been a marketing strategy aimed at increasing the value of properties in the property market
since the beginning of the 2000s, not only on Imbros but also for other surviving Rum
settlements on the Aegean coast and which are similarly devoid of their original communities.
Figure 26: 1984 Master Plan,
2018.349 This master plan shows
the coastal region which is
distributed for accommodational
purposes (guesthouses for public
employees) between the three
ministries (the ministries of
transportation, foreign affairs and
public works) and the committee
on agriculture, forestry and rural
affairs.
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“1/500 Gökçeada Nazım İmar Planı [Master Plan of Imbros with 1/5000 Scale],” 1984, A-MEUPC.

3

CHAPTER

EMPLACEMENT THROUGH OCCUPATION
This chapter draws primarily on my fieldwork within the villages of Schoinoudi/Dereköy and
Kastro/Kaleköy on Imbros in 2017 and 2018. Alongside data collected through my interviews
and site surveys, my research included the archives of Gökçeada Municipality and of the
Çanakkale Provincial Directorate of the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning, and
also the mukhtars’ (local authority in villages) records and verbal information.350

3.1. Introduction
As another spatio-temporal layer of the phenomenon of displacement, emplacement through
occupation refers to migrant groups who began to occupy abandoned Rum properties,
especially Rum houses in the villages of Schoinoudi and Kastro in the 1970s. As it will be
discussed in the following sections, this kind of occupation is often shaped by traditional
family/regional ties and associated with a form of working-class solidarity as these groups
either belonged to a same family or came from the same city/town/village. Moreover, having
migrated due to intra-state conflicts and economic distress, which have been affecting southeastern cities of Turkey, these migrant groups often worked as seasonal workers in
constructions and in the state farm.

3.1.1. Occupation and Imbros

On 10th September 2004, Evrensel, a leftist newspaper, published an article titled ‘Kültürlerin
Dans Ettiği Ada İmroz… [An Island Where Cultures Dance, Imbros…]’.351 The article claims
that in Imbros diverse cultures live together and cultivate each other, naming these cultures as
Rums, Laz, Kurdish, Turkish, Bosnian and Arabs. The article further claims this condition of
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My archival research initially included the records of the Gökçeada Directorate of Land Registry and
Cadastre, but my access to the land registry of Imbros has been denied several times, except for some statistical
data provided verbally by the employees of the Gökçeada Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre.
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“Kültürlerin Dans Ettiği Ada İmroz… [An Island Where Cultures Dance Imbros…],” Evrensel, 10th
September 2004, https://www.evrensel.net/haber/154193/kulturlerin-dansettigi-ada-imroz.
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Imbros as the ultimate example of the ‘cross-cultural brotherhood’.352 While the author, whom
the newspaper did not disclose on its website, takes a critical stance towards the Turkish
governments’ policies against the Rums in the ‘distant past’, it shows a great deal of optimism
for the island’s overall multi-cultural character.353
Like the article above, there have been other newspaper articles reflecting on the
extraordinary ethnic constitution of contemporary Imbros. Similarly, blended with the official
history erroneously portraying the Rums’ displacement as migration due to economic factors,
a book published by a former Gökçeada mayor also adopts a form of positivism towards the
emergence of the different ethnic groups on the island.354 Although these positivist readings of
Imbros rendering the rhetoric of ‘cultural mosaic’ on the island are far from the reality, it is a
fact that Imbros has indeed become home for different immigrant groups since the 1970s, and
who have played an important role in the spatial and socio-political transformation of some of
the Rum villages of Imbros.
However, the role these immigrants have played has evolved over the course of four
decades with their continuous movement, the new generations and later immigrant groups
who have also moved to these villages. Moreover, their contribution to the transformation of
the Rum villages, and particularly Schoinoudi and Kastro, is entangled with the complex
socioeconomic and political dimensions of Turkey’s immigration issues. In addition, since the
expropriations that took place from 1963 onwards, immigration and property ownership have
been a contested territory between the Rums, the immigrants and the Turkish state.
Through the course of the twentieth century, Imbros was physically and economically
isolated. In this sense, the isolated nature of island life has not only shaped the Rums’
socioeconomic and political presence as an acknowledged ethnic minority of the Turkish
Republic, but also affected the ways in which the immigrants have built their life on Imbros,
sometimes forging a bond with the islanders and the island spaces. Historically, the Rums of
Imbros had a closed economy based on agriculture and animal husbandry. This continued after
the island first came under the sway of the Republic. Then, in the second half of the 1960s, the
self-sufficient condition of Imbros started to change with the expropriations of the lands of the
Rums, as discussed in the previous chapter. Nevertheless, in parallel with these expropriations
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and emplacements of the Turkish state, Imbros also began to receive immigrant populations in
the 1970s.
However, it was not a coincidence that the state-led emplacement practices and
expropriations and the (voluntary) immigration processes took place at the same time on the
island. Indeed, the emplacements paved the way for further immigration to Imbros. The
testimonies of the islanders who migrated to Imbros in this period show that the main factor
for their migration was the new areas of employment provided by the state-led emplacement
practices. In other words, the construction of the institutions and infrastructure projects
involved not only the employment of the islanders brought by the Turkish state to the island,
but also people who came from other parts of Turkey to Imbros with the aim of finding a job.
The physical isolation of the island, combined with the newly created closed economy achieved
by these construction projects, eventually caused some of these temporary workers to settle
permanently on the island.
A 1985 NSC document shows that the Secretariat General of the Presidency
recognised the importance of the public institutions to be constructed on Imbros in terms of
the opportunity provided by these constructions for creating areas of employment for both the
(Turkish) islanders and the immigrant populations.355 In the meantime, some of the exconvicts who had served their time in the open prison built on the island in 1964 also decided
to settle permanently on the island after their punishment had ended.356 The almost abandoned
Rum villages of Kastro and Schoinoudi served as a convenient location for these people, which,
in the end, led to a change in the ownership and the socio-spatial fabric of these sites.357
According to the Rums testimonies, some of the ex-convicts of the open prison, who
had decided to live on Imbros between the 1970s and 1980s, formed an immigrant population
who mainly occupied the abandoned Rum villages, at least for a period of time.358 In addition
to ex-convicts, some temporary workers of the constructions of the public institutions and
infrastructure projects decided to stay in Imbros after their contracts ended. So, unlike public
employees whose population has gradually increased since the 1960s, these groups, who did
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not have permanent jobs, began to occupy the empty Rum houses. As their choices of
settlement and their settlement processes were completely different from other immigrants
who settled on the island in the same period, the transformations generated by these people
differed from the impacts of other emplaced populations or even later immigrant groups.
This chapter, therefore, discusses the spatial and sociocultural transformation of
Imbros by these immigrant groups who settled on the island between the 1970s and the 1980s.
To do so, I refer to the concept of occupation to define the character of the ways in which the
immigrant groups inhabited Imbros. In order to analyse and discuss this specific spatiotemporal condition of Imbros that I describe as ‘emplacement through occupation’ in this
chapter, I would like to start with a discussion of the key concepts that help us to understand
this particular experience: occupation, possession and ruins.
First, I will talk about the phenomena of occupation and possession in relation to their
historical and judicial interpretations. This is crucial for understanding how occupation
became a way of ‘possessing’ property on Imbros. After that, I will move on to discuss the
relationship between occupation and ruins in the context of Imbros, for the immigrant groups
occupied the abandoned Rum houses, most of which were in a ruined state. My intent in
starting with a theoretical discussion of these phenomena – occupation, possession and ruins
– is to connect the broader arguments surrounding these phenomena with emplacement
practices that came into existence on the displacement sites of Imbros.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is to negotiate occupational patterns in the two Rum
villages (Schoinoudi and Kastro) during and after the displacement of the Rums. The issues of
occupation discussed in chapter 3 – and as part of ‘Name 1 Gökçeada’ which investigates the
concept of emplacement – are about a specific experience of occupation which I may
summarise as the occupation of ruins by immigrant groups. Although linked with ‘Chapter 2:
Emplacement Practices’, this chapter’s account of occupation, as a form of self-emplacement,
contrasts fundamentally with that of the previous chapter, where the emplaced inhabitants
were relatively lacking in free will.
The immigrant groups in question constitute a distinct sociocultural element on the
island. Unlike the inhabitants of the state-built villages, these immigrant groups either shared
the same settlements with the Rums or inhabited Rum settlements after their displacement.
Nevertheless, having immigrated from different regions at various times, the immigrants of
Imbros did not make up one single community. Therefore, while some of them established a
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mutual relation with the Rums of Imbros, who either visited or lived on the island, others
adopted an attitude similar to that of the Turkish authorities and other Turkish residents of the
island. In this respect, the following section will exemplify the different attitudes among these
immigrants towards the island’s Rum population and contested history, while at the same
interrogating the ways in which these groups created their environment through mechanisms
of occupation and possession.
Moreover, while occupation and emplacement are primarily spatial practices, they are
also temporal in that they happened at a given time under certain circumstances. Therefore, in
this study the ideas of ‘possessing’ and ‘occupation of the ruins’ are discussed through the
dialectics of space and time, acknowledging their contingencies with their historical and
political contexts.

3.1.2. Occupation and Possession

The correlation between occupation and possession, which are subjects with both historical
and legal interpretations, underpins the very nature of the migration experience on Imbros
taking place during the 1970s and 1980s. This is mainly because the socio-political, economic
and spatial contexts in which the migration occurred on the island enabled the ‘occupation and
possession’ of the abandoned Rum properties by the migrant groups. In this regard, the spatial
and socioeconomic conditions which attracted the migrants to the island, and which the
migrants have helped create on the island, are both relevant to our understanding of the
dynamics of this historical layer of Imbros.
Moreover, the preference for the term ‘possession’ over ‘ownership’ within this
chapter is deliberate. This is linked with the right of possession [zilyetlik] in the Turkish law of
property, which will be discussed in detail below, that led some of the Rum properties on
Imbros to change hands – a situation in which the migrant groups gained ownership of houses
or lands in some of the Rum villages of Imbros.359
To begin with, I first want to discuss the phenomenon of possession as understood in
its most basic form.
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Possession does not have to be invented by lawyers: it pre-exists any form of
apprehension of reality by the interpretative and creative power of the law. […]
Possession describes a relationship of factual control of a person over a thing.360
This statement by Eric Descheemaeker, in his study of the ‘The Consequences of
Possession’, clarifies that the emergence of possession predates any judicial system. This is
actually not a new statement but an historic one dated to the Roman law of property that
identifies possession (possessio) and ownership (dominium) as different but related entities.361
Descheemaeker further explains that ‘possession is primarily the description of a factual
situation between person and thing which, under one name or another, is bound to exist
anywhere where persons and things coexist’.362 So, from this point of view, the concept of
possession exists without any legal interpretation, and thus, the idea of possessing differs from
that of ownership.
Similar to Descheemaeker’s claim that possession existed prior to any judicial norms,
Thomas Sikor explains that ‘law or other social norms do not sanction and encompass all forms
of possession’,363 a situation in which possession goes beyond the limits of any legally-defined
ownership not only historically, as Descheemaeker suggests, but also conceptually and
practically. Hence, as seen in these arguments, possession is often defined in contrast to
ownership explicitly or implicitly, yet both terms are equally linked with property, suggesting
specific relations with property that may or may not be defined by law.364 Thus, the issue at
stake here is to argue that possession implies a different kind of relation between a person and
a thing to that which ownership stands for, and this difference is instrumental in formulating
the migration experience on Imbros.
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In other words, when considering the issues of displacement, emplacement and
replacement, the understanding of ownership and possession, their common grounds and
differentiations are crucial to differentiate between who owns and who possesses, and also how
these conditions can be interchangeable in the case of Imbros. Descheemaeker’s definition of
possession as ‘a relationship of factual control of a person over a thing’365 thus refers to a
conceptual argument, providing a framework to define the migrants’ condition on Imbros.
So, what is the immigration experience on Imbros described by occupation and
possession? The immigration experience forms an amalgam of occupation and possession that
is utilised through legal frameworks to acquire the ownership of property by migrant groups.
This experience followed a specific spatial and temporal process in which the practices of
displacement and occupation are entangled, not only due to sharing the same locality but also
because of the political and historical background of the events that are defined under the
concepts of displacement, occupation and possession.
There is a historical component to this narrative around possession and occupation,
which concerns the movements of ethnoreligious minorities under the Republic of Turkey. The
relevance of this is that the patterns of occupation and possession along with the population
movements, including immigration and displacement, are linked with the ethnic and religious
affiliations of Imbros’ different populations. This means that, like the displaced (Imbros Rums),
the migrants (often generalised by Imbros Rums and the emplaced populations as Kurdish
people), who were mainly from the south-eastern region of Turkey, were most likely the victims
of another forced migration.
As many scholars have explained, the republic’s constitution entailed gradually
dissolving ‘the already damaged tapestry of religious and ethnic communitarian structures that
had historically constituted the [Ottoman] empire’s social fabric’.366 However, the dissolution
of these communitarian structures did not happen all at once. More specifically, Rum and
Kurdish communities experienced displacements in different periods. In fact, chronologically,
the displacement of the Imbros Rums (1963-1980) was followed by the intensified intrastate
conflict between the Turkish state and those Kurdish citizens who lived in the south-eastern
and eastern regions of Turkey. However, the island was still a military zone until 1991 when
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the Turkish-Kurdish conflict was already causing intra-state migration, and when the migrant
groups started to occupy the empty buildings of the Rums.
The migratory movements of the Kurdish groups to the island were enabled through
the state-organised emplacement practices, such as the construction projects of the public
institutions which also provided further employment when they started to operate, and then
were prolonged through family ties.367 In the meantime, the political and administrative
disarray following the mass displacement of the Rums in the 1960s and 1970s left the Rum
settlements vulnerable to looting and occupation. The migrant groups who came to the island
to work in the construction projects of the 1970s and 1980s did not initially bring their families
with them, but when they noticed the potential of the abandoned Rum properties, some of
them decided to move permanently to the island with their families and relatives.368 In their
occupation of these deserted Rum properties, the migrant groups did not, therefore,
immediately compete with the political and economic interests of the Turkish authorities,
which were continuing to pursue the emplacement of Turkish institutions and citizens on the
island at this time.

3.2. Zilyetlik: The Right of Possession
3.2.1. Emergence of the Concept

In the Roman law of property, possessio denoted the lawful physical and
intentional occupation of property, including land and movable property, even
when the person doing so was not the legal owner (Kaser 1971: 384-99; Nicholas
1962: 107-25). In essence, someone who exercised possession on a lawful basis,
iusta causa, was protected from being ejected from it by another party claiming
to be the owner (or lawful possessor), and the right of possession established the
legal basis on which a subsequent suit over ownership, called a vindicatio rei,
would be contested.369
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In the above statement, Denis Kehoe explains the right of possession in the Roman
law of property, and which has been an underlying source of the modern law of property
including the Turkish constitution. Zilyetlik, meaning the right of possession in the Turkish
law of property, is an essential element in the Turkish civil code but often lacks any consensus
on its meaning and interpretations. Scholars studying possession and ownership generally
explain zilyetlik in the context of the formation of the Turkish civil code from different origins,
Roman law and Germanic laws.370 In fact, the definition of zilyetlik in the Turkish civil code,
and which states ‘Bir şey üzerinde fili hâkimiyeti bulunan kimse onun zilyedidir. [The one who
has actual control over something is its possessor.]’,371 does not provide an immediate
understanding of the difference between owning and possessing. Although it is a fact that the
Turkish law of property distinguishes the right to own property [Mülkiyet] from the right of
possession [Zilyetlik], this difference causes disputes in interpretations not only in the context
of the Turkish judicial system but also in studies on Roman law. However, scholars of the
Roman law agree that the difference between to possess and to own also existed in the Roman
law of property, which defined as possessio and dominium.
In the Turkish law of property, owning is a right, and the owner has the power of
disposition and the right to use and benefit from the owned property, while possessing implies

corpus, meaning a form of ‘actual control [fiili egemenlik]’ over the property regardless of any
holding ownership.372 In this sense, the possessor [zilyet] is not necessarily the owner, nor does
the owner always have possession of his/her property.
Here, Roman law supplies a conceptual insight into the ways in which the right of
possession is formed in relation to the right to own. In the Roman law of property, possessio
(the right of possession) indicates material and nonmaterial conditions, requiring not only

corpus, actual control, but also animus, intent to possess.373 In addition to these two essential
elements of possession, Kehoe’s description of the Roman possessio that ‘possession also
enabled someone who had acquired property through an informal conveyance (traditio, which
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did not establish ownership) to become the owner through usucapion374 underpins one of
conditions through which the right of possession can be defined, and which is crucial for the
concept of zilyetlik in the Turkish law of property.
In short, conceptually, similar rules and conditions of the right of possession exist both
for zilyetlik of the Turkish law of property and possession of Roman law. To be more precise,
considering zilyetlik in the Turkish law, usucapio directly refers to the conditions that need to
be ensured to become the lawful possessor. However, although being zilyet (the possessor) is
often stipulated with regard to specific conditions, these conditions and rules may not always
be adequate to solve conflicts over property ownerships. Thus, before discussing some of these
conditions which are relevant for the case of Imbros, I want to go over my earlier statement
about the definitions of owning and possessing to clarify why the conditions of possession can
be inconsistent.
In the Turkish constitution, while owning is a right, possession (zilyetlik) is not always
explicitly defined as a right, but nonetheless is often considered to be a condition protected by
the law. The controversies arising from the implications of zilyetlik in the Turkish context is
therefore attributed to this uncertainty as to whether or not zilyetlik is a right. Many scholars
like Harun Samsa and Safa Reisoğlu summarise the different approaches to zilyetlik in three
categories.375 The first standpoint acknowledges zilyetlik as a right, claiming that as possession
(in the Turkish civil code) causes owning (even temporarily), inheriting and using a property,
it should be considered a right protected by law.376 Some, on the other hand, suggest that the
right of possession is right in rem (rem being the power a court may exercise over property),
attributing this claim to the Turkish civil code’s chapter on ‘rights in rem’ in which zilyetlik is
mentioned. The third approach to zilyetlik defines this concept as an actual state,
differentiating it from rights as it is conditioned to specific conditions and results. This view
defines zilyetlik as a specific relation between an individual and a property. Yet, whether
possession is a right or not, the right of possession may lead to the possessor to hold the
ownership rights of a property under certain conditions.
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Conceptually, ‘actual control’ and ‘intent to possess’ are requirements of the right of
possession. Yet there are also other factors which the Turkish law of property articulates as
conditions of lawful possession. One of these applied in the context of Imbros is the 20-year
condition. According to law no. 4721, article 713, paragraph 1 of the Turkish civil code, if an
immovable asset is not registered to the book of real estate register, the possessor can claim
ownership after occupying the property continuously for 20 years.377 The second paragraph of
the same article states that zilyetlik can also be applied when the owner of the property cannot
be identified in the land register, or died 20 years ago, or has been subjected to a declaration of
absence.378 Thus, this law in the Turkish civil code has become the basis for the possession of
the minority properties in the Republic of Turkey.

3.2.2. Minority Properties and Zilyetlik

The property rights concerning the minorities of Turkey, especially of Rums, have been shaped
through three key events/concepts. The first was the Lausanne Treaty – the peace treaty signed
in 1923 between Turkey and entente states.379 Article 42 of the Treaty of Lausanne affirmed
that:
The Turkish Government undertakes to take, as regards non-Moslem
minorities, in so far as concerns their family law or personal status, measures
permitting the settlement of these questions in accordance with the customs of
those minorities. These measures will be elaborated by special Commissions
composed of representatives of the Turkish Government and of representatives
of each of the minorities concerned in equal numbers.380
However, in 1925, due to the pressures of the Turkish government, three non-Muslim
minorities of Turkey (Armenians, Rums and Jews) approved ‘the renunciation of the Lausanne
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guarantees (mentioned above) of minority family and personal status’.381 This caused them to
lose the protection provided by the Treaty.
The second turning point was the approval of the Turkish civil code in 1926. Following
the approval of the civil code, discriminations against minorities continued throughout the
1920s, such as discriminatory taxes, restrictions on the movement of Rums, and the law against
‘insulting Turkism’.382 Yet, in terms of property rights, the civil code approved zilyetlik, a right
of possession, through which abandoned minority properties can be owned by any occupiers
who can prove a 20-year occupancy.
Third, the disposition law (Temlik Kanunu) no. 1349, which was issued on 24th May
1928, ‘transferred future incomes to the “abandoned property current accounts” (Emval-i

Metruke Hesabi Carilerinin Bütçeye İrat Kaydedildiğine Dair Kanun), which were held in the
name of absent Armenians and Greeks, to the general budget’.383 In other words, the law
transferred the ownership of the abandoned properties to the Turkish state – the Treasury.384
To sum up, in the twentieth century either the Turkish state or occupiers have gained
the ownership of the abandoned minority properties throughout Turkey, including Imbros.
Consequently, about sixty percent of Imbros is public property, including forests, restricted
coastal regions and the military zones.385 The information provided in a court decision dated
1993 by Gökçeada Fiscal Department (the regional representative of the state treasury)
demonstrates that Imbros’ entire land mass was 289.5 km2, 81.7 km2 of which was public
property, the latter meaning land obtained through the disposition law no. 1349 of 1928.386
However, as zilyetlik cases are individual cases, how much of the Imbros lands and properties
have been owned through the right of possession, zilyetlik, by occupiers is unknown. Yet the
following sections convey the fieldwork analysis of the occupational practices on Imbros.
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3.3. Occupied Rum Villages
This section is about two stories about two different Rum villages of Imbros: Kastro and
Schoinoudi. These two villages have been affected by ‘the right of possession’ and ‘disposition
laws’. However, as shown in the following two-sub-sections, the transformation of these
villages did not follow the same path.

3.3.1. Kastro: A Rum Village without Rums

This section draws on an account, based on my interviews, of a family who migrated to the
village of Kastro from the city of Iğdır in the 1970s. Kastro, where all the Rums had left by the
end of the 1970s,387 received five families from the city of Iğdır between the end of the 1970s
and the early 1980s. According to the islanders’ testimonies, only families who had come from
Iğdır were living in Kastro during the 1980s and 1990s.
Ömer388 is the owner of a local café in the village of Kastro/Kalekoy. As the youngest
of seven children in his family, Ömer, unlike many of his siblings, was born in Imbros, and
specifically in a Rum house in Kastro. His family migrated to the island in the 1970s from the
south-east region of Turkey where, according Ömer, crowded families such as his were quite
common. His comments, in general, correspond with the association of this region with the
Kurdish dominancy and intrastate conflict, and acknowledge the negative connotations of
‘Kurdish settler/occupier’ among the islanders.389
Ömer, now in his mid-30s, grew up in Imbros, having spent most of his life in Kastro.
Although he and his parents eventually moved to the town centre of Imbros in 2010s, he
decided to open his café in Kastro where, he says, he belongs. One of Ömer’s siblings is a city
councillor at Gökçeada Municipality. He says they share different political views and different
approaches to the problems of the island. All his siblings, except for one sister, live on the island
today and are engaged in tourism-related businesses.
Kastro does not have any Rum residents today, as confirmed by Ömer and the village
headman (the mukhtar). However, according to him, there is one house that is still owned by
a Rum – a Rum lady who does not visit his house due to the past violent conflicts. According
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to Ömer’s childhood memories, when his family and his relatives (another 4-5 families) were
living in this village in the 1990s, Kastro did not have any other residents because an incident
in 1974, which he prefers not to talk about but which probably involved some kind of physical
attack, had caused all the Rums living in Kastro to leave the island for good.390
Ömer’s father came to Imbros from the city of Iğdır, a city on the east of Turkey along
the Armenian border, to work on the construction of the reservoir in 1975 just before its
completion. Thereafter he started to work for TIGEM (Turkish General Directorate of
Agricultural Enterprises) – the state farm – and brought his family to the island.
However, Ömer says that his family had known about Imbros through the memories
of his grandfather long before his father first came to the island. Ömer narrates that his
grandfather visited the island when he was doing his army service in the 1940s and made
friends with the Rums. When he was back with his family in Iğdır, he mentioned the island a
lot, especially Kardamos (the bay next to Kastro village) where a watch tower was built during
the 1940s. Ömer continues his story as follows:
In the 1990s the island was not very populated and Kastro was occupied by only
my family and our relatives who also came from Iğdır. Because of that, the other
islanders started calling Kastro little-Iğdır.
According to Ömer’s and his parents’ testimonies, the soldiers at the army base in
Imbros coordinated these families to occupy Kastro in the second half of the 1970s, a time when
the Rums had already left their houses and emigrated from the island. Ömer also remembers
that the soldiers helped these families by providing provisions, especially during the winters
until the end of the 1990s. Thus, according to Ömer’s story, these Kurdish families were
(unofficially) emplaced in Kastro and gained the ownership of the Rum properties through the
right of possession, zilyetlik. However, Ömer emphasises that the land on which they built their
house was bought from the Rums.
Ömer talks about the island with great affection and often repeats that he has lived his
entire life on the island (except for army service and short-term travels) and does not plan to
leave the island. He explains that ‘the island never leaves you’, addressing his empathy and
affinity towards the Rums and their diaspora. Frequently, Ömer repeats his comment, ‘we do
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not have any problems with the Rum citizens here’, he shows sympathy for ‘the Rums who sold
their properties after regaining them through exhausting legal procedures’.
Considering his political stance and his sympathetic attitudes towards the Rums, it is
not surprising that Ömer is friends with Patriarch Bartholomew who, in the same day as our
interview, arranged a dinner meeting in Ömer’s popular café. Evidently, Ömer’s attitude
towards the Rums and their history on the island is well-informed. He recalls several important
incidents on the island:
During 1994-5 Turgut Özal [then president of Turkey] called the minorities
back, and accordingly the open prison [on Imbros] was also shut. […] The 20142015 land survey upgraded the 1997 land survey. […] today sixty percent of the
island is still public property.
Ömer is also critical of the attitudes and policies of the Turkish authorities. He
emphasises the problem of domestic water that, according to him, is caused by unplanned
urbanisation in the town centre. He thinks the construction of the new buildings will worsen
the water shortage, so he believes that to avoid the water shortage all (new) construction
activities should stop on the island. Ömer believes that the island had a peasant community,
and that the state-built villages ruined agricultural lands. For example, Yeni Bademli was built
on orchards, while the sites chosen for Uğurlu, Eşelek and the reservoir were agricultural lands.
Laz Bay in Uğurlu is also open to new constructions in 2018 which adversely affects the natural
qualities and agricultural activities of the area. As part of these planning decisions, Ömer is also
concerned about the Kalekoy (Kastro) conservation development plan which transformed the
historic graveyard into a public carpark.391

3.3.2. Schoinoudi: A Rum Village in Ruins

Schoinoudi is the largest Rum village of the island. It used to be the most populated village of
the island. However, today it has the highest number of abandoned Rum houses and the lowest
number of Rum occupants. Schoinoudi village and its occupiers are a topic that sparks ethnic
tensions, in which the occupier is often pictured, mostly by the Turkish settlers of the island
and by some Rums, as ‘the Kurdish invader’ coming from south-east Turkey. Furthermore, the
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fact that the records of land registry are confidential, meaning that they are only open to
owners,392 leads to widespread misinformation about ownership figures and a further increase
in ethnic tension. Although the analysis of occupation and possession within this study is
limited to fieldwork data, it seems likely that these tensions are created through certain
exaggerated figures about ownerships rather than through the real ownership situation.393
In her thesis on Imbros, Babül refers to this ethnic tension as ‘TIGEM and Kurds:
Citizens vs. Abjects’, claiming that ‘the problem of invaded old Rum houses – an extensive
phenomenon throughout the island – is thought especially with the recent return of the Rums,
exclusively with relation to Kurdish immigration’.394 Drawing on the personal testimony of a
family who came to the island from Van, a city which had a high number of Kurdish
inhabitants, in 1976, Babül states that at the time of her fieldwork in 2001 there were 60-70
houses in Schoinoudi occupied by families having emigrated from Van.395 However,
considering that there are more than 2,000 houses in Schoinoudi and even less than 60-70
houses are still occupied today by these migrant groups, ‘the Kurdish occupier’ seems like an
imaginary threat that was used to hide the fact that about 60 percent of the Schoinoudi houses
are in fact state-owned.396
In Schoinoudi, the houses associated with Kurdish occupiers are known to my
informants. As such, Fig. 28, 29, 30 and 31 show some of these occupied houses while Fig. 32
and 33 show the houses used as temporary barns by the former (Kurdish) occupiers, and who
live in the county centre or other villages today. As seen from these images, these houses are
dilapidated, with little or no maintenance and repair, and seem more like temporary shelters
than long-term residences. Correspondingly, the mukhtar (an elected neighbourhood
representative) of Schoinoudi, who had also migrated to the island from Van in the 1970s,
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expressed the opinion that most of these migrants who had occupied houses in Schoinoudi
gradually moved to the county centre when they found employment.397 The Mukhtar’s
comments also suggest that during the last two decades, the county centre, once called Imroz
by the Turkish authorities and later named Çınarlı, has become the main destination of the
migrant populations.398

Figure 27: Abandoned buildings of Schoinoudi, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.

However, the contestations generated by these occupational movements continue to
challenge localised forms of belonging. For instance, Kosta, an Imbros Rum in his late 40s who
left the island when he was a teenager and resettled in Schoinoudi in 2015, states that he has
neither any personal problem nor any interaction with the Kurds living in the village.399 He also
notes that the scarcity of employment on the island due to the loss of local production and the
Turkish agricultural settlement policies are their main problems, while adding that it has been
difficult for him, and probably for others as well, to live among the ruins of Rum houses once
occupied by their neighbours.
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Figure 28: An
occupied house in
Schoinoudi,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 29: An
occupied house in
Schoinoudi,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.
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Figure 30: An
occupied house in
Schoinoudi,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

Figure 31: An
occupied house in
Schoinoudi,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

.
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Figure 32: An
occupied house used
as a temporary barn,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

Figure 33: An
occupied house used
as a barn,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.
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Figure 34:
Abandoned
buildings of
Schoinoudi,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

Figure 35: A house
in Schoinoudi
owned by an
Imbros Rum,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.
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Figure 36: A house in Schoinoudi owned by an Imbros Rum, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.

Given that many of the houses in Schoinoudi are unoccupied and public property (Fig.
27 and 34), the migratory occupations do not seem to have caused a disruptive emplacement
pattern in Schoinoudi. One explanation of this situation, as given by the Mukhtar, is that the
migrant groups who had occupied the deserted Rum houses eventually left these properties
when they had economic means to afford their own accommodation in the county centre or
elsewhere. Unlike Kastro, Schoinoudi did not become a tourist attraction due to its remote
location and deserted state, which has caused a lower number of zilyetlik cases.
Moreover, another Rum resident of Imbros, who is in his 40s and regularly visits the
island to see his parents, conveys that the Rums who have maintained ownership of their
properties or who have regained their properties through legal means have painted parts of
their houses in blue and white in order to distinguish them from state-owned properties.
Accordingly, Rums houses painted in blue and white, as shown in Fig. 35 and 36, seem to
remain untouched in the village of Schoinoudi.

3.4. From Occupation to Ownership
As larger political and economic forces have been transforming the rural life of Imbros, the
issues of property related to the island continue to be contested and controversial. Although
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not all forms of property relations are regulated by law, as with informal occupations, the issues
of ownership have had an impact on the social production of Imbros. However, according to
the Turkish law of property, land registry records are considered as confidential information –
a condition restricting information disclosure only to owners – despite the Turkish civil code
Article 1020, which states that ‘land registry is public’.400 As a result, the absolute numbers of
people who have gained the right of possession, as defined by the Turkish law of property, or
have been occupying houses without legal protection, have remained unclear. However, the
following events have had an impact on the occupation movements: cadastral survey and the
heritage protection.

3.4.1. Cadastral Survey

The modern cadastral survey system began to be applied in Turkey after the foundation of the
Republic in 1923, although the first organization of land registry was established under the
name of Defterhane-i Amire Kalemi on 21st May 1847 and continued to serve the Republic
under a variety of names.401 According to Demir et al., in the republic the first cadastral works
‘were carried out in such manner that ownership of the land was given to the people who were
using it’.402 This is understandable, given the mass movements of people before, during and
after WW1, and the widespread presence of abandoned properties as a result of these forced
movements. By the end of the first twenty-five years of the Republic, the cadastral surveys were
only completed in cities.403 In the meantime, the private ownership policy had been regulated
by the Turkish civil code (issued in 1926)404 and the cadastral law no. 474 dated 1924. The laws
have since been changed, and Demir et al. summarises these laws as follows:
In 1950, the Land Registry Law (No. 5602) was put into practice to speed up
cadastral work in rural areas. Known as ‘land cadastre’, this law was changed in
1964 and 1966 and became the Land Registry Law (No 766). Cadastral work had
been carried out in urban and rural areas under two different laws until 1987.
The Cadastre Law (No. 3402) was put into practice to eliminate the problems
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originating from having two different laws and to gather whole cadastral
regulations into one law. However, in the forest areas the cadastral works are
still carried out under a different law (No. 6831) undertaken by the General
Directorate of Forest.405
So, what was the implication of the cadastral survey and laws for Imbros? The
expropriations of lands did not expand to the villages during the emplacement practices applied
by the Turkish state between 1963 and 1980.406 Meletzis and Aimatidou-Argyriou interpret this
as:
The government carefully left the houses and personal property of the islanders
untouched. By doing that, the Turkish authorities were aiming to escape any
accusation that they were trying to oust the Greeks, claiming that ‘the Greeks
are free to stay if they wish’.407
However, this situation changed with the cadastral survey completed in 1995.
Through this cadastral survey, in Kastro and Schoinoudi many Imbros Rums who were not
living on the island lost ownership of their houses through zilyetlik, the cadastral laws and
disposition law, while Rums of Agioi Theodoroi and Agridia managed to keep their ownerships
to a large extent due to the higher number of Rums having lived in these villages during the
cadastral survey.408 In particular, many occupiers gained ownership of Rum houses through
zilyetlik during the cadastral survey in the village of Kastro to an extent that only one house is
still owned by a Rum whereas around 60% of Schoinoudi houses became public property
through the disposition law (Temlik Kanunu) during the cadastral survey.409
According to the data provided by the State Planning Organisation, in 2004 around
80% of the island’s inhabitants were working in the tertiary sector, most of which were public
employees.410 That public employees were the majority of the island’s population shows the
scale and effects of the emplacement practices that have continued on Imbros since 1963. In
their 2008 article, Kutlay Artuç and Hakan Genç interpret Imbros’ last fifty years as a process
of turning the territory into a ‘state island’, and hence securing the isolation of Imbros.411 These
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emplaced populations (who were brought by the state) have not bought or occupied houses in
the Rum villages (like the occupiers mentioned in this chapter), but they could obtain
ownership of the agricultural lands through the cadastral survey if they could prove their use
of these lands. In short, the cadastral survey acted as a tool for individuals to gain property on
Imbros.

3.4.2. Heritage Protection

While the cadastral survey was continuing on Imbros, in 1991 the entire island became a
heritage site of various categories and degrees.412 This created a conflict of legal rules. To explain
this conflict, I will refer to both a court decision and a law against it, and which caused a series
of correspondences between the General Directorate of Land Registry and Cadastre and the
Ministry of Culture (who is the authorised body for the heritage protection in Turkey).
According to law no. 2863 (the law on conservation which has been in effect since
1983), article 11/1, properties in natural and cultural heritage protection sites cannot be subject
to zilyetlik.413 However, on 28th December 1992, despite law no. 2863, the court of appeals for
the sixteenth circuit issued a decision no. e.1992/15638, asserting that properties located in a
heritage site could indeed be subject to zilyetlik, meaning that they can be owned through the
20-year occupation rule. However, a document written by the Çanakkale governorship to the
Ministry of Culture denotes that due to the court decision no. e.1992/15638, there were a high
number of cases on trial related to the zilyetlik in 1997.414 Hence, it is still unclear that how
many of these individual cases have decided in the favour of the occupier, nor how many new
cases claiming a right of possession have since been issued.
Here, I would conclude with what Descheemaeker notes about the nature of the act of
possessing: ‘If a person be evicted forcibly from possession, he is treated as still possessing,
since he has the ability to recover possession by the interdict de vi’, which is implemented in
the modern law including the Turkish civil code.415 Thus, as the Imbros Rums, the innocent
processors who had been evicted by force, are still the rightful owners of their expropriated
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properties, a recovery of ownership regardless of whether the property is owned by the state or
the occupier continues to be a possibility for the future.
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PART II / NAME II
Imbros: The Displaced
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On the Name: Imbros

There is a wide cavern in the depths of the deep-sea midway between Tenedos
and rugged Imbros. There Poseidon, the shaker of earth, stayed his horses, and
loosed them from the chariot, and cast before them ambrosial food to graze on,
and about their feet he put hobbles of gold which could not be broken or loosed
so that without stirring they might there await their lord’s return; and he himself
went to the army of the Achaeans. 416
The above passage from Homer’s Iliad is the first ever text to mention the name
Imbros.417 Imbros [Ίμβρος], which is believed to be the island’s ancient Greek name, is also the
oldest one known to us.418 Andreas Moustoxydis and Bartholomew Koutloumousianos, an
Imbrian historian and monk from the nineteenth century, state that the name Imbros came to
the island from the ritual cry Imbramos with which the Carians addressed the ancient Greek
god Hermes, who had a special importance on Imbros.419
The name Imbros has been used almost exclusively by the Imbrians and the Greek
authorities. Thus, within this study on Imbros and the phenomenon of displacement, this part
‘Imbros: The Displaced’ presents the position of the Imbrians, narrating the story of the
displaced after their displacement. There are mainly two conditions within which the
positioning of the displaced – the Imbrian gaze – has been embodied spatially, symbolically
and historically through the name Imbros.
When Imbros was bestowed in the names of associations and societies of Imbrian
diaspora, outside of Turkey, the displacement of Imbrians ascribed further political and
symbolic meanings to this name. Thus, the first positioning to be discussed in relation to the
name Imbros is the diasporic condition of the Imbrians within which the Imbrian associations
and societies have become the new spatial and social forms of the displaced Imbrian
community. In this diasporic condition, Imbros is utilised as a name that not only points to a
geographical entity, the island, but is also identified with the displacement narrative of the
islanders as produced through the literature on Imbros.
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Second, the name Imbros, as stated earlier, is believed to have a Greek origin as it was
mentioned frequently in ancient Greek history. The historical connotations of the name thus
provide a particular lens by which to look into a contemporary festival – the Panigyri – which
was produced through multiple temporalities of being Imbrian – the Greek, the islander, the
displaced, the returnee. The festival is not only derived from the Orthodox Christian liturgical
calendar that had been amalgamated with ancient Greek mythologies and regional myths, but
was also part of a movement of return which began in the early 1990s. In other words, the
return of the displaced, of the Imbrian in the diaspora, has been facilitated by revitalising the
rituals of the island that had been disrupted by the displacement of the Imbrians between the
1960s and 1980s.
In short, Imbros as a name not only embodies symbolic and political significations
associated with the displaced within the diaspora, but has also a historical origin which enables
a particular historical perspective for the island’s contemporary rituals. Therefore, the name
Imbros is indicative of the displaced both within the context of the diaspora and within the
island itself. These two positionings are in turn conceptualised within the two chapters in this
part of the thesis.

Structure

The chapters under this part ‘Imbros: The Displaced’ are ‘In the Diaspora: The Syllogos (The
Association)’ and ‘In the Island: The Panigyri (The Festival)’. The sequence of these chapters
follows the course of my experience and interpretation of the Imbrian community, for my prior
research into the diasporic locales in turn facilitated certain insights and access to specific
events during the festival. This sequence of the chapters also echoes the chronological order of
the events following the displacement of the Imbrians, because the seasonal return of the
displaced Imbrians, which had been organised within the diaspora, eventually empowered a
more permanent return to the island.
Chapter four ‘In the Diaspora: The Syllogos’ is based on my fieldwork at the Imbrian
associations and their archives in Athens and Thessaloniki. ‘In the Diaspora’ analyses the
phenomenon of displacement from the positioning of the displaced, conveying the narrative of
the displaced Imbrians who created the Imbrian associations within the spaces of which the
Imbrian diaspora emerged. To do so, the chapter in turn investigates the organisational forms,
goals and history of the Imbrian associations in relation to the older associations of other
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displaced Greeks of Turkey, and which share the same diasporic locales as the Imbrian
associations. The chapter then analyses the socio-spatial practises created through the Imbrian
associations in certain diasporic locales. In this process, the Imbrian syllogos – the main
Imbrian association – acted as a discursive and conceptual tool, consisting of spaces and places
that enabled not only the formation of the Imbrian diaspora but also, eventually, a movement
of return to the island. Yet the Imbrian syllogos also refers to a conceptual space through which
the literature on Imbros and an archive have been produced that played a critical role in the
return movement. The chapter conceptualises thus the spaces in the diaspora as both the
Imbrian syllogos and the Imbrian narrative.
The establishment of the Imbrian associations was then the main counteraction of the
Imbrians against their displacement from their island. Due to the diasporic practices that took
place around these associations, the Imbrians’ return to the island, at least temporally, became
possible again at the end of the 1990s. Hence, chapter five ‘In the Island: The Panigyri’ turns to
investigate the temporary and permanent spaces of a festival which the Imbrian diaspora began
to revitalise in the 1990s. Subsequently, they have used the festival to express their memories
of displacement, to revisit an idea of the homeland and to reconstruct their relationship with
their community, their island and the other islanders. Thus, through the re-emergence of the
festival, the Imbrians began to recreate their community on the island, and the festival thus
became a medium through which the Imbrians have been re-engaged in the production of
spaces on Imbros.
With these considerations in mind, chapter four argues that each year the festival
produces a particular temporal and spatial layer that is charged with possibilities – albeit not
yet fully developed – for the Imbrian community and the other populations of the island. On
the one hand, intermingled with the Orthodox Christian liturgies and ancient Greek rituals of
the island, the events and rituals taking place in the festival have engendered a new, symbiotic
relationship between the Imbrians (the displaced) and the other islanders (the emplaced). On
the other hand, the festival is also entangled with the power dynamics between the Turkish
local authorities and the Orthodox Christian clergymen. In this context, the chapter explicates
the ever-changing and contingent nature of the festival, which has become a prominent social
event for all the islanders, by specifying the continuities and changes observed and experienced
through my fieldwork in 2016, 2017 and 2018, and as documented by the previous studies.
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The Dialogue: From the Imbrian Associations to the Imbrians’ Return

The 1964 Exiles of the Greek populations of Turkey – a series of events involving the
expatriation of about 30,000 people – were the last truly explicit episode of the anti-minority
policies of the Turkish state. Following these exiles, the majority of the Imbrians were displaced
from the island between 1963 and 1980.420 In the meantime, the displaced Imbrians started to
emigrate to other countries, where they established associations and societies to rebuild
Imbrian communities in these new localities. Subsequently, with the help of these associations,
a developed collective sense of the Imbrian diaspora was created.
As a concept, voluntary associations, a broader category that includes associations of
the displaced (refugees or immigrants), have been attributed with helping to increase the social
cohesion, interaction within the society and democratic ideals through the history of the social
sciences.421 Among a vast quantity scholarly studies, João Sardinha – the author of Immigrant

Associations, Integration and Identity – evaluates voluntary associations as being among the
smaller groupings to which individuals belong, and through which they are socialised and
integrated into wider social systems.422 Like this broad category of voluntary associations,
immigrant associations are also typically considered as aiding the integration and settlement
processes of the displaced communities in their host countries.423
Besides, acknowledging their key role for the interaction and integration mechanisms
of the society, studies on immigrant associations, such as Sardinha’s, also provide other insights
into these organisations. As such, Sardinha suggests that ‘immigrant associations not only
attend to issues of solidarity, recreation and culture, but also apply pressure and lobby the
political, legal and economic powers-that-be, not only of the host country, but in the country
of origin as well’.424 Similar conclusions have been drawn by Halsted, who evaluates the goals
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of the associations as to unite and support the community while also acting as a pressure
groups, in his book about the displaced Greeks of Turkey (including Imbrians).425
However, albeit providing comprehensive information on the organisational schemas,
goals and roles of these organisations, the existing literature on the Imbrian associations largely
overlooks the spatial aspects of these organisations. This study therefore follows a twofold
approach to understanding the concept of the Imbrian association related to the phenomenon
of displacement. First, the chapter draws on the idea that the associations are produced and
reshaped within their built environment both spatially and symbolically. So, while the chapter
‘In the Diaspora’ begins with a historical inquiry into the production and regulation of these
associations in question, it then discusses spatial and conceptual aspects of the Imbrian
diaspora and associations. Second, embracing an interlocuter position for the diaspora, the
Imbrian association, like similar immigrant and refugee associations, has been produced by the
complex processes of internal and external dialogues. The notions of dialogue and dialogism,
as theorised by Mikhail Bakhtin, then offer a way of reading the driving forces, discourses and
mechanisms involved in the emergence and ordering of these various socio-spatial entities
constituting the Imbrian association.426 I shall explain more about this concept of dialogic
relationships in sections ‘5.2.3. Πανηγύρι and the Concept of Dialogue’.
Here, the notion of dialogue epitomises the encounters of the displaced within the
diasporic locales and the interrelation between these diasporic locales and the homeland as
well. Previous studies show that the Imbrian associations share not only the same locations as
the Asia Minor refugee associations (the displaced Greeks of Turkey) that were established in
the 1920s and 1930s, but also certain discourses and affinities, such as their allegiances to the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople. Yet, more important here is the dialogical space
within which the Imbrian syllogos had been created and within which the Imbrian diaspora
initiated a return movement to Imbros in the 1990s. Therefore, the second chapter of this part
is about this return movement that has been realised through the revitalisation of a traditional
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festival on the island. The festival, thus, was the second step of the dialogical process which had
first created the diaspora through the Imbrian syllogos.
The re-emergence of the festival on Imbros brought a particular set of political and
social shifts that established once abandoned landscapes and townscapes as the premise for
alternative social practices which have gradually become the general basis of the Imbrians’
return to the island.427 As a result, the potential of the festival as being conducive to Imbrians’
return to the island has been realised and studied by a few researchers (mostly anthropologists),
first at the end of the 1990s and then in the early 2000s.428 In the meantime, the festival’s role
in the Imbrians’ return has not gone unnoticed by the Turkish authorities who have also
involved in the festival in several different ways. The festival quickly became contested by the
political interventions of the local authorities and by international power relations, as well as
by the pressure of tourism-related economic trends on the island. Hence, one of the most
notable issues of the festival has been the dialogical public spaces – the church, the village and
the mountain chapel – occupied by its diverse participators.
In short, as we shall see, the festival is not just a religious and social celebration. Nor
can the Imbrian syllogos be defined as a members’ club or association. Instead, they both
consist of public spaces that acquire meanings and forms dialogically. As such, interactions,
conflicts and polarities, which a dialogue can generate, are embodied in them in symbolic,
social and spatial ways. Nevertheless, while this dialogue first and foremost belongs to the
displaced, the dialogical processes that were generated by the Imbrian syllogos and the festival
are part of the broader implications of the phenomenon of displacement. The application of
Bakhtin’s dialogism therefore unveils the perspective of the displaced as negotiated spatially
and temporally through the syllogos and the festival. This conceptual framework inspired by
the notion of dialogue also relates to the notions of ambivalence and potential, for any reading
of the festival, which is definitely not a static reality in Imbros, can only be defined as potential.
‘Potential is realised through dialogue’, say Gary Saul Morson and Caryl Emerson, and ‘in all
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genuine dialogue, something unforeseen results, something that would not otherwise have
appeared’.429 Bakhtin himself explains this ambivalence and potentiality of the dialogue as:
Even meanings born in dialogues of the remotest past will never be finally
grasped once and for all, for they will always be renewed in later dialogue. At
any moment in the development of the dialogue there are great massed of
forgotten meanings, but these will be recalled and invigorated in renewed form
in a new context. For nothing is absolutely dead: every meaning will someday
have its homecoming festival.430
From this point of view, Bakhtin’s dialogism works as a starting point of a process of
making sense of the complex mechanisms and spatiality of the phenomenon of displacement
whose focus was the displaced.
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4

CHAPTER

IN THE DIASPORA: The Syllogos (The Association)

This chapter is based on my fieldwork and archival research at the Imbrian associations which
consists of three different institutions located in two different cities in Greece. These
institutions are the Imbrian Association of Athens (hereafter referred to as the Imbrian
Syllogos [Σύλλογος Ιμβρίων]), the Imbros and Tenedos Studies Association [Εταιρεία Μελέτης
Ίμβρου και Τένεδου] (hereafter referred to as EMIT) and the Imbros Union of Macedonia and
Thrace [Ιμβριακη Ένωση Μακεδονίας-Θράκης]. Through these encounters, I identified spatial
mediums through which the Imbrians had recreated their community, which they define as the
Imbrian diaspora, as well as a movement of return to the island. I also discuss how space and
spatiality matter to the diasporic practices generated within these associations in relation to the
organisational structure of these associations.
Throughout the twentieth century there were many population relocations between
Greece and Turkey in the form of population exchanges, exiles, immigrations and other forms
of displacements. These relocations, whether voluntarily or forced, often lead to the formation
of citizens’ associations, societies and clubs based on these groups’ towns or cities of origin
(mostly as city names). In a sense, these names belonging to cities of Turkey (Asia Minor)
disclose a deeper meaning that the region possesses for not only the refugees and immigrants
from that region but also for the Modern Greek identity.431 As Exertzoglou suggests, the idea
of Asia Minor is deeply embedded in the structure of Modern Greek identity as ‘since the
nineteenth century, the region had been celebrated in the Greek national narrative as part of
the country’s imagined homogenous, national space’.432
Despite this shared affinity for Asia Minor in the context of Greece, various attitudes
towards commemoration and identity-formation emerged within this heterogenous group
(either defined as immigrant, refugee or displaced) coming from Asia Minor. For Imbros, the
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distinctiveness of their experience has stood out among others. There are two immediately
noticeable reasons for this. First, their displacement happened as the last episode of these mass
population flows. Therefore, they frequently felt marginalised from the other groups who had
been integrated into Greek society. Second, many Imbrians maintained or regained their
Turkish citizenships after their displacement, unlike those Asia Minor refugees who were
forced to relocate in Greece in the early 1920s and who lost their Turkish citizenships during
this process.433
In addition to these obvious differences, the Imbrian diasporic practices have also
taken a different tack when their association was established with the idea of creating a syllogos.
Syllogos is a historical and socio-political concept that first emerged as the name of a Greek
literary society in the nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire.434 For the diasporic practices and
spaces of Imbrians, syllogos functioned as a conceptual tool and as a historical reference. This
claim has not only come out of my fieldwork as part of my interpretation of the diasporic
condition of the Imbrians, but also because the historical and socio-political connotations of
syllogos have been consciously deployed and manifested by the Imbrians in their diasporic
practices. In this regard, this chapter discusses how the Imbrian diaspora interpreted and
implemented the concept of syllogos as a conceptual and discursive tool by which to articulate
their association and diaspora.

4.1. Introduction
Among the literature on associations and immigrant communities, one of the most inclusive
definitions of a voluntary association is provided by Josec Moya who defines it as a secondary
organisation that subsists between ‘the primary links of kinship and the equally non-voluntary
arrangements of tertiary institutions like the state’.435 What distinguishes associations of
immigrant communities from other sorts of voluntary associations then becomes the mere fact
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that they are either formed by the immigrants or for the immigrants.436 The benefit of situating
and defining the concept of immigrant associations within this broader context of voluntary
associations is in explaining the vast variety of attitudes and choices involved in the production
of an association even among similar groups, sharing similar experiences, belongings or
concerns. Yet there are also certain recurring themes, such as the notions of integration and
identity, which are considered to have a critical role for the associations of immigrant
communities.437 The main risk of such an approach is, however, to follow a binary route based
on the framework of integration assimilation versus segregation/isolation. Nonetheless, the
question of integration is useful when exploring the impetus and origin of the particular
association in question.
For the Imbrian associations, the issue at stake is not their relationship with Greek
society or state, as the Imbrian displaced population, which was around 5,000 people, did not
have the same impact as the Asia Minor refugees, who were around 1.5 million people. Instead,
the main concern of the Imbrian association is to situate themselves within the existing
associations of the displaced Greeks of Turkey. This comparative perspective demonstrates the
particularities of the Imbrian condition that has been created through the interrelation between
the displaced, the lost homeland and the diasporic locales.
Another way of contextualising and also distinguishing the Imbrian condition is to
look into the categories of identification among the displaced Greek communities. Since the
1920s, there have been many categories such as refugee, immigrant, expatriate and exile. This
diversity of identification among the displaced Greeks of Turkey has been determined to some
extent by the processes of self-identification deployed by these communities. Nevertheless, the
Greeks who had been displaced around the 1920s from Turkey (and often referred to Asia
Minor refugees), especially by the 1923 population exchange, not only embraced a refugee
identity, but were also recognised as refugees by the Greek authorities.438 After the 1923
population exchange, however, the displaced Greeks of Turkey were not always recognised as
refugees. As such, issues of (Greek) citizenship – the Greek governments was reluctant to issue
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citizenships to the foreign-born Greeks – were especially common among the Imbrians and
other displaced groups after the 1940s.439 On the one hand, this is due to the character of these
latter population flows that continued over almost six decades (from the 1930s to the 1980s)
and that were generated through subtler, discreet strategies.440 On the other hand, given that
these displaced communities were Greek-speaking, Orthodox Christian populations, the idea
of being a refugee in the kin state was also not embraced by the latter displaced communities,
coming from Imbros and Istanbul, who often identified themselves as being both Greek and
Rum. In this regard, the narratives of being an exile or expatriate became prevalent in terms of
the self-definition of these communities.441
Furthermore, these associations are also prone to change under economic,
technological and socio-political trends and necessities. Former studies, especially on the Asia
Minor refugee associations, come to the conclusion that the roles of these associations are not
static but change during the various processes of migration and integration.442 One of the most
critical question in the long term is therefore whether or not an association sustains any
function for subsequent generations. For instance, for the diasporic communities, belonging to
a lost homeland is a complex process contingent upon the later generations’ possibilities and
choices, and is also subject to whether belonging to that original homeland is still relevant or
desirable.
To sum up, an association or a society of these communities, usually named after the
homeland of its members, is endowed with certain meanings and a particular organisational
and spatial structure according to the cultural and political aspirations of the community which
that particular organisation represents. For some groups, for example, this is the reconstruction of the lost homeland and the community within the spaces of the association and
its organisational structure, while for others it is part of their integration into their new host
country. Yet these multi-faceted processes of the production of meanings and spaces,
influenced by many factors varying from the choice of their location to their founding
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declaration, happen simultaneously when these associations and societies are established.
Thus, even the associations belonging to the old compatriots (same city/town) tend to show
strong sociocultural and political differences according to their (diasporic) locations, activities
that occur in each organisation and the individual members involved in each association. Thus,
the following sub-sections of this introduction reflect on the historical and the regional
contexts within which the Imbrian associations were formed.
Moreover, in terms of the overall argument of this study, this chapter together with
the following chapter about the festival presenting the Imbrian perspective (the position of the
displaced), is one of the three perspectives conceptualised within this study to investigate the
phenomenon of displacement. The chapter thus suggests that the social and spatial conditions
of the displaced, produced within the Imbrian diaspora, are embodied through the Imbrian
associations formed at the diasporic locales.

4.1.1. The Associations of the Displaced

Between 1963 and 1965, as part of the last wave of the anti-minority policies (often referred to
as the 1964 Exiles), the Turkish state approved the deportation of 12,000 Turkish citizens who
belonged to the Rum population of Turkey.443 Together with the Greek citizens who were living
in Turkey with a permanent residence permit at this time, the number of people who faced
deportation was about 30,000.444 This number however does not include those family members
who were forced to leave the country with their loved ones. In 1965, despite these deportations
that having begun in 1963, there were still more than 5,000 Rums living on Imbros.445 Yet, as
studies on Imbros have previously pointed out, this number dropped to 300 in the early
1990s.446 Hence, as explained in detailed in the first part of this thesis, the displacement of the
Imbrians occurred simultaneously with and due to the Turkish state’s emplacements on the
island. These emplacements were realised intensely during a decade between 1963 and 1973.
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The displacement of the Imbrians is therefore considered as part of and subsequent to the 1964
Exiles.
Historically, the 1964 Exiles were part of the mass population flows between Turkey
and Greece, which had begun in the 1920s. From then until the 1970s, the population
movements recurred many times due to the anti-minority rhetoric and policies of the
consecutive Turkish governments aiming to displace these minority groups. In the meantime,
the displaced communities often preferred to live in groups abroad in order to form diasporic
communities. As early as the 1920s, immigrant and refugee associations had appeared within
the immigrant districts, especially those in Greece. Thus, when the Imbrians were displaced
from the island between 1963 and 1980, most of them moved into districts within the main
cities of Greece. There, the Imbrian community and their narrative of displacement merged
with other (displaced Greek) communities and narratives. In this regard, although the
experiences and narratives of displacement between the Imbrians and the refugees of the 1920s
were not uniform, the social and cultural frameworks within which their associations operate
have had notable similarities.
On the one hand, throughout history there have been many occasions when the
Imbrian associations have acted together and have been involved in common declarations with
other associations and societies. Given that they all partake of the experience of being displaced,
all the associations aspire for an official recognition of their displacement, whether it is
recognised as a form of genocide or not, and aim to regain their rights or obtain compensation
of some sort. In this regard, one of the most crucial functions of an association of these
displaced Greek communities of Turkey is to bring together members of their communities
under certain narratives of displacement with an aiming of substantiating their claims.
On the other hand, the refugee and immigrant associations having emerged after the
population movements of the Asia Minor Greeks (Rums) had involved many different voices
and groups, and they had long been integrated with the mainland Greeks since the 1920s. Thus,
the Imbrian experience was indeed specific to a small group among these highly composite
groups of the Asia Minor refugees who had been living in Greece for at least 40 years when the
Imbrians began to arrive.447 In fact, the refugee associations belonging to the displaced
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populations of the 1920s often consider ‘the persecutions and the final expulsion of Orthodox
Christians from what was to become the Republic of Turkey as a form of genocide, similar to
the Armenian genocide of 1915’.448 In parallel, in 1994 the Greek Parliament also recognized
the events of 1919-1922 – having caused forced population movements of Greek-speaking
Orthodox Christian communities of Asia Minor – as genocide.449 However, the Greek
Parliament’s decision deliberately excluded the 1923 population exchange which was the major
incident of that period’s mass population movements. Nor did the decision mention the 1955
Pogrom and the 1964 Exiles that caused the deportation and expatriation of the members of
the Greek populations of Istanbul and Imbros. Hence, not only did the displacement of
Imbrians happen in another decade and in a different context, but the status and perception of
the Imbrians’ displacement differed judicially from those displaced in the 1920s.
Furthermore, Exertzoglou suggests another key difference between the Imbrian and
the refugee associations founded in the 1920s and 1930s.450 He states that ‘refugee associations
negotiated the memory of Asia Minor for the purpose of achieving the integration of refugees
into mainstream society without ever directly addressing the burden of the trauma itself’.451 For
the earlier Asia Minor refugees, then ‘the memory of the [Asia Minor] Catastrophe was cast
into meaningful narratives directly connected to strategies of integration’.452 In fact, the refugee
associations exercised the narrative of empowerment more than the narratives of trauma and
displacement as a strategy for integration. Exertzoglou summarises this narrative of
empowerment as ‘the refugees saw and proclaimed themselves to be the redeemers of a Greek
society that had lost its way’.453 The same assumption is seen in earlier studies on the immigrant
associations of the Americas. In Tocqueville’s study, as one of the earliest and the most
influential studies on immigrant associations, Democracy in America identified these
associations with American democratic ideals and the notion of pragmatic individualism.454
By contrast, the main purpose of the Imbrian associations was not about claiming a
positive impact on the Greek society as part of a process of integration or democratic
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individualism. Instead, through their associations the Imbrians integrated themselves into
these formerly displaced groups, adding their narratives to the grand narrative of the
displacement of the Greeks from Turkey, while, at the same time, underscoring the differences
of their displacement and sociocultural stance. Given that the impact of the displacement of
Imbrians has generally been over-shadowed by the larger scale migratory movements of the
past, or by other groups (such as Istanbul Rums),455 the Imbrian associations deployed a very
different type of victimhood in their institutional narrative.456 Alexandris, as an important
scholar working on the Greek minorities of Turkey, also acknowledges the particularities of the
Imbrians as ‘although these islanders experienced similar political and social changes,
nevertheless due to their geographical position, they form a separate unit with their own
particular problems’.457 This is expressed in their common demands upon the Turkish state,
through which they reopened the Greek schools on the island in 2017 whilst also proposing to
‘establish a regular dialogue between the Turkish authorities and the representatives of the
Imbrians and Tenedites’ to resolve ongoing conflicts’.458
Furthermore, the Imbrian diaspora also adopted narratives of continuing patriotic
feelings and as being indigenous islanders, and hence embarked on legal struggles to regain not
only their material losses on the island but also their Turkish citizenships.459 Indeed, as a result
of the Imbrian associations’ continuing demands for an immediate and effective recognition of
inheritance rights regardless of nationality, including reclaiming their Turkish citizenship and
their expropriated properties, several people have regained their citizenship and the ownership
of their former houses. However, these processes, especially the regaining of property rights,
still cause emotional and material devastations for the Imbrians.
Lastly, as stated earlier, since their displacement, the Imbrian associations have
aspired to sustain the connections between the Imbrians and the homeland, Imbros, and
eventually managed to initiate a movement of return to the island. This focus on return was
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indeed the major difference to the Asia Minor refugee associations in Greece. The element of
return in the Imbrians’ diasporic rhetoric shaped not only their associations’ purposes but also
the spatiality of their associations and their diasporic practices as we shall see. Indeed, the
ability or inability of return affected the integration of the displaced into the new host state.

4.1.2. The Diasporic Locales of the Displaced

Diasporic locales are the spatial context of this chapter and refer to a series of (physical and
conceptual) spaces and places developed with the concept of syllogos. These spaces and places
do not correspond to all the localities where Imbrians have built a community or established
an association. Instead, the issue at stake is the particular social and spatial forms of the Imbrian
diasporic experience created through the Imbrian syllogos which acts as a discursive and spatial
tool for the Imbrians in the diaspora.
Historically, the refugee associations and districts were first established by the Asia
Minor refugees in the 1920s in major and minor cities of Greece.460 Up to today, many more
refugee and immigrant associations have been founded all over the world by the displaced
Greeks of Turkey, serving not only sociocultural purposes but also acting as pressure groups.461
Thus, as stated earlier, when the majority of Imbrians had been displaced from the island
between 1964 and 1980, they started to move to those districts occupied by the former refugees
and immigrants. Athens was at this time accommodating the largest number of refugee districts
and associations, as indeed it still does. One of these districts, the Nea Smyrni (Νέα Σμύρνη in
Greek, meaning New Smyrna) municipality of Athens that had been named after the city of
İzmir/Smyrna of now Turkey, became the main Imbrian settlement in the diaspora.462
According to the Imbrian syllogos’ official history, the Imbrian syllogos was founded
in the different parts of the world as early as 1945.463 Yet it did not become very active until the
1970s, at which time the Imbrian diaspora was more strongly emerging. Through the social
and spatial mediums of their associations, the displaced Imbrians maintained their community
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in their new locales and eventually identified themselves as the Imbrian diaspora.464 Their
various diasporic locales expanded into five different countries – Greece, Australia, Germany,
the United States and South Africa.465 Notwithstanding being autonomous entities, these
associations have continued to be in communication by embracing a unifying diasporic
identity.466 Those located in Greece have been the most active. This is due to both their
proximity to the island and to the larger immigrant and refugee populations living in Greek
cities.467 More specifically, two associations in two urban centres of Greece, the Imbrian
syllogos in Athens and EMIT in Thessaloniki, became the most prominent and powerful
organisations of the Imbrian diaspora.
Yet the significance of these organisations is not only due to their larger numbers of
members or their locational advantages but is also due to the ways which the displacement
experience has been negotiated and utilised within these organisations. More specifically, the
diasporic locales demarcated by the Imbrian syllogos and EMIT created a new spatiality of the
phenomenon of displacement by using the concept of syllogos, in which while these diasporic
locales undoubtedly became the new, safer homelands, the idea and the act of return were also
being facilitated. This chapter thus argues the Imbrian syllogos, which is entangled with the
concepts of diaspora and return, is a lens through which the Imbrian displacement experience
can be viewed in the diasporic locales.

4.2. The Concept of Syllogos
This section about the Imbrian syllogos examines the concept through different temporal,
spatial and social contexts in order to analyse and synthesis the ways in which it has been
utilised within the Imbrian displacement experience. The first sub-section in turn focuses on a
historical inquiry into how the concept of syllogos emerged in the associations of the displaced
Greeks. This is followed by another sub-section explaining the nineteenth-century version of
the syllogos as the origin of the concept. These historical inquiries are critical not only for
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pointing out similarities and differences, but also for showing how the syllogos has been a
powerful theme symbolically for the imagination of the Imbrian diaspora.

4.2.1. Re-interpretation of Syllogos in the Diaspora

As discussed earlier, the displaced populations of the 1920s embraced the notion of refugee for
their individual and institutional identities. This was then represented in their refugee
associations and clubs that was established during the 1920s and 1930s.468 The displaced
populations of the 1964 Exile, on the other hand, often identified with the state of being exiled
or expatriated, generating a distinctly different stance than their prodeccessors.469 Yücel and
Yıldız depict the aim of the 1964 exiles as a struggle to preserve a Rum identity in Greece.470
However, how these groups have preserved an identity associated with being Rum and a lost
homeland is not always harmonious among the displaced groups of the 1964 Exiles. Indeed,
the implications of the Rum identity and the ways in which it has been preserved were
substantially different between Imbrians and Istanbul Rums.
Here, Yücel suggests an interpretation that explains the identity of Rums (here, he
only refers to Istanbul and Imbros Rums) as a spatial phenomenon.471 For him, what these
Rums have developed is a site-specific identity associated with a city, an island or a
neighbourhood.472
However, there are several layers of spatial and social belonging among Rums. To
begin with, these two groups (Imbrians/Imbros Rums and Constantinopolitans/Istanbul
Rums) are often compared within an urban-rural dualism. Istanbul Rums are often portrayed
in relation to an urban culture incidental to the city life of Istanbul/Constantinople,
representing a higher cultural and economic class, whereas the Imbrians are identified with a
rural culture and peasantry.473 Although this categorisation risks oversimplifying the complex
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dynamics of each group, it has also been expressed recurrently as part of a self-identification
process of both Istanbul Rums and Imbros Rums.474
Here, studies of the nineteenth-century Greek population of the Ottoman Empire
provide another perspective. Vassiadis claims that the Ottoman Greeks ‘possessed a
consciousness that is best described as cosmopolitan, in that they were inhabitants of a multiethnic Empire that was both Eastern and Western in orientation’.475 Vassiadis’ argument does
not make any distinctions between the Greeks of Constantinople or elsewhere. In this regard,
alongside

this

urban-rural

dualism

prevalent

between

the

Imbrians

and

the

Constantinopolitans, these communities maintained a similar form of Rum identity specific to
territories that were once Ottoman and then became Turkish. While this kind of transnational,
bilingual existence had mostly been abandoned by the 1920s refugees in their new homeland,
it continued to be practiced by the Greek populations of Turkey who have been residing in
Imbros and Istanbul since 1923.
Among these similarities and differences, the concept of syllogos has been embraced
within their diasporic return by both the Imbrians and the Constantinopolitans, albeit in
slightly diverse ways. Halsted notes that the oldest association, the Constantinopolitan Society
[Syllogos], was established in Greece in 1928 by the refugees from Istanbul.476 Since its
establishment, the Constantinopolitan Society has addressed the particular problems faced by
their members as well as to preserve Constantinopolitan culture and tradition in Greece.477
Following the 1955 Pogrom and the 1964 Exiles, the displaced Istanbul Rums moved into
locations in which these associations, such as the Constantinopolitan Society, had already been
established.478
The Constantinopolitan Society was named as syllogos, and its founders and members
acknowledged the cultural and educational significance of the Syllogos of Constantinople from
which the concept of syllogos took on a new meaning but did not claim to be its direct
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successor479 while pursuing educational and sociocultural purposes, running lessons, language
courses and extensive libraries.480
Like the Constantinopolitans, the Imbrians had the intention of preserving the culture
and traditions, which had been produced site-specifically within the island, in the diaspora.
Hence, their focus was their island itself as the facilitator and origin of their traditions and
culture. They underscored their island as being homeland instead of the whole region itself,
Asia Minor;481 for example, the Imbrian diaspora strictly uses the name Imbrian instead of
Greek and Rum (or Romoi) in their manifestos and institutions. Moreover, like the
Constantinopolitan Society, the Imbrian Society of Athens, also borrowing the name syllogos,
embarked on a project of creating an Imbrian syllogos which would provide them with the
discursive and socio-spatial framework not only for creating their diaspora but also to help
recover from their displacement. Hence, as a beginning, for the Imbrians, embracing the
concept of syllogos was not only a naming process, but was also an initiative to create an
association with an educational and research focus. The prominent educational and intellectual
role of syllogos in the nineteenth-century Constantinople, which inspired the Imbrians, played
a role in this decision. Yet to realise this aim of creating an Imbrian Syllogos in full capacity
they had to wait until the 1980s, at which time the Imbrian diaspora gained recognition and
power.

4.2.2. Dersaadet Rum Cemiyet-i Edebiyesi [The Syllogos of Constantinople]

How the Imbrian community re-emerged through the Imbrian syllogos in the diaspora and
then on the island of Imbros is a question that begins with the historical, sociocultural and
symbolic meanings and implications of the concept of syllogos. Today, syllogos, a Greek word
[σύλλογος], is translated as a society, club, association or a brotherhood.482 Yet, the term gained
a widespread use as ‘the designation of corporate bodies that professed predominantly literary
or philanthropic aims’ after the foundation of Greek Philological Syllogos of Constantinople in
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the nineteenth century, and thus for a more historically sound definition, as given by Vassiadis
and Sümertaş, syllogos should be examined as the syllogos movement of Constantinople.483 As
a secular and privately funded organisation ‘devoted to the encouragement of education and
the intellectual advance of the Greek population of the Ottoman Empire’, the syllogos of
Constantinople was founded on 17th April 1861 in the Beyoğlu district of Constantinople by
the Greek elite of the Ottoman Empire (its full name is Dersaadet Rum Cemiyet-i Edebiyesi in
Turkish, and Greek Literary Society or Greek Philological Syllogos of Constantinople in
English).484 As emphasised numerous times by Vassiadis and Sümertaş, the syllogos of
Constantinople was one of the keystones of the Ottoman intellectual world due to its
contribution to Ottoman education, research and museum studies.485
The syllogos of Constantinople, which had its own monthly publication Σύλλογος
(published from 1861 until WW1), specified its main aim in the first article of their code of
practice as being to promote and conduct research on philological and literary subjects.486 The
second article, in turn, emphasises that these research subjects were strictly not political but
concerned science and literature.487 The syllogos thus initiated and gathered scholarly
researches and discussions within the Greek (Rum) Society of the Ottoman Empire while at the
same committed to the publication and distribution of these studies.488
In addition to their monthly publication, the syllogos of Constantinople also
incorporated a library, and which was turned into a public library in 1869, a few years after its
establishment.489 In this regard, the syllogos was a movement of education, as Vassiadis
explains, not just a voluntary association, and supported the establishment and improvisation
of Greek schools throughout Anatolia, Balkans and Istanbul.490 In addition, as Sümertaş̧ states,
alongside its educational influence, the syllogos was actively involved in the issues of
archaeology to an extent that not only were there at least 250 articles on archaeology published
in Σύλλογος, but its individual members and the research conducted by the syllogos also
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contributed significantly to the formation of museum and archaeological studies in the
Ottoman Empire.491
Eventually, the syllogos’ role as an educational institution extended its scope beyond
being solely for the Greek community of Constantinople and the Ottoman Empire, and it began
to operate as a public space for educational purposes, serving the various ethnic and religious
populations of the Ottoman Empire through their public library and open lectures on scientific
and literary subject matters.492 It should be noted that the Greek Orthodox community of
Constantinople has long been a bilingual group,493 having facilitated lectures and studies in
different languages.
Despite there not being a direct historical link between Imbrians and the syllogos of
Constantinople, the Imbrian diaspora deployed the idea of syllogos in their diasporic
organisation. This decision is first reflected in their naming process. The syllogos of
Constantinople had deliberately opted the name syllogos over another Greek word etairia
[εταιρια], and which has also been used for associations and unions of this kind.494 In general,
the synonyms of syllogos include άδελφότης (fraternity), λέσχη (club) and έταιρεία (society).495
In fact, έταιρεία is used in the names of other Imbrian associations, but the Imbrian syllogos of
Athens made a deliberate decision to choose syllogos for their name, hence emphasising the
purposes of education and research in addition to connotations of being a solely social club.

4.3. The Imbrian Syllogos
The Imbrian syllogos, the main Imbrian association located in Athens, has 5,000 registered
members today, and it is the world’s largest Imbrian association.496 In its establishment, a group
of amateur and experienced researchers, historians and enthusiasts, consisting of mostly male,
bilingual Imbrians who have maintained their business and social connections with Turkey,
participated in leading roles. Since then, these people have appeared in the administrative
structure (Coordinating Committee of Imbros) of the Imbrian syllogos.
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Vassiadis defines the role of the syllogos of Constantinople as being unprecedented in
terms of encouraging women’s education, establishing libraries and reading rooms, publishing
learned periodicals and didactic texts, and, above all, supporting and establishing countless
educational institutions throughout the Ottoman Empire and beyond.497 Like its historical
counterpart, the Imbrian syllogos has aimed to cater for a wider audience than this founding
group, and so has established various committees under the same roof – village committees,
committee on culture and communication, youth committee and women committee. In terms
of its educational role, the Imbrian diaspora organised events, such as conferences, talks,
courses etc., in which the members of the Imbrian community have shared and presented their
knowledge and their studies on Imbrian culture, architecture and history. Courses on Turkish
language, folkloric dance and music have also been organised to encourage the younger
generations to find various ways to connect with the island.
Significantly, the establishment of this Imbrian association of Athens as a syllogos is
embedded in its spatial history. In this context, since displacement is a spatial phenomenon,
the spatiality of the Imbrian displacement also forged the Imbrian diasporic practices. But what
was the spatiality of their displacement? First, the Imbrians were an island community who had
been developed within the closedness of the island. Their cultural and societal structure was
highly dependent on their communal activities and rituals which were almost entirely sitespecific. Consequently, this new diasporic locale accommodating their new homes and
association in turn needed to represent something similar to their island in order to regenerate
a sense of community. In this context, the decision and construction of its building proved
critical.
Second, agrarian life on the island had continued until their displacement partially
due to the isolation policy that the Turkish state had adopted on the island. This meant that
each member of the community continued to be involved in farming and animal husbandry
even if they had other occupations such as teachers, shop keepers, barbers, priests etc. These
agrarian duties were indeed necessary for the Imbrians to maintain their living, for any
economic relations outside of the island and investments on the island were both restricted by
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the Turkish state.498 The Imbrians, in this regard, were belonging to an almost homogenous
socioeconomic class until they were displaced.499

4.3.1. Building the Syllogos

During the 1970s, as Halstead notes, the Constantinopolitan syllogos became increasingly
active in organising events, such as seminars, lectures, protests, exhibitions, memorials and so
on, in order to create public awareness about the exile and displacement of the Istanbul
Rums.500 In the meantime, the Imbrian displacement was still in progress. The last generations
of the island to be born as Imbrians were first sent to Istanbul to continue their education in
the few minority schools which were still in operation.501 However, gradually these Imbrians in
Istanbul had to emigrate to other countries in order to make their living. At the end of the
1980s, the numbers of Imbrians in the diaspora increased substantially. As a result, this
increasing number of the displaced Imbrians, most of who moved into Greece, began to enable
them to act as a community within their new localities. Like the Constantinopolitans, the
Imbrians first focused on organising events individually or together with other associations.
For the Imbrians, the influence of the Constantinopolitans has been constructive but also
competitive. It is very likely that the endeavour to extricate an Imbrian identity and diaspora
in contrast to, but also within, the Asia Minor Greek (Rum) and the Constantinopolitan
(Istanbul Rum) has forced the Imbrian diaspora to find new ways of creating associations.
With this object in mind, the focus of the Imbrian association of Athens quickly
shifted to the idea of, what the Imbrian informants call, building ‘an Imbrian home’. The
Imbrian community in Athens had already acknowledged the necessity of finding a permanent
location for their association, especially after their association had operated in several different
temporary locations, which had caused an instability for the community.502 This entailed a
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project of collectively buying a plot and building an Imbrian syllogos. Subsequently, the
Imbrian diaspora collected funds from the members of the diaspora worldwide to realise this
project of the Imbrian syllogos in Athens.503
The building of the syllogos was designed by the architect Mairi Bogiatzi [Μαίρη
Βογιατζή], who was born in Istanbul in the 1970s to an Imbrian family. When she was a child,
the family moved to Brussels where Mairi grew up until moving to Athens in 1991. As Mairi
explains, she has felt like a stranger in all these locations including Greece. However, as she
states, although she had been living in Athens for twenty five years at the time of our interview,
she has only felt at home in the syllogos.504 According to her narrative about building the
syllogos, during the second half of the 1990s the Imbrian diaspora concentrated on searching
for funds for the Imbrian syllogos project. Her husband, who is also the author of a book on
Imbrian schools, was the chairperson of the syllogos project. Both the members and the
coordinating committee of the syllogos agreed on the idea of ‘making an Imbrian house for
everyone’. Mairi explains this idea as ‘it would be a house for not only the displaced Imbrians
who had live memories about the island but also the new generations who do not have physical
memories of the island and do not know whether or not they would ever have any in the future
[as not everybody wants to visit the island under the current circumstances]’.
Mairi is a member of the first generation of the Imbrians who were born outside
Imbros to Imbrian families. Thus, she expresses a kind of belonging to the island which is not
physically connected to the island. Nor does her belonging necessarily suggest a wish to return
to the island. But then what makes her to want to be part of the Imbrian syllogos? More
importantly, is her way of belonging to Imbros common among the children of the displaced
Imbrians who do not share the same memories as their parents? Moya, in his study on
immigrant associations, claims that the hometown associations aim to ‘preserve and promote
connections with the area of origin’ while ‘the other main function of hometown associations,
perhaps even more important than that of preserving links with the place of origin, was to
provide, in the place of destination, a space for paesani (as Italians call people from the same
micro-region) to gather, chat, dance, play and reminisce’.505
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Similarly, the chosen plot of land for the Imbrian syllogos is in a prominent avenue in
Nea Smyrni, which is a district founded by the Asia Minor refugees in the 1920s. ‘After the
destruction of Smyrna in 1922 many Greek refugees escaped to Athens and built new
settlements on cheap land made available by the government outside the city. One such was
Nea Smyrni’, explains John Everett-Heath.506 The land for the syllogos is only 600 meters away
from the Nea Smyrni square that has been the main venue for the commemorative events
organised by the Asia Minor refugees throughout the twentieth and twenty-first century. In
addition to its symbolic and political value for the displaced Greeks of Turkey, there is a
thriving hub of restaurants and cafés along the Nea Smyrni square that is linked with the Nea
Smyrni Cultural Centre and Park, while the square and the park next to it are also one of the
main public/ green spaces of the area. Fig. 37 shows these locations, together with the Imbrian
syllogos, the municipality of Nea Smyrni and the Nea Smyrni Square.

Figure 37: The location of the Imbrian syllogos, 2019 (stamen maps).

The process which contributed greatly to the perception of the syllogos as ‘an Imbrian
house’ was borrowed from the place (the island). This process is about the financial side of the
making of the syllogos, which began with the purchase of the land, then continued with issues
related to the construction and maintenance of the building. Similar to the socioeconomic
homogeneity of the island before the displacements, the Imbrian syllogos has been built and
operated with a cooperative approach. This began with the programme of the project. Aware
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of the urban context coming with certain planning regulations as well as of the various
demands and needs of the members, Mairi created a programme for the syllogos which was
slightly modified by the other members during the construction of the building. In line with
the decisions of the majority, the syllogos consists of a cafeteria (the Imbrians use the term

καφενείο which is often used for traditional coffee shops) and a reception in the ground floor,
a big meeting room on the first floor, a museum and a library on the second floor, rooms for
children and the youth on the third floor, and several offices on the fourth floor. The fifth floor
is the terrace with a small room dedicated to the Imbrian sailing club. In this simple
programming, the syllogos aimed at being flexible for future alterations, while at the same time
they also considered subletting their facilities to other associations to create extra income.
However, in this process of building the syllogos the point emphasised by Mairi and
the other Imbrian informants is that the construction was completed over a long time, during
which all the members contributed either by working on the construction as builders, engineers
etc., or by donating money, or both. As farmers and villagers in their homeland, the displaced
Imbrians in the diaspora constituted mainly working-class people – especially the first
generation who migrated to Greece from the island and who were unable to bring any valuables
with them. As a result, all the work force needed for the construction was supplied by the
Imbrians themselves.507 In 1999, almost a decade after buying the land, the new building which
is named as the Imbrian Syllogos [Σύλλογος Ιμβρίων] was opened for use at number 80 on the
Avenue Elefteriou Venizelou [Λεωφόρος Ελευθερίου Βενιζέλου].508 The Avenue Elefteriou
Venizelou starts from the seafront neighbourhood Palaio Faliro, which has had a large
immigrant population from Istanbul,509 and ends at the more central district of Neos Kosmos,
which is next to Nea Smyrni. Along the avenue there are five- to seven-storey buildings on both
sides and a divided road. Due to the central location and the grand scale of the avenue, the
ground floors of the buildings located in the avenue are often used for commercial purposes.
The cooperative approach to building the syllogos was also deployed in the syllogos’
social and administrative structuring after its opening. The cafeteria has become a meeting
place for various members at separate times of the day. Especially for the displaced Imbrians
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visiting the syllogos has been the key social event in their daily life.510 Fig. 38 shows the daytime
users of the syllogos, who consist mostly of retired, middle-aged men. However, during the
evenings and the weekends, the social and educational activities take place, serving other
members of the diaspora.
Figure 38: The
Imbrian Syllogos,
the cafeteria at the
ground floor during
the day, Athens,
2016.

Figure 39: The
Imbrian Syllogos
is the building in
the middle,
Athens, 2016.
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4.3.2. Using the Syllogos

Considering the aspirations of the Imbrian diaspora, as expressed through the comments of
Mairi, the story of the building of the syllogos shows how the Imbrian syllogos has been
produced through its built environment in social, spatial and symbolic ways. Yet it needs to be
acknowledged that this is a still-continuing process which is going to be revisited, regulated
and contested by future generations of Imbrians. The story provided here, therefore, belongs
to the last generation born on the island before the displacement and to the first generation
born within the diasporic locales (1990-2016).

Figure 40: The view of Nea Smyrni from the Filopappou Hill, Athens, 2016.

I think Nea Smyrni is not beautiful. There are all apartment buildings. I did not
want the syllogos to look like a block of flats. Nor did I want it to look like an
office building. […] I wanted people to say, ‘oh what is this?’ when they see the
building from a distance. […] I wanted to use small elements like small
windows, small balconies at the front facade.511
In my interview in 2016, Mairi made this comment, expressing a sense of ineptitude
for high-rise buildings for representing her homeland (Fig. 40). Having knowledge of the
vernacular architecture of Imbros, she had been keen to make the syllogos look like ‘an Imbrian
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Interview with Mairi Bogiatzi, 15th May 2016.

house’, not only socially but visually. Accordingly, the front façade, as seen in Fig. 39, has small
balconies which, for Mairi, are inspired by the vernacular architecture on Imbros, while other
architectural elements such as the stylised pediment and the arched entrance (Fig. 39) refer to
classical Greek architecture, which is, for Mairi, a reminder of their island. The sparsity or lack
of real memories of an Imbrian house, for Mairi and for many other active members of the
Imbrian diaspora, has been symbolised in these stylistic interpretations of Imbrian life and
identity.
Even more striking than these architectural features is a sort of iconography that has
appeared in the syllogos and its members. Here, the map of the island has become a simple
decorative and symbolic element that is not only used in many places such as the interiors and
exteriors of the building (Fig. 41, 42 and 43) but is also adopted as an icon – for example in the
logo of the syllogos and in the tattoos of the young Imbrians.512 So, this stylised map of Imbros
that is now the formal signifier of the Imbrian diaspora is also a constant reminder of the place
from which the Imbrians were displaced. Thus, through this iconic map of Imbros, as the
embodiment of the place the Imbrians lost and yearn for, and through the building of the
syllogos, the phenomenon of displacement has continued to operate in embodied, spatial and
symbolic ways in the diasporic locales through a new building.
On the one hand, the iconic map detaches the island from any mainland (both Turkish
and Greek) and adjacent islands. In this sense, the island itself is displaced from its geographical
and political contexts and becomes an isolated and imaginary entity and which therefore is
much more malleable than the island itself. As such, the syllogos cultivates a medium for
imagination and narrative where the homeland is reproduced, negotiated and contested in
order to find new ways which may reverse their sense of displacement. For instance, for the
elderly members who may usually spend six to eight hours a day in the syllogos, it is likely that
the building itself substituted for the island. Similarly, for the younger generations, the syllogos
and the image of the island deepens their sense of belonging to their community associated
with an almost imaginary island as they participate in a variety of communal events.513
On the other hand, the building of the syllogos – both the process of socially building
it and the physical construction – has been the cornerstone not only for assembling the Imbrian
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community but also for keeping the image of the island alive. As mentioned earlier, notions of
solidarity and community have been consolidated in the process of building and maintained
over the following periods. Meanwhile, the syllogos has also sustained its founding purpose to
help reclaim the rights that had been lost during the Imbrians’ displacement from the island.
Together with the symbols borrowed from the island, such as the iconic map, the syllogos has
supplied the members of the organisation, with the base and the motivation through which a
return to Imbros has been accomplished (to some extent) since the 2000s.
A return movement was thus instigated partially due to ‘the Imbrian narrative’ which
has been created within the syllogos. Not only has this narrative provided an institutional
history essential for the legal claims of the Imbrians, but it has also delivered rich myths and
stimulating histories to encourage resettlements on the island. As a result, an idea similar to ‘a
promised land’ or ‘a second chance in life’ associated with the island has been erected in the
diaspora, and which has been appealing for the Imbrians – especially for the ones who were
affected by the economic crisis in Greece during the late 2000s and early 2010s.

Figure 41: The Imbrian Syllogos, the third floor which is used for the activities for children, 2016.
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Figure 42: The
Imbrian Syllogos, a
detail from the
front façade, 2016.

Figure 43: The
Imbrian Syllogos, a
detail from the
front façade, 2016.
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4.4. The Imbrian Narrative
Islands were often seen as natural colonies or as the setting for ideal communities, but they
were also used as dumping grounds for the unwanted, 514 a practice which has continued into
the twentieth century and remains evident in the recent policy towards refugees.515 Indeed, as
Edmond and Smith suggest, the perception of islands in human imagination tends to oscillate
between these two poles: an island is either a utopia of ideal communities or a dreadful place
where one can become stranded. This situation may be explainable by the fact that the narrators
of island stories are often the strangers who are visiting, researching or colonising these
unknown territories. However, this statement is not valid in the case of Imbros, where Imbros
Rums are the subjects, narrators and disseminators of their own stories.
As explained in the previous section, the social production of the Imbrian syllogos has
been embedded with island iconography and history. In the Imbrian syllogos, these have also
been blended within the Imbrian narrative which was being built through a series of physical
and conceptual spaces.

4.4.1. Organisation

An important constituent of this process is the notion of archive and of archiving the tangible
and the intangible in order to preserve a particular narrative, and which emerged in the
diaspora from the 1980s onwards. Furthermore, given the plentiful number of institutions,
associations, and projects representing and studying the displaced Greeks of Turkey, the
aspiration for an Imbrian archive also initiated other alliances within the diaspora.
The new alliances based on shared interests on Imbrian issues generated a project to
gather information on Imbros and Tenedos within a single institution. With this idea in mind,
in 1986 a group of Imbrians, who were also involved in building the syllogos, established a new
organisation called the Imbros and Tenedos Studies Association [Εταιρεία Μελέτης Ίμβρου και
Τένεδου] (EMIT), whose main location is Thessaloniki. This new organisation aimed to make
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an archive of the Imbrian narrative while at the same time operating as a centre for gathering
and initiating research on Imbros. Membership of EMIT was open to anyone interested in
Imbros and Tenedos, and the association defined its founding purpose as ‘to create a medium
which, free from the burden of facing the everyday problems of the Imbrians, could,
undistracted, occupy with the study of the historic course and the future perspectives of the
two islands, and becoming a constantly enriched “think tank”’.516
Oral histories had already been an important constituent of the histories of the
displaced Greeks of Turkey in the first half of the twentieth century and onwards. However, by
the time the Imbrian displacement took place, the historical events known as the ‘Asia Minor
Catastrophe’ were being documented, studied and acknowledged within national and
international political and academic mediums. Although one of the chief institutions dedicated
solely to studies of the displaced Asia Minor Greeks – the Centre for Asia Minor Studies [Το
Κέντρο Μικρασιατικών Σπουδών] (CAMS) which was founded in 1930 in Athens – which
broadened its research areas in 1962, did start an oral history project about the Imbrian
community in the diaspora in 1994, this project did not have any notable impact.517 These oral
histories took a geographical approach. As such, for each village of Imbros, four or five
Imbrians were interviewed and asked questions about their villages, their houses, the church
and ecclesiastical activities, their Christian names and epithets, geographical (roads,
mountains, regions, climate, beaches, topography) and sociocultural (village borders, social
activities, cuisine) features of the island.518 However, the stories gathered in these interviews
demonstrated a rather ambivalent narrative compared to the already-written history of the Asia
Minor Catastrophe. As a result, these interviews have not been published. Nor have they been
used by either CAMS or EMIT.
In the meantime, in the 1990s, EMIT organised a few key events in the form of
symposiums and lectures that were mostly descriptive and informative in nature, and then
published their materials with an aim of documenting their island life before the
displacements.519 A few other publications were republished in the same period by EMIT, while
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the personal archives of the Imbrians were also gathered as a digital archive.520 Drawing on
these researches and other forms of information generated, published or archived within
EMIT, but also including the issues recurrently raised by the diaspora leaders, the following
sub-sections highlights the main issues related to the Imbrian narrative: (a) history and (b)
names and remains.

4.4.2. History

Halstead, the author of Greeks without Greece, says of the Istanbul Greek migrant community,
‘[they] exist in the space between two homelands and two identities, expressed in the
dichotomy between the Hellenic and the Romaic [Rum]’.521 Similarly, in their study on ‘being
Rum in Athens’, Yücel and Yıldız cite numerous passages from their interviews with Istanbul
Rums in Greece emphasising the difference between being Rum and being Greek.522 In a similar
manner, throughout this study, Imbrians identified themselves as Rums instead of being Greek
many times. For Halsted, ‘the migrants [the Istanbul Greeks] exploit this flexibility and
ambivalence in Greek identity’ to navigate social and financial pressures, and thus ‘at times
they pursue assimilation with their host population as the most Hellenic of the Hellenes, whilst
at other times they assume a Romaic identity to distinguish themselves from the mainland
Greeks’.523
In a similar vein, despite the well-known and well-received status of this identification
of Rum, there are certain dangers to using this Rum identity due to the politicised use of the
term Rum within the criticism of Turkish nation-state.524 Hence, the Imbrian diaspora
subjugated and replaced their Rum identity with the more place-oriented alternative – Imbrian
– in their narratives, thus helping to negotiate their new position in relation to their island
when dealing with various agencies, including the Turkish state. This process has similarities
and differences with the production of an ‘institutional refugee memory’, which Exertzoglou
defines as a kind of transcendental public memory among the previously displaced Greek
communities. According to Exertzoglou, this institutional refugee memory produces certain
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kinds of public narrative that were ‘available for public use and embedded in the public
discourse by the refugee press and by the communications of refugee associations’.525
Nonetheless, this institutional refugee memory, as Exertzoglou observed it, was filled
with rhetorical invocations of Hellenism ‘in which the exodus of Greeks from Asia Minor has
often been narrated as a singular tragedy’.526 Albeit claiming those rights which had been
impeded by their displacement from their island, EMIT has focused on accumulating and
disseminating an Imbrian narrative based on histories and myths about Imbros instead of
underscoring the events leading to their displacement. Yet the production of a public Imbrian
narrative has still followed an institutional approach, which is similar to what Exertzoglou
conceptualises as ‘the institutional memory’, and which is based on creating ‘meaningful’ and
coherent narratives for specific purposes.
One of the central themes in this narrative-making process was to identify a history of
Imbros which was available, relatable and adoptable not only for the diverse members of the
diaspora but also for the outside world. Robert Segal, in his introduction of Jung on Mythology,
points out that ‘myth originates and functions to satisfy a need, but that need can be for
anything – for example, for rain, for information, or for meaning in life’.527 In addition, Jung
argues, as Segal cites it, ‘the whole of mythology could be taken as a sort of projection of the
collective unconscious’.528 Similar to Segal and Jung’s point, the cycle of leave-return has been
a recurring theme in myths (sometimes expressed in the stories of the elderly) and Imbros
literature. For example, leaving the homeland to achieve a higher goal like a vocation, or serving
for the state, or leaving due to the difficulties of the island life in certain periods were regularly
narrated in Imbrian histories.529 Fig. 44 shows some of EMIT publications containing these
histories.
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Figure 44: EMIT publications, 2016.

In this regard, in 2010 the Association for the Protection, Solidarity and Sustainable
Development of Gökçeada-İmroz [Gökçeada-İmroz Yardımlaşma ve Geliştirme Derneği], the
new association founded on the island by the Imbrian diaspora, published a facsimile of the
book Historical Memorandum Concerning the Island of Imbros, alongside a well-attended
book launch organised in Pera Museum in Istanbul.530 With the help of this widely-acclaimed
publication, the ancient history of Imbros has become available in different contexts due to its
being written in three languages and distributed in Turkey and Greece. In addition to its
multilingual form, due to its affordable price, plus simple and narrative-style language, the
book has been sold at almost all the events organised by the diaspora in Greece and Turkey
since 2010. Consequently, the book has been become ‘the history book’ of the island, being
widely read and referred to by members of the Imbrian diaspora
There are significant connections between prominent figures of the present day
Imbrian community and the authors of this book – historian-archaeologist from Corfu,
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Andreas Moustoksydis, and the Imbrian Monk and teacher, Bartholomew Koutloumousianos,
who wrote Historical Memorandum Concerning the Island of Imbros together and originally
published it in 1845.531 Moustoksydis wrote about Imbros’ ancient history, drawing from the
works of ancient authors and travellers, while Bartholomew presented the socio-political
conditions of his homeland Imbros in the first half of the 19th century. Today, among the
diaspora and EMIT, Bartholomew Koutloumousianos is considered to be a legendary Imbrian
figure. Indeed, the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople today, who was born in Agioi
Theodoroi village of Imbros, took the name Bartholomew after Bartholomew
Koutloumousianos when appointed as patriarch. Similarly, there are many historians, amateur
writers and researchers among the Imbrian diaspora who are the active members of EMIT and
the syllogos, and who are inspired by what they refer to as ‘the history writing tradition of
Imbros’.532
Given that Historical Memorandum and its authors have played a key role for
construction of the Imbrian narrative, the history depicted in this book provides insights into
the Imbrians’ understanding of their island history. In the book, the history of Imbros begins
around 1300 BC with the first inhabitants who were Pelasgians, whose ethnic origin is a matter
of some contention among scholars of antiquity.533 Indeed, whether they were barbarians,
nomadic people, or the ancient indigenous inhabitants of the region is left ambiguous in

Historical Memorandum. Imbros is subsequently thought to have come under Athenian
control in 453 BC.534 This same narrative is seen in the scholarly study of Robert Ousterhout
and Winfred Held. According to their article, ‘Survey of the Ancient and Byzantine
Monuments on Imbros’, in around 500 BC Imbros was already an Athenian colony and
remained under the possession of Athens until the Roman imperial period.535 During the
Roman period between 193-249 AD, the island is believed to have had its most prominent city
on the eastern side of a mountain, next to a harbour or a gulf. It was ‘called Imbros, just like
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the island, and it was 15-20 step deep and fortified like a citadel’.536 However, in the nineteenth
century Mustoxidis himself saw neither this city nor the villages which were believed to have
existed in Roman times; instead, he cites this information as coming from Francesco di
Piacenza and adds that Imbros was also the seat of the bishopric.537 The other ancient sources
Mustoxidis uses tell a similar history of Imbros, particularly when referring to its Athenian and
Roman periods.538
Thus, Historical Memorandum conveys that Hellenic culture had existed on Imbros
since Greco-Roman times, if not earlier. As such, without being too propagandistic in tone, the
book narrates the Hellenic origin of the islanders as being an Athenian colony, and searches
for proof of this Hellenic (and later Byzantine) past through the investigation of the ancient
sources and the built environment in Imbros. For this purpose, Moustoksydis gives a precise
description of four inscriptions from the Byzantine period, which were formerly located the
cornerstones, and the walls of Imbros palaces before being moved to the narthex of Imbros
cathedral.539 On the one hand, this search for ancient remains is one of the most notable
agendas of the book. On the other hand, both authors show a level of discontent, as finding
ancient remains in fact turned out to be more complex than was initially expected.
Furthermore, another notable claim of the book relates to the sociocultural
particularities of the island. Koutloumousianos and Moustoksydis narrate an active ritual
tradition extending before and after the arrival of the Christianity on the island. In fact, they
associate the island rituals with the mysteries of the Kabeiroi – a local myth/mythology which
the Imbrian informants mentioned during my interviews. Moustoksydis explains that the
Imbrians are the guardians of the Hermes cult enduring on the island since antiquity and
depicting Hermes in a ‘lewd’ way.540 Citing Mnaseus and Dionysodorus, Moustoksydis notes
that Hermes was one of the Kabeiroi worshipped within extraordinary rituals which originated
in Samothrace and Imbros.541 The cult of Kabeiroi Mysteria (the mysteries of Kabeiroi) is the
name for the ancient mystery cults of the Greeks and the Roman. There are several arguments
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as to the meaning and the origin of Kabeiroi, but scholars generally agree on its connection
with Asia Minor and its Pre-Greek past. Kabeiroi,542 translated as the ‘great’ or ‘great gods’ of
Anatolia, were believed to be venerated particularly in Lemnos, Imbros and the cities of the
Troas.543
Similar to other Aegean islands in having rich mythical traditions and religious
functions which date from ancient world onwards, the myths and histories of Imbros, either
oral or written, provide a playful narrative medium through which Imbrians can relate to their
island, despite their current displaced status. Moreover, they can also create other forms of
allegiances. For example, the Hellenic past of Imbros as an Athenian colony resonates with the
Imrbians’ current situation as residents of Athens. Similarly, the visits to Samothrace by
Imbrians in 2017 and 2018 also indicate the diaspora’s endeavours to develop a richer Imbrian
narrative. Despite the difficulty in proving or disproving such connections, Imbrian history is
undoubtedly worthy of further study.

4.4.3. Names and Remains

In c. 1985, the Ministry of Public Works of the Republic of Turkey completed a series of maps
of Imbros to be used by the Turkish authorities – the Gökçeada Municipality and the relevant
regional councils for conservation of heritage. On these maps, the Greek names of regions,
villages, geographical areas and forms are replaced with seemingly random Turkish names such
as Blackwater River (Karasu), Flat Hill (Düzce tepe), Middle Hill (Orta tepe), Star
Neighbourhood (Yıldız Mahallesi), Hilly Village (Tepeköy) and so on. This was part of an ongoing renaming process which had begun with the change of the island’s name to Gökçeada in
1970 as to erase any remnants of the Imbrians and their displacement by using the visual tools
and administrative power of the Turkish state.544
In the meantime, despite the efforts of many Imbrian authors and other scholars,
archaeological excavations of the Hellenic and Byzantine remains on the island have been
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mostly limited to surface surveys, while there are active excavation projects on the prehistoric
remains of Imbros. A number of studies present an overview of the archaeological findings on
Imbros, the most comprehensive of which is Bärbel Ruhl’s Imbros: Archäologie Einer

Nordostägäischen Insel.545
Moreover, the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century sources, such as Alexander
Conze in 1860, Charles Fredrich in 1908, and Charles Picard and Adolphe Reinach in 1912,
provide a list of ancient remains discovered on the island during their investigations.546
However, when the first archaeological documentation attempt was carried out in 1995 by
Robert Ousterhout, a prominent scholar working on Byzantine Architecture, and Winfried
Held, they failed to find the majority of these monuments, most likely because these
monuments no longer existed in situ on Imbros.547
In their report, Ousterhout and Held state that the oldest settlement on Imbros, which
belongs to prehistoric period, is the tumulus located on the southwest side of Kastro (Kalekoy)
village, where the ancient city of Imbros used to be.548 They also note that the name of this city
was Palaiopolis in the fifteenth century, and, apart from some pieces of the city walls, they could
not find any evidence of ancient remains.549 This area is named as Yellice Hill (Windy Hill) in
the official Turkish maps. Ousterhout and Held continue their report with descriptions of
several architectural elements like grave stelais, friezes, reliefs etc. which they found in Imbros
(not in situ), and end their survey with these comments: ‘Although none of the individual
pieces we recorded is spectacular or particularly significant by itself, taken together the
collected artefacts begin to tell the long and important history of the island’.550
Consequently, in the 1990s the issue of Imbros’s ancient history and its remains
remained to be determined, while the memory of the places that used to be engraved in the
names of the localities had already largely disappeared due to the renaming process of the
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Turkish authorities. Having been unable to get permission for archaeological excavations for
Hellenic remains,551 the Imbrian diaspora instead put together all the information regarding
the place names of Imbros and created a database of these names alongside brief descriptions,
and then turned this into the book Toponymic Map of Imbros to show this otherwise
uncharted history.552 Toponymic Map of Imbros is a collection of 2,428 place names, each of
which has a brief description, and uses satellite maps to represent these localities. The
descriptions include geographical descriptions, religious attributions, and historical events. In
this regard, Toponymic Map of Imbros as a book of names helps to create localities through
linking these names with histories – collective knowledge of the Imbrian diaspora.
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5

CHAPTER

IN THE ISLAND: The Panigyri (The Festival)

This chapter is based on the observation and experience of an annual festival and other
associated rituals on Imbros. The chapter describes the principal concepts, elements and
spatiality of the festival, while examining the implications and possibilities of this seasonal
event for the Imbrian community and daily life on Imbros. In other words, despite the fact that
the subject matter is an Orthodox Christian liturgy (the festival), organised by the Imbrians of
the diaspora and of the island, the festival goes beyond the purpose of a religious practice as it
is endowed with notions of displacement, return and coexistence.
Today, for Imbrians, their rituals and memories are the main features of their social
and cultural activities that determine their experience of the island. As a result, in many
occasions these rituals have transcended being solely about the liturgies and ceremonies taking
place in religious buildings. In fact, gradually, they have consisted of various social activities
filled with symbolic and socioeconomic significance. Enabling the Imbrians to connect the
present with the past through Imbros’ built environment and landscape, these rituals also draw
together the different population groups of the island who are otherwise disconnected if not
hostile to each other. Although most rituals take place during the festival, over the last decade
the Imbrian returnees have initiated new rituals or revitalised a few more old ones, spanning
over the year. Nonetheless, this chapter focuses on August through which the festival and its
related rituals take place.
The festival, however, is in constant state of flux, and even during the course of my
fieldwork it has undergone palpable change. While I was collecting stories about the previous
years’ festivals in order to discern continuities and discontinuities, I realised that there has been
a continuous change in the experience and practice of the festival since its initial revitalisation
in the late 1990s. The festival therefore provides an ambivalent social and spatial experience
whose analysis provided in this chapter belongs to a particular period (2016-2018). In this
regard, this changeability of the festival can be read as both a weakness and a strength. It is a
weakness because these changes prove that events like this are still contingent upon the wider
political dynamics that had caused the displacement of the Imbrians in the first place. Its
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strength, on the other hand, comes from this same flexible nature, which enables different
generations to re-invent different ways of connecting with the island by using the rituals and
the festival beyond the practice of normative religious doctrines.

5.1. Introduction
On Imbros, the Imbrians used to pursue their religious and traditional rituals all year long and
throughout the entire island, villages and landscape alike. This situation has not only been
affirmed by my conversations with Imbrian interviewees and informants, but has also been
ascertained by the widespread presence of small chapels, which Imbrians call monasteries, all
over the island, even on the remotest, uninhabited corners (Fig. 45).553 The busy cycle of rituals,
which are categorised as daily, weekly, monthly and yearly, also shows that the rituals had a
prominent role in the daily and spiritual lives of the islanders. However, since their
displacement, the Imbrian community lost more than ninety percent of their population on
Imbros, whilst the Turkish residents has increasingly populated the island since the 1970s – a
situation which is defined as emplacement and discussed in the previous part ‘Name 1:
Gökçeada’.
Despite these changing circumstances, the contemporary festival has maintained its
tradition of incorporating different spaces and places of the island, such as churches,
cemeteries, squares and chapels, to some extent through a series of rituals taking place
consecutively or, as in 2018, simultaneously during August each year. This chapter begins with
an introduction to the festival and unfolds through the sequence of the festival spaces which
are entangled with religious and diasporic symbolism and metaphors.
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In the third part of this thesis, title ‘Name 3 Imroz’, I explain this feature of the historic rural life on Imbros.

Figure 45: A chapel around Schoinoudi/ Dereköy, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.

5.1.1. Origins

There are a few starting points for the idea of origins on the island. One of them is to begin
with the island’s name. The story on the origin of the island’s name Imbros, as provided by
Moustoksydis and Koutloumousianos, is that Imbros came from the ritual for Imbramos, the
ancient Greek god identified as Hermes554 who is linked with ‘furtiveness and thieving’ in
Homer’s Iliad.555 Other sources also associate the name of Imbros with ‘the presumably Carian
theonym Imbramos/Imbrasos’, which is another name for the god Hermes.556 According to
Norman Oliver Brown, the author of Hermes the Thief: The Evolution of a Myth, Hermes was
‘a patron god of the pastoral life’ and had a significant pastoral function in both myth and ritual,
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especially in tribal contexts.557 So, considering Hermes’ importance for pastoral life and for
other neighbouring islands such as Lesbos and Samos, Imbros’ association with the cult of
Hermes is a persuasive theory.
Moustoksydis and Koutloumousianos further support their claims on the existence of
a Hermes cult on Imbros by referencing seminal texts from and on ancient history.558 Following
their references, some concise historical information can be found in seventeenth and
eighteenth-century sources. For instance, in 1688 Piacenza makes mention of the temples
dedicated to Hermes and Gaea on Imbros as being part of an ancient city, and Choiseul
Gouffier also refers to the remains of an ancient city dedicated to Hermes on the island.559 There
is also documentation of an inscription carved on a small stone-base that has this following
text: ‘We set this up to Hermes of the agora, herald of the gods, a gift to thee, lord, and a
decoration placed to ourselves[…]’.560 Moustoksydis infers from this inscription that Imbrians
practised special worship of Hermes ‘who was formerly known by his Carian name of Imbrasos,
and either gave his name to the island or conversely received that name as a local epithet’.561
Moreover, some early twentieth-century studies of the island’s classical past, such as those by
Fredrich and Conze, and the Hermes coins found on Imbros, all support the idea of a Hermes
cult on Imbros (Fig. 46 and 47).562 In short, the Hermes cult is generally agreed to have been
honoured in Imbros and to have given the island its name.563
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Figure 46: Hermes Imbramos right, holding branch and phiale; thymiaterion to right, Imbros, c. 350-300 BC.564

Figure 47: Hermes Imbramos, ithyphallic, standing right, holding branch and phiale; thymiaterion to right, Imbros, c. 350300 BC .565

Regarding both contemporary and historical rituals on Imbros, the other concept, or
theory, related to the origins of the island is the cult of Kabeiroi [Κάβειροι in Greek].566 The cult
of Kabeiroi Mysteria (the mysteries of Kabeiroi) is the name for the ancient mystery cults of
the Greeks and the Roman. There are several arguments as to the meaning and the origin of

Kabeiroi, but what is widely agreed is its connection with Asia Minor and its Pre-Greek past.567
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Kabeiroi,568 found in local inscriptions as ‘great’ or ‘great gods’, were most honoured in
Samothrace, Lemnos and Imbros and ‘attracted worshippers from the entire Greek and Roman
world’.569 Drawing on Strabo’s Geographia, a seventh-century source,570 it is claimed that the
cult of kabeiroi was honoured solely on these islands, although the term has been connected
with similar Asia Minor or East-Anatolian cults such as Kybele.571 Linked with the rituals for
Hermes which endured on Imbros since antiquity, as Moustoksydis claims, the Imbrian rituals
showed a sexually explicit ways of honouring those cults of kabeiroi.572 According to Mnaseus
and Dionysodorus, in Commentary on Apollonius Rhodius’ Argonautica, Hermes was one of
the kabeiroi gods who was worshipped within extraordinary rituals which originated in
Samothrace and Imbros.573 In this context, both sources describe these rituals as being full of
feasts and sacrifices. Yet they do not provide any details due to the lack of sources or studies,
especially on Imbros.574
To sum up, the origins mentioned here, although gathered from some historical
sources, are largely part of a collective imagination or memory as they have recurred in my
interviews with the Imbrians in the forms of stories and local histories whether orally or in
texts. Hence, the aim here is not to offer forced continuities between paganism and Christianity
on the island or elsewhere.575 Instead, the theory on the cult of kabeiroi or the origin of its name
is crucial to realise the mechanisms of creating local histories, identities and affinities with the
neighbouring islands. In this regard, what the idea of an historical origin linked to the history
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of kabeiroi mainly offers to Imbrians today is an alternative perspective to its isolated situation
as one of only two Turkish islands in the Aegean Sea. In short, this new perspective emphasizes
the unity of the island within its region and with the neighbouring islands, notably Samothrace
and Lemnos.

5.1.2. Orthodox Christian Religion

Orthodox Christian Religion is thought to have begun to be practiced on Imbros in the second
century, although the history of the Church of Imbros until the eleventh century is based on
scant and incomplete evidence. 576 Yet, despite these unknowns, the general view is that there
has been continuous Orthodox Christian practice on Imbros from the second century onwards
under the rule of different empires.577 This situation continued into the twentieth century. In
1923, when the Republic of Turkey was founded, the Imbros church was a metropolitan
church.578 The metropolitan church of Imbros and Tenedos, under the Ecumenical Patriarchate
of Constantinople, sustains its status today and is located in Panagia (the country centre) on
Imbros.
In her study of social experience and religion in rural Greece, Laurie Kain Hart
mentions two principles of religious activity and thought in Orthodox Christian religion.579 The
first is ‘the calendrical cycle of festivals in celebration of the birth, life, death, and resurrection
of Christ and the birth, life and dormition of Panagia (Virgin Mary)’.580 For Hart, the Church
inherited this calendrical cycle, an organic framework linked with natural and economic cycles,
from the pagan cults, and this syncretism had a crucial impact on the Christian theology of
time.581
On Imbros, this calendar had been interrupted by the displacement of the Imbrians,
and, except a few prominent days such as Panagia (The Assumption Day celebrated on 15th
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August) many festivals had disappeared until the diaspora began to visit the island in the 1990s.
After this date, some festivals have been gradually revitalised. Yet the prominent festival season
continued to be the summer festival period marked by the Panagia largely due to its historical
significance and its convenient timing for those Imbrians who can visit the island only during
the summer months. In this context, parts of the religious calendar have been reinvented in
circumstances in which liturgical cycles did not neatly correspond with new diasporic ones.
Consequently, the hierarchy of liturgies on Imbros differed from other examples in Greece or
elsewhere. For instance, Hart observes that, in the region of Richia, as with all Greece, the most
significant of the liturgical cycles is Lent and Easter Pentecost, and not summer.582 This is also
true for the general structure of the Greek Orthodox religion.
The second major scheme of religious activity and thought, as summarised by Hart,
involves the reverence of saints in particular localities such as churches and monasteries.583 In
Imbros this was further deployed in the monasteries (little chapels) scattered over the island.
Each had been dedicated to either local or universal saints. The Imbrians were visiting these
monasteries for different purposes throughout the year. However, this sense of space on the
island does not exactly continue today. Nonetheless, the Imbrian community has created new
diasporic versions of this spatiality, through which they experience the landscape of the island.

5.2. Πανηγύρι/Panigyri: The Festival
5.2.1. Panigyri of the Past

The ritual year of the Orthodox Christian religion is produced by a conjunction of a nonChristian ritual history (belonging to the particular locality), a popular social and economic
calendar and a Christian teaching.584 Thus, as an amalgamation of these secular and religious,
local and universal phenomena, a local ritual calendar is, to some extent, idiosyncratic in terms
of the hierarchy of importance of the liturgical events.
In Imbros’ calendar, summer was associated with festivals, which are called panigyri
[πανηγύρι] in Greek and translated into Turkish as panayir, of the Panagia (Virgin Mary) and
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saints during which feasting occurred in abundance.585 Each village on Imbros had its annual
festival on a different day in summer according to the holy figure or saint to which its principal
church is dedicated. This festival season also coincided with the period in which the Imbrians
resided in the damia districts – a district of summer houses (dami) of the island surrounded by
fields, meadows and orchards and used mainly for animal husbandry but also for agricultural
activities.586 Dami buildings, as discussed further in the third part of this thesis, is an
architectural form and spatiality with which Imbrians created a rural life spreading on across
the island through a network of settlements (villages and damia districts) and individual
buildings (chapels, monasteries, individual damis). Thus, the festivals were occurring in the
period when the community was at its most mobile.
Drawing on other studies of the panigyri, it can be said that the necessities of the
agrarian cycle shaped the annual cycle of the rituals into a final form, where the summers on
the island gained a particular social and religious significance.587 Hart defines a similar situation
in Richia (a rural settlement in Greece) as where ‘patterns of abundance and scarcity define the
year’.588 Hart further poetically narrates this pattern of abundance poetically as:
The end of summer is loved for its abundance of fruits: they say, in Richia as
elsewhere in Greece, “August, dear August/ if only you came round twice a year”
(Αύγουστε, καλέ μου Αύγουστε, / Να ήσουν δυο βουλές το χρόνο). In August
everything – the pears, grapes, figs, almonds, quince, tomatoes – seems to ripen
at once.589
The liveliness of August on Imbros is similarly described by my Imbrian informants.
In fact, historically, the nature of island life compelled islanders to be self-sustaining, and local
conditions usually prevented any festivities outside of August. Nonetheless, the summer, as
explained by the Imbrians, meant an abundance of not only agricultural products and festivals
but also agrarian duties undertaken by islanders. Alongside heavy labour, a full festival calendar
also pervaded the Imbrians’ summer lives.
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5.2.2. Panigyri of the Diaspora

Literally, panigyri is a ritual of re-membering the place and the people, a painful
act of putting together of the dismembered community. As a ritual, it is a
repetitive act that manifests the profound need to reclaim and to look back.590
Today, the general structure of the Orthodox Christian year is partially subrogated by the
diasporic cycle on Imbros. This situation caused one specific summer festival to gain a
prominent role above others and beyond the major feasts of Christmas and Easter. This
contemporary festival – the festival of the Panagia, Virgin Mary – takes place on the 15th August
in Agridia. Located on a higher hill than the other four villages, Agridia with Agioi Theodoroi
constitutes the two key villages of Imbros that maintain an Imbrian community, culture and a
ritual tradition.
As one of the Imbrian informants, who was born in Agioi Theodoroi, stated, the
decision by the diaspora to attend this festival collectively was a critical decision in changing
the power dynamics on the island.591 After the hostile policies targeting the Imbrians from the
1960s until the end of 1970s, by the 1990s the weight of the pressure on Imbrian existence on
Imbros started to diminish. As a result, possibilities arouse to visit the island and to support
the few Imbrian elders who were still living on the island. The Imbrian diaspora, therefore,
started gradually to revive the old rituals and traditions by the end of the 1990s.592 It was
evidently a very ambitious decision, and thus required constant effort to combine secular and
profane elements in order to attract different generations of Imbrians to the island while
avoiding generating new conflicts with the Turkish authorities.
Firstly, the diaspora initiated organised trips to the island during August. This was
also evocative of the past traditions of the island life in which August had been exceptionally
eventful and lively. Each year, more people joined these trips, and, at some point, the Imbros
Associations began to arrange bus services to the island that took the Imbrians from Athens
and Thessaloniki to the island in the first week of the August and then returned them by the
end of August. The August events consist of a series of liturgies and social gatherings and are
changing to some extent every year. At the centre of the festival is the Panagia, which is the
festival/feast day of the Assumption of Virgin Mary and which occurs on 15th August.
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By the early 2000s, this traditional festival (panigyri), revitalised by the diaspora, was
already gathering more than 2,000 Imbrians on Imbros during August. As one of the first
researchers who studied the displacement of Imbros Rums, Tsimouris defines this festival as a
pilgrimage for Imbrians, emphasizing its organised manner but also its emotional and religious
significations. Another researcher, Babül, a sociologist who wrote her master thesis on Imbros
in 2003, describes the festival as playing ‘a central role in the Rums’ return to the island’.593
Similarly, Say, in his 2013 study on the rituals of Imbros, focuses on the programme of the
festival as ‘a new phenomenon’ for the Imbrians that connects members of the community.594
In research conducted in the early 2000s, the festival is also described as ‘a highly
charged political arena’595 or ‘an open contestation’.596 Tsimouris, for example, states that the
festival is ‘where the returnees assert their long-term attachment to the island in an attempt to
undermine the tourist misrepresentations disseminated by the local authorities and tourist
guides’.597 For Babül, on the other hand, the embedded contestation of the festival was created
by the local Turkish authorities who were claiming to show an act of tolerance by allowing the
existence of the festival and thus of other cultures.598 Gradually, while the festival was extended
by the diaspora in order to increase their visibility, the Turkish authorities, such as the mayor
of the island and the district governor, were strategically invited to these extended events.599
Thereby, after the re-emergence of the festival in the second half of the 1990s, over the
last two decades, the festival has gained more and more attention from international and
national platforms. In the meantime, stories of the multicultural character of the island were
freely and abundantly deployed in Turkish politics, and without acknowledging the Imbrian
displacement in the past. Accordingly, reports such as the one on ‘preserving the bicultural
character of the two Turkish islands as a model for co-operation between Turkey and Greece
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in the interest of the people concerned’600 or projects like the movement of cittaslow601 began
to picture the island as the ultimate tourist destination for those looking for authenticity and
natural beauty.602

5.2.3. Panigyri and the Concept of Dialogue

During the 2016 festival season, the tension between the local authorities and the Imbrian
associations coincided with the general turmoil in the political arena of Turkey due to the coup
attempt of 15th July of that same year. 2016 was also the year Patriarch Bartholomew was
celebrating his 25th anniversary in the patriarchate, and several celebrations had already been
organised for his honour including a concert, opening ceremonies of newly-refurbished
buildings and a newly-built union building in the village of Schoinoudi, plus several talks and
gatherings. The concert took place with the absence of ‘protocol’, the mayor and the district
governor. This situation, together with several newspaper articles accusing the ill-timed
festivities of the Imbrians (due to the recentness of the coup attempt), forced the associations
to go underground on the next day of the concert. By contrast, in 2017 and 2018 the festival of
the Panagia witnessed an enormous attendance, while the purpose of commemorating
displacement and exile faded alongside an exuberance of feasting that was organised by local
restaurants.
As we can see from the above, and from the other stories of the festival provided by
previous researchers, each festival is a particular case happening at a particular time and in a
particular place. So, it is a specific assemble of space and time in which a variety of voices
interact. Thus, inherently, it acts as a dialogue, the experience of which is ambivalent and
immensely plural. In this regard, Bakhtin’s dialogical thinking works as a conceptual lens with
which the experience of the festival engaged through fieldwork unveils the variety of voices.
With this understanding, the festival presents a continual dialogue which – albeit interacting
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with the previous years’ festival experiences – unfolds in a distinct manner each time it is
repeated. Accordingly, this inquiry studies multiple space-time configurations of the festival.
The festival has attracted the attention of academics from the disciplines of
anthropology, sociology and folklore since 2000, and much of what they noticed through their
research was still valid in the perception of the festival during the later fieldwork for this study.
For example, drawing on his own fieldwork analysis in 2001, Tsimouris explains the festival in
relation to Hayden’s concept of antagonistic tolerance, and further describes it as a sharing of
the same religious or ethnic space by both Turkish authorities and Imbrian returnees, but
which has little to do with affirmative pluralistic coexistence, rather, it is more about a passive
tolerance which does not require any embracing of the Other.603 Deploying the pilgrimage
metaphor, Tsimouris interprets the duality of the existing situation in Imbros as ‘tourism
versus pilgrimage’, describing the attempts of Imbros’s local government as an act of
folklorising of the return of Greeks and as a counter movement to Imbrians’ collective
pilgrimage.604 Tsimouris recounts the contested nature as ‘the festivities that take place annually
on 15th August lie at the centre of this re-signification endeavour and, consequently, become a
contested arena between Turkish authorities and the returnees’.605 Another researcher on
Imbros’ rituals, Say,606 on the other hand, provides a very detailed and interesting narrative of
his exclusion from some events organised by the Imbrians, which were part of ‘the mysteries
of the August program’,607 despite his role as a researcher.608 Babül – a Turkish anthropologist
who was on the island at the same time as Tsimouris – interprets the festival as ‘a way of
claiming belonging to and on Imbros’ for the diasporic Imbrian community.609 In short, all
these three researchers – Tsimouris, Say and Babül – while acknowledging the contestations
inherited in these events of the festival, talk about the symbolic, socioeconomic and political
significance of the festival.
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5.3. At the Church
The church in question in this section is located in the village of Agridia (Αγρίδια in Greek and
Tepeköy in Turkish). This church, which is the principal church of Agridia, is dedicated to the
Mother Mary. Thus, the Panagia which refers to the Assumption day of Virgin Mary is the
main festival (panigyri) of the village. The word ‘Panagia’ is defined as ‘a favourite title of the
Blessed Virgin Mary in the Eastern Church’,610 and the festival of the Panagia is celebrated on
15th August throughout Christian countries.

5.3.1. Inside the Church

As observed over three years between 2016 and 2018, and as verified by the islanders’
testimonies, the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, Bartholomew, who was born and
grew up in the village of Agioi Theodoroi on Imbros, runs the liturgies with a group of
ecclesiastics coming from different cities or islands of Greece and also from Istanbul (Fig. 48).
The Patriarch, a well-known figure on the island for his significant contribution to Imbros and
its community, is seen as a spiritual and political leader for the Imbrians.
The liturgies start at 9 o’clock in the morning on 15th August. Earlier in the morning,
while the liturgies are still due to begin, a few Imbrians – most of whom I know from the
Imbrian Syllogos in Athens – come earlier than the main crowd, helping the preparations for
the liturgical events (Fig. 49 and 50). Later in the morning, the church becomes packed with
people. My fieldwork on the island indicates that the Imbrians constitute the majority of the
Panagia event, but there are also people coming from Eastern European countries, like Greece,
Bulgaria and Russia, in the church (Fig. 51 and 52).
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Figure 48: Patriarch Bartholomew during the Panagia in Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

Analysing rituals by analysing through the built environment is a common way of
exploring issues related to architecture and sacred. In fact, studies often draw analogies between
certain elements of rituals and their physical environments. For example, Jan Elsner claims that
as an invitation to and an announcement of sacred space, architecture has a material function
analogous to some qualities of the ritual itself.611 Visually, the contrast between the heavy
decoration of the sanctuary and the other parts of the church, in which the audience stands, is
probably the most obvious feature of the humble structure of the church of Agridia. However,
what is interesting is that this contrast is also repeated between the male spectacles (religious
officials of all sorts) dressed in colourful ceremonial clothes and the spectators, who consist
mostly of women (Fig. 53, 54 and 55).
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Figure 49: The
church during the
Panagia in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 50: The
church during the
Panagia in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.
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Figure 51: The
church during the
Panagia in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

Figure 52: The
Mezzanine of the
Panagia church in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.
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Figure 53: The
church during the
Panagia in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 54: The
church during the
Panagia in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.
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Figure 55: The church during the Panagia in
Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.

It is not a simple task to specify
the status of women in Orthodox
ideology. Yet it is obvious in the
Imbrian community that women
are the symbol of pre-eminence
of

the

enduring

Imbrian

community of the island who
have never left the island.612 In
remaining behind they often had
to send their children abroad
when

the

emplacements

state-organised
ended

the

possibility of making a living on
the island for Imbrians in the
1960s and 1970s. But they
themselves have stayed despite
the hostilities of the 1960s and 1970s against the minorities, and despite their progressive
solitude on the island.613 By the end of the 1990s, the island had only about 300 Imbrian
residents, most of whom were women. Although the women’s participation in the liturgies
inside the church seem to be the role of mere spectators, the presence of the female figures in
the collective events of the community is a foundational element of the diasporic identity of the
Imbrian community – a situation which renders its audience as the silent actors of this very
event.
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Furthermore, during the liturgies, people are coming in and out incessantly as the
church is not monumental in size – a single-storey country church with a low-pitched partial
mezzanine, which is a balcony-like wooden structure. The continuous circulation between the
churchyard and the inside of the church also enables as many people as possible to see these
liturgies (Fig. 51). Spatially, this situation also conjures up the pilgrimage metaphor which
Tsimouris deploys to describe the meaning of the Panagia for Imbrians.614 In his study,
Tsimouris explains what he has called ‘a diasporic pilgrimage in a contested place’ with the
religious discourse, one of which is the Virgin Mary who is seen as ‘having the “power to
provide assistance and comfort, and to empower those who pray to her” (Hermkens 2007:4)’.615
Alongside the preeminent status of women among the community, the extraordinary
importance of Panagia (Mary the mother of Christ) can thus be explained with this twofold
signification process of the female figures through which the diasporic narrative is being told.
As Tsimouris notes, the patriarch promotes this view by making an analogy between
the sufferings of Panagia and the Imbrians.616 Hence, the islander women are perceived as the
embodiment of the phenomenon of displacement as experienced on the island, and especially
within the context of the church. The church is thus the place where the new generations of the
Imbrians are introduced to their community’s history and traditions, this architecture being
inextricably linked with the physical spaces of the island, within an orthodox Christian setting.
In this regard, the well-maintained and lively presence of the church against a background that
consists largely of dilapidated or ruined and unoccupied buildings creates a theatrical
atmosphere through which the displacement of the Imbrians is enacted.
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Figure 56: From the ceremony to honour the previous president of the Imbrian Syllogos in Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

Not only does the religious discourse seep into the spatiality of the island through
these diasporic practices, but the social and cultural elements of the community in turn find a
place in the liturgies. The last part of this five-hour Panagia liturgy in which the patriarch is
present at almost all times, walking inside and outside the sanctuary where only religious
officials are allowed, is the patriarch’s own preaching. The liturgies’ connection with the social
and political life is especially noticeable in this preaching. In 2017, at the end of the patriarch’
preaching, a ceremony to honour the previous president of the Imbrian Syllogos in Athens took
place (Fig. 56). This continued in the second half of the events taking place at the churchyard
and further ended with a dinner reception at another location where the religious officials
including the patriarch were present.

5.3.2. Outside the Church

The Panagia events of the church occupy two spaces: the church and the churchyard. While
the liturgy inside the church does not allow for any active participation except for that of the
religious officials, the more collective events happen in the churchyard. The churchyard also
characterises the traditional and collective aspects of the Panagia event, at the centre of which
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is the act of eating together. As such, the preparations of the churchyard event begin during the
previous night when the members of the Imbrian community are busy sacrificing a bull, which
is traditionally the symbol of this panigyri (festival/ feast day) of the Panagia: the festival of the
Assumption of Mary (Fig. 57, 58 and 59).
In his book on the evolution of the myth of Hermes, Brown notes that during the first
period of Hermes myth, Hermes was connected with cattle while his pastoral functions as a god
were restricted to the protection of sheep.617 The rituals for Hermes are also known to have
been common on the North Aegean islands, such as Lesvos and Chios, which are better
documented than Imbros in terms of their ancient Greek history. The aspects of ‘lived
religion’,618 which Anna-Karina Hermkens investigates in the context of New Guinea in her
study,619 are often informed by historical elements (either the ancient or the recent history
which was the case of Hermkens) but also by the socioeconomic realities of the regions. My
Imbrian informants repeated many times that animal sacrifice continued to have a strong place
in the twentieth-century rituals on Imbros. Considering their socioeconomic circumstances as
peasants, this is barely surprising. Yet the traditional bull sacrifice, despite the island’s livestock
being predominantly comprised of sheep, indicates a more complex relationship in the
emergence and transformation of their rituals.
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Figure 57: The
Panagia at the
churchyard in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c1950s (EMIT).

Figure 58: The
Panagia at the
churchyard in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c1960s (EMIT).
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Figure 59: The bull sacrifice, unknown location, Imbros/ Gökçeada, c2000s, from the personal archive of Kostas
Hristoforidis.

On the eve of the Panagia liturgy of the church, the special dish called Kourkouta
begins to be cooked with the sacrificed meat (Fig. 60, 61, 62 and 63). From the Imbrian
informants, it is known that animal sacrifices used to take place throughout the year on Imbros
until the time of the displacements. One of the common occasions was that, during their visits
to the mountain chapels with a priest, they often slaughtered the animals which they had
brought along.620 On the island, a sacrificed animal is called korbania or korvania (κορβανια in
Greek and kurban in Turkish) from the Hebrew word ‘korban’ meaning gift,621 while the big
kettles are called kazania (καζανιά in Greek and kazan in Turkish), which is another hybrid
word used on the island.622 Etymologically, the origin of the Turkish word ‘kazan’, meaning big
copper pot, goes back to the Oghuz dialect of the Turkic language family, and thus goes back
to around eighth century.623
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Figure 60: Outside
of the Panagia
church where
Kourkouta is being
cooked, in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c2000s, from the
personal archive of
Kostas
Hristoforidis.

Figure 61: Outside
of the Panagia
church where
Kourkouta is being
cooked, in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c2000s, from the
personal archive of
Kostas
Hristoforidis.
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Figure 62: Outside of the Panagia church where
Kourkouta is being cooked, in Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada, c1990s, from the personal archive of
Kostas Hristoforidis.

Figure 63: Outside
of the Panagia
church on the eve of
the Panagia day, in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c2000s, from the
personal archive of
Kostas Hristoforidis.
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Due to stricter regulations, Imbrians are unable to carry out any sacrifice at the
churchyard, as observed during 2016 and onwards.624 Instead, this sacrifice takes place
elsewhere while the collective cooking continues in its usual location along the low wall of the
churchyard.
Behind the remains of the wood cooking fires from the previous night, the churchyard,
like the inside of the church, becomes crowded with people from the early morning onwards
(Fig. 64, 65 and 66). Since its revitalisation, the events at the church attract tourists and some
of the Turkish islanders. In this context, as the islanders acknowledge, the rituals of sacrificing
animals, collective cooking and feasting define a particular social and religious gathering which
is common to both Christianity and Islam. Hence, it is common for a passer-by to join these
events. The events at the churchyard end with the distribution of this traditional meal to all the
participants of these rituals, including Imbrians, Turkish islanders and tourists (Fig. 67, 68 and
69).

Figure 64: The churchyard during the Panagia in Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.
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The new regukations are strictly applied when the Imbrians applied for the permissions of their events. “2018
Yili Kurban Hizmetlerinin Uygulanmasina Dair Tebliğ,” no: 30453, 19th June 2018, Resmi Gazete,
http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2018/06/20180619-3.htm.
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Figure 65: The
churchyard during
the Panagia in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.

Figure 66: The
churchyard during
the Panagia in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2016.
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As this suggests, as the leading festival on the island, the Panagia rituals generate a
tourist presence in the church and churchyard by attributing authentic reputations to the
Imbrian community’s rituals. Albeit triggering some small-scale reactions among Imbrians, the
tourist presence is often tolerated as long as they do not hamper the rituals. In the meantime,
for Imbrians, these events function as a window into what a new life on the island could be like.
Recently, all the churches of Imbros started to become busy with liturgical events during the
summer months, but the main Panagia ceremony continues to maintain Agridia’s key role
within the ritual year.625

Figure 67: Kourkouta distribution on the Panagia day, in Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, c2010s, from the personal archive of
Kostas Hristoforidis.

625

Due to the increased number of Imbrians who have returned to the island, other Orthodox Christian
liturgies, including the Easter and Christmas, have begun to be organised in the churches by the Imbrian
community on Imbros.
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Figure 68:

Kourkouta
distribution on the
Panagia day, in
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c2010s, from the
personal archive of
Kostas Hristoforidis.

Figure 69: Kourkouta distribution on the Panagia day, in
Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1990s, from the personal
archive of Kostas Hristoforidis.
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5.4. At the Village
Historically, the Panagia liturgy and its panigyri were not restricted to the church and the
churchyard. In fact, various kinds of festivities related to the panigyri also occurred within
various spaces and places of the Imbrian village and landscape. As recounted by my Imbrian
informants, the traditional panigyri consisted of a typical carnivalesque street fair in which
Imbrians walked long distances together from one sacred location to the other through the
main streets of the villages (Fig. 70).626 Today, albeit differently from the past, the festival still
takes to multiple public spaces. Among these public spaces, two are most prominent: the
cemetery and the square. In this regard, this section ‘At the Village’ analyses the cemetery and
the square within which the festival is celebrated, negotiated and reproduced in the postdisplacement era. This section is thus an exploration of alternative conceptions of these public
spaces that are reproduced spatially and symbolically through the dialogical mechanisms of the
rituals.

Figure 70: The Panigyri of Easter in Schoinoudi, Imbros/Gökçeada, 1954 (EMIT).
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Some of these routes will be discussed in the next section ‘5.5. At the Μοναστήρι (The Mountain Chapel)’.
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Rituals here function as a tool by which to conceptualise certain sociocultural, political
and cyclical aspects of activities embodied in the built environment of the village during the
festival. Using rituals in this manner – as a conceptual tool instead of as a solely religious
activity – is not something new. Scholars of religious studies like Jan Elsner suggest that, ‘ritual
as a fundamental aspect of religion is not fully synonymous with religion, nor does it constitute
all that ritual (or ritualised activity) may be’.627 Hence, a ritual does not have to refer solely to
the liturgies and ceremonies taking place in religious buildings and under the guidance of
religious official. Instead, a ritual can appear in the form of a collective or individual activity
that is charged with symbolic and metaphoric significations. More specifically, for Imbros the
rituals are essential for the Imbrian diaspora to generate communal meanings and a sense of
belonging, while they also initiate dialogic interactions between the Imbrians (the displaced),
the built environment of the island (the place), and the other islander communities (the
emplaced).
Drawing on this conceptual framework, the cemetery and the square pose two distinct
examples of rituals for the Imbrians. First, an Imbrian cemetery is located on prominent
locations in the villages of Imbros. It can be both an allocated place at the fringe of the village
centre, as in the case of Agridia which is discussed in the next sub-section, and situated in the
rear of a church, as with the cemetery of the principal church of Agioi Theodoroi (Fig. 71). As
overpopulation has never been an issue on the island, at least for the Imbrian villages, these
small-scale cemeteries have been able to meet the needs of the Imbrian community. Since the
1990s, with the revitalisation of the festival, the cemeteries have also gained certain ritualistic
significations. Second, squeezed into a pattern of seasonal use by the diasporic cycles of the
Imbrian community, the square under discussion is a conceptual space of which, in real life,
the Imbrian villages are deprived. However, this conceptual square finds its physical form in
the temporary transformation of car parks. That said, these occasional public squares are, in
some cases, actual public squares that became redundant and began to be used as car parks for
a major part of the year.

627
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Elsner, “Material Culture and Ritual,” 13.

Figure 71: The cemetery of the principal church of Agioi Theodoroi, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2016.

5.4.1. At the Cemetery

The Imbrian cemeteries on Imbros share similar functional and aesthetic features. In line with
this chapter’s theme – the festival – the cemetery discussed here is the main cemetery of Agridia
village where the panigyri and the Panagia liturgies take place. Located five minutes’ walk from
the village square – mostly used as a car park – and the Panagia church, the cemetery of the
Agridia displays the characteristics of eighteenth and early nineteenth-century cemeteries due
to its proximity to the village centre.628 In his seminal text ‘Of Other Spaces’, Foucault defines
cemeteries as a space ‘connected with all the sites of the city-state or society or village, etc., since
each individual, each family has relatives in the cemetery’.629 According to Foucault, this,
however, changed during the nineteenth century with the bourgeois consideration of the
cemetery as a place spreading illness, such that ‘the cemeteries then came to constitute no
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Cemeteries had been largely relocated in the end of the nineteenth century due to the threat of diseases.
Expropriation of cemeteries became a tool for applying the modern ideals into the city planning. For a study
looking into this period of Istanbul, see N. Işık Demirakin, "Expropriation as A Modernizing Tool in The
Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Empire: The Case Of Cemeteries In Beyoglu," International Journal of Turkish
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longer the sacred and immortal heart of the city, but ‘the other city’, where each family
possesses its dark resting place’.630 By contrast, Imbrian cemeteries have not been relocated or
reconceptualised over the centuries. Instead, with its well-cared graves and the central location,
the cemetery of Agridia indicates that life and death are still very much interwoven into daily
village life (Fig. 72).

Figure 72: A gravestone of a couple in the
cemetery of Agridia, Imbros/ Gökçeada,
2017.

Today, as part of the revitalised
festival, a collective visit to the
cemetery occurs following the
Panagia liturgy of the church on
15th

August.

After

the

distribution of kourkouta at the
churchyard, the Imbrians slowly
go ahead to the cemetery in
smaller groups. At first glance,
the rituals at the cemetery seem
to have a celebratory nature as
they include the offering and
eating of desserts and sweets,
notwithstanding the fact that the
cemetery is a constant reminder
of dissolution for the elderly population of the Imbros.
Both Tsimouris (1998) and Murat Yaykın (2005) discuss the aging population of the
island, who had resisted the displacement but could not sustain their families’ lives on the
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Ibid; there is large literature of this transformation of the cemeteries, however as it is not what happened in
Imbros, I briefly reference Foucault to point out the difference of the Imbrian cemeterty.
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island.631 In the publication of his exhibition There Is Only Death Here, Yaykın documents this
remaining Imbrian population, and focuses on the notion of death, which, he asserts, is
overwhelmingly present among the Imbrian community of the island (Fig. 73 and 74).632 The
local authorities’ statistics also indicate that the birth-rate has been very low, while funerals
have been very common in the Imbrian villages during the last two decades. Clearly the festival,
while initiating seasonal visits of the Imbrian diaspora, has not actually created a stable Imbrian
population on the island.633

Figure 73: The Imbrian community on the
island, 2005 (Murat Yaykın).
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2017.
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Figure 74: The Imbrian community on the island, 2005 (Murat Yaykın).

Drawing on my fieldwork at the cemetery, at first glance, the cemetery seems to
function as a monument or a reminder of these realities pertaining to the aging population of
the Imbrians of the island. However, not only does the cemetery manifest the implications of
the Imbrian displacement but it also unfolds certain contradictions within the Imbrian
community. In other words, the continuation of the feast, which begins at the churchyard with
kourkouta, through the cemetery is a sequence that represents the dichotomies of life and
death, the splendour of the church and the frugality of the cemetery (Fig. 75, 76, 77 and 78)
and, more importantly, the Imbrians of the diaspora and the Imbrians of the island.
Hence, these rituals at the cemetery elicit a discrepancy between the Imbrian diaspora
and the Imbrians of Imbros, as also acknowledged and expressed by the earlier researchers. For
example, after his fieldwork on the island in 1998, Tsimouris speaks of a kind of friction
between these different Imbrian groups, yet does not conceptualise the cemetery’s role in his
argument. He interprets the condition of the Imbrians who had stayed as ‘a form of survivalism,
having endured the destruction of their community and lives of limited resources in an
inhospitable environment’ and claims that the Imbrians of the island ‘express their disillusion
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Figure 75: The cemetery of Agridia, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

with regard to the resurgence of return’ and disassociate from the festivities of the panigyri and
other liturgies.634
To sum up, the dialogism embodied in the cemetery is a twofold process. The first is
similar to how Foucault conceptualises cemeteries as a highly heterotopic place representing a
break in traditional time due to their recalling both the loss of life and a quasi-eternity through
a permanent lot of dissolution and disappearance.635 Thus, in this Imbrian cemetery, this
heterotopic quality of the cemetery embodies a manifestation of familial bonds and of
inheritance rights to the island, and transforms the nineteenth-century Imbrian cemetery into
a historical witness in the form of a memorial place. The second process concerns the internal
dynamics of the Imbrian community. The cemetery brings an element of confrontation for the
diaspora through which they analyse and assess their return movement.
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Figure 76: The
cemetery of Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.

Figure 77: The
Panagia rituals at
the cemetery of
Agridia,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c2010s, from the
personal archive of
Kostas Hristoforidis.
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Figure 78: The cemetery of Agridia, Imbros/ Gökçeada, c2010s, from the personal archive of Kostas Hristoforidis.

5.4.2. At the Square

‘At the Square’ is an exploration of the conception of public square, as it appears during the
festival. Although the public space in question is more of a conceptual phenomenon, it occupies
a physical space in certain spatial and temporal conditions. There are two sets of conditions to
discuss in this sub-section, and both are examples of the public squares whose spatiality is
subject to cyclical changes.
One of the ramifications of the displacement of the Imbrians for the Imbrian villages
is that the planning of these village have not been able to develop. In other words, while the
villages have sustained their residential and religious buildings, the social and public spaces
have disappeared, due to Imbrian community suffering from the loss of its members. Yet when
the diaspora once again found new ways to be present on the island during the late 1990s, the
public spaces were far from being adequate for the new needs of the diaspora.
In the early 2000s, the potential public spaces determined by the Imbrians were often
around public buildings like the church and the schools, and which were then undergoing
comprehensive refurbishment processes. One of the first examples was the public square of the
village of Agridia, within which the evening festivities of the Panagia were organised. Fig. 79
and 80 show the public square of the Agridia which was transformed during the evening
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celebration of the panigyri in c. 1990s. In this evening celebration, the Imbrians gather in the
village square of Agridia, feasting and dancing till the morning. Open to a courtyard rather
than the main street, the Panagia church of Agridia, where the activities including the liturgies
and the animal sacrifice happen, is set at the far end of this square. Yet the church is partially
hidden from the view from the square by a row of buildings. The square is surrounded today
by a café, tavern and other residential buildings, since it was paved and turned into the village
square during the revitalisation of the rituals in the 2000s. On the other side of the square, a
few minutes away, is the main village cemetery.
As the main social gathering of the Imbrians, also attracting the island’s Turkish
population and tourists, the panigyri at the square has gradually brought a degree of
socioeconomic growth to Agridia. After periodically coming back to the square between 20162018 and analysing the old photos of the panigyri, I have realised that the whole square has
increasingly been divided into different regions served by different restaurants during those
years. Having turned an unused space into a public square, the festival has also served to semiprivatise the square through its commodification.636

Figure 79: The temporary public square of Agridia, Imbros/ Gökçeada, c1990s, from the personal archive of Kostas
Hristoforidis.
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The two restaurants which are located around the square have increased their capacity over the last three
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Figure 80: The temporary public square of Agridia, Imbros/ Gökçeada, c1990s, from the personal archive of Kostas
Hristoforidis.

This new situation of the panigyri of Agridia is not the end of the festival tradition as
it develops within temporary public squares. Instead, it triggers other local events, in the form
of rituals and festivities as part of the (August) festival organised in other Rum villages of the
island. In this context, the other example is the square of Agioi Theodoroi at which, in 2016,
the August festival also accommodated the twenty-fifth anniversary events of Patriarch
Bartholomew. That year, the events which occurred within this temporary square not only
attributed another meaning to the festival but also paved the way for discussions on the
potential of a public square in contemporary Imbrian villages. Realising that the village was
suffering from a lack of planning, and hence was not fulfilling contemporary collective and
public functions, an empty plot, which is normally used as a carpark, was turned into a public
square in order to accommodate an open-air concert. It was hitherto obvious that the Imbrian
diaspora was generating public spaces framed by the temporality and spatiality of the festival.
However, just how these ambivalent public squares appear and disappear is a complex issue
that needs to be explored.
The concept of dialogue is applied here as a tool to investigate and conceptualise the
mechanisms at work in the production of these public spaces in Imbros. For instance, Mreya
Folch-Serra suggests that linking Bakhtin’s work to geographical inquiry makes landscape ‘not
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only “geographically visible” in space but also “narratively visible” in time through dialogue’.637
Similarly, in his work on Barking Town square in London,638 Thomas-Bernard Kenniff adopts
a dialogical approach to the concept of public space, to achieve, what he terms, ‘dialogical
public space’.639 For Kenniff, human actions and spatial contexts can be tied together in
‘dialogue’ by voice, ‘the communicative capacity of any entity’, and ambivalence.640 In this
context, his case study, Barking Town square, is ‘a particular enactment or assemblage in space
and time, a produced space, or process, rather than an architectural ‘thing’’.641
Drawing on these dialogical understandings, these public squares of Imbros are
products specific to their particular temporal and spatial context, and as controlled by judicial
and political organisations. In terms of the relevant organisations, the decisions regarding these
squares first emerge from negotiations within the diaspora. This is followed by a series of
negotiations with the local authorities, such as the municipality and the district governorship,
for acquiring the necessary permissions for the events. Following the acquisition of the
necessary permissions, the district governorship informs Gökçeada constabulary command,
instead of the law enforcement agency, as Imbros is a county.642 On 15th August 2016, however,
due to the so-called military coup attempt in the same year in July, the main panigyri of the
Panagia (events that occur at the Agridia square) was cancelled through an informal request of
the MP of the city of Çanakkale from the Imbrian syllogos secretary.643 In addition, a tension
between the local Turkish authorities and the Imbrian diaspora leaders often rises through
arguments over the host role or exclusiveness of certain events. The rhetoric of hospitality, as
observed by another researcher in 2001, is usually done overtly during the welcoming events,
involving not only the local Turkish authorities, such as the mayor and district governor of
Imbros, but also the leaders of the diaspora, leading to uncertainties as to who the real host is.644
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Nonetheless, the festival helps to erode rigid spatial boundaries and to defy the duality between
the Imbrians and ‘others’ by emphasizing notions of coexistence in the public space, albeit not
always free of hostility and conflict. This is particularly observed in the more commercialised
activities of the festival, such as the collective feast arranged at the village square.

5.5. At the Μοναστήρι (The Mountain Chapel)
[R]eligions are rooted in the land, not merely because men and groups must live
on land but because the community of believers distributes its richest ideas and
images throughout space. There are the holy places and other spots that evoke
religious remembrances, as well as the profane sites inhabited by enemies of
God, which may even be cursed and where eyes and ears must be closed.645
As part of his influential discourse on the concept of collective memory, Maurice
Halbwach suggests that ‘every collective memory unfolds through a spatial framework’.646 The
spaces which Halbwachs refers to are not necessarily physical entities, and operate in a
particular way such that they have ‘a meaning intelligent only to the members of the group, for
each portion of its space corresponds to various and different aspects of the structure and life
of their society’.647 This process which Halbwach defines is produced by engraving a form (by
the group or the society) in some way upon the soil, and by retrieving their collective
remembrance within the spatial framework thus defined.648
Once created by the islanders and remoulded through their daily and ritual lives, the
religious landscape of Imbros has curious spatial forms that, despite the apparent loss of their
functions, the Imbrians continue to visit today. In other words, the displacement of the
Imbrians has had an impact on this religious landscape – which consisted of mountain chapels,
sacred locales and pilgrim routes – as it lost its function to an extent that would be unlikely to
be restored again. Its historic significance, which had been generated through various
generations’ ritual traditions and practices, might be kept in the (collective and individual)
memories of the Imbrians, and which is yet to be retrieved through the spatiality. Physically,
some of the features of this landscape have been preserved almost intact. Indeed, among the
other features, the mountain chapels pose a considerable potential.
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Considering Halbwachs’ statement that space can retrieve the collective memories of
a group comprehensible only to that group, this section on the mountain chapels investigates
the spatiality of these chapels as experienced through the Imbrians’ collective walks. To do so,
the following sub-section first looks into the social, religious and symbolic significations and
functions of the chapels. Then the second sub-section discusses the ritual of walking to these
chapels in contemporary Imbros through two examples.

5.5.1. Imbros’ Mountain Chapels

[M]any chapel are scattered throughout the island, up to 35 only within the
narrow territory of Kastro, 28 in Glyky, 57 in Panagia, 46 in Agioi Theodoroi,
26 in Agridia, 86 in Schoinoudi, totalling 278, an obvious proof of the piety of
the old inhabitants of Imbros, and an indication of the large population the
island used to hold.649
Karas, in his chapter on the religious life on Imbros, reiterates this statement by
Moustoksydis and Koutloumousianos. According to Karas, there were nine monasteries, eight
churches and two hundred and eighty mountain chapels on Imbros in 1930.650 The number of
the mountain chapels dropped to two hundred and thirty-two in 1950, while the number of
churches increased to ten.651 Karas notes that, being dedicated to different saints, the mountain
chapels were visited by the Imbrians on the name day of their saints.652
Erginsoy explains the historical functions of the saints and these ‘monasteries’
(mountain chapels) on Imbros, stating that the saints emerged on Imbros in response to
illnesses, famine, natural disasters, problems in emotional relations and other aspects of daily
life.653 Thus, making a vow used to be common during visits to these chapels, with the major
votive offerings being sheep, olive oil and fabric.654 Karas also mentions that these chapels had
their own panigyri (festival) days on the name day of their dedicated saints.655 Resembling the

agapi (αγάπη in Greek, meaning love) events of the first Christians, the panigyri of the chapels,
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which were similar to the village festivals, consisted of animal sacrifice, feasting and dancing
(Fig. 81).656
Traditionally, Imbrians call a mountain chapel monastiri [μοναστήρι], a Greek word
meaning monastery, even though a mountain chapel has neither the size nor the function of
the monastery in its more usual sense. Upon asking the reasons for calling them ‘monastery’,
the islanders described how visiting these chapels conjured up a mental picture of a solitary
experience, which resembled the feeling of monastery life. From this point of view, the main
role of the chapels, as explained by the Imbrian informants, indicates a more individualistic
purpose for the daily life of the islanders than is the case for monastery culture as practiced on
other Aegean Islands.657 On the other hand, as Karas also mentions, each chapel had a festival
day each year during which Imbrians visited these places collectively.

Figure 81: A panigyri (festival) on the mountains next to a chapel, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1960s (EMIT).
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5.5.2. Walking to the Mountain Chapels

Figure 82: Balomeni Chapel, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

It [the island] is an imaginary and a real homeland at the same time; it is a place
that shapes their social imagination as they ‘wander’ when they are elsewhere,
but it is also a landscape that they return to every year to live, re-member and
celebrate.658
The element of wandering described by Say here, in his thesis on Imbros’ saint and
celebrations, is especially relevant for the ways in which Imbrians utilise the mountain chapels
of Imbros. Today, there are still many one-room, pitched-roof chapel buildings scattered
around the island, even though the Imbrians of the island do not visit these chapels in their
daily routines in the way which they used to before the displacement of many members of their
community. However, during the festival season, a few chapels have attained religious and
social significance over the last decade. Balomeni of the Panagia is one of them. The liturgy in
Balomeni occurs early in the morning about 6 a.m. on 16th August. In 2016, 2017 and 2018
Patriarch Bartholomew led these walks to the Balomeni chapel.
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Figure 83: A chapel around Agridia’s damia district, Imbros/Gökçeada, 2017.

Even more important than this, in addition to the religion-oriented activities of the
Panagia, walking to these chapels has become more frequent over recent years. In August 2017
during the Panagia period, I had the chance to participate in some of these walks organised by
the members of the Imbrian community. These walks represent a more individualistic and
profound attitude toward the concept of ritual, while making room for discussions around the
possibility of the return via surveying various parts of the island. Through these journeys, while
one can experience the disappearance of a way of traditional island life, these walks offers an
extraordinary temporal and spatial experience of the landscape of Imbros which
accommodates the widespread existence of free sheep and goats all around the island. Fig. 82
shows the chapel during the collective walks.
It is the spatial image alone that, by reason of its stability, gives us an illusion of
not having changed through time and of retrieving the past in the present. But
that's how memory is defined. Space alone is stable enough to endure without
growing old or losing any of its parts.659
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In addition to their commemorative purposes, these locked-up and partially vandalized
remote chapels (Fig. 83) give a sense of suspended time, while these walks operate as
informative excursions about the current situation of their properties. They potentially foster
cultural bonds among the members by initiating discussions and collective decision making
about the future of the island’s relatively remoter areas.
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PART III / NAME III
İmroz: The Place
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On the Name: İmroz

The name İmroz is a product of everyday life and ordinary people. Connected with the island’s
ancient name Imbros, İmroz appeared throughout the island’s history as a transnational
territory, and it continues to represent the island in everyday and administrative languages
despite the twentieth-century naming and renaming processes. İmroz is believed to having
been created through the centuries-long interaction between Turkish and Greek languages, and
it has been adopted by both Greeks and Turks. In this context, neither the name Gökçeada that
was given to the island by an act of the Turkish Parliament with the aim of Turkifying the island
in 1970, nor Imbros that is the island’s ancient name, has had this sort of everyday value on
Imbros.
Throughout history the continuous negotiations between various sociocultural
elements of the Aegean Archipelago have produced similar hybrid names via everyday
interactions. ‘Name 3: İmroz’ thus presents the story of the everyday and the ordinary as
embodied in the natural and rural life of Imbros that was interrupted by the displacement of
the island’s Rum community. Following the displacements, certain elements of the rural and
the natural environment that Imbros Rums had produced, and had been produced by, then
became part of the cultural and natural heritage as defined by the Turkish authorities from
1985 onwards. Yet these heritage decisions related to Imbros have proved to be ever-changing.
This part of the thesis thus tells the story of the rural and its transformation under the
displacement practices by recounting histories of certain socio-spatial forms that have had
critical social, economic and symbolic values. While these socio-spatial forms may belong to
both the natural and built environment of the island, one of which is dami (a name used by
Imbros Rums to describe their summerhouses on the island), the spatial histories under
discussion unfold through two categories: unofficial and official.
As the third and the last part of a threefold approach to understand the phenomenon
of displacement, ‘Name 3: İmroz’ presents a positioning of ‘the place’. The implications of the
phenomenon of displacement in relation to ‘the place’ unfolds through the concepts of the
rural, dami and heritage.
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Structure

‘Name 3: İmroz’ is inspired by Fernand Braudel’s threefold analytical approach to historywriting in which a plural temporality is utilised.660 In doing so, the part aims to broaden the
focus of historical enquiry beyond one-way interpretations of places, spaces and histories while
gathering as much information as possible in a case like Imbros that has been underdocumented and marginalised due to various political, economic and even geographic reasons.
Thus, Braudel’s conception of durations (longue durée, conjuncture, événements)661 not only
offers a multi-temporal reading of Imbros but also a multi-layered interpretation of the place
which is unveiled through various sources of information to create a ‘total history’662 of the
place – the third positioning of the phenomenon of displacement. The part has two chapters
framed as unofficial and official spatial histories.
The first chapter of this part (Chapter 6) ‘Unofficial Spatial Histories: The Rural, Dami
and Ruins’ discusses the rural aspect of Imbros and its transformation by the socio-political
and spatial processes of displacements as recorded through unofficial histories. As such, the
concept of ‘unofficial histories’ draws on two key literatures in social history: Braudel’s plural
time in The Mediterranean663 and Raphael Samuel’s work on memory and history.664 The
intention here is to conceptualise a methodological and theoretical framework by which to
narrate the story of the place that is associated with the concept of the rural.
The unofficial histories of chapter 6 is an example of ‘history from below’ and ‘the art
of memory’, which Samuel and the History Workshop valued and advanced in their work, since
they are collected from my site visits with the Rums and their published and unpublished
testimonies, along with the spatial data collected from my site surveys. Chapter 6 is also an
object-oriented investigation into Imbros’ prominent building type dami (Imbros
summerhouse) and its transformation under the displacement practices. This investigation
begins with a discussion on memory, history and unofficial histories, through which Imbros’
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story of everyday life and its shading into ruins unfolds. Drawing on Samuel’s idea of ‘history
from below’ and Braudel’s approach to different durations of time in understanding history,
this chapter uses the islanders’ ‘unofficial knowledge’ and the fieldwork data to analyse and
conceptualise dami and its transformation into ruins as a symbol and representation of Imbros’
rural life and its spatial history.
Following the unofficial histories discussed in chapter 6, chapter 7 (the second chapter
of ‘Name 3: İmroz’) examines the phase in which the place has been transformed into a heritage
site through relatively a shorter duration (individual history). Official histories are about the
island’s heritage history, that is conceptualised as the making of heritage. This chapter is about
the island spaces and places, as produced by and with the Imbros community, and which then
became ‘Imbros’ natural and cultural property’ under Turkish heritage protection practices.
The making of heritage consequently follows the narrative of this process which unfolds
through legislation, regulation, protection, contestation, planning and making.
Moreover, although today issues of heritage are often regulated by international laws
through a series of national and international institutions, the practices of defining what
heritage is and how it can be protected are site-specific and thus are also often inconsistent.
Hence, official histories define the meaning, purpose and mechanisms of the making of
heritage on the island and pose further questions such as: What is to be understood from
heritage and heritage protection on Imbros?

A Braudelian Approach to Imbros

Based on an idea of plural time developed through different durations, Braudel’s concept of
history has been not only acknowledged and as a revolutionary historical practice in his time,
but his analytical schema has continued to be deployed as a methodological and conceptual
tool for historical enquiry in various ways. Hence, this section summarises Braudel’s vision of
time and temporality and discusses ways in which his notion of duration can function as a
conceptual tool for investigating Imbros.
Braudel’s The Mediterranean, Historical Practice and Time
When The Mediterranean was first published in 1949, Braudel challenged the then-accepted
norms of historical practice and extended the scope of historical enquiry, ‘counterpointing
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history and geography, space and time, in a seamless conceptual whole’.665 For some, such as
Peter Burke, The Mediterranean is ‘a book with a good chance to be regarded as the most
important historical work of the century’.666 Indeed, Braudel along with his generation of
historians, who were united through the journal Annales, created a radical break with the
traditional methods and goals of historical research and broadened the focus of historical
practice beyond the single-minded concern with politics and diplomacy.667 Burke summarises
the shared aims of the Annales group as follows:
In the first place, the substitution of a problem-oriented analytical history for a
traditional narrative of events. In the second place, the history of the whole
range of human activities in the place of a mainly political history. In the third
place – in order to achieve the first two aims – a collaboration with other
disciplines: with geography, sociology, psychology, economics, linguistics,
social anthropology, and so on.668
As Burke suggests, the Annales school should be assessed as a paradigm,
acknowledging the possibilities and limitations of their methods of historical enquiry.669 While
in The Mediterranean Braudel practiced these shared ideals of the Annales, he also combined
this idea of total history with the notion of plural time, and hence considering the multiple
durations in history. Oswyn Murray, in the introduction to the 2002 edition of The

Mediterranean, explains Braudel’s influence on historical practice as:
Braudel taught us to see that historical time was divided into three forms of
movement, geographical time, social time and individual time, but that beyond
all this the past was a unity and a reality – all these movements belonged
together: ‘history can do more than study walled gardens’.670
Yet the impact of Braudel’s work on his era’s understanding of history is succeeded by
his vision of history and time.671 In Braudel Revisited Piterberg et al. praise the methodological
and conceptual frameworks of his great book The Mediterranean and affirm that ‘its
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geohistorical plan, its comparativist approach, its macro-historical, multidimensional
perspective, its timescale shifting from the longue durée to staccato rhythm of political events’
have gone beyond its time.672 As such, the true impact of Braudel’s The Mediterranean is often
characterised as its power as a conceptual tool, and ‘its conceptual boldness’ continues to
stimulate new scholarship.673
In its simplest term, in The Mediterranean, Braudel treated his object of study – the
Mediterranean region – within three time scales: the long history, the social history, the
individual history.674 In doing so, Braudel aimed to ‘grasp the whole, the totality of social life’.675
He believed in the idea that ‘every separation, every barrier between the social sciences is a
regression’676 and thus insisted on the interconnectedness of the social sciences.677
However, this kind of geographical approach to historical practice as the unity of the
social sciences was not new. In fact, Braudel’s approach was primarily informed and mediated
through the works of Lucian Febvre and Marc Bloch who founded the journal Annales in 1929
and initiated a movement which is also referred as the Annales School.678
Dennis Smith in his 1988 article, searching for what lessons the Annales school can
‘offer to forge decent working relationship between history, sociology and geography’, situates
Braudel’s historical practice within other Annales historians, especially Bloch and Febvre.679
Smith asserts that, in Bloch’s view of time, ‘the most useful divisions of historical time were
made with reference to civilizations and generations’.680 According to Smith, Bloch not only
investigated the interplay of geography, law, kinship and demography, as this approach was
embraced by the Annales School, and that this scholarly concerns also included the equally
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significant relations between culture, psychology and power.681 In contrast, Braudel’s approach
has been criticised as not being able to achieve ‘a balanced treatment of “geo-historical”
structures (physical, economic, climatic, and so on) and the mentalities as previously found in
the work of Febvre and Bloch’.682
On the other hand, acknowledging the criticisms of Braudel’s The Mediterranean,
Peter N. Miller claims that ‘what was truly captivating about Braudel’ The Mediterranean was
the sheer audacity of proposing a relationship between so much nearly unrelated data’.683 But
how did Braudel make the unrelated related?
In Braudel’s The Mediterranean, the first part of the three time scales – the threefold
analytical schema – titled as ‘The Role of Environment’, describes geographical features of the
Mediterranean region such as mountains, plateaux, plains, seas, coast, islands as well as climate,
communications (land and sea routes) within the region and cities.684 The integration of
geographical enquiry into history is interpreted as ‘the recognition that human society develops
and changes at different rates in relation to different underlying forces, and that all the elements
within any human situation interact with each other’.685 Braudel’s aim is to explore the
relationships between society and environment, what he calls longue durée (long history), and
which is also interpreted as a form of ‘geo-history’.686 For example, Robert Mayhew states that
Braudel’s insight that ‘geography is a constructed ordering device for historical studies’ is being
pursued in the wide range of historical studies that may be categorised as ‘geohistoriographical’.687
As his most cited concept, Braudel’s longue durée is ‘a history whose passage is almost
imperceptible, that of man in his relationship to the environment, a history in which all change
is slow, a history of constant repetitions, ever-recurring cycles’.688 Hence, rural history readily
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accommodates Braudel’s longue durée ‘by the timeless rhythm of the countryside, the slow
acceptance of innovation […] and inescapable localism of people’.689
Long history in Braudel’s The Mediterranean aims at showing the role of geography
and environment in history that, for him in the Mediterranean context, required beginning
with a geological formation of the region.690 However, time in long history has been interpreted
very differently for different places by other scholars since The Mediterranean was first
published in 1949. From the Annales School contributors to contemporary scholars, academics
have created their understanding of long history according to the subjects of their own studies.
As an early example of different approaches to Braudelian long history, in their work
called ‘The Deserted Villages of France’, Jean-Marie Pesez and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie
started their research from the time of the Middle Ages in order to employ the perspectives of
cyclical and linear developments and with the aim of gathering explanations for the desertion
of French villages at certain times and in specific regions.691 Here, despite consulting
environmental factors such as natural catastrophes, the duration of the long history starts with
the fourteenth century, unlike Braudel’s long history which was developed in parallel with
geological time frames.
In contrast, a more contemporary approach to the concept of the long history can be
seen in Helen Thomas’ work on el Pedregal in Mexico City in which she states:
[I]n places like Mexico City, geological activity – the moving of continental
plates and the dramatic formation of new ground which causes earthquakes and
volcanic activity – is a constant possibility. In these places the time span of the
longue durée is contracted; the remote past penetrates the present and Braudel’s
normally superimposed time scales coalesce. The infusion of the longue durée
into the present is called geological time here, a time both immediate and very
distant, connected by the emotions of fear, anxiety and hope.692
Here, Thomas calls the infusion of the long history into the present as geological time
and considers that this particular condition creates a sublime meaning on the site through this
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extended perception.693 Hence, while Pesez and Ladurie consult the fourteenth-century sources
in order to determine the unknown, hidden patterns and the reasons of desertion for the
villages that they analyse, Thomas introduces a geological time into her site to explain ‘the
sublimation’ experienced in el Pedregal in Mexico City.
Braudel’s tripartite schema in The Mediterranean is completed with social history and
individual history. The former is the history of groups and groupings, in which there are ‘slow
but perceptible rhythms’, which focus on economies, states, societies, civilizations and
warfare.694 Individual history in turn focuses on the history of individual events, as indicated
by Paul Lacombe and Francois Similand.695 According to Braudel, individual history is
unreliable on its own and therefore requires an interpretation along with the longer histories.696
John Marino summarises this tripartite framework as, for Braudel’s The Mediterranean
‘historical time moved with different rhythms over long-term geographical structures, middleterm socioeconomic structures, and short-term individual events’.697
In a sense, Braudel introduced not only a macro-historical vision into history writing
but also a multidimensional perspective, whose ‘timescale shift from the long duration (longue

durée) to the staccato rhythm of political events, embodied in its tripartite division into
structures, conjunctures, and event’.698 However, even though Braudel’s approach inspires a
notion of temporality which has multiple layers, there is a strong sense of hierarchy of
importance between these temporal layers in The Mediterranean. As Smith states, ‘one receives
the strong impression that the part defined by longue durée is the most ‘real’ while the other
parts are relatively insignificant and trivial.699
Although Braudel did not externalise the shorter term histories, both the social (the
conjecture) and the individual (the event), he did not conceptualise them as he did for the
construction of the long history.700 This lack of theorisation of the short-term, the individual
history/duration, in relation to the longer duration is often explained as a way of avoiding any
contradictions within and between the three temporalities. As such, as Braudel states in the last
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part of The Mediterranean, ‘the long run always wins in the end’.701 According to several critics,
Braudel’s emphasis on the long history is linked with a neglect of cultural and political
‘superstructure’.702 This is indeed a general criticism for Annales historiography, as, for some,
the Annales lacked a theory of social change and therefore ‘has had little or no impact on the
writing of contemporary history’.703
However, Braudel’s notion of temporality as plural time is in fact about change. As
Ulysses Santamaria and Anne M. Bailey explain:
[W]hat Braudel's plural time perspective does provide is a more sophisticated
methodological framework for formulating questions about change, a
framework which avoids lineal assumptions of evolutionary change. The line of
questioning made possible, if not actualized by Braudel, has been summed up
by [Immanuel] Wallerstein in the following way: ‘you take an event and you
look underneath it and see it in terms of the long-term, asking was it
epiphenomenal? was it momentary? was it a kind of a flash? or did it really make
a difference?’704
Furthermore, Samuel Kinser’s analysis of The Mediterranean also respond to the
criticisms of Braudel’s historical practice as follows:
Three grand abstractions are granted equal status in Braudel's historiography:
Space, Time, and Man. Space is usually analysed as a series of socially influenced
ecological systems, and Time is a multiplicity of "levels" with different
"rhythms." Man appears as the intersection of this Time and this Space, since
they work upon human endeavour to average out individual cases.705
In his article analysing the historiography of the Annales school, Alan Barker
comments on the responses to and criticisms of the Annales school as ‘assessments of the
Annales school have been as varied as they could possibly be’ and ‘its [the Annales school’s]
contribution has come to be widely acknowledged, its model widely adopted, although not
universally acclaimed’.706 Hence, despite the justifiability of the criticism of the Annales school,
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their work has inspired ‘attempts by others to construct new and compelling broad visions of
the past’ and provoked ‘original and convincing regional syntheses’.707
More specifically, main responses to Braudel’s historical practice have focused on his
notion of the long history, ranging from his originality and the indebtedness of his work to his
contribution to the formation of geo-history. Yet, his impact as a conceptual inspiration has
been acknowledged by many, such as Baker, who explains this impact as The Mediterranean
being a masterpiece which ‘has inspired rather than informed other historians’.708
In short, for Imbros, the notion of plural time in Braudel’s historical practice provides
the framework to understand the multi-layered spatial and temporal formation and
transformation of the rural of Imbros, which the displacement practices have produced and
have been produced within.
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6

CHAPTER

UNOFFICIAL SPATIAL HISTORIES (Long History and Social History)
The Rural, Dami and Ruins

Chapter 6 is about writing spatial histories of Imbros from the perspectives of long and social
histories, and so to offer another perspective to the phenomenon of displacement. This chapter
explores the historical everyday on Imbros through unofficial spatial histories of the island,
which draw on the narratives that are told by the displaced, as documented in the Imbros
Associations’ archives or are inscribed in Imbros’ natural and architectural environment.
Hence, chapter 6 is based on my fieldwork on Imbros and at the archives of EMIT, and which
focus on a specific building type – dami – and the rural aspect of the island. My fieldwork for
this chapter comprises site visits which were organised by my Rum informants and site surveys
that include photographic documentation (plus ground and aerial photogrammetry) and my
on-site interviews with the Rums.

6.1. Introduction
6.1.1. Memory Work and History in Unofficial Histories

Imbros is a rare example of a place where the distinction between memory work and history
blur so dramatically that it becomes almost impossible to distinguish one from another.
Advocates of memory studies have long been arguing against the superiority of one form of
history, which is often identified with archival documents and official sources, over other forms
of history, using ‘memory’. Memory offers an alternative and rich field of investigation, yet one
can also generate confusions and ambiguities.
One common view within memory studies is that memory is not a new topic which
emerged in the modern era; instead, it became a subject of great interest as early as the ancient
Greeks if not before. In his seminal work Theatres of Memory, Samuel begins his discussion
on memory with the ancient Greeks who, according to him, saw memory as ‘the precondition
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of the human thought’.709 Similarly, in The Collective Memory Reader Jeffrey K. Olick et al.
remind readers of a passage from the Hebrew Bible which is “Zakhor!” meaning “Remember!”
as early evidence of humans’ fascination with memory.710 The story of Mnemosyne as a Titan
goddess, a personification of Memory, and the mother of the Muses in Greek myth, which also
gave its name to the discipline of mnemonics, is often referred to as the origin for human
beings’ first awareness of memory as a phenomenon.711
Although this Greek origin of memory as a phenomenon is widely agreed in memory
studies,712 the definition of memory in relation to history has been a more debated issue.
Among the historians praising memory and narrative forms, Paul Ricoeur, in Memory,

History, Forgetting, explains the critical position of memory in relation to history as ‘we have
nothing better than memory to signify that something has taken place, has occurred, has
happened before we declare we remember it’, and therefore ‘testimony constitutes the
fundamental transitional structure between memory and history’.713 Searching for how
memory presents the past, Ricoeur’s epistemological approach to memory encourages an
exploration of the conditions in which we recall or forget past events and acknowledges the
role of imagination in the act of remembering.714 However, not only is memory is produced
through the dynamics between remembering and forgetting, but history, as Ricoeur suggests,
is a narrative that selectively represents the past rather than representing ‘the past just as it
happened’.715
Furthermore, one of the most influential scholars of memory studies in the twentieth
century, Halbwachs, considered to be ‘the founding father of the contemporary memory
studies’,716 emphasises the distinction between memory and history and articulates this claim
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as ‘the first [memory] is primitive and instinctual; the second [history] self-conscious’.717
Similarly, Olick says, in his work discussing the sociology of memory and other mnemonic
practices, that ‘memory is a fundamentally individual phenomenon’ despite societal and
cultural agents involved in the mechanisms of remembering and forgetting.718 By contrast,
history ‘involves a series of erasures, emendation and amalgamation’, for history synthesises
different forms of knowledge that are collected from various sources so that it ‘creates a
consecutive narrative out of fragments … producing images far clearer than any reality could
be’.719
Hence, neither demanding a dichotomy between memory and history by placing them
in opposite camps nor rendering them as same or interchangeable phenomena seems both
possible and even desirable. In turn, both history and memory are historically conditioned,
contingent to the emergencies of time and tradition, progressively altered from one generation
to the other.720
This investigation into memory and history has grown out of preoccupations
demanded by the very nature of sources and material on Imbros. In other words, Imbros
presents a unique case due to the large amount of the existing literature written by its displaced
residents, especially when considering the small population of the island which was only
around 9,000 people at its peak. The dissemination of this knowledge has also been vigorously
organised by the same people through several Imbrian associations that operate mainly in
Greece and Turkey, but also in the US and Australia.721
Imbros Rums have taken part in multiple oral history projects that vary from those
conducted by CAMS to the historical fictions written by several enthusiasts who have visited
or settled on the island. In other words, the island’s history as the way that the Rums
remembered it and wanted to tell it has been the primary source for many different history
writing practices. However, this was not the only way that Imbros Rums have contributed to
Imbros historical literature. They also took the responsibility of researching, writing and
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disseminating their history that resulted in several informative events in the form of
conferences and collective walks, published books, and the foundation of the Imbros and
Tenedos Studies Association.722
Given that the Imbros Rums’ own voice has been an important element of the Imbros
historiography, one can claim that Samuel’s – and of the other members of the History
Workshop Movement – idea of ‘history from below’ has come to be realised in the case of
Imbros. Therefore, in this chapter titled ‘Unofficial Spatial Histories’, the historical enquiry, in
parallel with Samuel’s account of his history writing practice, brings folk narrative into the
historical narrative723 through the analysis of a building type, dami, as the symbol of Imbros
rural life. The aim is to investigate environmental, social, historical and political implications
of architecture through focusing on a specific building type – dami – both as a symbol of the
peasant life and as a resistance to ethnic and economic pressures of the Turkish state on the
Imbros community over the last fifty years. As dami and damia districts constitute the very
essence of the Imbros rural life, the discussion on dami constitutes not only the material aspects
of dami within Imbros’ landscape but also the symbolism and evocative power of these places
and architecture. In short, in the following sections, memories, histories and spaces will be
discussed with a focus on the dami and damia districts.
In this context, how can one distinguish between memory work and history in Imbros
historical literature? Alternatively, how can these two inform each other in order to create a
more cohesive approach to the historical knowledge on Imbros? From this starting point,
‘unofficial spatial histories’ aims to combine the historical knowledge derived from sources
such as individual and collective memories, fieldwork experiences and previously recorded oral
histories to create a narrative of Imbros’ historical everyday and its transformation.

6.1.2. The Rural for Imbros

We were peasants. Actually, we still live a rural life even in this city.724
The above comments frequently recur in the autobiographical and biographical
stories of the Imbros’ Rum community, showing the community’s shared values are embodied
by the rural life of Imbros and by peasant identity.
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Thus, unofficial histories of Imbros illustrate the rural life which, despite being shared
with other islands and agrarian communities, Rums have often considered to be unique to their
island. Therefore, the notion of the rural is fundamental for their individual and collective
identities, even within the diaspora. Moreover, this notion of the rural has produced ways in
which the Imbros community have determined their relationship to their environment. In
short, understanding the rural for Imbros unveils the relationship between the Rums and their
environment, including the built environment.
The scholarly works produced within the Annales School present a similar approach
to historical knowledge, focusing on the interrelationship between society and environment.
As such, these studies have focused on the passive and active aspects of the relationships
between human beings and their environment since ‘the environment influences the human
being and in return is influenced by the human being’.725 Concurrently, the Annales discourse
has embraced agrarian societies as presenting ‘a way of life produced by the interrelationship
of the environmental and social structure’.726 Samuel emphasises ‘the timeless past of the
“tradition”’ in his idea of history, which builds on ‘an organic form of knowledge […] from
promiscuous sources’.727
Similarly, the rural in the context of Imbros including its diasporic spaces (be they
physical spaces such as the immigrant neighbourhood of Athens or the immaterial spaces
created by their archives and oral histories of the Imbrian Associations) presents a way of life
produced by nature and society-nature interactions. In addition to this, exploring the notion
of the rural for Imbros reveals the spatial and socio-political implications of the displacement
of Imbros Rums from the place which was the very definition of their notion of the rural.
As a self-sustained island that had an economy based on agriculture and animal
husbandry, Imbros is a typical rural island in the Aegean Archipelago; however, Imbros’ rural
life with its spatial and historical aspects diverges both from the (Greek) islands of the
archipelago and the Turkish mainland due to political and historical circumstances, which have
been produced by the displacements and have rendered the island as a distinctive and isolated
case within its region.
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The isolation of Imbros started in the early twentieth century, after WW1, during
which time the rural life of the Aegean region, including the archipelago, underwent a radical
change: First, through the population exchange the society was ethnically separated and
‘homogenised’, then evicted Rum settlements on the Turkish coast fell into ruin and were
gradually transformed by the subsequent communities.728 Material remains of the multicultural
history on the Turkish coast of the Aegean region that survived until the 1990s, at which time
awareness of the heritage protection was becoming more widespread, became heritage sites
either in the form of conservation sites or as listed buildings/structures.729 Where the Turkish
coast of the Aegean sea had lost its Rum populations to a great extent due to the population
exchange, the rural life on Imbros that had been created by the Rums of Imbros continued until
the 1980s. This made Imbros the last remaining example of the rural associated with Rums
under the sovereignty of the Republic of Turkey between 1924 and 1980. Between 1963 and
1980, however, rural island life gradually dissolved due to the displacement and emplacement
practices of Turkey.
Drawing on the earlier discussions on memory and history, unofficial histories of
Imbros, unlike its official counterparts, depicts an island life that belongs to a rural condition
shaped through long durations of time as well as through medium and short ones. It therefore
carries the traces of ancient history and traditions while also reflecting the consequences of
recent political events and socio-economic policies.

6.2. Dami
6.2.1. On the Name: Etymology of Dami

For transnational territories, especially regions such as the Aegean, a linguistic dimension of
the subject matter often challenges the existing norms and rooted dualities of historical
narratives through the fluidity and hybridity of formation and evolution of languages. As such,
the etymology of the word dami (plural damia) – a word which defines a specific building type
– opens a new way to assess the meaning and history of this prominent architectural structure
of Imbros.
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In the Turkish dictionary, dam has four meanings.730
1. (isim) Yapıları dış etkilerden korumak amacıyla üzerlerine yapılan çoğu
kiremit kaplı bölüm: "Pencerenin önüne geçmiş, dalgın ve hiddetli nazarlarıyla
karşıki damları seyrediyordu." - Ercüment Ekrem Talu
2. (isim) Üzeri toprak kaplı ev, küçük ev, köy evi: "Hekim kendisine üç ay, tam
üç ay damdan dışarı çıkmaya izin vermemişti." - Nabizade Nâzım
3. (isim) argo; Tutukevi.
4. (isim), halk ağzında; Ahır: "At damında çocuğa çok iyi bir yer yapmıştı." Halide Edip Adıvar

1. (noun) An often-tiled section that is built on top of buildings to provide
protection against external factors: ‘In front of the window, he was watching the
housetops [dam] absently and furiously.” - Ercüment Ekrem Talu
2. (noun) A house with an earth roof, small house, village house: “The doctor
did not let him leave his village house [dam] for an entire three months.” Nabizade Nâzım
3. (noun) slang; Prison
4. (noun) in colloquial language; Barn, stable, shed: “in the horse barn [dam] he
made a nice place for the boy.” - Halide Edip Adıvar
Although these different meanings – housetop, small house, prison, barn – may sound
unrelated, the fact that dam connotes shelter in both tangible and intangible manners creates a
common ground for the term’s various meanings.
Kursat Efe, in his article exploring the use of Turkish words of bark, dam, ev, yurt
within historical and contemporary Turkish dialects, notes that as one of the oldest Turkish
words dam is first seen in the Orkhon inscriptions, meaning ‘an earth wall’.731 From the eighth
century onwards, the word dam has been seen in the Turkish literature, used in several
meanings including housetop, barn, earth roof/wall.732 In addition, according to Nişanyan
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Dictionary: Etymology of Modern Turkish, the word ‘dam’ has an old Turkish origin that goes
back to 735 or pre-eleventh century.733 Until the fourteenth century, dam had only meant ‘mud
brick or stone wall’, but, after fourteenth century, it has gained another meaning as ‘roof,
shelter, home’ or ‘prison’.734
Considering these meanings of dam in the Turkish language, I want to underline three
significant points. First, acknowledging that dam refers to small/earth house, we may argue
that dam and rural/peasant culture are interrelated. In other words, the house or housetop
described by dam is often found in the rural locations. Secondly, dam finds widespread use in
Turkish literature mostly in the meaning of roof or shelter, as in the example of ‘a roof over
one’s head’ [in Turkish, ‘başını sokacak bir dam’].735 This means that dams tend to infer not
only simple structures but also fundamental ones such as a shelter. Finally, it is crucial to state
that due to its long history, dam has also gained some regional meanings.736 For example, as Efe
mentions, in The Collected Turkish Dictionary dam has a fifth meaning as ‘a place for milking
livestock’ in some regions of Turkey.737
In contrast, the Greek language does not have the words, dam or dami [νταμί in
Greek]. Thus, it is highly likely that the word dami, as used in Imbros, was derived from the
Turkish word dam to represent the island’s seasonal house associated with the animal
husbandry.738
Due to both the widespread and prominent use of dami in Imbros’ rural life, and the
symbolic and rich meanings of the word dam, researching dami through multiple temporalities
generates illustrative historical and spatial narratives. Through these narratives, not only can
one see the formation of dami but also its transformation and, in some cases, its disappearance.
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6.2.2. What is Dami/Damia?

Before discussing the significance of dami in relation to Imbros’ rural and its spatial history
related to displacement and the politics of space on Imbros, it is necessary to set some basic
descriptions of a dami as a building type on the island of Imbros. As mentioned earlier, for
Imbros Rums dami is a seasonal house designed for the purpose of animal husbandry during
spring, summer and fall months. In the two main publications on the historical buildings of
Imbros, Αριστείδου Πασαδαιού’s book on the vernacular architecture of Imbros739 and Οι

Οικισμοί τους Ίμβρου [Imbros Settlements],740 dami and damia districts are discussed in detail.
Drawing on these studies and the Rum informants’ account of dami, we can infer that
dami buildings used to be main residences of the community from May to October.741 Each
family on Imbros owned one or more dami, before the ownership of lands was mostly shifted
from the Imbros community into public ownership. However, today the ownership of these
summer houses is a contested issue between the Imbrians, the Turkish authorities and the other
islanders.
A dami may either be an individual building or be part of a damia district. Even in the
sparsely inhabited landscape of Imbros, individual damis and damia districts are one of the
most distinct elements of Imbros’ landscape. Albeit the fact that there are similar architectures
in Anatolia and on Northern Greek Islands, a dami, as a one-storey stone building with a stonepaved garden, has a few distinctive architectural features, such as a specific circular shape of a
dami’s garden. According to Πασαδαιού’s Η Λαϊκή Αρχίτεκτονική Της Ιμβρού [Vernacular
Architecture of Imbros] dami was ‘a necessity for Imbros farmer’ – a suggestion which is
correlated by the testimonies of Imbros’ Rum community.742
Fig. 84 shows the omnipresence of the damia districts (orange circles) in a 1/25000map of Imbros – one of the main maps of the island which was prepared in the second half of
the 1990s.743 In addition to these districts, there are also individual dami buildings scattered
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around the island. Fig. 85 shows one of the damia districts – the orange squares are the
individual dami buildings. As is clear, damia districts are not densely built.

Figure 84: Damia districts of Imbros shown on 1/25.000 topography maps, c. 1990 (A-GM).

Figure 85: One of the damia districts that is close to
the south coast of the island, and which is shown on
1/25.000 topography maps, c. 1990 (A-GM).
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Figure 86: Πασαδαιού’s dami ground floor plan in his Η Λαϊκή Αρχιτεκτονική της Ίμβρου (1973).

Fig. 86 shows that a dami’s ground floor consists of several square or rectangular units.
Some parts are accessible directly from outside for the use of livestock, some parts are for
storage, and the central room/rooms usually accommodate owners. Next to a dami, there is a
circular stone-paved garden called αλώνι [aloni], meaning threshing floor (Fig. 86). This stonepaved garden is one of the particularities of dami architecture specific to Imbros (Fig. 86, 87
and 88). Moreover, each dami usually had a water-well and vegetable and fruit gardens around
the building, according to the availability of water.
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Figure 87: A dami from Agioi Theodoroi’s damia district, 2017.

The design of dami went through several iterations. However, this might not mean a
continuous advancement of Imbros’ traditional techniques of stone masonry but, more likely,
a slow process and almost imperceptible process of perfecting the techniques from antiquity to
the twentieth century. This explains the difficulty in dating individual dami buildings on
Imbros, as they do not present a notable historical development or sequence with clear stepchanges. Instead, plans and stone types of these buildings change slightly according to their site
and to extra functions of each building. It is highly likely that in each district Rum builders
simply used the local stone available while some buildings were plastered, or not, according to
the aesthetic qualities of the stones being used (Fig. 87, 88, 89 and 90).
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Figure 88: A dami from Agioi Theodoroi’s damia district, 2017.

Many of the damia districts visited during the site surveys between 2016 and 2018
were unoccupied and in ruins Fig. 87, 88, 89 and 90). Nonetheless, the situation that each family
had at least one dami before the displacements is clearly evident from the number of existing
dami buildings on Imbros today. Although some families still maintain ownership, many dami
buildings are public property.744 Damia districts are not part of an agrarian economic
production as they used to be. The topographical maps display some of these buildings and
districts, such as the 1/25000-map in Fig. 84. In terms of heritage protection, dami buildings
are neither in conservations sites nor individually listed. Some, however, are in natural heritage
sites. As we shall now see, this research into dami documents and discusses the embodied and
symbolic aspects of these districts and buildings through their spatial histories, combining the
past, present, and future, as a way of understanding the phenomenon of displacement through
the lens of ‘the place’.
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Figure 89: A dami
from Agridia’s
damia district, 2017.

Figure 90: A dami from Agridia’s damia
district, 2017.
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6.2.3. Finding the Damia Districts

The dami buildings are spread over the landscape of Imbros. Indeed, before the expropriations
of the agricultural lands around the historic settlements, the boundaries of Agioi Theodoroi
Village and Panagia (the centre) particularly consisted of damia districts along with orchards.
However, today existing dami buildings and damia districts are mainly confined to remote
parts of the island (Fig. 84).
Three damia districts – Pyrgos (the damia district of Schoinoudi) and the damia
districts of Agioi Theodoroi and Agridia villages – were investigated in detail as case studies
(Fig. 91). The selection of these districts came from a group of Imbros Rums who guided these
investigations and shared their knowledge and memories about these damia districts. The
Imbros Rums involved in these surveys live in Greece and often visit the island especially
during holidays and summers. They belong to the generation who were born in the 1950s and
1960s on Imbros, and who lived on the island for between one and two decades.

Figure 91: The selected damia districts shown on 1/25.000 topography maps, c. 1990 (A-GM).
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Figure 92: The only dami in Pyrgos, 2017.

On Pyrgos all damia buildings except one disappeared due to the construction of the
guesthouse of the Ministry of Justice in 1984.745 Before the construction of these facilities,
Pyrgos was the central damia district and port of Schoinoudi/Dereköy, the population of which
used to be the highest on the island. Pyrgos was not just a damia district but also an important
port for Imbros Rums over different centuries, and even possibly for many millennia, the
archaeological remains of which have been under the protection of natural and cultural
heritage regimes since 1985.746 Several archaeological surveys have shown that there had been
a human occupation on Pyrgos since antiquity.747 Today, access to Pyrgos is restricted to
employees of the Ministry of Justice who use the guesthouse during summer.748
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The second district is a damia district of the village of Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy.
Fig. 87 and 88 show the damia buildings in this district. This district is different from Pyrgos
in two ways. First, there are not any religious buildings such as chapels and small churches
within this district, although there are several chapels on the perimeter. Secondly, this damia
district is in a hinterland and thus shows the characteristics of the more remote inland dami
buildings of Imbros. Thus, it is in a secluded location which provided protection from new
constructions and occupations.749
The last selected district is the damia district of the village of Agridia/Tepeköy (Fig. 89
and 90). Although one of the most crowded damia districts, it is also one of the remotest
according to today’s transportation network; it requires a one-hour car journey and another
hour of walking, or is accessible through a mountain footpath which takes four hours to the
village of Agridia/Tepeköy. It is well-preserved, despite not being occupied today. This district
shows a higher variety of architectural elements and a more sophisticated design.

6.2.4. Understanding the Dami through Different Temporal Frames

Temporality is key to understanding the place and the architecture of dami, especially when
considered according to the long, medium and short durations of time as conceptualised by
Braudel.
Firstly, a dami is a product of a longer history than its own actual lifetime, as the
production of dami reflects the agelong interactions between the environment and the Imbros
community. Therefore, a dami is an ‘ageless’ building, in that one cannot readily date a dami
just by analysing its architectural features and materials. It might have been built ten, fifty or
two hundred years ago, as the traditional technique of stone masonry has been transferred
between generations through many centuries. Thus, it represents the centuries-old building
techniques belonging to a unique rural life, where that rural life is a product of the connections
between Imbros Rums and their environment, and which have been shaped over long periods
by various forces of nature, societies and individuals.
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Once ‘a necessity of the Imbros farmer’750 shaped by the day-to-day rhythm of Imbros
community in the past, dami has gained further meanings and significance throughout the
social history of the Imbros community. As a place which is evocative and rich with symbols
and metaphors, damia districts are not only a signifier of how rural life and production used to
be but also, as a ruin, a symbol of the destruction of this ideal – or the irreversible
transformation of this ideal. Therefore, its social history also depicts the transformation of
damia districts, elucidating power dynamics, contestations and desertion of damia districts.
Hence, Imbros’ dami is not just a cottage or summerhouse but an architectural
solution shaped by natural environment and the community. Designed to survive the
conditions of nature in diverse regions of the island while catering for local production (such
as agriculture, animal husbandry and sometimes fishery), a dami presents a flexible but
distinctive architecture. However, at the same time, dami and damia districts presents the social
production of space on the island by its Rum community. Thus, testimonies of Imbros Rums
as the story of the ordinary people help to expand on the implications of displacement by
introducing the notion of social history.
In short, as outlined here and as we shall now see in more detail, the macro-scale
narratives, such as the environmental and geological aspects of the island, the micro-realities
of social histories of the community are unified by the Braudelian concept of history in order
to discuss the implications of displacements from multiple perspectives of time. This approach
to time, in turn, enables an understanding of how environmental, social and economic forces
produced Imbros’ rural through the case study of dami.

6.3. Long History
‘It was essential to examine the interplay between societies and their natural environment’,
asserts Smith regarding the study of Lucien Febvre.751 Influenced by Febvre and Bloch, the
concept of long history [longue durée], as Braudel deployed it, is a way to discuss long durations
of time in history through which ‘the interplay between societies and their natural
environments’ can be observed and discussed.752
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Inspired by Braudel’s vision and different interpretations of his concept of long history
by other scholars, the long history for Imbros unfolds through two questions: What kind of
long history can we find within dami and damia districts? What kind of geographical and
environmental forces have had an impact upon Imbros’ rural life and dami?

6.3.1. Sea, Archipelago, Island

Braudel’s emphasis on a dialectic of space and time as inseparable and equally essential
phenomena for human societies was particularly visible in his description of the human-sea
interface.753 His vision of ‘the inland sea and the land masses bordering it as a single entity,
unified by geography and climate, by commerce, and by deep-rooted cultural ties that
transcended linguistic and religious divisions’754 reflected his fascination of the sea as a unifier
and creator of cultures and societies. Appreciating the sea as ‘the greatest document of its past
existence’,755 Braudel has had a vast impact on writing about seas and oceans.756 In this regard,
a Braudelian long history starts with positioning of Imbros as an island within the Aegean Sea.
In an island community, the sea is the determinant force, shaping island life. However,
the sea is not a generic entity. In fact, as Tsimouris observes in fishermen communities,
fishermen often distinguish between types of seas as the familiar, local sea and the deep
waters.757 Similarly, the sea for Imbros reveals itself through two main spatial layers. The first
one is the Aegean Archipelago. Geographically, Imbros is an island part of a group of islands
called the archipelago. Indeed, the islands of the Aegean Sea are so numerous that the name
archipelago originated from this region.758 Known as ‘adalar denizi [the sea of islands]’ in the
Ottoman era,759 the Aegean archipelago has larger islands such as Rhodes and Crete,
maintaining more developed settlements and becoming centres of trade and religion, alongside
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tiny islands without any name or human occupation. Still others lie in the middle of this
spectrum.
Large or small, their (the islands’) significance lies in providing indispensable
landfalls on the sea routes and affording stretches of comparatively calm water
to which shipping is attracted, either between islands or between islands and
mainland coasts.760
Hence, the sea for Imbros is, first, a network connecting it to hundreds of islands in
the archipelago. Thus, one way of looking at the formation of rural life, within which dami was
created, is to reassess Imbros as an island of this network – the Aegean Archipelago. This
requires an understanding of Imbros as it was before the Turkish Republic isolated Imbros with
its national borders from surrounding islands, when life on Imbros depended more on its
geographical and environmental aspects.

Figure 93: Græcia Antiquæ Tabulam Hanc Geographicam, 1636 (NCFM).
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Figure 94: Carte Historique, et Geographique de l’Ancienne Grece, Avec des Remarques Curieuses por l’Intelligence de
l’Histoire, 1701-1720 (NCFM).

On seventeenth and eighteenth-century maps depicting the Aegean Sea, there is a
frequent ambiguity regarding Imbros’ size and location, and indeed Imbros is often underrepresented, as smaller and with less or even zero information about its settlements.
Conversely, other islands near Imbros and of a similar size, such as Limnos and Lesbos, are
often illustrated in a more significant manner. (Fig. 93, 94, 95, 96, 97 and 98)
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Figure 95: Græciæ
Pars Septentrionalis,
1708 (NCFM).

Figure 96: New
Griechenland, c. 17th
century (NCFM).
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Figure 97: Carte
Reduitede
L’Archipel, 1738
(NCFM).

Figure 98:
Insvlarvm
Archipelagi
Septentrionalis,
1656 (NCFM).
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Similarly, the historical data, which consists of one major book on the history of
Imbros, underpins Imbros as an agrarian island that was self-sustained and also isolated in
terms of its economy and socio-cultural existence, except for its religious affinity with
Samothrace.761 Indeed, today, the islands of the Northern Aegean Sea, especially Samothrace
and Imbros, are the most secluded islands geographically and transportation-wise, a condition
in which any form of urban life is unlikely to be created or maintained.762 As Fig. 99 shows, on
the Turkish side (right), the majority of Gallipoli region and Saros Gulf are natural heritage
sites, while the Greek coast from the Turkey-Greece border to Kavala is also a predominantly
rural area used for agriculture. The Athos peninsula on the left is an important centre for Greek
Orthodox monasticism.
In the northern part of the Aegean Sea above the Dardanelles that connects the Aegean
Sea to the Marmara Sea and the Black Sea, agrarian communities with strong social and
religious ties had emerged, resulting from the geographically confined region which is slightly
off the main trade route going through the Dardanelles channel.763 Therefore, we can see that
the sea that surrounded Imbros was not busy with trade ships. Although Imbros was exporting
fruits and vegetables to Athens and Anatolian cities throughout its history,764 the interactions
between Imbros and its neighbouring islands and the mainland were not taking place on a daily
basis.765 What Imbros, Limnos and Samothrace shared was the same strong religious cult in the
pre-Hellenistic period, the centre of which was Samothrace and that gave way to Orthodox
Christian religion afterwards.766 While these islands had their isolated everyday lives, the sea
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was the medium by which religious and socio-cultural manners and customs were spread
gradually yet continuously over the millennia.767

Figure 99: Imbros in the INT Nautical Chart of the Aegean Sea (http://www.highsea.cz/map/GM06.JPG).

Secondly, the sea – the local sea – that defines the territory of the island creates another
layer of spatiality, separating the island from the outside world. This spatiality is explained by
Braudel as ‘the sea surrounds the islands and cuts them off from the rest of the world more
effectively than any other environment’, but that is only true for islands ‘situated outside the
normal sea routes’.768 Hence, compared to the oceanic islands, the isolation experienced by the
Aegean islanders (even the inhabitants of the most secluded ones on the North Aegean Sea) is
relative, meaning that it might be experienced ‘under specific conditions in specific periods of
time’.769 In The Dance of the Islands, Constantakopoulou addresses the seasonal isolation
patterns in the Aegean, stating that ‘strong winds and currents in the Aegean could hinder
navigation and therefore contribute to the isolation of islands, especially during the ‘closed,
sailing season of the winter months’.770 Thus, like other Aegean islands, for Imbros the sea both
isolates and connects at the same time.

6.3.2. Water, Climate, Geography

On an island, water is of primary importance and, for Imbros, it is one of the reasons its rural
character has continued, for Imbros’ natural water reserves and sources cannot sustain a full
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population all across the island.771 Although Imbros has several natural springs which have
sustained its agriculture and related human occupation, these cultivated agricultural lands were
necessarily concentrated at one location due to the distribution of these seasonal rivers and the
local climate (Fig. 100).772 However, this does not mean that other parts of the island were
entirely unsuitable for agriculture. In fact, according to an official report dated 1928, there were
no less than 1,450 hectares of vineyards and 24,000 acres of planted arable fields.773

Figure 100: A view from Agioi Theodoroi/Zeytinliköy looking through the river delta (main agricultural land of the island),
2018.

According to the same report, Imbros is highly suitable for agriculture and has 68,000
olive trees while agricultural products include wheat, barley, oats, broad beans, chickpeas,
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onion, grapes and olives.774 So, although the main planted fields were located on the river delta
between the town centre and the Kastro port, the agriculturally less suitable parts could still be
used as olive lands, vineyards, orchards, gardens or grasslands. This situation therefore caused
Imbros Rums to create dami and damia districts for making use of Imbros’ remote lands for
gardening and animal husbandry in addition to the main agricultural activity on the central
delta.
Nevertheless, apart from the rivers and springs, agriculture on Imbros has other
characteristics which arise from its climate and which also determined its historic settlements
and built environment. Imbros’ climate differs from the Aegean coast with its colder winters,
cooler and wet summers, the north-east wind as the prevailing wind, despite being part of the
Mediterranean climate.775 Therefore, Imbros represents the characteristics of a Mediterranean
border zone that shows less favourable climatic conditions compared to the Mediterranean
climate.776 One result of this climate difference is that olive trees on Imbros live up to 200-meter
altitude whereas it is 900-meter on the coastal region of the Aegean Sea (Fig. 100 shows the arid
mountains of Imbros). Hence, although olives were important for Imbros, it was also an
unreliable agricultural product. According to the records, as the temperatures of -8 °C and
below damage olive trees by freezing trunks and branches, in 1956 and 1963, when the
temperatures went down to -9.1°C for several hours, Imbros’ olive lands suffered extensive
damage.777
Furthermore, adequate but not abundant water sources, and an often-challenging
Mediterranean border zone climate, are combined with a ‘rugged’778 topography on Imbros.
Taken together, these aspects determined the necessary decisions that Imbros community
made in order to develop a viable rural life on the island. First, they chose higher altitudes that
are not very suitable for agriculture or even for olive trees for the location of their villages. Five
Rum villages, except for the centre Panagia, are located on the hillsides. Imbros’ highest hill is
around 600 meters: Agia Illias 672, Agios Demetrios 635.779 Thus, these villages are still near
the lower agricultural lands, ports and orchards.
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Secondly, while Imbros’ agriculture developed in harmony with available water
sources, the local climate and geography, animal husbandry (sheep, goat and pig) became a
crucial means of living. From the testimonies of Imbros Rums, it is known that although there
were fishermen and sponge-divers on Imbros, fishing and sponge-diving were not as prevalent
livelihoods as were agriculture and animal husbandry.780 As the island land is confined and free
of any wild animals, goats and sheep could move freely on allocated grasslands. Lastly, as
farmers and shepherds, Imbros Rums followed a seasonal cycle in their rural life, like other
agrarian communities. Imbros’ rural life thus consisted of spending winters in their villages
and moving to damia districts from spring till the next winter.

6.4. Social History
In the plural temporality of Braudel, social history is about conjunctions of sociocultural and
economic patterns creating societies, and which usually arch over several centuries. Similarly,
this section on social history narrates the social production of Imbros’ public and domestic
spaces in relation to the dami and its transformation which includes the process of the
displacement of Imbros Rums.

6.4.1. The Social Production of Dami

As the previous section ‘Long History’ shows, the formation of rural life on Imbros is primarily
an outcome of the environmental factors associated with Imbros’ nature, which were
determined by its water resources, climate, geography and the secluded North Aegean region.
Yet while the environmental conditions had a profound impact on fundamental aspects of
island life, the Imbros community has in turn determined the social production of island
spaces.
From Kuzu Port to Pyrgos, one can see the extensive presence of dami buildings on
the island even today. Although many of these damia districts are not densely built, the number
of damia districts and individual damis is extensive. In a sense, this shows that the whole island
is home to the Imbros community, a situation which induced the occupation of even the
remotest areas of the island without any issues of safety. Thus, Imbros Rums treated island
spaces with freedom, reflecting a shared sense of domesticity across the entire island.
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Unpublished interviews with Imbrians, 1st July 1994, CAMS.

Moreover, this sense of freedom is visible not only in the pervasion of damia districts
(Fig. 84) on the Imbros landscape but also in the spatial organisations of these damis and
districts (Fig. 86). Despite the similarities between houses in the villages and dami in terms of
their immediate appearance and construction techniques, the spatial organisation of dami and
the planning of damia districts differ from the village houses of Imbros in two ways.

Figure 101: A panigyri (festival) on the mountains next to a chapel, Imbros/ Gökçeada, c1960s (EMIT).

The difference of dami from a village house begins with the use of landscape as part
of domestic space. This domesticity in the landscape surrounding dami buildings depends on
three factors. Firstly, as the primary function, a dami building was used for animal husbandry
and other agricultural purposes, which made it a central space serving the surrounding
landscape. Second, the suitable climatic conditions during the period in which Imbros Rums
lived in their damia districts (from spring till the end of fall each year) enabled Rums to use
their houses and immediate landscape in a more open way. The third factor is the idea of shared
facilities among dami buildings, with the aim of minimising spaces devoted to the use of human
residents. Hence, it is common to see the furnace in one dami shared with others which did not
have any cooking facilities, a practice which was not observed in village houses. Thus, the ideas
of external and internal, domestic and public, are reinterpreted in a more communal way
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through the production of dami, and which thus contributed to community social dynamics
(Fig. 101).781
Similarly, as Passadaiou explains, dami was an indispensable to Imbros farmers. He
states that the (human) residents of dami were less important for the building’s layout, as their
mere concern was simply to have a place in which sleep and eat in the most basic manner.782
His drawing of a dami (Fig. 86) shows that there is not any internal circulation in these
buildings and instead each unit is entered directly from the outside. Αλωνι – a stone-paved
garden, shown as Αλ on Passadaiou’s drawing – is a threshing field. Connected with the
purposes of dami’s other units, this threshing field is an essential part of the building, showing
an elaborate stone paving, and is found in every dami (Fig. 86, 87 and 88).

Figure 102: Αλώνι/Threshing field (stone-paved garden of a dami), Imbros/Gökçeada, c1940s (EMIT).
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Figure 103:
Αλώνι/Threshing
field,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c1970s (EMIT).

Figure 104:
Αλώνι/Threshing
field,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
c1940s (EMIT).
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Figure 105: A family portrait, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1950s (EMIT).

Another characteristic element of dami is the oven (Φν), which defines a semi-open
space for preparing food that is sheltered and open to the use of other residents of the district.
According to Rum custom, any stranger who uses the furnace should offer something of
kindness to the residents of the dami.783
Along with this idea of shared facilities, the freedom in the use of island spaces also
provides insights into the economic structure of the Imbros community. The fact that each
family owned at least one dami meant that everyone had livestock and agricultural land. In this
way, a form of egalitarian society formed on the island. For example, Fig. 105 shows different
generations working in the fields together, while Fig. 99, 100 and 101 prove that both men and
women participated in agrarian production on Imbros.
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Figure 106: Return to the village after a day in the field, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1950s (EMIT).

Agricultural labour, in particular, involved men and women, including children and
the elderly, and which had a non-gendered character. Nonetheless, other types of rural labour,
especially animal husbandry and domestic responsibilities, were gendered duties of Imbrians.
For example, men often stayed in dami districts for longer periods than any other family
member did in order to look after livestock, while women were in charge of domestic
responsibilities.784
A dami is often surrounded by orchards and vegetable gardens, providing storage and
water. Feeding and watering troughs for livestock, storage units and a sleep-in room for
residents are all designed in a way that both animals and humans are residents of a dami (Fig.
86).
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Maurice Merleau-Ponty affirms that:
Our relationship with things is not a distant one: each speaks to our body and
to the way we live. They are clothed in human characteristics (whether docile,
soft, hostile or resistant) and conversely, they dwell within us as emblems of
forms of life we either love or hate. Humanity is invested in the things, and these
are invested in it.785
In this sense, what one may observe in a damia district or a single dami reflects the
characteristics of Rums and their community. In this regard, a dami not only presents the
collective elements of Imbros’s rural life, but the life in dami also reshapes the structure of the
Imbros community as a whole. Halbwachs also explains this interactive process:
[P]lace and group have each received the imprint of the other. Therefore, every
phase of the group can be translated into spatial terms, and its residence is but
the juncture of all these terms. Each aspect, each detail, of this place has a
meaning intelligent not only to members of the group, for each portion of its
space corresponds to various and different aspects of the structure and life of
their society, at least of what is most stable in it.786

Figure 107: A social gathering, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1950s (EMIT).
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Hence, there is a freedom and a collective approach to the production of space of
Imbros, and which is exemplified here through dami and damia districts. So, how do these
characteristics affect the societal structure and rural life of Imbros Rums? Is the extended and
collective domesticity seen through the production of dami prevalent among other, non-dami
spaces?
One way of responding to these questions is to turn to the Imbros community and try
to associate the spatial analysis of dami with Imbros’ social fabric before the displacements.
Archive photographs show a rural life in which men and women, including the elders and
children, worked on the fields together (Fig. 105 and 106). However, their life was not only
filled with agrarian duties but also, as the Imbrians state, abundant in social and cultural events
that were taking place at Imbros’ various locations. For example, Fig. 98 showing a panigyri (a
festival) of a mountain chapel, indicates this expansive use of the Imbros landscape.787 Similarly,
a 1916 article on the geography of Imbros briefly describes the island’s society as:
As to the inhabitants, I did not notice the seclusion of women; at any rate, up in
the hills, the women were very ready to show one hospitality, bringing one all
kinds of fruit and milk and biscuits and bunches of marigolds and scented herbs,
and keeping up a loud and uninterrupted flow of conversation.788
Buxton here points out a significant feature of the Imbros community, namely that
the seclusion or exclusion of women was not the case for Imbros – an assessment that one can
also perceive through the archival images in which women are equally present as men. Fig. 107,
108, 109 and 110 are some of the archive photographs from different decades all showing
several social gatherings of young Imbros Rums. It is known from my interviews that the
islanders who lived in the villages often visited the central village (today’s county centre) while
wearing special outfits (used only during important social and religious gatherings).
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Figure 108: A gathering in a church, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1960s (EMIT).

In parallel with Buxton’s observations and what we can see from the archive images,
Manager Nazif, a provinces local affair’s general, and Ali Galip, a civil service inspector,
described Imbros Rums on their official 1928 report for the Turkish authorities as follows:
Imbros, including the centrum of the subdivision having six villages, has a social
life much different than a village's. Men and women, all spread into fields before
dawn and returning home only after sunset, the way of working and activities of
life in that villages cannot be compared to let alone other villages, even small
towns. Though being farmers and mostly shepherds, their houses and the way
they live in houses are clean and civilised. Any villager having a worker outfit
during agriculture has learned it very well, to live with a citizen taste and mind
as soon as he gets home. In that manner, there is a life of a village in days, and
one of cities at nights, in Imbros. Drunkenness is very rare; there is no gambling
and rare and hidden prostitution. People are all religious and conservative. The
number of churches and monasteries throughout the whole island is over 140.
Intellectuals apply for the religious traditions too. There is a general popular
approval to education. There are hardly any children who do not attend schools.
Every village has tidy and profound schools, and in every school, there are one
Turkish and two Greek teachers. The number of the students is 1,200. The
population of literate Greeks are 3,200 males and 2,600 females so that 70 % of
the population is literate.789
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30-10-214-454-3, AR (A copy of this archival document was found in EMIT).

On this report, Nazif and Ali Galip tell a story of a self-sustained island with its
schools, villages, churches, monasteries, summerhouses (damia) and cultivated lands and live
stocks, in which one can also encounter a vivid social and cultural life with strong religious and
spatial ties. As expected, the same narrative prevails in Rums’ own accounts, whether
collectively produced through Rum associations or individually recounted through interviews
and oral histories.

Figure 109: A social gathering, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1960s (EMIT).

To conclude, the social and spatial production of dami is a typical example of the ways
in which the Imbros community and their relationships with the island spaces produced their
unique island life. Dami, therefore, indicates a particular collectivist approach and freedom to
the production of space. Furthermore, the extended domesticity on the island offers alternative
readings. One might even conjecture that, Imbros landscape, at least in that specific historical
time, offered an alternative public space shaped by the freedom of movement and egalitarian
distribution of lands, and even part of a rear utopia in which neither surveillance nor safety
were of notable concern.
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Figure 110: A social gathering, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1970s (EMIT).

6.4.2. The Production of Ruins

Today, after the displacement of the Rums, ruins of dami buildings have been disappearing
into the rocky hills of Imbros and becoming part of its natural environment. How damia
districts were abandoned and fell into ruins is a gradual process inscribed in both the
production of damia ruins and the disappearance of these districts. The land re-distributions,
which occurred from 1963 onwards, replaced the presence of the Imbros community with the
new residents whom the Turkish authorities brought from various parts of Turkey.790
The expropriations were extensively applied on the agricultural lands and the dami
districts with the aim of halting the local economy and eventually forcing the Imbros
community to leave the island. The traditional forms of animal husbandry and agriculture were
replaced by an increasingly dependent island economy in which even basic needs began to be
provided from outside of the island. Along with the new public projects built on several
prominent damia districts such as Pyrgos, the expropriations created a lack of agricultural land
for Imbros Rums and gradually initiated the transformation of the damia districts into deserted
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For more information see the first part of this thesis: ‘Gökçeada: The Emplaced’.

residential districts. As we have seen in chapter 2, the emplacement practices, which instigated
the displacement of the Rum population of Imbros, were various and extensive, including the
public agricultural projects causing expropriations, the construction of a reservoir and the
emergence of new state-built villages.
In short, the economy based on traditional production drastically collapsed when
most of the Imbros Rums left the island, and because the new residents were strange to the
island’s nature and were reluctant to learn from the Rums. In the meantime, the island’s limited
accessibility continued and even became stricter with new regulations. The island’s natural
boundedness with the sea, which once enhanced the islanders’ freedom of using Imbros’
remotest spaces, became a tool for the state-led hostility towards Imbros Rums after the
Turkish authorities founded an open agricultural prison on the island in 1965.791

Figure 111: Pyrgos during the eviction, Imbros/Gökçeada, c1970s (EMIT).
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Figure 112: Agridia’s damia district, 2017.

The transformation of the landscapes and townscapes of Imbros was dramatic (Fig.
109-116). Pyrgos dami buildings completely disappeared, except for one, and the whole district
was turned into a social facility for employees of the Ministry of Justice. The damia districts of
Agridia and Agioi Theodoroi had first been expropriated during the period between 1963 and
1974,792 then became a natural heritage site from 1985 onwards. Thus, many Rums, even who
stayed in the island, have lost the ownership of their dami buildings.
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Figure 113: Agridia’s damia district, 2017.

As a traditional building type produced by historic island life, dami has gained a
symbolic value for Rums during their return movement, which started in late 1990s and still
continues today.793 Indeed, the ruined state of these buildings introduced another layer of
history into these areas by acting as a reminder of the displacement of the Rums from Imbros.
Dami and damia districts have become places of political, emotional and aesthetic significance
in which the narrative of displacement induces itself into our perception and experience. The
ruins, thus, create an understanding through which one can connect dami to the history of
displacements as well as to their own historical origins.
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For more information, see chapter 5 ‘In the Island: The Panigyri (The Festival)’.
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Figure 114: Agridia’s
damia district, 2017.

Figure 115: Agridia’s
damia district, 2017.

Figure 116: Agridia’s
damia district, 2017.
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Figure 117: Agridia’s damia district, 2017.

Ruins have fascinated many and often been associated with a powerful sense of time.
In some cases, ruins are affiliated with a future such as a preview of future, as Christopher
Woodward articulates in his book In Ruins, ‘when we contemplate ruins, we contemplate our
future’,794 whereas Brian Dillon, in the edited volume Ruins, interprets ruins as ‘a remnant of
and portal into the past’.795 Indeed, ruins are powerful mediums through which not only
different layers of time are folded together and experienced at the same time, but also different
meanings can be divined.
Moreover, as Georg Simmel in his influential essay on the ruin suggests:
The ruin of a building means that where the work of art is dying, other forces
and forms, those of nature, have grown; and that out of what of art still lives in
the ruin and what of nature already lives in it, there has emerged a new whole, a
characteristic unity.796
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Figure 118: Agioi Theodoroi’s damia district, 2017.

The destruction that is attributed to the ruin in Simmel’s remarks is ‘not something
senselessly coming from the outside but rather the realisation of a tendency inherent in the
deepest layer of the existence of the destroyed’,797 and in Simmel’s example the ruin is often
destroyed by nature rather than by humankind. Yet, the form of destruction that the ruin
presents affirms tension between the destructive and creative forces of nature as well as
humankind.798 Thus, there are strong similarities between Simmel’s idea of ruins – as being
created by the destructive and creative forces of nature – and the damia ruins, such as Agridia’s
and Agioi Theodoroi’s damia districts, because nature is still the fundamental force affecting
these buildings. In short, in the ruins of the dami we witness at once their historical origins, the
socio-political circumstances of their abandonment, and the final forces of the nature which
lead to their becoming ruins.
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Figure 119: Agioi Theodoroi’s damia district, 2017.

The visits to damia districts have both pragmatic and ritualistic purposes for Imbros
Rums. The pragmatic side of this experience is to check the present state of their houses –
whether they are still intact or whether any illegal occupation is taking place in these areas, even
some Rums do not own their damis anymore. In addition, the visits create a medium for
discussion among the Imbros Rums about the future of these areas. Second, the damia districts
are evocative and powerful places, most of which are only accessible to the Rums due to their
remote location. Currently, the collective visits to damia districts take place during the annual
summer festival.799
One can see the significance of dami to an Imbros Rum through these efforts – that is,
through creating new ways of interacting with these ruins from walks, and through their
struggles for regaining ownership. Yet the question as to whether historic rural life can be
regenerated on the island with the return of Imbros Rums is unclear, for the return movement
is still partial and mostly seasonal. However, if Rums had the chance to regain their land
ownership, this could be a new beginning.
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Figure 120: The collective walks to the damia districts, 2017.

Nonetheless, dami ruins continue to reflect the enduring social, economic and
political realities of the island and remind us that, while historic rural life has been ruptured,
several aspects of this rural life have remained. In a sense, dami shares the destiny of the
community who produced it. Thus, like the seasonal return of the Rums, damis survive within
their ruins until either they eventually totally disappear, or Rums find a way of reclaiming them.
Today, many dami buildings are in ruins. Their future is entangled with issues of
displacement and heritage. In terms of heritage values, dami buildings have never been
acknowledged by the conservation councils, but the areas where they are located have become
natural heritage sites. Thus, the issues of ruins and heritage have become spatially and
conceptually interdependent. So, the following chapter ‘Official Histories: The Making of
Heritage’ discusses the historical process of heritage making through the records of Turkish
institutions in order to provide another perspective.
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7

CHAPTER

OFFICIAL HISTORIES (Individual History)
The Making of Heritage

In the previous chapter, I have gathered unofficial histories of Imbros generated within various
spatial and temporal layers in order to unearth the historical everyday on Imbros. Inspired by
the idea of a plural temporality as deployed in Braudel’s The Mediterranean, unofficial histories
draw on the disguised narratives of the island – the narratives that are told by the displaced, as
found in the documents of the Imbros Associations’ archives or are inscribed in the island’s
natural and architectural environment. Within these unofficial histories, the story of dami
distinguished itself as the primary production of historical rural life on Imbros. Through dami
I reassessed not only this rural life and the historic everyday, which belonged to the Rums, but
also the displacement of the Rums, which caused the destruction of that rural life and of the
Rum community on Imbros.
This second chapter of ‘İmroz: The Place’ in turn discusses the architectural histories
of Imbros, which the previous chapter explored in relation to the rural, dami and ruins, through
another positioning. This new position presents the official voice of the institutional archives
in Turkey that designate certain elements of Imbros, and which are linked with the Rums or
belong to the natural environment of the island, as heritage. This chapter explores this process
of heritage-making on Imbros, and which refers to individual history – the third and last
concept of Braudelian plural temporality. Not only does the late-modern phenomenon of
heritage, whose history on Imbros began in 1985, present the contemporary history of Imbros,
but is endowed with a set of meanings and possibilities, it has also become a medium through
which the displacement of Rums is acknowledged and confronted.
The primary concern of chapter 7 is to address the conceptualisation and conservation
of heritage on Imbros by the Turkish institutions. In this regard, the chapter investigates how
these institutions have used heritage in the management of the built and natural environment
on Imbros. Therefore, by discussing these heritage-making processes that began in 1985, the
aim is to explore the spatial and sociocultural implications of heritage as documented in the
institutional archives.
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7.1. Introduction
Most of the Rums were displaced from Imbros between 1963 and 1974, while the appropriation
of Imbros’ heritage values came a decade or so after their displacement.800 From this point of
view, heritage was not initially involved in the displacement process. Instead, it has become a
part of the period during which the Turkish authorities and Imbros’ new residents had to deal
with the built environment that was inscribed with the displacement of the Rums and their
histories.

7.1.1. Heritage for Imbros

The past, transformed into heritage, is a ubiquitous resource with many
contemporary cultural, economic and political functions.[…] we define the
concept (heritage) as the use of the past as a cultural, political and economic
resource for the present, our concern being with the very selective ways in which
material artefacts, mythologies, memories and traditions become resources for
the present.801
Following this comment of Ashworth et al., heritage is the use of the past as a resource
for the present, this being the concept of heritage which this chapter investigates through
institutional archives which maintain particular social, economic and political functions. Thus,
the aim is to unveil these functions that left their traces in these archival records, and to show
how the mechanism that produces and uses this concept of heritage can be experienced on
Imbros. In short, I investigate a mechanism which pacifies the creators of the past (the Rums)
through the process of heritage-making.
Heritage has been a key issue for Imbros’ architectural history and has been an agent
in its socio-cultural transformation since 1985. But before explaining how and why heritage
has gained this multi-faceted function, this sub-section addresses several approaches to the
concept of heritage in relation to Imbros. There has been much academic work on the concept
of heritage since its emergence, and an increasing number of studies today take into
consideration its non-physical elements. As such, one definition of heritage is as follows:
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Heritage today is a broad and slippery term. It might be used to describe
anything from the solid—such as buildings, monuments and memorials, to the
ethereal— songs, festivals and languages.802
Taken from the book Pluralising Pasts: Heritage, Identity and Place in Multicultural

Societies, the definition above asserts that heritage refers to both tangible and intangible
entities. Today this kind of approach to heritage is not new, but its applications are less
common. As for Imbros, it is more or less non-existent. Hence, as the history of heritage
unfolds through the archival records, one can see that it is the object-oriented focus of the
heritage protection that has been practiced on the island. Thus, the heritage protection under
discussion corresponds to the conservation of the natural and built environment.
Moreover, since Turkey agreed to the 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (World Heritage Convention) in 1983, The General
Directorate of Cultural Heritage and Museums under the Ministry of Culture and Tourism has
regulated and ensured the protection of heritage according to this international legislation.803
However, this does not make heritage protection on Imbros a straightforward task. Instead, it
has long been a contested issue affected by political and economic pressures. As a result, the
heritage protection practices differ remarkably across different sites. Especially for heritage
sites with a contested past, such as Imbros, the identification and conservation of heritage can
easily become a process full of obstructions and difficulties.
For Imbros, the identification and conservation of heritage has received diverse
reactions, largely due to two reasons. Firstly, the immediate spatial outcome of the conservation
was the restriction of building activities on the island. This created tension between the
residents of Imbros and the Turkish authorities, both of whom have aspired to build new
constructions. Secondly, the discussions on heritage have created a coercive power to confront
the past that is marked by the displacement of the Imbros Rums. As what constituted the
heritage is associated with the Rums, the heritage status that was sought to be attributed to
Imbros inevitably unveiled Imbros’ suppressed history of displacements.
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Figure 121: The Village of Schoinoudi/ Dereköy, Imbros/Gökçeada 2016.

These conflicts surrounding issues of heritage and heritage protection have been
carried into the spaces of Imbros. The most vivid examples are the abandoned Rum villages
that are today’s conservation sites, acting as constant reminders of the Rums’ displacement
(Fig. 121). Thus, this study on the history of heritage is an enquiry into the politics of space
addressing those questions generated in relation to the concept of heritage: What was the
process of making heritage on Imbros? How did the making of heritage affect the displaced
Rums of Imbros? Did the narrative of displacement find a place in the making of Imbros’s
heritage?

7.1.2. Official Histories

The Superior Council for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Property804 designated the
first heritage sites and listed buildings of Imbros in 1985. Henceforth, the appropriation of
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The English and Turkish names are taken from Law on Conservation of Cultural and Natural Property. Law
no. 2863, Resmi Gazete, no. 18113, 23rd July 1983. For English see http://www.kulturvarliklari.gov.tr/TR43249/law-on-the-conservation-of-cultural-and-natural-propert-.html. Today, the name of this council is the
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Imbros as a cultural and natural heritage site has followed an inconsistent progress due to the
pressure of the different political and economic agendas of the diverse groups and agents
involved in this process. Consequently, from 1985 onwards, the island’s protected status has
caused long-lasting disputes among several public institutions, has been challenged by a series
of lawsuits, has been continuously modified and has even been cancelled several times.
This chapter titled ‘Official Histories’ therefore explores this process that began in
1985 through the official institutions responsible for heritage and conservation. Indeed, official
histories under discussion draw largely on these institutions’ archives. To study these
institutional records allows us to understand how the concept of heritage has been defined and
applied in the context of Imbros. Indeed, these archival records unveil not only the history and
the mechanisms of the appropriation and the conservation of the cultural and natural heritage
for Imbros, but also document the interference of other public institutions in these heritagemaking processes, providing critical insights into the decision-making processes in the spatial
production of the (built and natural) environment.
Accordingly, the official histories under discussion have a twofold purpose for this
thesis. Firstly, this is an attempt to gather these archival documents and create a comprehensive
account of these heritage-making processes in the context of Imbros, and which have not
previously been studied by the existing literature. Secondly, the rise and decline of the heritage
sites of Imbros are part of a more nuanced analysis that links questions about the meaning and
conservation of heritage to the broader context of the politics of space on Imbros. I argue that
heritage has had a powerful underlying role, the realisation of which started a new phase both
in terms of the architectural history of Imbros and for its displaced and emplaced communities.

Superior Council for the Conservation of Cultural Property [Kültür Varlıklarını Koruma Yüksek Kurulu]. Since
1985, the institutions’ names and organisational structure have been changed a few times. In the sub-section
‘7.2.2. Heritage Decision-Makers’, I discuss in detail the current situation of these institutions.
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7.2. Legislation
Since the first conservation decision concerning Imbros, which was issued in 1985, the culture
policy controlling what may or may not be considered heritage has been altered. However, the
main change has happened in the executive institutions. Susceptible to wider political
tendencies and economic trends, the executive institutions of heritage have adapted their
organisations, members and regulations while responsibilities have been exchanged between
different ministries. Accordingly, the methods of the conservation of cultural and natural
property have also been revised.
The following sub-sections, first, explains the key features of the legislation regarding
the conservation of heritage, and then discusses the changes to the institutions that are
responsible for the conservation of heritage.

7.2.1. Laws on Conservation

The principles of the heritage protection in the Turkish context can be summarised through a
few definitions. In fact, there are four underpinning concepts in the Turkish law on
Conservation (no. 2863): Cultural property, natural property, conservation site and
archaeological site.805
Cultural property refers to any property ‘on the ground, under the ground or under
the water pertaining to science, culture, religion and fine arts of before and after recorded
history or that is of unique scientific and cultural value for social life before and after recorded
history’.806 Natural property is defined as ‘all assets on the ground, under the ground or under
the water pertaining to geological periods, prehistoric periods until present time, that are of
unique kind or require protection due to their characteristics and beauty’.807 Conservation sites
are cities or remains of cities that belong to ‘various prehistoric to present civilizations that
reflect the social, economic, architectural characteristics of the respective period, areas that
have been stages of social life or important historical events with a concentration of cultural
property and areas the natural characteristics of which have been documented to require
protection’.808 Finally, the fourth concept, an archaeological site, is an area ‘where man-made
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cultural and natural property converges as the product of various prehistoric to present
civilisations, that is adequately defined by topography and homogenous, at the same time
historically, archeologically, artistically, scientifically, socially or technically valuable, and
exhibits partial structures’.809
In practical terms, these concepts, except for natural property, define the physical
remains of various spatial layers of Imbros according to three variables. The first is the
historical periods, such as the prehistoric, classical, Byzantine, Ottoman and Republican
periods. Even though these temporal layers often overlap each other, this type of categorisation
is common in the conservation decisions and their reports.
The other variable is based on the spatiality of property that determines whether it
should be a (archaeological or conservation) site or an immovable object/property (i.e. a listed
building). In contrast to listed buildings, conservation or archaeological sites tend to affect
larger areas as they consist of sub-categories classified according to their degree of importance.
For example, the peripheries of conservation sites are classified as ‘surrounding interactive
areas [etkileme geçiş alanı]’810 that are also conservation zones of lesser degrees. Similarly, first
degree archaeological sites may have second- or third-degree archaeological sites surrounding
them, as these sites usually have unclear borders.
Lastly, these sites and listed properties are given degree ratings according to their level
of importance and the degree of preservation of the asset, which is also critical for issuing
conservation decisions. Archaeological and natural heritage sites have three degrees while a
conservation site, a category given to urban heritage sites such as cities, towns and villages, has
only one type. However, as mentioned earlier, conservation sites are usually accompanied with
‘surrounding interactive areas’ that can be defined as a second-degree conservation site.
In the light of this brief overview of the definitions given in the law on conservation,
the next sub-section discusses the details of the heritage decision-makers. Although the
decision makers have sometimes changed, the actual law on conservation (no. 2863) has not
been changed since 1983.
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7.2.2. Heritage Decision-Makers

The realisation and protection of heritage operates through a range of institutions. The chief
authority for the conservation in Turkey is the General Directorate of Cultural Heritage and
Museums [Kültür Varlıkları ve Müzeler Genel Müdürlüğü] (GDCHM), and it is a unit under
the Ministry of Culture and Tourism (MCT). Like the MSC, the GDCHM is in Ankara, the
capital of Turkey.
Until 2011, the GDCHM was also entrusted with the conservation of natural heritage.
On 8th August 2011, a statutory decree delegated the Ministry of Environment and Urban
Planning (MEUP) for the conservation of natural heritage.811
Under the GDCHM, there are councils for the conservation of cultural property that
are responsible for taking decisions regarding heritage sites and whose members are selected
from relevant academic institutions and professional fields.812 There are two types of councils:
The Superior Council and regional councils.
Each regional council handles decisions for their given region. Since 2000, Çanakkale
Regional Council for the Conservation of Cultural Property has been the competent body for
the conservation of the cultural properties on Imbros.813 Since 1985, when the first decision
concerning Imbros was issued, there have been four different councils that worked as the
competent body for Imbros’s protection in different periods. The Superior Council of Cultural
and Natural Property (CC-S), Edirne Regional Council of Cultural and Natural Property (CCE), Bursa Regional Directorate of Cultural and Natural Property (CC-B) and Çanakkale
Regional Council for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Property (CC-C) in turn
became the main decision-makers for the planning and conservation of Imbros.814 Since 2011,
as the authority for the conservation of natural property was taken from the councils, CC-C
has been responsible only for the conservation of cultural property.
While the CC-C organises frequent on-site visits and evaluates every building and
conservation project located on heritage sites of Imbros, Gökçeada Municipality is the
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mediator between the CC-C and the residents of Imbros and is entitled to implement the
decisions of the councils and the heritage protection regulations.
Nevertheless, throughout the history of heritage-making on Imbros, multiple public
institutions including the National Security Council (NSC), the prime minister’s office, the
Ministry of Justice have intervened in the decision-making processes. Hence, the identification
and conservation of cultural and natural property is a gradual, multi-faceted process involving
the opinions and expertise of many institutions and organisations, even though it is regulated
solely by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.

7.2.3. Other Institutions Involved

Although the law on conservation delegates the MCT as the authorised body, other public
institutions often provide decisions on the conservation of cultural and natural property. For
Imbros, in addition to the MCT, two ministries and the NSC have been involved in the social
and spatial transformation of Imbros including the processes of heritage-making.
For the NSC, the reason was the island’s military status that the Turkish parliament
abolished in 1991. Even after 1991 the NSC continued to be part of the decision-making
processes related to Imbros – a situation linked with the wider political dynamics. Between
1982 and 2003, according to the 1982 constitution, the NSC consisted of the president, the
prime minister, the chief of the general staff, the minister of defence, the home secretary, the
foreign secretary and the commanders-in-chief of armed forces and constabulary.815 In this
regard, the NSC was representing the highest authority of the Republic of Turkey, and their
interventions into the heritage decisions have been highly influential.
In addition to the NSC, the other institution which was directly linked with the
planning and heritage decisions concerning Imbros was the Ministry of Treasury and Finance
(MTF). This ministry deployed its authority through its provincial organisation. In each city of
Turkey, the MTF has its provincial organisation, which is called the Financial Office
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[Defterdarlık], each of which has district units, Fiscal Departments [Mal Müdürlüğü], in
counties. As Imbros is a county of the city of Çanakkale, it has Gökçeada Fiscal Department
(GFD), which is a district unit of Çanakkale Financial Office (Fig. 122). The importance of GFD
comes from the amount of public property on Imbros that was largely gained through the
expropriations of the lands of the displaced Rums. The information provided in a court
decision dated 1993 by GFD demonstrates that Imbros’ entire land mass was 289.5 km2, 81.7
km2 of which was public property.816 This means that GFD maintains the management of this
land on behalf of the Turkish state, making GFD the biggest landowner on Imbros. In relation
to heritage decisions imposing certain restrictions in heritage sites, GFD have therefore often
raised objections.

Figure 122: The Provincial Organisation of the Ministry of Treasury and Finance.

Lastly, the third public institution involved is the Ministry of Environment and Urban
Planning.817 The main duty of this ministry on Imbros is to carry out construction projects on
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behalf of public institutions. The state-built villages, the Ministry of Justice’s guest house, the
reservoir and the airport are the main constructions which the relevant departments under the
MEUP have carried out. As an executive power, the ministry conducts construction projects
on behalf of other public institutions such as the Ministry of Justice.

7.3. Realisation
Realisation presents the first phase of the history of heritage on Imbros. It is highly likely that
the natural and cultural properties of Imbros were known to the authorities before that period,
as other historic Rum settlements on the Aegean coast had already been heritage sites before
the determination of Imbros’ heritage sites. However, there was not any attempt to classify and
conserve Imbros’ cultural and natural property prior to 1985. This may be due to the special
status of Imbros as a protected minority settlement with administrative autonomy, which had
not been put into practice fully but nonetheless might have affected the authority of the MCT.
Realisation as the defining act of this first phase refers two decisions of the Councils
for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Property. In the first one, the realisation meant
an official acknowledgement of Imbros’ cultural and natural assets, rather than a discovery of
these assets. In the second decision, what the Councils further realised was that some
construction activities on Imbros had already damaged some of the cultural and natural
heritage sites that the 1985 decision had designated.

7.3.1. The First Decision

In 1985 the Superior Council for the Conservation of Immovable Cultural and Natural
Property [Taşınmaz Kültür ve Tabiat Varlıklarını Koruma Yüksek Kurulu] (CC-S)818 issued the
first ever decision on Imbros. In that period, Imbros was still a second-degree military
forbidden zone [ikinci derece askeri yasak bölge],819 and the applicable law on military zones
made any building and touristic activity subject to permission, including the entries of
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foreigners to the island.820 Under these circumstances, the decision of the CC-S was an attempt
to designate and thus conserve Imbros’ prominent historical buildings, archaeological sites and
natural properties.
The terms of this decision dated 17th October 1985 are as follows:
-

According to the law no. 2863, a group of 43 buildings, which includes
twenty-five houses, ten churches, two fountains, three wash houses with
fountains, a metropolitan church and a mosque, are listed as Grade II and
II*.

-

The archaeological sites with their degrees are: The Castle of Kalekoy
(Kastro) Village is first degree, the area around the castle is third degree, the
necropolis is first degree, Pyrgos Monastery and its surroundings are third
degree and the Kuzu Port is third degree.

-

The Secret Port and the Aydincik Port are third degree natural heritage.821

Although missing many other historical buildings and sites, this first decision shows
the spectrum of the cultural, historical and natural assets of Imbros. Indeed, the listed buildings
and sites consisted of all the main categories: natural property, archaeological sites and listed
buildings. As seen in other historical rural settlement examples designated as heritages sites
prior to Imbros, such as Safranbolu and Ayvalık, the priority was given to those monumental
buildings that often have a public function, such as churches, fountains and wash houses. For
residential buildings, the CC-S prioritised buildings that have either exceptional aesthetic
qualities or a social significance.
Nonetheless, there are two issues that need to be pointed out about this decision.
Firstly, all the listed residential buildings of this decision are in the town centre, Çınarlı. Except
for their churches and fountains, the four Rum villages that constitute the main historic
architectural and urban fabric of Imbros sit outside of this first decision. In this regard, what
the 1985 decision did not address was to qualify these Rum villages as conservation sites since
the identification of conservation sites is critical for the protection of historical settlements
integrally. The listing of 43 buildings did not instigate the conservation of these four Rum
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villages, where there were already by 1985 large numbers of abandoned buildings. Nor was it
an adequate strategy for the town centre which had already begun to lose its historic urban
fabric. Only for Kastro village, did the designated archaeological sites – the castle, its
surrounding area and the necropolis – enable the protection of some parts of the settlement.
In 1985, Rum villages of Imbros were in different conditions. Kastro village did not
have any Rum residents, and some of the empty properties were occupied by the Turkish
settlers.822 Similarly, Schoinoudi was largely abandoned by 1985, and a few migrant groups were
occupying the abandoned Greek houses. In contrast, Agioi Theodoroi and Agridia villages kept
a certain amount of their Rum residents so that they did not have any migrant occupations.
In the same year, the Ministry of Public Works and Settlements completed the
construction of two new state-built villages, Yeni Bademli and Uğurlu, and their new residents
were moving into their given houses in these villages. These settlement projects on Imbros are
highly likely the reason for the CC-S to limit their conservation decision.
As mentioned earlier, the intangible attributes of cultural heritage either went
unnoticed or were overlooked by the CC-S. In fact, this first decision did not mention any Rum
identification, which could have brought up the subject of intangible heritage values.

7.3.2. The Second Decision

The second decision on Imbros, dated 9th September 1988, was issued by the CC-E.823 The
decision indicates that the CC-S delegated its authority for Imbros to the CC-E by 1988. Edirne
was the nearest city, which had a regional council for the conservation at this time.
This second decision addressed the unauthorised building activities on those
archaeological sites and natural heritage zones of Imbros that the 1985 decision had specified.
The decision mentioned five sites, and four of them were about building activities that had
caused some irreversible damage to those sites. The first site related to the cooperative housing
society of Kastro village that started building houses on Kastro’s third-degree archaeological
site. This archaeological site covers the surrounding belt of the castle of Kastro. The second site
was the Pyrgos Monastery that had been destroyed during the construction of the
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accommodation and social facilities of the Ministry of Justice.824 Third, the decision also
mentioned the Department of Forest Management and Village Planning as there were
buildings belonging to them on the 3rd degree archaeological site again around Pyrgos
Monastery. The fourth site was an area on the north-eastern edge of the island where the
Turkish authorities had started building a modern port facility on the third-degree natural
heritage site (Kuzu Port). The 1988 decision thus requested an official investigation into these
building activities that are against the legislation, and which would be conducted by the
relevant governorate.
To sum up, the 1988 decision had significant implications for Imbros. This decision,
primarily, was a sign that unauthorised construction activities were the greatest threat to
Imbros’ cultural and natural heritage sites. Referencing the principle decisions regarding
archaeological sites and natural heritage, the decision not only necessitated taking control over
any agricultural and building activity, but also indicated that they would take the island’s
traditional architecture into consideration before approving any construction project in the
future.825 In addition, it is clear that the cultural assets that this second decision identified in
Imbros continued to belong solely to the physical environment of Imbros.

7.4. Protection
When the Councils for the Conservation of Cultural and Natural Property stepped up and
began to issue decisions acknowledging the cultural and natural assets of Imbros, they also
realised an urgent need for a conservation strategy for Imbros. This section therefore illustrates
the implications of this first protection introduced by the Councils while it also shows the
conflicts over this protection between various public institutions.
Although the accredited institution for identifying heritage and its conservation is the
GDCHM and its councils for the conservation, the protection of heritage involves the
coordination and approval of other public institutions.826 In this context, as the island’s military
status continued until 1991 – a second-degree military forbidden zone – the NSC had an active
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role in the decision-making processes concerning Imbros, including construction activities on
the island. Thus, the protection of Imbros was a product of the dialogue between the NSC and
the GDCHM, and this phase concluded with the transformation of the island’s statues from a
second-degree military zone to a natural heritage zone.

7.4.1. The Dialogue

The 1988 decision of CC-E called for an investigation into unauthorised building activities on
Imbros, some of which was part of the NSC policy to deliver housing for public servants living
on the island. As part of an on-going process of emplacing Turkish citizens on Imbros that
began in 1964, emplacing public institutions and accommodating their employees on the island
was critical for the NSC.827 In fact, the aim of these public housing developments was explained
in the letters of the NSC in 1964 and of the prime ministry in 1989 as ‘to maintain the Turkish
populations of Gökçeada [Imbros] and Bozcaada, and solve the housing shortage for public
employees’.828
Here, the concept of public housing means housing developments that are for the
employees of the relevant public institution – a policy which was especially common until the
2000s. The figures are explained in a NSC letter dated 10th August 1990, which asserts that the
number of houses needed on Imbros are 411 public houses and 472 social houses (883 total).829
The letter states that this number was determined through the meetings and correspondences
of different ministries and local authorities.830 These residences are to be distributed to the
public employees of different institutions and financed by these institutions (i.e. 109 for the
Ministry of Defence, 108 for the Ministry of Justice etc.).831
Another letter dated 3rd December 1990 was sent to the MCT by the Undersecretary
on behalf of the then prime minister,832 repeating the same intention of maintaining the
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predominance of the Turkish population on Imbros and solving the shortage of public and
social housing.833 Although the 1988 decision of the CC-E did not stop any of these public
housing developments, these NSC letters nonetheless discloses that the idea of the heritage
protection was creating a tension between the NSC and the Councils for the Conservation.
Moreover, the 1990 letter of the Undersecretariat also requested the use of Kefalos
area, which the 1985 decision had designated as the first-degree natural heritage site, for
providing gravel for the constructions, which is against the principal decisions of conservation
of heritage sites.834 That year, the NSC had already delivered to the MCT a request letter
regarding the same issue.835 Indeed, several other letters between the NSC and the MCT imply
that the NSC and the Undersecretary of Prime Ministry were concerned about delays in these
building developments because of heritage protection regulations.
In the meantime, the NSC conducted several surveys on the island during this period.
One of the survey reports, written after a visit to Imbros on 1st August 1991, provides details of
Imbros’ spatial transformation.836 According to this report, although the realisation of heritage
status was restricting new construction activities that had a key role for the maintenance of
Turkish populations on Imbros, a master development plan designating heritage sites was
nonetheless vital to prevent the negative consequences of this rapid development.837 Hence, the
NSC report assigned all the ministries that had properties on Imbros to inform the Ministry of
Planning and the CC-B to help with the preparation of this development plan.838
Thus, these first five years after several of Imbros’ cultural and natural properties had
received recognition and protection from the Councils for the Conservation were marked by
an ambivalent condition concerning this heritage protection. However, in the following years,
a new era began for Imbros’ heritage history, beginning with a new decision regarding the
island’s military status.
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7.4.2. From Military to Natural Property

After the cabinet approved the decision that the NSC had issued (no. 339 dated to 21st May
1991) on 7th August 1991, Imbros’ military status was abolished.839 This decision in turn
brought the GDCHM into an arbiter position for Imbros’ planning and development. At the
same, it cancelled the articles concerning Gökçeada (Imbros) and Bozcaada of the enactment
no. 6/521 dated 29th May 1962;840 meaning that a period of anti-minority policies, which had
started with the Cyprus conflicts in the 1960s and was followed by several enactments such as
the 1962 decision, came to an end.
However, by 1991 the co-existence of Rums and emplaced citizens on Imbros had
already largely disappeared due to the policies of expropriations and emplacements targeting
the Rums in the 1960s and 1970s.841 At the same time, a nostalgic tendency to cherish the multiethnic Ottoman Empire was becoming more appealing – a situation that gained the support of
the minority leaders, and especially of Patriarch Bartholomew.842 Politically, the recent
developments created a positive attitude towards the (recognised) ethnic minorities of the
Republic. For instance, the then president, Turgut Özal, was known for his close relationship
with Turkey’s ethnic minorities, especially Jewish and Rum communities and their political
organisations.843 This created a sympathy towards the Rums of Imbros whose population were
only about 300 in the early 1990s.844 Moreover, on 25th July 1991, the prime minister instructed
the CC-B to re-evaluate the heritage sites of Imbros with the officers of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Affairs.845
All these factors paved the way for more effective heritage-making decisions about
Imbros, and a few months after the abolishment of the island’s military status, on 15th August
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1991, the CC-B issued a new decision on Imbros.846 For the first time, one of the terms of this
decision applied to the whole island. The decision designated the town centre and all the four
Rum villages as conservation sites, while the rest of the island received natural heritage status.847
The CC-B emphasised that ‘natural, archaeological and urban heritage values are mixed and
unified’ in Imbros, and thus they decided that until more detailed research and analysis was
ready, the areas outside of the conservation sites must be considered to be natural heritage.848
The categories of natural and archaeological heritage create highly protected zones
and restrict any building activity unless they receive the approval of the relevant council for the
conservation of cultural and natural property. The integrity of these two in Imbros had
significant consequences. Therefore, the 1991 decision was crucial in setting up an essential
protection policy specific to Imbros.

7.5. Reaction
Following the 1991 decision of the CC-B no. 1932, heritage and heritage protection became
contested issues on the island, despite the economic trends (such as tourism) favouring the
heritage industry nationwide. The Turkish residents and the local authorities showed their
official disapproval by sending letters to the NSC and the prime minister.
The NCS received a high number of the complaint letters written by the islanders
during this period. Considering the mission of the NSC, this was an unprecedented situation
in that it made the General Secretariat of the NSC the main communicative channel to any
local conflict on Imbros. As a result, without any official authority, the NSC continued to be
part of the correspondences between the prime ministry, the Ministry of Culture and the
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs.

7.5.1. The National Security Council

In October 1990, the NSC sent a letter to the Ministry of Culture, expressing the inconvenience
caused by the decision (no. 1932, 15th August 1991) which made the whole island a natural
heritage site, excluding conservation sites.849 The NSC letter claimed that the 1991 decision
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would stop any building activity (both public and private) and so would affect the island
negatively. Therefore, the NSC demanded that the CC-B put into operation a transition period
of regulations.850 The aim here was to enable these building activities to continue while the CCB determined more clearly the degrees and details of the heritage zones.851 Following this
request, on 11th November 1991, the Ministry of Culture informed the NSC that the CC-S was
assigned to review the CC-B’s decision, and in the meantime only the terms of 1985 decision
would be in force.852
Given the assurance that, during this review, building activities could continue as
usual on Imbros, the NSC wrote to the ministries that had allocated lands on Imbros to invite
them to an on-site visit.853 By this, the NSC wanted to involve these institutions in the
preparation of the Imbros’ master development plan that was to be designed by the CC-B and
the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs.854
The NSC’s request for an on-site visit took place in the same year. On 20th March 1992
the NSC wrote another letter to the GDCHM, including a detailed report of this visit to
Imbros.855 The aim was to investigate the process of projects and building activities on the
island according to ‘the Special National Policies’ by the former directives and decisions of the
NSC and the prime minister’s office.856 As the report shows, the officers of the NSC examined
every public investment project on Imbros on site and obtained further information about the
progress of these projects from the relevant institutions.857 The report was, in a sense, a request
to the CC-B not to issue another contradictory decision to interrupt these construction
activities.
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7.5.2. Bursa Regional Council for Conservation

Due to the review of their 1991 decision, the CC-B also organised a site visit to Imbros in the
same year. After their visit, the Council issued another decision on 16th November 1992.858
Emphasising the fact that the aim of the 1991 decision was not to prevent the development of
the island but to prepare an extensive planning and building legislation for Imbros, this new
decision (no. 2813) stated that the natural, archaeological and urban heritage of Imbros must
not be destroyed for the sake of new constructions.859 Considering the limited study on
planning and the incomplete cadastral survey, which was then continuing, the CC-B
reapproved all the previous heritage making decisions on Imbros including the controversial
1991 decision.860
Despite the NSC letter and report861 mentioned in the previous sub-section, the CC-B
opposed these political pressures. In fact, that 1992 decision specified more details than its 1991
processor, specifying heritage sites where the NSC wished to build public housing and new
villages. As one of the main arguments against the 1991 decision was its lack of degree ratings
for natural heritage sites,862 the CC-B proposed three articles which directly addressed these
earlier shortcomings.
Firstly, the CC-B identified the areas on the south coastal region that had become public
domain after the new cadastral survey863 as third-degree natural heritage sites.864 The same area
had been designated as a new residential zone on the NSC reports.865 Although third-degree
status did not forbid new constructions entirely, it restricted any building activity by making it
subject to the permission of the CC-B. Secondly, the CC-B raised the degree of the ports, which
the first decision (17.10.1985/1548) defined as third-degree natural heritage sites, to that of
first-degree natural heritage sites, hence protecting them from the building activities
mentioned and supported in the NSC reports.866
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Finally, the CC-B excluded the military base, the airport site and the lands of the
already-built new villages from heritage protection and withdrew its authority for these areas.
In this context, the CC-B focused on those heritage sites which kept their values, while gave up
on the already-destroyed heritage sites such as the Pyrgos Monastery.

7.5.3. The Letters

After the 1992 decision, Tahir Senel, then mayor of Gökçeada, was the first to air his grievance
with an official opposition letter dated 14th January 1993 and a law suit against the Ministry of
Culture.867 Addressing the GDCHM rather than the CC-B, his four-page letter argued that the
heritage decisions issued in 1991 and 1992, especially the identification of the whole island as
a natural heritage site, made it impossible to implement the National Policies of Turkey868 on
the island.869 Like the earlier NSC letters, the mayor claimed that these heritage decisions would
stop public investments that were being built or planned to be built on Imbros (whose land
expropriations had been completed) and thus would cause financial loss both to the Turkish
state and to the Turkish islanders.870
In his letter, as part of his complaints, the mayor condemned the CC-B’s survey and
analysis as ‘shallow and superficial’ and accused them of misusing the island’s name, as the CCB preferred to use ‘İmroz’ instead of ‘Gökçeada’ in their official documents.871 For the mayor,
using a Greek name for ‘a Turkish land’ proved the ignorance and unpatriotic attitude of CCB’s members, who, for him, were also guilty of making important decisions ‘from their desks
in Yıldız Palace without any decent survey and fair assessment’.872
Furthermore, although the mayor’s letter expressed an overly nationalist argument,
the rest of the letter focused on explaining how important it was to develop a tourism economy
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on the island.873 However, the tourism economy he was advocating does not have any reference
to the concept of heritage. Instead, he determined to prove the necessity of new building
activities such as hotels, ports and leisure centres, for which the heritage decisions, according
to him, simply posed an obstacle.874 As the mediator between the Councils for the Conservation
and the residents of Imbros, the municipality had an influence on the public opinion that was
shared especially by Imbros’ Turkish residents.
In this regard, in addition to the mayor’s letter, many Turkish residents sent affidavits,
expressing their experience of the so-called unjust treatments.875 For example, Ilyas Tayar, a
Turkish resident of Imbros, wrote an official letter to the prime minister on 29th January 1993
and explained his situation as follows:
I moved to Gökçeada with my own means, like many others, 15 years ago, and
since then I have been waiting for the development of our island patiently and
hopefully. Like me, all the people living here hope this. On Gökçeada, we, Turks,
have the majority. There are only a few old Rums who still live on the island. We
have managed to buy eighty percent of the land, and we are waiting for the
cadastral survey to receive our certificates of ownership. [..] Despite the fact that
our governments have spent a lot of money on public investments, the island
has not economically developed. Today, our only hope is tourism. However, the
news that we received some days ago from the Council for the Conservation
destroyed our hopes [...] We felt like our properties were taken from us, and our
perennial struggle for making our island Turkish came to nothing […] The
development of our island is in your hands, and we are doing nothing but
hoping to hear your good news.876
One noticeable implication of these letters is that both the expressions used in these
letters and the nature of the requests are the evidence of the social fragmentation being
experienced on Imbros. They show that, in the 1990s, the residents and the mayor of Imbros
repudiated the notions of heritage and heritage protection as these notions did not appeal to
the ambitions of Imbros’ Turkish population. Oddly enough, although they interpreted
tourism as the ultimate way of development for Imbros, they did not acknowledge the
opportunities of a heritage industry for this tourism.
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7.6. Planning
This section ‘Planning’ describes a period during which the Turkish institutions of heritage
protection, Imbros’ local authorities and other public institutions negotiated new planning
legislation for the island. This period, following 1991, concerns the island’s transformation
from a military zone to a cultural, natural and archaeological heritage site. Although the
heritage-making process had begun in 1985, Imbros was still lacking any extensive planning
and building regulation during the 1990s. The reason was that the NSC had issued all the
decisions and permissions until 1991, while the local authorities of Imbros, most of which were
newly established at that period, did not demonstrate adequate expertise to handle Imbros’
issues of heritage protection. In fact, as indicated by the mayor’s letter in the previous subsection, the municipality was unwilling to cooperate with the CC-B.877
Nevertheless, all the diverse institutions involved in Imbros’ transformation
acknowledged the fact that the civil status of Imbros brought along with it an urgent need for
a master development plan for the island. Yet their aspirations varied widely in terms of the
implications of any master plan for Imbros. In turn, the preparation of the 1/25,000 master
development plan of Imbros, prepared by the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement, and
the cadastral survey, both accelerated. The planning of Imbros became a contested task, and
the next sub-sections therefore explains some of the conflicts that took place in this period and
how these conflicts were eventually resolved into the new planning decisions of Imbros.

7.6.1. New Settlements in the Conservation Site

After the 1992 decision (no. 2813), not only did the local authorities and the Turkish residents
perceive heritage protection as an obstacle for the development of the island, but the NSC and
the prime ministry also claimed that these decisions regarding heritage sites had obstructed the
public investments that had an important demographic mission for ‘Special National
Politics’.878 A 1993 NSC letter and a letter from the prime ministry sent in the same year
epitomise this perception. This NSC letter demanded that the decision of Bursa Regional
Council had to be cancelled in order to encourage mass housing projects which aimed to
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maintain a Turkish majority on Imbros and Tenedos.879 Disguised under the term of ‘Special
National Politics’, the anti-minority policies that had caused the displacement of the Rum
population of the island during the 1960s and 1970s had already entailed such housing
developments.880 Thus, in the 1990s housing continued to be a priority for the Turkish
authorities in order to secure and sustain the Turkish majority.
Following up on this NSC letter, the prime ministry sent another letter to ensure
whether the Ministry of Culture had implemented the NSC orders.881 The then minister of
culture, Fikri Sağlar, wrote back immediately, disserting that the CC-B had already revised the
borders of the heritage sites according to the needs specified in the NSC letter.882 This revision
by the CC-B led to approval for the project of a mass housing project which consisted of 732
residential units (366 blocks) on the fringe of Imbros’ town centre.883 In short, this decision no.
3127 of 1993 designated an area, which used to be a conservation site next the town centre and
had been protected by heritage protection regulations (‘surrounding interactive area of a
conservation site’), as a ‘mass housing zone’.884
In addition, decision no. 3127 not only enabled the housing project but also assigned
‘a non-heritage zone for new settlements [sit dışı yeni yerleşim alanı]’.885 Located next to the
town centre, this area became a densely populated residential zone over the following decades.
Following these new amendments of the CC-B (such as decision no. 3217), the CC-E
regained authority over Imbros.886 Willing to grant the other requests of the NSC, the CC-E
issued their first decision (no. 1718) that gave permission for a trade centre, a school and a
health care centre in the mass housing zone defined by decision no. 3127 of the CC-B in the
previous year.887 These decisions (no. 3127 and 1718) set a precedent and led the town centre
to become much more developed and densely populated, including new housing on its
boundaries.
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7.6.2. Contested Natural Heritage Sites

While the NSC was giving orders to the councils for the conservation of natural and cultural
property to permit new constructions in the town centre, in 1993 the Bursa administrative
court decided on a suspension of the execution of the 1992 heritage decision (no. 2813).888
According to the court report, the claimant, Gökçeada Fiscal Department (GFD), representing
the state treasury, claimed that the defendant, the CC-B, deprived the Ministry of Treasury and
Finance of practicing its ownership rights on its 81.7 km2 land on Imbros and thus caused the
state treasury a substantial economic loss.889
Although information about the exact areas of these lands is not open to the general
public or researchers, the state treasury owns the former Rum properties such as houses and
agricultural land that had been abandoned by the Rums in the 1960s and 1970s.890 In order to
protect the built environment in the Rum villages, the conservation decisions subject building
activities to the permission of the authorised councils for conservation. However, the main
concern of the GFD about public property on Imbros was not these villages but the natural
heritage sites.
Kefalos was one of these sites. Kefalos region was a first-degree natural heritage site
then due to the 1992 Bursa Regional Council decision (no. 2813). In order to change the firstdegree status of Kefalos, the NSC again intervened and issued a decision (no. 372) in 1994.891
This decision enforced a village to be built in Kefalos as part of the Turkish settlement policy
on Imbros.892 Without any amendment of its degree of heritage, the CC-E confirmed the
construction of the state-built village on this site.893 The rest of the site was also distributed to
the future residents of this village for agricultural purposes.894 On 23rd July 1995, a CC-E
decision officially changed the degree of this natural heritage site to third degree after the
construction had already begun.895 This time the council opted to redesign the local zoning plan
according to the topography of the site and decided that these housing projects should
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represent the local architectural qualities of the island rather than being the application of a
typical project.896 However, these new terms concerning the village Eşelek897 were never
applied.898
Another state-built village, Şirinköy,899 was also built on a first-degree natural heritage
site owned by the state treasury.900 This village consisted of 150 houses built for Bulgarian
muhajirs, and its surrounding lands were distributed to these new settlers.
In 1994 the CC-E also approved the degree changes of the rest of the natural heritage
sites that the CC-S had previously recommended.901 This included another first-degree natural
heritage site – an area known as μυρχιά-ρύχια [Prickly Edges] by Rums – in which a modern
port was planned to be built, and there is a port – Kuzu Port – on this site today. And in 1994,
the CC-E allowed quarries on first-degree natural heritage sites at Kuzu Port, Aydıncık and
Uğurlu.902
Between 1996 and 1997, Turkish residents of Imbros continued to pursue legal actions
against the heritage decisions about first-degree natural heritage sites of Imbros.903 Unlike the
NSC and other public institutions who managed to amend the heritage decisions for sites where
they were hoping to build, the residents of Imbros did not always succeed. Zilyetlik (the right
of possession) claims of Imbros’ Turkish residents are against legislation regarding natural
heritage protection.904 The island’s natural property has therefore preserved its heritage status
in places where the Turkish authorities did not have any premeditated projects.
The final substantial change for the remaining natural heritage sites took place in
2011. With statutory decree no. 648, the protection of natural property was removed from the
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authority of the councils for conservation.905 The new legislation empowered the Ministry of
Environment and Urban Planning for the management of the natural heritage sites.906

7.7. Making
Drawing on the definitions given in the section on legislation, there are four categories in law
on conservation no. 2863 that apply to Imbros: archaeological sites, listed buildings,
conservation sites (cities/towns/neighbourhoods with an architectural and urban significance)
and natural heritage sites.907 Fig. 123 shows Imbros’ heritage sites (2018), as approved by the
CC-C. Given that each category has been negotiated and contested in different ways, heritagemaking processes can be summarised as follows.
First, except Pyrgos, the process of recognising and protecting archaeological sites has
been noncontradictory progress, in that neither the NSC nor other Turkish authorities have
directly intervened in these processes, at least as can be discerned from official archival
documents. However, this does not mean the archaeological sites of Imbros do not face other
problems. In particular, the lack of excavations on Imbros’ ancient Greek and Byzantine
remains has raised concerns within the Imbrian diaspora. Indeed, this absence of scholarly
studies and excavation projects on these remains which, according to the diaspora, are critically
important for the Rum history on Imbros, is often interpreted as being indicative of a political
stance on the part of the Turkish state that intended to block any attempt to discuss any
historical discourse linked with the Rums.908
Second, neither listed buildings nor the process of listing have been part of a conflict
since 1985. For the listed buildings, the minority foundations have mostly completed their
conservation projects, especially those for churches and other public buildings.
Lastly, for the conservation sites and natural heritage sites the process of heritagemaking has been a more contested and challenging task. This section on making, therefore,
concludes this chapter on the making of heritage by focusing on these two categories. The first
sub-section deals with what emerged out of heritage-making for the natural properties of
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Imbros from 1985 to the present, while the second sub-section discusses what conservation has
meant for Rum villages as the main conservation sites on the island.

Figure 123: Imbros’ Heritage Sites in 2018.

7.7.1. The Unmaking of Heritage

Heritage protection requires strict control over new building activities. There has been a
conflict of interest between the Turkish populations of Imbros and the councils for
conservation, as Imbros gained a favourable condition for the property market after the
abolishment of its military status in 1991. New constructions were not only profitable for the
market but also were needed to keep the demographics in favour of the island’s Turkish
population.
Hence, in the context of these conflicts of interests, the history of heritage has turned
into a process of unmaking, especially for many natural heritage sites, one of which is also an
archaeological site (Pyrgos) on Imbros. The Turkish state have built Kuzu Port, the guesthouse
of the Ministry of Justice on Pyrgos, Eşelek village in Kefalos region and Şirinköy on another
natural heritage site, despite the natural heritage decisions about these sites. As such, these
decisions have been either amended or ignored temporarily during the construction processes.
So, the question begs, what happened on these sites?
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One of the controversial archaeological sites is Pyrgos. The historic Pyrgos settlement
is on a natural cape ending with the ruins of a medieval watchtower and which are today still
in-situ.909 According to Giorgos Kseinos, an Imbros Rum living in Thessaloniki, there used to
be dami buildings and the remains of an ancient port on the cape of Pyrgos.910 As the most
noticeable part of Pyrgos, the cape consists of the architectural remains of different periods on
its far edge. From Kseinos, we also know that there is a chapel dedicated to Agia Anna just
before the tower.911 Today, the chapel and all dami buildings, except for one, do not exist as
seen from Fig. 124 and 125. Evidently, the main risk in the unmaking of heritage is for damis
and natural heritage sites.
Moreover, the process of unmaking natural property has been a contested issue in
Turkey since 2011. As Çağan Hakkı Şekercioğlu et al. claim, Turkey has been deploying
widespread destructive policies targeting natural property in recent years, and especially since
2011.912 Şekercioğlu et al. further explain this as follows:
[Conservation] crisis has been exacerbated by legislative developments that may
leave Turkey with a nature conservation legal framework that is weakened and
severely out of line with globally accepted principles. This situation is further
worsened by increasing bureaucratic complexity, fragmentation, overlap, and
conflict among government departments responsible for nature conservation,
combined with limited communication, cooperation, and coordination among
them.913
Published in 2011 amidst reactions to the new legislation on the conservation of the
natural heritage, several articles through which Şekercioğlu et al. supported their claims
indicate that what happened in Imbros is part of a general problem that is endemic to natural
heritage sites. Alongside this downgrading of natural heritage protection in relation to other
types of heritage, prioritising archaeological sites over the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
architecture also weakens Imbros’ heritage protection policies – especially for the urban
heritage sites (the Rum villages and the town centre) and damia districts.
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The conservation site of the county centre has also experienced a similar process. The
rules for planning and building have been stretched by each decision. The town centre has
gradually lost its historic fabric such as the roads, houses and green zones, while the recent
change in legislation has been posing extra danger for natural heritage sites, and which
accommodate a high number of dami buildings and damia districts. More specifically, as
statutory decree no. 648 empowered the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning with
the management of natural heritage sites, the chances of recognising damia districts as
conservation sites have become exceptionally low.
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Figure 124: Damia
district on Pyrgos in
the 1960s.914

Figure 125: Looking
to Pyrgos from the
cape,
Imbros/Gökçeada,
2017.
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7.7.2. The Making of Heritage: The Concept of Rum Village

The past is everywhere. All around us lie features with more or less familiar
antecedents. Relics, histories, memories suffuse human experience. Most past
traces ultimately perish, and all that remain are altered. But they are collectively
enduring. Noticed or ignored, cherished or spurned, the past is omnipresent.915
In The Past is a Foreign Country, David Lowenthal shows us that the past is used,
abused, embraced, rejected, changed, revived, remembered, forgotten and appropriated to an
extent that it ‘inheres in all we do and think’.916 However, more than his claim about the
omnipresence of the past, Lowenthal’s metaphor ‘the past is a foreign country’ discloses new
insights as to how the past and heritage function. Lowenthal explains this foreignness with a
reciprocal process between the past and its preservation.917 As such, he describes this new
condition as ‘recognizing the past’s difference promoted its preservation; the act of preserving
accentuated that difference’. Thus, ‘venerated as a fount of communal identity, cherished as an
endangered legacy’ the past is ‘a foreign country reshaped by today, its strangeness
domesticated by our own modes of caring for its vestiges’.918
This kind of approach is also the basis of critical heritage studies. For example, similar
to Lowenthal, Harrison in his book Heritage: Critical Approaches defines heritage as an
omnipresent cultural phenomenon, while he also discusses ways in which the phenomenon of
heritage has been produced and reproduced according to the ever-changing motives of
political, judicial, social and psychological mechanisms.919
Yet there is more than a critical approach to the past in Lowenthal’s metaphor. In fact,
what is more interesting is to apply this to the Imbros’ case in which the past is a foreign country
both in metaphorical and literal ways. As such, today, after 34 years from the first heritage
decision, the past that is produced, regulated and contested through the built environment,
especially of Rum villages, in both embodied and metaphorical ways acts as a foreign spectacle
for different actors on the island.
Shaped by the processes of displacement, heritage-making, return/occupation, each
village offers a version of ‘Rum village’ as a site where the past is negotiated and appropriated
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in multiple ways. As such, even the traumatic aspects of the displacement history are glossed
over and commodified within tourism and heritage industries through authentic attributions
to the Rum elements of the island. As such, Schoinoudi’s ruined houses (Fig. 126 and 127) have
become a sightseeing site for visitors, while Glyky has been populated by second homeowners,
who are members of Istanbul elite, and who have monopolised the housing market through the
marketization of living in a ‘real Rum village’. In Glyky, rising property prices have been
causing the displacement of its few remaining Rum residents. Similarly, in Agioi Theodoroi,
commodified Greek cultural elements were embodied in the increasing number of Greek
patisseries run by Rum returnees, who eventually became part of the process that has
commodified even the displacement narrative on Imbros (Fig. 128 and 129).
This was first noticed by Tsimouris during his fieldwork on the festival of Rums in the
late 1990s. He interpreted this situation as a conflict between the Rums, who see their visit to
the island as a pilgrimage, and the Turkish local authorities, who try to make the festival a
tourist attraction due to their political and economic aspirations.920 After Tsimouris,
Münüsoğlu, who recently published an article on authenticity and tourism on Imbros,
approaches the issue in a slightly different way. He, instead, bases his argument on the
authenticity of the Rum existence and its utilisation for touristic purposes.921 As such, he
discusses the notions of tolerance and ‘the other’ to explain how a new form of authenticity has
been created.922
As the archival research at the institutions of heritage and my fieldwork practices on
Imbros show, the conservation sites comprising the built environment of the Rum villages had
been determined by the 1991 (no. 1932) and 1992 (no. 2813) decisions of the CC-B and have
continued to be valid until today, with only slight alterations of their borders.923 However,
during this heritage-making process, neither the Rums (the displaced) nor the Turkish
authorities (the displacer), nor the Turkish residents (the emplaced) have willingly embraced
the concept of heritage. So, I want to end with these questions: What purpose did the making
of heritage serve? Does the making of heritage on Imbros typify a common approach to ethnicbased displacement sites, aiming to reconcile past misdeeds? Or does it commodify history and
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memory to obscure these past misdeeds? The example of Imbros suggests that answers to such
questions are never simple nor clear cut.
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Figure 126: The
Village of
Schoinoudi/
Dereköy,
Imbros/Gökçeada
2016.

Figure 127: The
Village of
Schoinoudi/
Dereköy,
Imbros/Gökçeada
2016.
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Figure 128: The
village of Agioi
Theodoroi/
Zeytinliköy, Imbros/
Gökçeada, 2018.

Figure 129: The
village of Agioi
Theodoroi/
Zeytinliköy, Imbros/
Gökçeada, 2018.
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8

CHAPTER

CONCLUSION

8.1. Summary of the Thesis
In this thesis I have argued that the phenomenon of displacement manifests itself at Imbros
through multiple temporal and spatial frameworks, all entangled within a number of concepts
which are intricately linked with the idea of displacement, such as emplacement, diaspora and
return. In my exploration of Imbros, this formulation has provided me with a method for
understanding this otherwise complex and ethically controversial human condition both in
context and in specific detail. What follows is a part by part summary of how this process
occurred across the thesis as a whole, culminating in a synopsis of my findings.
In Part 1 of the thesis , titled ‘Gökçeada: The Emplaced’, I devote myself to an analysis
of the emplacement practices on Imbros across Chapters 2 and 3. This analysis includes an
examination of the new spaces, populations and things which were transplanted onto the island
for specific purposes – during the production of which the Imbros Rums were displaced. I
argue that by emplacing various state institutions, infrastructure and eventually the state-built
villages, the Turkish nation-state is seen to invent new ways of creating a more efficient form
of social control: not only over the Rums but also over the emplaced populations that arrived
in their place. In granting the emplaced people – be they the employees of state institutions or
the new settlers of the state-built villages – with accommodation, agricultural land, livestock,
or various forms of work such as fishing, the Turkish state generates welfare and investment.
As I discuss, this in turn consolidated the sense of national belonging within the emplaced
groups and enabled their non-resistance to state power.924
Scholars working on Imbros, such as Alexandris, Babül, Tsimouris and Erginsoy, have
all accounted for the manner in which the various land expropriations were conducted, many
of which were seen to be unjust. As these were all implemented by the state to enable the
emplacements, they can be shown to have caused the displacement of Imbros Rums, although,
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as I also point out, the Turkish official discourse on Imbros has regarded the situation as being
one of voluntary immigration due to ‘economic distress’. Alexandris, for example, summarises
the effects of the emplacement practices as ‘deprived of their main source of income, the
aggrieved agriculturalists of Imbros and Tenedos abandoned the islands en masse’.925 With this
in mind it is surely beyond doubt that, given that the island’s population stood at only around
6,000 between 1927 and 1970, the number of public institutions that have been built on Imbros
since 1963, together with the amount of public investment required for these public
institutions, is nothing short of extraordinary: a situation which, on its own, indicates the
prominent role of emplacement for the transformation of Imbros.
Thus, by taking as my starting point these various top-down emplacement practices,
I argue that there is more to discuss about such forms of emplacement in terms of their
spatiality, meanings and implications for Imbros than the expropriations they initially caused.
As I discuss in Chapter 2 ‘Emplacement Practices’, the spatiality of these emplacement practices
on Imbros is revealed to not only represent a spatial and political tool for displacing people,
but also to function as a spatial metaphor which constitutes the other half of the phenomenon
of displacement.
In advancing this argument, I reveal in Chapter 3, ‘Emplacement through
Occupation’, that the various practices of emplacement implemented on Imbros are not purely
limited to those hegemonic forms which encapsulate the active involvement of the state power.
In fact, Imbros also received a substantial immigrant population: one who cultivated a
particular kind of belonging to the island through the occupation of abandoned Rum
properties, I define this situation in this chapter as ‘emplacement through occupation’. The
notion of ‘the right of possession [in Turkish zilyetlik]’ is intrinsic to understanding the kind
of emplacement practices which are associated with the arrival of such immigrant groups. This
is because – in historical terms – the abandoned properties of the non-Muslim populations
who were forced to emigrate by the end of the first half of the twentieth century have all been
seized: either by individuals, or by the Turkish state via legislation created to deal with such
matters. Although the exact figures revealing the percentage of those properties which have
been subjected to law on zilyetlik on the island is kept confidential through the various
mechanisms of state and institutional data protection, my fieldwork has shown that the
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immigrant groups indeed gained ownership of several Rum properties through zilyetlik, i.e. the
‘right of possession’.
In Part 2 of the thesis, titled ‘Imbros: The Displaced’, I focus on the island’s displaced
Rum community via two different set of conditions, unpacked across Chapters 4 and 5. The
first set of conditions concerns the diaspora, while the second set takes place on the island
during the annual return of members of this diaspora to Imbros – an act initiated by the
revitalisation of the island festival. By focusing on these post-displacement conditions of the
Rums, I argue that, rather than being a pre-defined situation, the experience of displacement is
formed within the process – so much so that the experience of the displaced is largely reshaped
by certain collective narratives which were themselves generated through diasporic practices.
Chapter 4, ‘In the Diaspora: The Syllogos (The Association)’, analyses the
phenomenon of displacement from the perspective of the displaced. Here I narrate the story of
how the Imbrian syllogos – the main Imbrian association in Greece – was built together with
the Imbrian diaspora by the displaced Rums. The intention of my analysis is to show that
Imbros Rums’ collective narrative of their displacement and their homeland is also embedded
in the social production of their syllogos in a variety of embodied, spatial and symbolic ways.
To substantiate this claim, I look in detail at the historical origins of syllogos, the spatiality of
the building of the Imbrian syllogos in Athens – including its planning schema, architectural
features and iconographic elements – and the Imbrian narrative, all of which are produced by
the publications, archives and members of the Imbrian syllogos.
Chapter 5, ‘In the Island: The Panigyri (The Festival)’, is primarily based on my firsthand observation and experience over three consecutive years (2016 - 2018) of the annual
festival which takes place on the island. As I discuss, my fieldwork also includes observation of
various other associated rituals, whereupon I examine the meanings and implications of this
festival for the Imbrian community and daily life on Imbros. I argue that the remit of the festival
goes far beyond the purposes associated with religious practice. This is because the extended
festival – which is itself accompanied with various rituals and commemorative events – is seen
to be endowed with notions of displacement, return and coexistence. Over the last five years, a
number of anthropologists (Tsimouris, Say and Münüsoğlu) have all studied the festival as
being both a contested event and a site of significance for the Imbrian diaspora.926 With this in
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mind, I combined my account of this festival with a particular focus on the spaces and places
of the festival and other associated rituals, via a discussion of the historical significance and
purposes of festivals and rituals on Imbros, and those of other researchers.
Braudel’s notion of plural temporality (‘durations’) is deployed in the third and the
last part of the thesis, titled ‘Imroz: The Place’. This final part unfolds across chapters 6 and 7,
both of which discuss the historical rural life of Imbros and the heritage-making processes
which have affected this way of rural life since 1985. In The Mediterranean, Braudel introduced
a new conception of historical time, expressed in the following succinct statement:
Is it possible somehow to convey simultaneously both that conspicuous history
which holds our attention by its continual and dramatic changes – and that
other, submerged, history, almost silent and always discreet, virtually
unsuspected either by its observers or its participants, which is little touched by
the obstinate erosion of time?927
In line with other such statements, Braudel’s approach to history writing is seen to be
structured on a form of simultaneity which combines the past, present, and future into a single
object of historical examination.928 With the aim of defining and re-examining both the
temporal and the spatial aspects of displacement through the lens of ‘the place’ – where place
refers to the historical rural life of Imbros – a Braudelian approach towards the study of Imbros
provides a new way to write spatial histories concerning the island life: histories which had
themselves been produced by a combination of natural and social forces, and which were
reproduced through the displacement practices seen during the second half of the twentieth
century. As a result, Braudel’s threefold schema of long duration/time, social time and
individual time enables this study to analyse these production and reproduction processes as
taking place within diverse spatial and temporal layers.929
Chapter 6 ‘Unofficial Spatial Histories’ concerns the writing of spatial histories of
Imbros from the perspectives of long and social ‘durations’. This offers yet another perspective
on the phenomenon of displacement by exploring the concept of the historical everyday on
Imbros. These unofficial spatial histories of the island draw upon the narratives that are told
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by the displaced, which are themselves documented in the Imbros Associations’ archives or are
otherwise inscribed in Imbros’ natural and architectural environment.
There is an intriguing element of intersubjectivity in Braudel’s definition of the shorter
durations, especially where he claims that, ‘there is a short period for all forms of life, whether
economic, social, literary, institutional, religious, geographical (even a gust of wind, a storm)
or political’.930 In this regard, Braudel leaves the conceptualisation of such shorter forms of
duration to subjective interpretations, while proposing more objective formulations of the long
durations.931 As Chapter 7 ‘Official Spatial Histories’ discusses, the short duration for Imbros
refers to a history of Imbros which is recounted by the official voice of the heritage-making
institutions. These institutions began designating certain elements of Imbros as heritage sites
in 1985, including those which are linked with the Rums or belong to the natural environment
of the island. By addressing the conceptualisation and conservation of heritage on Imbros in
these terms, Chapter 7 explores how the displacement of the Rums and their history on Imbros
has been negotiated through the process of heritage-making.
My research has been enabled and informed by my numerous visits to various places
of importance for conducting the relevant fieldwork, both on the island and within the
diasporic locales in Greece. This includes the fieldwork I compiled from my visits to a range of
archives (in Greece, Turkey and the UK), alongside my compiling a list of those previously
recorded oral histories I was able to obtain, plus the works of previous researchers. As a result
of this process, Imbros has steadily disclosed itself as a unique example though which the
phenomenon of displacement can be observed. The idea of displacement is in fact perceived to
be multifarious when inspected in this manner, unravelling to some degree when various
relevant perspectives are considered. This in turn highlights the multi-faceted and altogether
spatialised nature of this contemporary yet unsettling phenomenon. With the above in mind,
the aim of this thesis has been to outline and open up a path towards a more inclusive
understanding of displacement by employing the notion of positioning as a conceptual tool.
This tool, treated as a method for research, is one which not only generates different temporal
and spatial frames of understanding, but also provides a set of lenses for conducting my
research. By ‘lenses’ I refer to a specific type of gaze which involves highlighting those aspects
of displacement which are observed to materially affect the ways in which the island is
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perceived and understood. In short, by conducting my research via a substantial process of
fieldwork coupled with the experiential gaze granted by these three positions – the emplaced,
the displaced and the place – this study has sought to analyse and synthesise multiple spatiotemporal aspects of displacement in order to offer a new range of context-specific, empirical
and conceptual insights into this phenomenon, and the island to which it pertains.

8.2. Contributions of the Research
In this final section, I revisit the main theoretical ideas which thread through the thesis, while
identifying the key architectural historical themes through which these ideas are discussed, in
an effort to articulate the contribution of the thesis. While the nature of this contribution is
manifold (and therefore requires being unpacked part by part), it centres upon finding out
how context/site-specific encounters of this kind can further our critical understanding of the
entangled nature of the phenomenon of displacement. With this in mind, the process of
reflection which follows is organised according to the threefold structure of my thesis – ‘Part
1: The Emplaced’, ‘Part 2: The Displaced’ and ‘Part 3: The Place’. Within this process, I also
suggest the wider significance and potential impact of the research for areas both inside and
outside of academia.
The theoretical themes of my thesis are determined and conceptualised through the
findings of my fieldwork practice which took place in various selected sites and archives.
Before discussing these themes in detail, however, I would like to briefly summarise the
overarching theoretical framework of my thesis, which responds to my main research
question – how can the phenomenon of displacement be understood within the context of the
island of Imbros? Drawing on my fieldwork, this simple question has revealed itself as a
complex phenomenon shaped by the interplay which occurs between the emplaced (part 1),
the displaced (part 2) and the place (part 3) – three positions which I recognise in terms of
being three different lenses by which to explore the phenomenon of displacement within the
context of Imbros.
(Part I: The Emplaced)
The architectural historical themes which appear throughout the first part are
twofold. The first theme is discussed through the twentieth-century state-led construction
projects, which include an open prison with manufacturing facilities, five state-built villages
and a guest house with training facilities. These projects were constructed according to what
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are called ‘typical projects’ – a term that is used for architectural design projects prepared by
public institutions of the Republic of Turkey to be implemented on different sites with almost
zero alterations. The second theme concerns the nineteenth-century vernacular stone houses
in Rum villages of Imbros, which were recognised as conservation sites and have been
protected as cultural heritage since 1991. The issue at stake here is understanding the concept
of emplacement through the transformation process of these houses (rather than their
architectural qualities), given that they are both abandoned and mostly found in ruined states,
together with being occupied by the immigrant population of the island since the first half of
the 1970s.
The main theoretical theme discussed through these two groups of case studies cited
above is the concept of emplacement. In order to understand this concept as a part of the
phenomenon of displacement, I begin my theoretical discussion with selected anthropological
studies which offer theoretical underpinnings for the dialectics of emplacement and
displacement. Among them, three studies in particular are key to my understanding of this
dialectical relationship: Mallki’s seminal article ‘Refugees and Exiles: From “Refugee Studies”
to the National Order of Things’, Jansen and Löfving’s edited volume Struggles for Home:

Violence, Hope and the Movement and Ballinger’s article ‘Borders and the Rhythms of
Displacement, Emplacement and Mobility’. While these scholarly works help me identify and
theorise the particular relationship between the emplacement and displacement practices in
the context of Imbros, Foucault’s account of the concept of emplacement within his discourse
on ‘heterotopias’ provides me with the theoretical lens with which I investigate my case
studies in terms of their spatiality and the politics of space.
The wider significance and impact of this part comes both from my surveys on these
building sites that are otherwise mostly undocumented and from my research on the relevant
legislation and archival records of official documents regarding these emplacement practices.
Consequently, not only does my research on the emplacement practices on Imbros contribute
to the academic literature on architectural and spatial histories of Imbros, but it also has the
potential to be informative and useful both for policy makers and for the Rums who have lost
their properties due to these emplacement practices.
(Part 2: The Displaced)
In terms of the architectural historical themes, the second part looks into various
contemporary public and semi-public spaces created by the displaced – Imbros Rums –
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within two different contexts. The first context can be defined as the diasporic locales of the
Imbros Rums, which are located in two main cities of Greece – Athens and Thessaloniki.
Within this context, the architectural focus is the building of the Imbrian Association in
Athens, while another Imbrian association located in Thessaloniki is also referred to as it
houses the main ethnographic archive of the Imbrian diaspora. The second context, within
which the public and semi-public spaces in question are produced, is the island of Imbros
itself, more specifically the two Rum villages of Agridia and Agioi Theodoroi. In the context
of these villages, the architectural historical themes are discussed through the church, the
cemetery and the public squares.
In this second part concerning the displaced, there are two main theoretical themes,
although both belong to the broader concept of diaspora studies: the concept of migrant
associations as diasporic spaces, and the idea of return as the return of the displaced or
diasporic return. While investigating the associations of the displaced (in Greece) and the
return movement of the diaspora (on Imbros), my empirical case study uses Bakhtin’s
discourse of dialogism and dialogical landscapes as a theoretical and conceptual lens by which
to examine the Imbrian associations and the island festival of the Panagia.
My theoretical argument on the concept of migrant associations is further informed
by three groups of scholarly studies. First, Moya’s article ‘Immigrants and Associations: A
Global and Historical Perspective’, Sardinha’s book Immigrant Associations, Integration and

Identity: Angolan, Brazilian and Eastern European Communities in Portugal and
Tocqueville’s 1893 seminal book Democracy in America provide me with a broader historical
and theoretical perspective to the concept of migrant associations. Second, Exertzoglou’s
studies on the Asia Minor refugees and their associations contextualise the Rum associations
within the discourse of refuge/immigrant associations. Lastly, Vassiadis’ book The Syllogos

Movement of Constantinople and Ottoman Greek Education 1861-1923, together with
Sümertaş’s article about the syllogos of Constantinople, allows me to draw the particular
analogy between the concept of the syllogos and the Imbrian Association of Athens.
The wider significance of this part is found in its ability to combine existing
anthropological studies of Imbros with a fresh theoretical approach that utilises new
empirical information gathered through my fieldwork. As a result, on the one hand, my
research offers a new perspective into the two conditions of the displaced, conceptualised in
my thesis as ‘In the Diaspora: The Syllogos (Association)’ and ‘On the Island: The Panagia
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(Festival)’. On the other hand, it also plays an important role in gathering these previous
studies of Imbros together in one location – a condition which is not mirrored in the existing
literature on Imbros due to the somewhat narrow scope of the existing individual research
elements.
(Part 3: The Place)
In terms of its architectural historical themes, the last part of my thesis focuses on
one of Imbros’ prominent building types – one which is not only a significant historical and
architectural element for the Rum community of Imbros but is also linked with the long
history of the island itself. This building type is called dami, which refers to the traditional
summer houses of the Rum community on Imbros. Dami belongs to the positioning of ‘the
place’ – another lens through which the phenomenon of displacement is discussed. More
specifically, dami, along with its historical and architectural qualities, embodies the historical
everyday of Imbros and its transformation under the phenomenon of displacement, both
spatially and symbolically.
The theoretical framework of this part is primarily informed by the Braudelian
analytical scheme of durations. As explained in detail in the previous section, Braudel’s
notion of plural temporality – durations of history – stipulate a multi-layered understanding
of the subject under discussion by investigating it within various temporal frames: long
history, social history and individual history. With the focus of dami as the representation of
the historical everyday (the rural), the long and social histories of Imbros are gathered either
directly from my Imbrian informants in the form of personal testimonies (collected through
the collective site visits), or from the literature written or disseminated by the Imbrians
(through their associations and their archive). In order to conceptualise a history-writing
practice as such, Samuel’s idea of ‘history from below’ provides me with the necessary tools to
recognise and process these ‘unofficial histories’ which I gathered from the ordinary people of
Imbros. In the second chapter of this last part, I discuss the practice of heritage making on
Imbros – a process which began in 1985 and continued since then – as a ‘shorter duration’
within the multi-layered history of Imbros.
The wider potential of this part can thus be identified as supplying the critical lens
for assessing the concept of heritage in this context, given that it shows how the decisions
taken for the conservation of heritage values (natural and cultural) have so far proven
inadequate to provide an inclusive conservation strategy for preserving the natural and
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cultural assets of Imbros. Finally, this part achieves a further impact by demonstrating the
complex mechanisms of identifying and conserving heritage along with revealing the inner
dynamics of the institutions involved in such heritage making processes within Turkey.
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